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About this book
This book contains reference material for programmers writing Airline Control System (ALCS) application
programs in assembler language.
ALCS is one of a family of IBM programs designed to satisfy the needs of airlines and other industries with
similar requirements for high-volume and high-availability transaction processing.
The product, which is also known as TPF/MVS, provides the Transaction Processing Facility (TPF)
application programming interface (API) for z/OS® environments. It supersedes ALCS/Multiple Virtual
Storage/Extended Architecture (ALCS/MVS/XA), known as ALCS Version 1.
Throughout this book:
• Airline Control System Version 2 is abbreviated to ALCS unless the context makes it necessary to
distinguish between ALCS Version 2 Release 4.1 and the predecessor products.
• Airlines Line Control Interconnection (ALCI) includes the function of network extension facility (NEF).
• Advanced Communications Function for the Virtual Telecommunication Method is abbreviated to
VTAM®.
• TPF refers to all versions of Transaction Processing Facility and its predecessor, Airlines Control
Program (ACP).
• MVS™ refers to z/OS. MVS, s/390, and "OS/390®" also refer to operating systems.
• DB2®, CICS®, AIX®, Tivoli®, NetView®, and IMS are IBM products.

Who should read this book
This book is intended for use by application programmers who are writing assembler language programs
to run under ALCS. It may also be of interest to system programmers who have responsibility for ALCS.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with IBM High Level Assembler, and the corresponding macro
language.

How this book is organized
This book is organized as follows:
Chapter 1, “Application programming conventions,” on page 1
This chapter describes programming conventions and facilities which you need to be aware of when
writing application programs to run under ALCS. It contains sections on the assembler language,
register usage, ALCS macros, and defining your own macros.
Chapter 2, “Macros and callable services,” on page 13
This chapter describes each ALCS macro and callable service in detail, showing an example, or
examples, of its use.
Appendix A, “Summary of ALCS macros and callable services,” on page 548
This appendix provides an explanation of the different ALCS macro groups. It also contains a table
summarizing each ALCS macro and callable service.
Appendix B, “TPF compatibility,” on page 559
This appendix provides example macro and symbol definitions which can enhance the portability of
ALCS applications to TPF.
Appendix C, “Offline access to file address information,” on page 565
This appendix describes routines that offline utility programs (running under MVS) can use to get
information about ALCS DASD file addresses.
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“Acronyms and abbreviations” on page 574
This appendix contains a list of acronyms and abbreviations used within the ALCS Version 2 library.
Not all the acronyms and abbreviations listed necessarily occur in this book.
This book also contains a glossary, a bibliography, and an index.

ALCS macro syntax
This section describes the ALCS macro syntax used in this book. The macro syntax comprises particular
symbols, fonts, and formats. The normal rules for assembler language apply.

Symbols
The following symbols define the macroinstruction format. Do not use them in the actual
macroinstruction:
Braces
{}
Brackets
[]
Ellipsis
...
OR symbol
|
Use uppercase letters and words, and the following symbols as specified:
Asterisk
*
Comma
,
Hyphen
Equals sign
=
Parentheses
()
Period
.
Colon
:
Quote mark
'

Fonts
The following fonts indicate a keyword or a variable, and the default if there is one:
variable
A variable, for which you must substitute specific information.
KEYword
A keyword. Use either KEY or KEYWORD.
default
The underscore indicates the default. If you omit this parameter, ALCS assumes the default value.
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Format
Braces
Indicate options, where you must select one of the options. For example:
{A}
{B}
{C}

or

{A|B|C}

means select either A, or B, or C.

Brackets
Indicate options, where you can (optionally) select one of the options. For example:
[A|B|C]

means either omit the parameter, or select either A, or B, or C. When one of the options is underlined, as A
is here, this is the default which ALCS assumes when you do not make a selection.

Nested braces or brackets
Mean that you can only select an operand when you have selected an operand at the higher level of
nesting. For example:
[level_1[,level_2[,level_3]]]

means that you can do one of the following:
Omit all three operands
Select level_1 only
Select level_1 qualified by level_2
Select level_1 qualified by level_2 qualified by level_3.
Do not specify a lower level without the higher level.

Ellipses
Mean that you can specify the preceding item or group more than once in succession. For example:
(option,...)
means specify one or more options, separated by commas, within parentheses.

Register notation
In this book, general registers are referred to as shown in Table 1 on page xvi.
Table 1. Notation conventions used in this book
As referred to in the text

As coded in examples

General register 0 (RAC)

R00

General register 1 (RG1)

R01

General register 2 (RGA)

R02

General register 3 (RGB)

R03
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Table 1. Notation conventions used in this book (continued)
As referred to in the text

As coded in examples

General register 4 (RGC)

R04

General register 5 (RGD)

R05

General register 6 (RGE)

R06

General register 7 (RGF)

R07

General register 8 (RAP)

R08

General register 9 (REB)

R09

General register 10 (RLA)

R10

General register 11 (RLB)

R11

General register 12 (RLC)

R12

General register 13 (RLD)

R13

General register 14 (RDA)

R14

General register 15 (RDB)

R15

Alternative register notations are allowed, see “Register notation and usage” on page 2.
Floating-point registers are always referred to as FP0, FP2, FP4, and FP6.
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Chapter 1. Application programming conventions
This chapter describes programming conventions which you should be aware of when writing application
programs to run under ALCS. The sections within this chapter are as follows:
• Assembler language restrictions
• Register notation and usage
• Using ALCS DSECT and equate macros
• Defining your own DSECT and equate macros.

Assembler language restrictions
This section describes conventions for programming ALCS applications with the High Level Assembler for
z/OS.
You cannot use the complete High Level Assembler instruction set for ALCS application programs.
This section lists a number of restricted instructions and expressions. Do not code these in ALCS ECBcontrolled (online) application programs.
• Privileged and semiprivileged instructions: ALCS application programs run in problem state. Do not code
privileged or semiprivileged instructions.
• SAC and SSAR: ALCS application programs must run in primary-space translation mode. Because of this,
you should not code these instructions.
• SVC and MC: These instructions call MVS functions directly. Do not code them. Instead, code ALCS
monitor-request macros. If necessary, ALCS itself calls the MVS function.
• BAKR and PR: Do not code these instructions.
• START and COM: Do not code these instructions.
• CSECT: The BEGIN macro generates a CSECT instruction. If an application program contains an inline
DSECT, use the RSECT macro to return to the main CSECT. “RSECT - Restore CSECT” on page 383
explains how to do this. In DSECT macros, include the instruction:
&SYSECT

CSECT ,

to return to the main control section. “Defining DSECT macros” on page 8 describes how to define
DSECT macros.
Note: ALCS does not support common control sections.
• CXD and DXD: Do not code these instructions. Do not code Q-type constants or literals. ALCS does not
support external dummy sections.
• ENTRY, EXTRN, and WXTRN: Only code these instructions with static program linkage for callable
service routines (see ALCS Application Programming Guide). Do not code V-type constants or literals.
Use the TRANV macro to define additional entry points in application programs.
• DS and ORG: Since ALCS application programs must be reentrant, you should not code these
instructions to reserve space in the application program. Instead, use space in the ECB, or in storage
blocks. (You can use DS and ORG for other purposes.)
• PUNCH and REPRO: Do not code these instructions.
• AMODE and RMODE: Do not code these instructions. Instead, use the BEGIN macro's AMODE
parameter.
• Relocatable expressions: The value of a relocatable or complex relocatable expression depends on the
storage location of the program that contains it. Do not code relocatable expressions in A-type or Y-type
constants or literals if your program must be compatible with ALCS/VSE or TPF.
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• 64-bit instructions: Do not code 64-bit binary integer instructions (analogs of the 32-bit binary integer
instructions). ALCS only uses bit positions 32-63 of a 64-bit register when running on a z/Architecture®
machine.
• Only the floating-point registers 0, 2, 4, 6 can be used.

AMODE 24 and AMODE 31
ALCS supports application programs running in AMODE 24 or AMODE 31 (24-bit or 31-bit addressing
mode). AMODE 24 is supported only for compatibility with programs which cannot run in AMODE 31. If
your program does not need to run in AMODE 24, use AMODE 31.
Do not use the AMODE or RMODE instructions to specify the addressing mode for your application
program. Instead, use the BEGIN macro's AMODE parameter. See “BEGIN - Begin an application
program” on page 34. ALCS loads AMODE 24 application programs in storage below the 16MB line.
Note: The system programmer must specify the appropriate values for AMODE and RMODE in the linkedit input.
You cannot change an AMODE 31 program to AMODE 24. However, you can use the BSM, BASSM, or
SAM31 instruction to change an AMODE 24 application program to AMODE 31.

AMODE 64
ALCS does not support application programs running in AMODE 64 (64-bit addressing mode). Do not code
the SAM64 instruction.

Register notation and usage
This section describes the various notation conventions used for general and floating point registers in
ALCS. It also explains some restrictions on the use of registers in ALCS application programs.
Note: Within this book, general registers are referred to as shown in Table 1 on page xvi.

Register notation
To refer to general and floating-point registers, ALCS application programs use symbols defined by
REGEQ, which is automatically generated by the BEGIN macro.

General registers
There are four different notation conventions for the general registers. These are shown in Figure 1 on
page 3.
Figure 1 on page 3 specifies the convention which you are recommended to use in ALCS. However, you
can use any of the conventions shown in Figure 1 on page 3, or even a mixture of them all. Although
ALCS does not require you to use one convention consistently within a program, you should do so for your
own convenience.
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Figure 1. Notation conventions for general registers
TPF compatibility:
If your program must be compatible with TPF, do not use the register symbols RG10 - RG15. TPF does not
support these symbols.

Floating-point registers
The notation convention for the floating-point registers is shown in Figure 2 on page 3.

Figure 2. Notation convention for floating-point registers
Only the floating-point registers 0, 2, 4, 6 are used.
TPF compatibility:
TPF does not support the standard symbols for the user floating-point register area in the ECB. If your
program must be compatible with TPF, refer to Appendix B, “TPF compatibility,” on page 559, which
explains how you can define extra symbols for TPF.
Note that TPF does not save the contents of floating-point registers across macros.
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Register usage
The following paragraphs detail restrictions on the use of some registers within ALCS application
programs. These restrictions apply only to ECB-controlled (online) application programs. For offline
programs, you should follow standard MVS usage.

General register 0 (RAC)
• ALCS application programs can use this register in any way. However, some monitor-request macros
pass parameter values or return values in this register, corrupting its previous contents. You should
not use it to hold values across these monitor-request macros. (See Chapter 2, “Macros and callable
services,” on page 13; the Register use section for each macro indicates which registers can be
corrupted in this way.)
• Do not use a symbol for general register 0 if 0 indicates that:
– No base or index applies, or
– An RR format branch instruction does not branch.
In these cases, either code 0 or omit the operand. For example:
BCTR
BASR
LA
LA

R00,0
R02,0
R00,7
R01,7(,R01)

DECREMENT R00
PUT NEXT INSTRUCTION ADDRESS IN R02
PUT 7 IN R00
INCREMENT R01 BY 7

• Do not use LA to increment general register 0 (RAC). For example:
LA

R00,7(,R00)

DOES NOT INCREMENT R00

In the following example, AH is used instead of LA:
AH

R00,=H'7'

INCREMENT R00 BY 7

General registers 1 (RG1) and 2 (RGA)
ALCS application programs can use these registers in any way. However, some instructions implicitly use
them. For example, the TRT instruction modifies general registers 1 (RG1) and 2 (RGA).

General registers 3 (RGB) through 7 (RGF)
ALCS application programs can use these registers in any way. Remember that some instructions use
even-odd pairs of registers.

General register 8 (RAP)
The BEGIN macro establishes this as the primary application program base register. ALCS application
programs must not modify this register. If an application program needs more than one base register, it
must establish additional base registers as required.

General register 9 (REB)
The BEGIN macro establishes this as the ECB base register. ALCS application programs must not modify
this register.

General registers 10 (RLA) through 13 (RLD)
These registers are reserved. ALCS application programs must not modify them.
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General registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB)
ALCS application programs can use these registers in any way. However, some monitor-request macros
pass parameter values or return values in these registers, corrupting their previous contents. You should
not use them to hold values across these monitor-request macros. (See Chapter 2, “Macros and callable
services,” on page 13. The Register use section for each macro indicates which registers can be
corrupted in this way.)
TPF compatibility:
Do not use registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB) to hold values across any monitor-request macros in
programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Floating-point registers
ALCS application programs can use these registers in any way. However, if your program must be
compatible with TPF, see the TPF compatibility box under “Floating-point registers” on page 3.

Using ALCS DSECT and equate macros
ALCS provides its own DSECT and equate macros for use in application programs. These are listed in
Chapter 2, “Macros and callable services,” on page 13.
You can also use DSECT and equate macros written specifically for your application programs. If you are
defining your own macros, refer to “Defining your own macros” on page 7. That section describes some
ALCS conventions which you should be aware of.
The ALCS BEGIN macro automatically generates macroinstructions for some DSECT and equate
macros. “BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34 lists them. Usually there is no
need for an application program to include these macroinstructions explicitly. (For example, BEGIN
automatically generates a REGEQ macroinstruction. There is no need to include another (explicit) REGEQ
macroinstruction in an application program.)
The following section describes features of ALCS DSECT and equate macros.

Using DSECT macros
ALCS DSECT macros usually have a keyword parameter of the form REG=reg.
In an ALCS application program, the first macroinstruction for a particular DSECT macro generates
instructions which define the DSECT and optionally a USING instruction for the DSECT. In detail these
are:

A DSECT instruction
The DSECT name is usually the same as the macro name.

Instructions which define fields in the DSECT
The first 3 characters of each field name are generally the same as the first 3 characters of the macro (and
the DSECT) name.

EQU instructions
These define symbols associated with the DSECT. For example, they may define symbols for bits within a
byte in the DSECT. (Note that some DSECT macros do not generate EQU instructions.)
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A CSECT instruction
This instruction restores the application program CSECT. It allows the macroinstruction to appear
anywhere in the application program. Instructions which follow the macroinstruction are in the same
CSECT as the instructions which precede the macroinstruction.

A USING instruction
This establishes the specified register (reg) as the base register for the DSECT. Subsequent
macroinstructions for the same macro do not generate a DSECT. They generate a USING instruction.
The USING instruction does not load a value in the register. This must be done by the application program.
(However, the GLOBZ macro is an exception to this. See “GLOBZ - Access a global area” on page 277.)

The base register
DSECT macros do not generate a DROP instruction for the previous base register (if there was one). The
application program must include explicit DROP instructions as required.
If an application program is always to use the same base register for the DSECT, you need only code the
DSECT macroinstruction once (for example, after the BEGIN macroinstruction). However, you can specify
different base registers for the DSECT in different parts of the program. To do this, you can use the USING
and DROP instructions in the usual way. Alternatively, you can use DSECT macroinstructions instead of
USING instructions, as shown in Figure 3 on page 6.

CM1CM REG=R01
L
R01,CE1CR0
...
(instructions using R01 to reference the DSECT)
...
DROP R01
...
(instructions not using the DSECT)
...
CM1CM REG=R03
L
R03,CE1CR1
...
(instructions using R03 to reference the DSECT)
...
DROP R03
...
and so on.

Figure 3. Using DSECT macroinstructions instead of USING instructions

DSECT suffixes
Some ALCS DSECT macros have an optional keyword parameter of the form SUFFIX=s, where s is an
alphanumeric character. When you include it, this parameter adds a suffix s to the end of every symbol
defined by the macro. This allows an application program to use, in effect, the same DSECT to refer to
more than one storage area simultaneously. To do this, the application uses multiple copies of the same
DSECT, with different suffixes for each copy.
Figure 4 on page 7 shows the CM1CM DSECT macro generating two DSECTs. The first is for the input
message format (with suffix I). The second is for the output message format (with suffix O).
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CM1CM
CM1CM
...
L
L
...
CLC
MVC

REG=R01,SUFFIX=I
REG=R02,SUFFIX=O

INPUT MESSAGE DSECT
OUTPUT MESSAGE DSECT

R01,CE1CR0
R02,CE1CR1

LOAD INPUT MESSAGE BASE
LOAD OUTPUT MESSAGE BASE

CM1CCTI,...
CM1CCTO,...

(refers to input message)
(refers to output message)

Figure 4. The CM1CM DSECT macro generating two DSECTs
Because the macroinstructions specify a suffix, both macroinstructions generate the DSECT as well as the
USING instruction.

Using equate macros
ALCS equate macros generally have no parameters.
Within an ALCS application program, the first macroinstruction for a particular equate macro generates
EQU instructions which define symbols. If the same macroinstruction appears later in the same program,
it does not generate any instructions at all. For example, if a program contains the macroinstruction
TRMEQ ,

in several places, only the first occurrence generates EQU instructions for the communication device
types. The remaining TRMEQ macroinstructions have no effect.

Defining your own macros
This section describes ALCS conventions which you should be aware of when defining your own macros. It
shows an example of a DSECT macro and an equate macro.
Note: The information in this section applies to DSECT and equate macros only. ALCS does allow you to
define your own monitor-request macros. However, this process should be carried out only by qualified
systems programmers. It is not documented in this book.

Naming macros
Assembler language macros must have unique names. To avoid possible conflict with existing or future
ALCS, TPF, or TPFDF macros:
• Do not use names starting with the characters DXC.
• Do not use names of the form ccncc, where c is an alphabetic character and n is numeric (for example,
EB0EB and CM1CM).
• Do not use names of the form cccEQ, where c is an alphabetic character (for example, CPSEQ and
SYSEQ).
• Do not use names starting with the characters ZU or DB.

Specifying set symbols
An assembler macro sometimes needs a global set symbol that is unique to the macro. To avoid possible
conflict with global set symbols used by existing or future ALCS, TPF, or TPFDF macros:
• Do not use symbols starting with &DXC.
• Do not use symbols starting with &AG, &BG, or &CG (for example, &BG1 and &CG15).
• Do not use symbols of the form &ccncc, or symbols starting with &ccncc, where c is an alphabetic
character and n is numeric (for example, &EB0EB, and &EB0EBX).
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• Do not use symbols of the form &cccEQ, or symbols starting with &cccEQ, where c is an alphabetic
character (for example, &CPSEQ and &CPSEQ1).
• Do not use symbols starting with &SW0.

Cross referencing
You can use the ALCS cross reference facility (DXCXREF) to check that the macro name or symbol you
have chosen is not already in use. DXCXREF is an offline program which searches libraries of assembler
input source code for specified text strings. If you are not sure how to run DXCXREF, refer to the ALCS
Operation and Maintenance.

Defining DSECT macros
This section discusses the recommended way of defining a DSECT macro for application programs
running under ALCS. You should not code DSECT instructions in your application program. Instead, code
the DSECT as part of a macro, so that other programs can use it.
Figure 5 on page 9 shows an example DSECT macro. You could use this macro to define the format of
a storage area which is used to create a DASD record, or to specify a base register for the storage area, or
both.
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MACRO ,
MM00MM &REG=,
BASE REGISTER
X
&DSECT=,
DSECT TO OVERLAY/CONTINUE
X
&ORG=,
START OF OVERLAY
X
&SUFFIX=
SUFFIX
GBLB &MM00MMB
FIRST-TIME SWITCH FOR EQUATES
GBLA &MM00MMA
NUMBER OF SAVED SUFFIXES
GBLC &MM00MMC
SAVED SUFFIXES
LCLC &S
SUFFIX
LCLC &D
DSECT NAME
LCLA &A1
&S
SETC ' '
AIF
('&SUFFIX' EQ '').L10
&S
SETC '&SUFFIX'
AIF
(K'&SUFFIX EQ 1).L10
MNOTE 4,'WARNING -- ONLY FIRST CHARACTER OF SUFFIX USED'
&S
SETC '&S'(1,1)
.L10
ANOP ,
&A1
SETA 0
.L30
ANOP ,
&A1
SETA &A1+1
AIF
(&A1 GT &MM00MMA).L40
AIF
('&S' EQ '&MM00MMC'(&A1,1)).L80
AGO
.L30
.L40
ANOP ,
&MM00MMA SETA &MM00MMA+1
&MM00MMC SETC '&MM00MMC'.'&S'
&D
SETC 'MM00MM'.'&S'
AIF
('&DSECT' EQ '').L50
&D
SETC '&DSECT'
.L50
ANOP ,
SPACE 1
SPACE 1
AIF
(&MM00MMB).L51
&MM00MMB SETB (1)
#MM00DCS EQU
L2
BLOCK SIZE
#MM00DCI EQU
C'MM'
RECORD IDENTIFIER
SPACE 1
.L51
ANOP ,
&D
DSECT ,
AIF
('&ORG' EQ '').L61
AIF
('&DSECT' NE '').L60
MNOTE 4,'WARNING -- DSECT PARAMETER OMITTED, ORG IGNORED'
AGO
.L62
.L60
ANOP ,
ORG
&ORG
AGO
.L62
.L61
ANOP ,
AIF
('&DSECT' EQ '').L62
ORG
,
.L62
ANOP ,
AIF
('&DSECT' EQ '').L70
MM00MM&S EQU
*
.L70
ANOP ,
MM00HDR&S DS
0XL16
RECORD HEADER
MM00BID&S DS
AL2(#MM00DCI)
- RECORD IDENTIFIER
MM00RCC&S DS
X
- RECORD CONTROL CHECK
MM00CTL&S DS
X
- CONTROL
MM00PGM&S DS
CL4
- PROGRAM
MM00FCH&S DS
XL4
- FORWARD CHAIN
MM00BCH&S DS
XL4
- BACKWARD CHAIN

Figure 5. DSECT macro defined for ALCS (Part 1 of 2)
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.
.
.
&SYSECT
.L80
.L90

.
.
.
CSECT
ANOP
AIF
USING
ANOP
MEXIT
MEND

.
.
.
,
,
('&REG' EQ '').L90
MM00MM&S,&REG
,
,
,

.
.
.
RESTORE CSECT
SKIP USING IF BASE OMITTED
SET UP ADDRESSING

Figure 6. DSECT macro defined for ALCS (Part 2 of 2)

The storage area
You could use the MM00MM macro, shown in Figure 5 on page 9, to define a new storage area. The DSECT
name is MM00MMs, where s is an optional single-character suffix. (See “DSECT suffixes” on page 6.)
Alternatively, you could use the MM00MM macro to define a storage area which overlays part of (or extends)
a DSECT defined by previous instructions in the program. For example, you could use the macro to
define the storage area to overlay part of the ECB work area starting at EBW000. In this case, MM00BID
becomes a name for the two bytes EBW000 and EBW001, MM00RCC becomes a name for the byte
EBW002, and so on.

EQU instructions
The MM00MM macro also generates some EQU instructions. These instructions define symbols which relate
to the storage area. For example, the field MM00BID normally contains a constant (the two characters
'MM'). The macro defines the symbol #MM00DCI with this value.

Format
The format of the MM00MM macroinstruction is as follows:
MM00MM [DSECT=dsect[,ORG=label]]
[,REG=reg]
[,SUFFIX=s]

DSECT=dsect
Use this parameter to extend or overlay a previously defined DSECT. The name of the previously
defined DSECT is dsect. Omit this parameter to define a new DSECT.
If you omit this parameter, the macro defines the symbol MM00MM (or MM00MMs if there is a suffix)
as the name of the DSECT. If you specify this parameter, the macro defines the symbol MM00MM
with an EQU instruction. In this way, expressions such as "MM00BCH-MM00MM" have the same value
whether or not this parameter is specified.
ORG=label
The name of a field in the previously defined DSECT dsect. The macro defines fields so that MM00MM
(or MM00MMs if there is a suffix) overlays the first byte of the field at label.
Omit this parameter to extend dsect. In this case, the macro defines fields so that MM00MM (or
MM00MMs if there is a suffix) immediately follows the last field defined in dsect.
REG=reg
Generate a USING instruction for the symbol MM00MM (or MM00MMs if there is a suffix). The USING
instruction establishes reg as the base register for fields starting at MM00MM (or MM00MMs). The
macro does not load the storage address into the register.
When you omit this parameter, the macro does not generate a USING instruction.
Note: Registers R08 (RAP) through R13 (RLD) are reserved for use by ALCS. Do not modify them.
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SUFFIX=s
Use the character s as a suffix to each field name. When you omit this parameter, the field names are
MM00HDR, MM00BID, and so on. When you specify this parameter, the field names are MM00HDRs,
MM00BIDs, and so on.
The suffix also applies to the symbol MM00MM. This can be either a field name or the DSECT name.
The suffix does not apply to symbols for field contents. For example, it does not apply to #MM00DCS.
Neither does the suffix apply to any symbols specified by the DSECT= and ORG= parameters.

Suffixing
For symbols without a suffix (for example, #MM00DCS), the macro uses the global set symbol
&MM00MMB as a first-time switch. This allows a program to contain several MM00MM macroinstructions.
Only the first macroinstruction generates EQU instructions to define the symbols without a suffix.
For symbols that do have a suffix (for example, MM00MM), the macro uses the global set symbols
&MM00MMA and &MM00MMC to prevent multiple definitions of the same symbol. This allows a
program to contain several MM00MM macroinstructions which specify the same suffix. Only the first
macroinstruction generates instructions to define the symbols with that suffix. The macro also allows a
program to contain several MM00MM macroinstructions specifying no suffix. Only the first macroinstruction
generates instructions to define the symbols without a suffix.

Restoring the CSECT
The macro restores the CSECT name with the &SYSECT CSECT instruction. This is usual in ALCS and TPF,
but is unusual in other systems.

Field alignment
DSECTs start on an assumed doubleword boundary. Ensure that the base register points to a doubleword
boundary, otherwise fields in the DSECT will not be aligned. Some instructions are sensitive to operand
alignment.
If you use the parameter DSECT= (with or without ORG= parameter), the assembler takes the starting
alignment from the location counter in the DSECT. Alignment can introduce unexpected "padding"
between fields which would otherwise be contiguous.

Record header
DSECT macros for ALCS real-time database, general file, or general data set records should include labels
for the standard record header fields (see ALCS Application Programming Guide for a description of these
fields). In Figure 5 on page 9, these are MM00HDR, MM00BID, and so on.

Defining equate macros
Figure 7 on page 12 shows an example equate macro. You could use this macro to define standard
values for the symbols MOJA, MBILI, TATU, and so on. The format of the MMMMEQ macroinstruction is as
follows:
MMMMEQ ,

The macro uses the global set symbol &MMMMEQ as a first-time switch. This allows a program to contain
several MMMMEQ macroinstructions. Only the first macroinstruction generates EQU instructions.
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.L
&MMMMEQ
MOJA
MBILI
TATU
.
.

MACRO ,
MMMMEQ ,
GBLB &MMMMEQ
AIF
(NOT (&MMMMEQ)).L
MEXIT ,
ANOP ,
SETB (1)
SPACE 1
EQU
1
EQU
2
EQU
3
.
.
.
.
MEND ,

FIRST-TIME SWITCH FOR EQUATES
BRANCH IF FIRST TIME
ELSE EXIT MACRO
SET TO EXIT NEXT TIME
SWAHILI ONE
SWAHILI TWO
SWAHILI THREE
.
.

Figure 7. Equate macro defined for ALCS
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Chapter 2. Macros and callable services
This chapter contains details of macros and callable services supplied as part of ALCS that you can use in
assembler language application programs. These include:
• Monitor-request macros
• System-error macros
• Assembly macros
• DSECT macros
• Equate macros
• Dummy macros
• Callable services.
For an explanation of these groupings, see Appendix A, “Summary of ALCS macros and callable services,”
on page 548.
Notes:
1. The macros and callable services appear in alphabetical order.
2. The first form of the macro shown under the Format heading is the current form of the macro allowed
under ALCS Version 2 Release 4.1. Where possible, ALCS allows you to use forms of the macro that
were valid in previous versions of ALCS, and forms of the macro that are allowed under current and
previous versions of TPF. Forms that are allowed are shown as alternatives. All the TPF macro formats
might not be listed here.
TPF compatibility:
If your programs must be compatible with TPF, consult the appropriate level of TPF documentation for
the format of TPF macros.
3. For completeness, some macros which are described in other books are listed in this chapter. For
example the DXCEMG macro is listed here but described in ALCS Installation and Customization. This
chapter also lists, but does not describe, some macros provided with the IPARS application, which is
not part of ALCS, but which is included in the ALCS shipment.
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ALASC - Get an automatic storage block
Format
[label] ALASC {type|TYPE={Ln|(reg)}}

label
Any valid assembler label.
type
Size symbol: L0-L8, or LX. LX requests the largest block size supported by this generation of ALCS.
TYPE={Ln|(reg)}
Block size. The sizes that ALCS supports are an ALCS generation option. Specify either the size or the
register, as follows:
Ln

Size symbol: L0-L8, or LX. LX requests the largest block size supported by this generation of
ALCS.

(reg)
Register containing the size value (use LA reg,Ln). Use general register 14 (RDA), 15 (RDB), or 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the ALASC macro to get an automatic storage block and attach it to the ECB.
ALASC gets an automatic storage block and puts the address of this storage block into the ECB field
CE1AUT. Only the program that called ALASC is allowed to use this automatic storage block.
Fields in the automatic storage block
Use the following symbols for offsets to fields in the automatic storage block header:
CU1ACH
Next block in chain. Do not alter this field.
CU1BKT
Block type code. Do not alter this field.
CU1BLV
Program nesting level. Do not alter this field.
CU1USR
User area starts at CU1USR+4. (Do not modify the first 4 bytes of CU1USR.)
TPF compatibility:
For TPF compatibility, include the macroinstruction:
CZ1CP ,

in any program using these symbols. See “CZ1CP - TPF system equates” on page 129.
ALASC called by several programs
Each application program can call ALASC only once, and a program can only use an automatic storage
block that it has obtained itself. However, a program that issues ALASC can call another program with
ENTRC. This, or a subsequently entered program, can also call ALASC.
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If there is already an automatic storage block (allocated by a previous program) ALASC saves the address
of this previously allocated block in the new automatic storage block.
If a program that has called ALASC returns control to a calling program (by issuing BACKC), ALCS releases
the latest automatic storage block and restores the previous contents of CE1AUT. (This is the address of
the last previously allocated automatic storage block).
To do this, BACKC processes general register 7 (RGF) in the following way:
1. It saves register 7 in the user area (field CU1USR) of the automatic storage block belonging to the last
program which issued ALASC.
2. It resets register 7 to the address of that user area (CU1USR).
Similarly, if a program that has called ALASC issues an ENTNC, ALCS releases the latest automatic storage
block and restores CE1AUT.
When any program issues ENTDC or EXITC, ALCS releases all the automatic storage blocks for the entry.

Register use
When you use register notation, ALASC loads the size value into general register 15 (RDB), if required.
ALASC loads general register 7 (RGF) with the address of the user area of the automatic storage block
(CU1USR). It saves the previous contents of register 7 in the first four bytes of the user area (CU1USR).

Loss of control
ALASC does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how you could use ALASC to get a size L0 automatic storage block and save the
contents of ECB work area 1 in it.
CZ1CP
ALASC
MVC
.
.
.
L
MVC
BACKC

,
FOR TPF COMPATIBILITY
TYPE=L0
GET AUTO BLOCK
4(L'CE1WKA,R07),CE1WKA
SAVE ECB WORK AREA

R07,CE1AUT
RESTORE AUTO BLOCK BASE
CE1WKA,CU1USR+4(R07) RESTORE WORK AREA
,
RETURN AND RELEASE AUTO BLOCK

Related information
“CZ1CP - TPF system equates” on page 129.
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ALPHA - Scan for an alphabetic or non-alphabetic character
This macro is provided as part of the TPF program. It is not provided as part of ALCS. However, you can
find a definition for this macro, and examples of its use, in "IPARS - ALCS V2", which is included in the
ALCS shipment.
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AM0SG - AMSG-format message DSECT
Format
AM0SG [REG=reg][,SUFFIX=s]

or format for TPF compatibility:
AM0SG REG=reg[,SUFFIX=s]

REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.
SUFFIX=s
Suffix for DSECT symbols, a single alphanumeric character. AM0SG allows the same suffix character
in multiple macroinstructions. Only the first occurrence generates a DSECT. AM0SG adds the suffix to
every symbol that it defines.
TPF compatibility:
The TPF AM0SG macro does not allow the same suffix character in multiple macroinstructions. REG= is a
mandatory parameter in the TPF AM0SG macro.

Description
Use the AM0SG macro to reference fields in AMSG-format input and output message blocks. The ALCS
ROUTC monitor-request macro can use AMSG format for output messages. ALCS can also use AMSG
format for input messages. AMSG format is as follows:
┌─ ─ ─ ─ ─┬───────┬───────────┬───┬───┬────────────── ─
│ Header │ Count │ Reserved │NP1│NP2│ Message text ...
⋘─ ─ ─ ─ ─┴───────┴───────────┴───┴───┴────────────── ─

AM0SG defines the following symbols for referring to fields within the AMSG format:
AM0CCT
Count, a halfword that contains the length in binary of the message text, including the end-ofmessage character, plus 5 (3 reserved bytes, NP1, and NP2).
AM0CCX
Count, a fullword that contains the length in binary of the message text including the end-of-message
character plus 5 (3 reserved bytes, NP1, and NP2).
AM0CCX is used instead of AM0CCT when the message is AMSG extended format. This extended
format is used for large messages.
AM0NP1
One byte. In output messages, this must contain the ALCS no-operation character (#NOP). The CPSEQ
macro (“CPSEQ - Monitor-request macro operand equates” on page 99) defines the #NOP symbol.
Do not use the contents of this field in input messages.
AM0NP2
One byte. In output messages, this must contain the ALCS no-operation character (#NOP). Do not use
the contents of this field in input messages.
AM0TXT
Start (first byte) of message text.
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For input messages, the message text is the same as the IMSG-format message text (from label CM1TXI
in the CM1CM DSECT). For output messages, the message text is the same as the OMSG-format message
text (from label CM1CMW in the CM1CM DSECT). “CM1CM - Application message block format DSECT” on
page 63 describes these formats.

Register use
Not applicable. AM0SG does not generate executable code.

Loss of control
Not applicable. AM0SG does not generate executable code.

Example
This example shows part of an ALCS application program validating the end-of-message character on an
input message.

EOMOK

L
AM0SG
LH
LA
SPACE
CLI
BE
SPACE
SERRC
SPACE
EQU
...

R01,CE1CR0
REG=R01
R14,AM0CCT
R15,AM0CCT+1(R14)
1
0(R15),#EOM
EOMOK
1
E,123456
1
*

LOAD INPUT MESSAGE BASE
MESSAGE DSECT
LOAD CHARACTER COUNT
POINT TO THE EOM CHARACTER
IS THERE A VALID EOM CHARACTER
YES - BRANCH
GIVE A DUMP - INVALID EOM
CONTINUE PROCESS

Related information
“CM1CM - Application message block format DSECT” on page 63.
“ROUTC - Route a message to a communication resource” on page 380.
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APIDC - ALCS performance monitor interface request macro
Format
[label]

APIDC {NAME={perfmon_name|(reg)} | ACTION=CLEAR |
NAME={perfmon_name|(reg)},ACTION=RESET}

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={perfmon_name|(reg)}
ALCS performance monitor application name, where:
perfmon_name
4-character ALCS performance monitor application name.
reg

Register containing the address of the 4-character ALCS performance monitor application name.
Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF), or 14 (RDA), or 15 (RDB)..*

Use this parameter on its own to start using the performance monitor application name to collect data
for an entry.
NAME={perfmon_name|(reg)},ACTION=RESET
Remove the entry from being accounted under the performance monitor item specified on the
NAME= parameter. Subsequent consumption data will be collected using the default item for the
corresponding level.
ACTION=CLEAR
Cancel all previous APIDC NAME= macro calls for an entry.

Description
Identify an entry - and any entries it subsequently creates with CREMC (cremc), CREDC (credc), CREXC
(crexc), or CREEC (creec) - to the ALCS performance monitor, using the application name specified
on the NAME= parameter. You must have previously defined the application name to the performance
monitor using the ZPERF command, with level 1, 2, or 3. This overrides any previous performance monitor
application that the entry was using at the same level.
Use ACTION=CLEAR to remove an entry from the performance monitor. Subsequent consumption data for
the entry will be collected using the default item in the performance monitor tables.
Use ACTION=RESET to remove the entry from being accounted under the performance monitor item
NAME= parameter. Subsequent consumption data will be collected using the default item for the
corresponding level.
APIDC returns with general register 15 (RDB) set to zeroes when the ALCS performance monitor is not
enabled (refer to the PERFMON parameter on the SCTGEN macro in ALCS Installation and Customization).
APIDC NAME= and APIDC NAME=,ACTION=RESET return the following (hexadecimal) codes in general
register 15 (RDB):
0
4
8

Successful
Address of ALCS performance monitor application name is invalid
ALCS performance monitor application name is not defined in the ALCS performance monitor table
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12

ALCS performance monitor application name is inactive

ACTION=CLEAR always returns 0 in general register 15 (RDB).
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
Some restrictions apply when you use APIDC in installation-wide monitor exits. See the sections on using
callable services in installation-wide monitor exits in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Register use
APIDC uses general register 15 (RDB). When you specify NAME=(reg), APIDC also uses general register
14 (RDA). APIDC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how you could use APIDC.
APIDC
SPACE
LTR
BNZ

NAME=RECP
1
R15,R15
ERROR

TEST RETURN CODE
BRANCH IF NOT SUCCESSFUL

Related information
SCTGEN generation macro in ALCS Installation and Customization.
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ASCIC - Convert data between EBCDIC and ASCII
TPF compatibility:
Do not use ASCIC in programs that must be compatible with TPF

Format
[label] ASCIC TO|FROM

,DATA=(reg1)|field
,LENGTH=(reg2)|field
[,ALT=NO|YES]

label
Any valid assembler label.
TO

Translate data from EBCDIC to ASCII.

FROM
Translate data from ASCII to EBCDIC.
DATA=(reg1)|field
Address of data to be converted, where:
(reg1)
Register containing the address of the data. Use general register 15 (RDB) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
field
Name of the field containing the data.
LENGTH=(reg2)|field
Length in bytes of data to be converted, where:
(reg2)
Register containing the length of the data. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
field
Name of the fullword field containing the length of the data.
ALT=NO
Use the primary translate tables.
You can override the default EBCDIC-to-ASCII and ASCII-to-EBCDIC translate tables by using the
USRTAB7 and USRTAB8 installation-wide monitor exits. For more information about these exits, see
ALCS Installation and Customization.
ALT=YES
Use the alternate translate tables if they exist. Otherwise use the default translate tables.
You can provide alternate EBCDIC-to-ASCII and ASCII-to-EBCDIC translate tables by using the
USRTAB9 and USRTAB10 installation-wide monitor exits. For more information about these exits,
see ALCS Installation and Customization.

Description
Use the ASCIC macro to translate data from EBCDIC to ASCII or from ASCII to EBCDIC. The data is
translated in place.
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Register use
ASCIC loads the address of the data into general register 15 (RDB), if required. It loads the length of the
data into general register 14 (RDA), if required. ASCIC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could translate 16 bytes of data from ASCII to EBCDIC.
LA
R15,MYDATA
LOAD ADDRESS OF DATA
LA
R14,16
LOAD LENGTH OF DATA
ASCIC FROM,DATA=(R15),LENGTH=(R14)
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ATAWAIT - Wait for one or more asynchronous calls to complete.
Format
[label] CALL

ATAWAIT

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
Use ATAWAIT to wait for completion of one or more asynchronous calls.
ATAWAIT does not wait for the completion of any outstanding I/O operation. The I/O counter and error
indicators are not affected.

Register use
Use the MVS CALL macro to call ATAWAIT from an application program. The CALL macro uses general
registers 1 (RG1), 14 (RDA), and 15 (RDB).

Loss of control
ATAWAIT can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
See ALCS Application Programming Guide.

Related information
“MQAWAIT - Wait for one or more asynchronous MQI calls to complete” on page 344.
“WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete” on page 525.
ALCS Application Programming Guide - calls.
MVS Programming: Assembler Services Reference - CALL macro.
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ATTAC - Attach a previously detached storage block
Format
[label]

ATTAC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|(DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}
[,TYPE=({STACK|type][,UNCOND|COND])]

or formats for TPF compatibility:
[label] ATTAC [R07|Dn|Rn|(DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}][,ACPDB]
[label] ATTAC ACPDB

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to which the storage block is attached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1 and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register that contains the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through
7 (RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to which the storage block is attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
TYPE=({STACK|type][,UNCOND|COND])
Where:
type
One of the following:
STACK
Reattach the block from the most recent DETAC ...,TYPE=STACK at the specified ECB level
or for the specified DECB.
FA

SA

Reattach the block detached by a previous DETAC ...,TYPE=ADDRESS. The block file
address must match the file address at the specified ECB level or in the specified DECB.
Store the required file address in the ECB data level (CE1FMn) or DECB data level (IDECFA)
before issuing ATTAC.
Reattach the block detached by a previous DETAC ...,TYPE=ADDRESS. The block storage
address must match the storage address at the specified ECB level or in the specified DECB.
Store the required storage address in the ECB storage level (CE1CRn) or DECB storage level
(IDECDAD) before issuing ATTAC.

ANY
Reattach the block from the most recent DETAC ...,TYPE=ADDRESS at the specified ECB
level or for the specified DECB.
ACPDB
Synonym for FA.
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UNCOND|COND
Where:
UNCOND
If there is no detached block to reattach, dump and exit the entry. UNCOND is the default.
When type is not STACK, UNCOND is ignored (whether it is specified or the default) and ATTAC
behaves as for COND below.
COND
If there is no detached block to reattach, return to application.
[R07|Dn|Rn]
ECB storage level, where:
Rn

Dn

Register containing the level value (use LA Rn,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF). The register symbol must start with the character R.
Level symbol. D0 for level 0, D1 for level 1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

ACPDB
Same as TYPE=(ACPDB,COND). This format uses general register 7 (RGF) as the register containing
the ECB storage level.

Description
Use the ATTAC macro to reattach a storage block to an ECB or DECB storage level. The block must
previously have been detached by a DETAC macro from the same level.
Each ATTAC macro call reattaches one block. You must specify the same level with ATTAC macro as was
specified in the DETAC macro for that block.
The value you supply with the TYPE= parameter must be compatible with the value of the TYPE=
parameter used with DETAC.

Register use
When you use register notation, ATTAC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
ATTAC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
ATTAC does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how you could use DETAC to detach the block at level 2, then later use ATTAC to
reattach the block with the matching file address.
MVC
DETAC
.
.
.
MVC
ATTAC

EBW000(8),CE1FA2
SAVE FILE ADDRESS
LEVEL=D2,TYPE=ADDRESS DETACH BLOCK AT LEVEL 2

CE1FA2(8),EBW000
LEVEL=D2,TYPE=FA

SET UP FILE ADDRESS
REATTACH BLOCK

Related information
“DETAC - Detach a storage block” on page 147.
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ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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AUTHC - Control access to ALCS
TPF compatibility:
Do not use AUTHC in programs that must be compatible with TPF

Format
[label] AUTHC {CLASS={'class'|(reg1)|label},ENTITYX={'entityx'|(reg2)|label}
|ALCSENTITY={'alcsentity',(reg1)|label}
|TPFENTITY={'tpfentity'|(reg1)|label}
|CRAS={PRIME|ALT1-16|ALT}}
[,ATTR={READ|UPDATE|CONTROL|ALTER}]

or format for retrieving installation-defined data from an external security manager:
[label] AUTHC DATA={USER|GROUP|ANY|GNAME}
,AREA={(reg3)|label}
,LENGTH={(reg4)|label}

label
Any valid assembler label.
CLASS={'class'|(reg1)|label}
Specifies that authorization checking is performed for a resource of the specified class. Specify one of:
class
Class name, 1-8 characters
(reg1)
Register containing the address of a 1-byte length field followed by the class name (1-8
characters). Use general registers 0 through 7 (RAC though RGF) or 14 (RDA).
label
Assembler label of a 1-byte length field followed by the class name (1-8 characters).
ENTITYX={'entityx'|(reg2)|label}
Specifies that authorization checking is performed for the specified resource. Specify one of:
entityx
The entity name
(reg2)
Register containing the address of a 2-byte entity buffer length followed by a 2-byte entity name
length, followed by the entity name itself.
If you know the length of the entity name then use a buffer length of zero followed by an entity
name length.
If you do not know the length of the entity move the name into a buffer field (with at least one
trailing X'40' character as a delimiter), set the length of this buffer field followed by zero for the
entity name length.
Use general registers 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF) or 15 (RDB).
IBM recommends that you use the second of these two methods.
label
Assembler label of two 2-byte length fields followed by the entity name itself. See above for the
possible structures.
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ALCSENTITY={'alcsentity'|(reg1)|label}
Specifies that authorization checking is performed for a particular ALCS application. Specify one of the
following:
alcsentitiy
The ALCS entity name
(reg1)
Register containing the address of a 1-byte length field followed by the ALCS entity name. Use
general registers 0 through 7 (RAC though RGF) or 14 (RDA).
label
Assembler label of a 1-byte length field followed by the ALCS entity name.
TPFENTITY={'tpfentity',(reg1),label}
This is an alternative name for the ALCSENTITY parameter. Its function is identical.
CRAS={PRIME|ALT1-16|ALT}
Specifies the type of CRAS authority to check.
PRIME
Check entries authority to have Prime CRAS authority.
ALT1-16
Check entries authority to have alternate CRAS AT1 through AT16 authority.
ALT
Check entries authority to have alternate CRAS AT17 through AT255 authority.
Note: The checking for CRAS authority is performed hierarchically such that an entry that
has Prime CRAS authority will automatically have alternate CRAS AT1-AT16 and AT17-AT255
authority.
ATTR={READ|UPDATE|CONTROL|ALTER}
Specifies the level of access requested. The values are hierarchical. Specify one of:
READ
Lowest access authority
UPDATE
Higher access authority
CONTROL
Higher access authority
ALTER
Highest access authority
DATA={USER|GROUP|ANY|GNAME}
Get installation-defined data from the external security manager (ESM) for the end user that is
currently logged on to the originating terminal. For DATA=USER, DATA=GROUP and DATA=ANY, if you
have specified RACF=NO on the SCTGEN system generation macro then AUTHC gets information from
your USRSAF installation-wide monitor exit instead. Specify one of:
USER
Get installation-defined data from the USER profile.
GROUP
Get installation-defined data from the connected GROUP profile.
ANY
Get installation-defined data from the USER profile; if there are no data for the USER profile then
get data from the connected GROUP profile.
GNAME
Get the name of the connected GROUP profile.
AREA={(reg3)|label}
Address of the storage area where AUTHC returns data. Specify one of:
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(reg3)
Register containing the address of the storage area. Use general registers 1 through 7 (RG1 though
RGF) or 14 (RDA).
label
Assembler label of the storage area in entry key.
LENGTH={(reg4)|label}
Length of the storage area where AUTHC returns data. Specify one of:
(reg4)
Register containing the length of the storage area. Use general registers 1 through 7 (RG1 though
RGF) or 15 (RDB).
label
Assembler label of a fullword field containing the length of the storage area.

Description
Use the AUTHC macro to check whether or not your entry has authority to access specified data, ALCS,
or application facilities. You can also use AUTHC to retrieve installation-defined data from the external
security manager (ESM).
Authority checking To check an entry's authority to access ALCS or application facilities on an ALCS
system, use ALCSENTITY, TPFENTITY or CRAS.
To check an entity's authority to access particular data, use CLASS and ENTITYX.
To protect the data and applications you should set up Security Authorization Facility (SAF) profiles.
See ALCS Installation and Customization for details of setting up SAF profiles and general RACF®
considerations.
Retrieving installation-defined data
Use the AUTHC macro with the DATA parameter to get installation-defined information from the external
security manager's USER or connected GROUP profile for the end user that is logged on to the originating
terminal.
ALCS returns information in the area that the caller provides. By default, ALCS uses the MVS Security
Authorization Facility (SAF) to extract installation-defined data from IBM's RACF security product, as
specified on RACF commands:
ADDUSER DATA('installation-defined-data')
ALTUSER DATA('installation-defined-data')
ADDGROUP DATA('installation-defined-data')
ALTGROUP DATA('installation-defined-data')

If your installation uses a security product other than RACF , you can use the ALCS installation-wide
monitor exit USRSAF to extract the appropriate installation-defined data from your external security
manager and return it to the calling application program. Specify SCTGENRACF=NO in your ALCS
system generation to show that you are using a non- RACF security product. See ALCS Installation and
Customization for details of this parameter.

Register use
Authority checking
When you specify CLASS, ALCSENTITY, TPFENTITY or CRAS, AUTHC loads the address of the class name,
ALCS entity name or TPF entity name into general register 14 (RDA) and the address of the entityx name
into general register 15 (RDB) if required.
On return from AUTHC, general register 15 (RDB) contains one of the following return codes:
0

The entry is authorized
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4
8

No SAF decision
The entry is not authorized.

Retrieving installation-defined data When you specify DATA, AUTHC loads the data address into general
register 14 (RDA) and the data length into general register 15 (RDB) if required. On return from AUTHC,
general register 15 (RDB) contains one of the following return codes:
0
4
8

12

Processing completed without serious error.
Data returned to caller is truncated.
There is no installation-defined data (for DATA=USER, DATA=GROUP, or DATA=ANY), or there is no
connected GROUP profile (for DATA=GNAME).
There is no end user logged on to the originating terminal, or there is no external security manager.

On return from AUTHC, general register 14 (RDA) contains the length of data returned, one of:
Length of data returned, if general register 15 (RDB) contains 0.
Length of data before truncation, if general register 15 (RDB) contains 4.
0, if processing completes normally but no data is returned.
On return from AUTHC, general register 0 (R00) contains the type of data returned, one of:
0
4
8

12

Data returned from USER profile.
Data returned from connected GROUP profile.
Data returned by installation-wide monitor exit USRSAF, for an external security manager other than
IBM's RACF product.
Data returned from ACEE.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control if the ALCS entity name is too large.

Examples
Example 1
To test if the entry is authorized to access the application 'RES0.SC' with 'UPDATE' authority. The resource
checked will be : 'acbname.ALCSAPPL.RES0.SC' in the 'ALCSAUTH' class.
AUTHC ALCSENTITY='RES0.SC',ATTR=UPDATE
CHECK AUTHORIZED FOR APPLICATION
LTR
R15,R15
AUTHORIZED
BZ
APPL010
YES - BRANCH
C
R15,=A(4)
NO SAF DECISION
BE
APPL020
YES - BRANCH
B
APPL030
UNAUTHORIZED - BRANCH

Example 2
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X

To test if the entry is authorized to access either the resource 'TESTALCS.BOOKING1',
'TESTALCS.BOOKING2' or 'TESTALCS.BOOKING3' in the ALCSAUTH class depending on the input
value in general register 1.

APPL010
APPL020
APPL030
APPL040

ENTBUF1
ENTITY1
ENTBUF2
ENTITY2
ENTBUF3
ENTITY3

B
B
B
B
.
.
.
EQU
LA
B
EQU
LA
B
EQU
LA
EQU
AUTHC
LTR
BZ
B
.
.
.
DC
DC
DC

*+4(R01)
APPL010
APPL020
APPL030

*
R02,ENTBUF1
APPL040
*
R02,ENTBUF2
APPL040
*
R02,ENTBUF3
*
CLASS='ALCSAUTH',
ENTITYX=(R02)
R15,R15
APPL100
APPL200

BRANCH TABLE

ADDRESS ENTITY1
ADDRESS ENTITY2
ADDRESS ENTITY3
CHECK AUTHORIZED FOR RESOURCE

X

AUTHORIZED
YES - BRANCH
OTHERWISE - BRANCH

AL2(0)
AL2(L'ENTITY1)
C'TESTALCS.BOOKING1'

DC
DC
DC

AL2(0)
AL2(L'ENTITY2)
C'TESTALCS.BOOKING2'

DC
DC
DC

AL2(0)
AL2(L'ENTITY3)
C'TESTALCS.BOOKING3'

Example 3
To retrieve installation-defined data for an end user.
XC
LA
AUTHC
CH
BH
SPACE
LTR
BNZ
BZ

EBW000(40),EBW000
CLEAR WORK AREA
R06,40
SET UP WORK AREA LENGTH
DATA=USER,AREA=EBW000,LENGTH=(R06) RETRIEVE DATA
R15,=H'4'
DID AUTHC WORK OK ?
ERROR
NO - SEND ERROR MESSAGE
1
R00,R00
GROUP OR USER DATA ?
GROUP
PROCESS GROUP DATA
USER
PROCESS USER DATA

Related information
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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BACKC - Return to a calling program
Format
[label] BACKC ,

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
Use the BACKC macro to return control to the next sequential instruction of the program which last issued
ENTRC.
BACKC returns control to the instruction following the last ENTRC issued for the current entry. If there
is no previous ENTRC, the ECB exits without an error. For SAA programming interfaces (CPI-C, SQL, and
MQI), this provides a normal termination.
If BACKC is returning control to a program with a local program work area (parameter LPW=YES on BEGIN
macro) it restores its local save stack and the contents of the local program work area.
TPF compatibility:
In TPF, if there is no previous ENTRC, the ECB exits with an error. If your program must be compatible with
TPF, do not use BACKC if there is no calling program.
When control returns to the instruction following an ENTRC macro, the ECB and register contents are the
same as when the BACKC macro was issued. They are not necessarily the same as when ENTRC was
issued.

Register use
If BACKC is returning control from a program with an automatic storage block, it releases the block. In this
case, BACKC processes general register 7 (RGF) as follows:
1. It saves register 7 in the user area (field CU1USR) of the automatic storage block belonging to the
program which last issued ALASC.
2. It resets register 7 to the address of that user area.
BACKC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
BACKC can cause the entry to lose control if it returns control to a program that requires shared or
exclusive control of the global area (SHR and XCL parameters of the BEGIN macro) and that access is not
available. This can only happen on a multiprocessor.

Examples
In this example, program PGM1 uses BACKC to return control to the calling program:
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BEGIN
.
.
.
LA
BACKC
FINIS

NAME=PGM1,...

R01,7
,
,

RETURN TO CALLER

In this example, program PGM2 calls program PGM1, as follows:
BEGIN NAME=PGM2,...
.
.
.
LA
R01,10
ENTRC PGM1

Here the BACKC macro in PGM1 returns control to the instruction following the ENTRC in program PGM2.
On entry to program PGM1, general register 1 (RG1) contains 10. On return to program PGM2, it contains
7.

Related information
“ALASC - Get an automatic storage block” on page 14.
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
“ENTNC - Enter a program with no return expected to this program” on page 183.
“ENTRC - Enter a program with a return expected to the calling program” on page 185.
“SAVEC - Save to / restore from local save stack” on page 386.
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BEGIN - Begin an application program
Format
For application programs and dynamically-linked callable services:
BEGIN NAME=name
[,VERSION={00|version}]
[,AMODE={24|(31}]
[,SHR={ALL|NONE|(token,token,...)}]
[,XCL={ALL|NONE|(token,token,...)}]
[,PRINT={NOGEN|GEN}]
[,FP={YES|NO}]
[,LPW={NO|YES}]

or for compatibility with TPF:
BEGIN NAME=name,VERSION=version

or for statically-linked assembler routines:
BEGIN NAME=csname

NAME=name
The unique 4-character name of the application program or dynamically-linked callable service. (See
“ICPLOG - High-level language support prolog” on page 303 for an explanation of dynamically-linked
callable services.)
If you define one or more transfer vectors in the program (see “TRANV - Define a transfer vector” on
page 506), you must use the same name for transfer vector 0. The first character must be alphabetic.
The other 3 characters are alphanumeric.
Do not use program names beginning with A, B, C, or UF. These are reserved, as follows:
A
B
C
UF

Application exit programs (user-written programs performing system functions).
Data programs (programs containing Recoup data or Recoup exit routines.
ALCS ECB-controlled programs (for example, programs servicing ALCS commands).
For TPFDF use.

The following program names are also reserved: FACE, FACS, GOAn, RLCH, TIA1, UGU1, XHP1.
See ALCS Application Programming Guide for additional guidance on specifying application program
names.
NAME=csname
The unique 1- to 8-character name of the statically-linked assembler routine (see “ICPLOG High-level language support prolog” on page 303 for an explanation of statically-linked assembler
routines). Do not use names starting with CEE, DXC, EDC, IBM, or IGZ.
VERSION={00|version}
Two-character version number of the application program.
TPF compatibility:
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In TPF, the format of this parameter is VERSION=version. You must supply the version number, there
is no default.
AMODE={24|31}
Addressing mode in which the application runs:
24
31

24-bit mode.
31-bit mode.

The AMODE= parameter supports existing application programs that cannot run in 31-bit addressing
mode.
Do not write new programs that must run in 24-bit addressing mode. New programs should run in
31-bit addressing mode. (They can still be compatible with systems such as ALCS/VSE, which run
entirely in 24-bit addressing mode).
The AMODE31= parameter of the SCTGEN ALCS generation macro can override AMODE= to force all
ALCS application programs to run in 31-bit addressing mode. If this applies to your system, omit the
AMODE= parameter.
Note: You can use an assemble-time parameter to override the default for this parameter. (See ALCS
Installation and Customization.)
SHR={ALL|NONE|(token,token,...)}
The program requires shared access to fields in the application global area, as follows:
ALL
All fields.
NONE
No fields.
(token,token,...)
List of tokens (field identifiers) in the global area. If you are using tokens, refer to ALCS Application
Programming Guide for information on allocating the SHR= and XCL= parameters of the BEGIN
macro.
Note: You can use an assemble-time parameter to override the default for this parameter.
XCL={ALL|NONE|(token,token,...)}
The program requires exclusive access to fields in the application global area, as follows:
ALL
All fields.
NONE
No fields.
(token,token,...)
List of tokens (field identifiers) in the global area. If you are using tokens, refer to ALCS Application
Programming Guide for information on allocating the SHR= and XCL= parameters of the BEGIN
macro.
Note: You can use an assemble-time parameter to override the default for this parameter. (See ALCS
Installation and Customization.)
PRINT={NOGEN|GEN}
NOGEN
BEGIN generates an assembler PRINT NOGEN instruction at the beginning of the program.
GEN
BEGIN generates an assembler PRINT GEN instruction at the beginning of the program. If GEN is
specified, the assembly listing is at least 1500 lines longer than if NOGEN is specified.
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FP={YES|NO}
Do or do not generate symbols for the floating-point registers.
LPW={NO|YES}
The program uses (YES) or does not use (NO) the ECB local program work area (CE1WKC), where:
NO

The BEGIN macro does not define the symbols (labels) for local program work area fields. The
program must not use the local program work area or the SAVEC macro.

YES
The BEGIN macro defines symbols (labels) for local program work area fields. The program can
use the local program work area and the SAVEC macro. ALCS will save the contents of the local
program work area when your program issues the ENTRC macro and will restore the contents of
the local program work area when control returns to your program following the ENTRC macro.
Notes:
1. Saving and restoring the local program work area significantly increases the path-length of ENTER/
BACK processing. Avoid specifying LPW=YES in programs that do not use the local program work area
or the SAVEC macro.
2. The local program work area is "local" to your program. On entry to your program, ALCS clears the local
program work area to binary zeros. To use the local program work area, you must understand how
ALCS processes it for the enter-type macros:
ENTRC
ALCS saves the contents of the local program work area when your program issues ENTRC. It
restores the contents of the local program work area when control returns to your program
following the ENTRC macro.
ENTNC
ALCS does not save the contents of the local program work area when your program issues ENTNC.
ENTDC
ALCS discards all saved copies of the local program work area when your program issues ENTDC.
Transferring control to a transfer vector has the same effect on the local program work area as
described above (that is, it depends on the type of transfer). This is true even if the transfer vector is an
entry point in the same program, because the local program work area actually relates to the program
nesting level.
Transferring control to an exit intercept program (set by SXIPC macro) when an entry terminates has
the same effect on the local program work area as ENTDC.
3. ALCS uses entry storage to save the local program work area. The total amount of entry storage that
your program can use is limited to the amount that your system programmer specifies in the ALCS
generation.
TPF compatibility:
Do not use the LPW= parameter in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
The TPF BEGIN macro has the additional optional parameters BASE=, DRIVER=, IBM=, and TEST=. ALCS
ignores these parameters if they are present.
The TPF BEGIN macro does not support the AMODE=, SHR=, XCL=,, PRINT=, and FP= parameters.

Description
Use the BEGIN macro to indicate the start of an application program running under ALCS control. BEGIN
does the following:
• Establishes the program's CSECT name
• Generates the program header (which contains information reserved for ALCS use)
• Establishes base registers for the program and the ECB
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• Generates the ECB DSECT EB0EB
• Defines symbols for the fixed-file record types
• Generates macroinstructions for the following equate macros:
REGEQ (defines symbols for registers, see “REGEQ - Register equates” on page 364)
CPSEQ (defines various symbols, see “CPSEQ - Monitor-request macro operand equates” on page
99), including symbols for the fixed-file record types)
SYSEQ (defines symbols for the application; for example, the IPARS Reservations application)
XMSEQ (defines symbols for the application; for example, the IPARS Message Switching application)
Every ALCS application program must include a BEGIN macroinstruction as the first instruction of the
program. It must also include a FINIS macroinstruction as the last instruction of the program.
BEGIN starts the application program control section (CSECT). It generates dummy control sections
(DSECTs) that define the format of, for example, the ECB. It generates USING instructions that establish
base registers for the application program itself (general register 8, RAP) and for the ECB (general register
9, REB). It defines a number of other symbols that application programs use, including the symbols for
the general and floating-point registers. See “REGEQ - Register equates” on page 364.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
BEGIN also generates a series of constants that form the program header. The minimum program header
is 32 (X'20') bytes. If you define any transfer vectors (see “TRANV - Define a transfer vector” on page
506), each transfer vector adds an 8-byte field to the program header. The first executable instruction of
the program immediately follows the program header.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
Fields in the program header are reserved for ALCS use. Application programs must not refer to them.
The application program base register, general register 8 (RAP), does not contain the address of the start
of the control section (CSECT). Instead it contains the address of the field at displacement 24 (X'18') into
the program header.
The program name is in the fullword field at displacement 4 from the program base. If there are no
transfer vectors, the first executable instruction of the program is at displacement 8 from the program
base.
Because the application program base register does not contain the address of the start of the CSECT, the
displacements in the machine instructions are X'18' less than the corresponding displacements within the
CSECT. A displacement within the CSECT is often called a listing address. The assembler prints listing
addresses under the heading LOC.

Register use
Not applicable. BEGIN does not generate executable code.

Loss of control
Not applicable. BEGIN does not generate executable code.

Example
The following example shows the first instruction of an application program PGM1, version 00. In this
example, it is assumed that the ALCS generation specifies that all application programs will run in 31-bit
addressing mode. The application program either does not refer to the application global area, or it avoids
the need for serialization (for example, by using block concurrent instructions to access the global area).
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BEGIN NAME=PGM1,VERSION=00,SHR=NONE,XCL=NONE
.
.
.
FINIS ,
END
,

Related information
“CPSEQ - Monitor-request macro operand equates” on page 99.
“EB0EB - Entry control block DSECT” on page 175.
“FINIS - Finish an application program” on page 231.
“ICELOG - High-level language support epilog” on page 302.
“ICPLOG - High-level language support prolog” on page 303.
“REGEQ - Register equates” on page 364.
“SAVEC - Save to / restore from local save stack” on page 386.
“TRANV - Define a transfer vector” on page 506.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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BK0RP - Define Recoup keypoint format
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
This macro is described in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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BLKIC - Get information about storage blocks of a specified size
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
TPF compatibility:
Do not use BLKIC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

BLKIC BLOCKINFO,SIZE={Ln|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
BLOCKINFO
Returns details of all storage blocks of the size specified with the SIZE= parameter.
SIZE={Ln|(reg)}
Storage block size, where:
Ln

Size symbol: L0, L1, and so on up to L8 for size L8.

(reg)
Register containing the block size value (use LA reg,Ln). Use general register 14 (RDA), general
register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the BLKIC macro to get information about all storage blocks of a specified size (L0, L1, L2, ...).
On return:
R14
Address of information area. Use symbols to refer to the information area (see below). If the block
size is invalid or not defined in the system, general register 14 (RDA) contains 0.
Note: The data in this information area may be overwritten by subsequent macros.
BLKIC always sets up the information area at the same address, overwriting any information returned by
previous BLKIC or other macros. Save any data you need from this information area before issuing any
other macros.
BLKIC generates EQU instructions that define symbols. Use the symbols, as displacements from general
register 14 (RDA), to obtain information from the information area, as follows:
BLKTLC
Block type code (L0, L1, L2, ...) (halfword)
BLKREC
Logical block length (halfword)
BLKCIS
VSAM control interval size (halfword)
BLKCSO
Offset to ALCS control fields (halfword)
BLKVSO
Offset to VSAM control fields (halfword).
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Register use
When you use register notation, BLKIC loads the size value into general register 15 (RDB), if required.
General register 14 (RDA) points to the returned data. BLKIC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
See the Example in “FNDPC - Read a DASD record with control fields” on page 245.

Related information
“FNDPC - Read a DASD record with control fields” on page 245.
“RS0RS - DASD record control fields DSECT” on page 384.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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BS0AI - Recoup database analysis record DSECT
TPF compatibility:
Do not use BS0AI in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
BS0AI REG=reg

REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.

Description
The BS0AI DSECT macro references fields in the Recoup database analysis records. BS0AI is typically
used in offline programs. The DSECT name is BS0AI.
The ZRECP command can request Recoup to write database analysis records to a general sequential file.
The ALCS Operation and Maintenance describes the ZRECP command. Application programs (both online
and offline) can read this sequential file to process the data in these records.
The Recoup database analysis records are size L2. Each record consists of a header, followed by one or
more analysis items. Use symbol BS0DAT for the start of the first analysis item. The number (binary) of
analysis items is in the header field BS0ITM. (Header fields other than BS0ITM are not intended for use by
programs that process these records.) Use the symbol BS0LEN for the length of an analysis item.
Each Recoup analysis item contains information about one read performed by Recoup. There is at least
one Recoup analysis item for every record read by Recoup, but note that:
• Recoup normally reads all long-term pool records which are currently in use. However, errors can
prevent it from reading some records.
• Depending on the Recoup descriptor programs for the installation, Recoup may or may not read all fixed
file, short-term pool, and general file records.
• Recoup can read some records more than once. If it does, there is one Recoup analysis item for each
read, for each record.
An installation-wide exit is provided in Recoup which allows the user to specify altered length and
contents of Recoup analysis items. If the installation-wide exit is not used, each Recoup analysis item
contains:
BS0DSC
4-byte file address of the refer-from record.
BS0PRI
8-character name of the prime group for this read.
BS0GRP
8-character name of the group for this read, or binary zeros if the group has no name.
BS0REC
Eight bytes that contain the expected record identifier (ID) and record code check (RCC), and the file
address of the refer-to record.
Byte
Contents
0-1

Expected ID
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2
3
4-7

Expected RCC
Not used
File address.

BS0ACT
Three bytes that contain the actual record identifier (ID) and record code check (RCC).
Byte
Contents
0-1
2

Actual ID
Actual RCC.

BS0DSP
Eight bytes that contain the time of the dispense for the record (the high-order fullword of the TOD
clock) and the name of the dispensing application program.
Byte
Contents
0-3
4-7

Dispense time
Program name.

BS0FIL
Eight bytes that contain the time of the last write (file) for the record (the high-order fullword of the
TOD clock) and the name of the writing application program.
Byte
Contents
0-3
4-7

Write time
Program name.

BS0FLG
One byte of flags.
Symbol
Meaning if on (1)
BS0FLGD
This item is for the second or subsequent read of the record during the same Recoup.
BS0FLGH
Recoup was unable to read the record because of an I/O error.
BS0FLGI
An ID error occurred when Recoup read the record.
BS0FLGR
An RCC error occurred when Recoup read the record.
BS0FLGA
The file address of the record is invalid.
BS0FLGC
Invalid control information. An example of this sort of error is when the item count field contains
such a large number that the record does not have space to contain the items.
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The ALCS Installation and Customization describes Recoup descriptor programs, groups, and prime
groups.

Register use
Not applicable. BS0AI does not generate executable code.

Loss of control
Not applicable. BS0AI does not generate executable code.

Example
This example shows part of an ALCS application program that processes Recoup database analysis
records. It processes the data set as the general sequential file RRR.

NXTREC

NXTITM

IGNITM

RRRERR

TOPNC

RRR,I

OPEN FILE FOR INPUT

EQU
TPRDC
WAITC
L
BS0AI

*
RRR,D0,L2
RRRERR
R07,CE1CR0
REG=R07

READ NEXT RECORD
WAIT FOR I/O
LOAD RECORD ADDRESS
USE R07 AS BASE

L
LTR
BZ

R00,BS0ITM
R00,R00
NXTREC

LOAD ITEM COUNT
IF ITEM COUNT ZERO
THEN IGNORE RECORD

EQU
TM
BO

*
BS0FLG,BS0FLGD
IGNITM

IGNORE FILE ADDRESS IF
NOT FIRST READ BY RECOUP

L
R01,BS0REC+4
LOAD FILE ADDRESS
...
(and so on)
EQU
*
LA
R07,BS0LEN(,R07) STEP TO NEXT ITEM
BCT
R00,NXTITM
LOOP THROUGH ITEMS
B
NXTREC
LOOP THROUGH RECORDS
...
EQU
*
(instructions that process I/O error or end-of-file)

Related information
ALCS Installation and Customization.
ALCS Operation and Maintenance.
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CALLC - Call a C function
Format
[label]

CALLC fname ((1)|label1|reg|(regaddr)])
,PARMS=NO|PARMS=regstr,RETFLOAT=regflpt]

A maximum of 12 parameters can be specified.
label
A symbolic name assigned to the macro statement.
label1
The label of an area of storage containing a parameter.
reg

A register that contains a parameter. Registers R14 and R15 cannot be used as input parameter
registers.

regaddr
A register that contains the address of the parameter.
PARMS
NO

Specifies that parameters are not passed to the C function (default).

regstr
Specifies the area of storage containing the parameters passed to the C function.
RETFLOAT=regflpt
This specifies a register pointing to an 8-byte storage area where the C function returns floating-point
data.

Description
Use this general macro to call a C function from a basic assembler language (BAL) program.

Register use
• Register R9 (R9) must contain the address of the current entry control block (ECB).
• You must define the prototype for the C function by using the CPROC macro before you invoke the
CALLC macro.
• Floating-point data passed as a parameter must be in hexadecimal floating-point format.

Return condition
• If the C function returns floating-point data, register F0 contains the return value.
• If the C function returns void or floating-point data, the contents of R15 are not known.
• The contents of register R1, R14, and R15 are not known upon return from this macro.

Programming Considerations
• The number of parameters specified using the CALLC macro must be equal to the number of
parameters specified with the corresponding CPROC macro.
• A structure is not supported as a return type. Use a pointer to return the address of a structure.
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• Use a pointer to pass the address of a structure as a parameter. Alternatively you can pass a structure
itself as a parameter by using the CPROC macro. See “CPROC - Define a C function prototype for the
CALLC macro” on page 95 for more information and examples of how to pass structures.
• The C function name must be a 4-character dynamic load module (DLM) name.
• Storage containing parameters must have specific sizes or the data must be passed in the appropriate
register type where available:
– Floating-point parameters must be passed in storage that is 8 bytes long. Floating-point data cannot
be passed in floating-point registers.
– Data that is not floating-point must be passed in storage that is 4 bytes long or in registers.
• When you specify PARMS=regstr, you should ensure that the area of storage can contain all the
parameters passed, including the 4-byte address specified using the RETFLOAT parameter. This area of
storage must not be protected.
• The RETFLOAT parameter can be specified only with PARMS=regstr specified.
• If you specify PARMS=NO, the C function does not pass any parameters and the CPROC macro is not
checked for the number of parameters passed.

Example
The following example shows an assembler program calling a C function that uses 3 parameters. The
CPROC and CALLC macros are issued to call the C function.

CALL
parm_char

...
CPROC
GETCC
LR
LA
MALOC
CALLC
...
DC
END

RETURN=i,CFUN,(c,p,us)
D1,L1
Get a core block
R2,R14
Copy address of core block
R4,12
SIZE=1
Get 12 byte storage area
CFUN(parm_char,R2,(R3)),PARMS=R4
C'C'

Character passed to C function
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CALOC - Reserve and initialize a storage area
Format
[label]

CALOC COUNT=reg1,ESIZE=reg2

label
Any valid assembler label.
COUNT=reg1
Register containing the number of elements to be allocated. Use general register 14 (RDA), 15 (RDB),
or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
ESIZE=reg2
Register containing the number of bytes of storage of each element to be allocated. Use general
register 14 (RDA), 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the CALOC macro to obtain variable sized, initialized, and doubleword aligned storage for exclusive
use by this ECB. The register specified by the COUNT parameter must contain the number of elements to
be allocated. The register specified by the ESIZE parameter must contain the number of bytes of each
element.
CALOC stores the address of the beginning of the allocated and initialized storage, which may be located
above the 16-MB boundary, in the register specified by the COUNT parameter. The address returned is
valid in 31-bit addressing mode only.
Alternatively, CALOC stores hexadecimal zeroes in the register specified by the COUNT parameter if:
• Either the COUNT or ESIZE parameter contained hex zeroes at input.
• There was not enough storage to satisfy the CALOC macro request.

Register use
CALOC does not use any registers, except the register specified by the COUNT parameter.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use CALOC to reserve a storage area.
LA
LA
CALOC
SPACE
LTR
BZ

R01,1000
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
R02,10
SIZE OF EACH ELEMENT
COUNT=R01,ESIZE=R02 RESERVE STORAGE AREA
1
R01,R01
STORAGE AREA RESERVED
ERROR
BRANCH IF NOT - ERROR
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Related information
“CPROC - Define a C function prototype for the CALLC macro” on page 95.
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CC - Set the condition code
Format
[label] CC c_code

label
Any valid assembler label.
c_code
Required condition code, one of 0, 1, 2, or 3.

Description
Use the CC macro to set the condition code to a value which can be tested in a later part of the application
program.

Register use
CC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
CC does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how you could use CC to set condition code 3:
CC

3

SET CONDITION CODE 3

Related information
z/Architecture Principles of Operation.
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CCIDC - Convert between the CPUID and processor ordinal
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro for compatibility only. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. It is supported to simplify porting TPF applications to ALCS. IBM recommends that you
do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label] CCIDC {CPUID=field|PRORD=field}

label
Any valid assembler label.
CPUID=field
Label of 1-byte field containing the CPUID.
PRORD=field
Label of 1-byte field containing the processor ordinal.

Description
In TPF, CCIDC converts between the CPUID and the processor ordinal. TPF assigns a unique alphabetic
character called the CPUID, and a corresponding binary number (the processor ordinal), to each CEC of a
loosely-coupled TPF processor complex.
In ALCS, CPUID is the communication identifier used by the ALCS router to identify a particular ALCS
system.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
ALCS sets general register 0 (RAC) to zero (indicating successful completion of the macro call).
When you specify the CPUID= parameter, CCIDC loads the processor ordinal number (always zero for
ALCS) into general register 15 (RDB). When you specify the PRORD= parameter, CCIDC loads the CPUID
into general register 15. CCIDC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
None.
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CCNV - Character conversion routine
TPF compatibility:
Do not use CCNV in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

ENTRC CCNV

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
Use CCNV to convert one of the following:
• A binary number to its character representation in decimal form
• A binary number to its character representation in hexadecimal form
• A character representation of a number (in decimal form) to binary
• A character representation of a number (in hexadecimal form) to binary.
You specify the type of conversion, and other options, by setting switches in the ECB field EBCM01 as
follows:
Bit 0
Direction of the conversion:
On (1)
Binary to character (decimal or hexadecimal)
Off (0)
Character to binary.
Bit 1
Type of character representation:
On (1)
Decimal
Off (0)
Hexadecimal.
Bit 2
Controls suppression of leading zeros during conversion of binary to character:
On (1)
Suppress leading zeros (if the entire field is zero, CCNV returns a single character zero)
Off (0)
Do not suppress leading zeros.
Bit 3
Controls use of EBW092 as the save area for register 2:
On (1)
Save and restore general register 2 (RGA) using EBW092
Off (0)
Do not save register 2 (do not use EBW092).
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CCNV also uses a doubleword (8-byte) area in the ECB starting at EBW096.
Binary to character conversion
When converting a binary number to decimal or hexadecimal, CCNV treats the binary number as a positive
integer. (It does not interpret any bit in the binary number as a sign bit.)
CCNV stores the resultant decimal or hexadecimal number in character form with leading zeros. The
total length of the character representation is 8 bytes (hexadecimal) or 10 bytes (decimal). If you do not
request zero suppression, CCNV supplies the address of the start of this representation in general register
14 (RDA).
When you request zero suppression (by setting EBCM01 bit 2 on (1)), CCNV sets general register 14
(RDA) to the address of the first nonzero decimal or hexadecimal character, or to the address of the
last character when all the characters are zero. CCNV sets general register 15 (RDB) to the number of
characters in the representation, ignoring leading zeros, or to 1 when all the characters are zero.
Load general register 0 (RAC) with the binary number you want to convert. Maximum value of the number
is X'FFFFFFFF'. Load general register 14 (RDA) with the start address of the area where you want CCNV to
store the decimal or hexadecimal representation of the converted number.
On return, CCNV sets the general registers as follows:
R00
Unchanged
R01
Zero
R02
Unchanged (when EBCM01 bit 3 is on (1)) or unpredictable (when EBCM01 bit 3 is off (0))
R14
Address of converted value (character)
R15
Length of character value. If you have requested zero suppression, this is the number of decimal or
hexadecimal characters after the leading zeros, or 1 if the number is all zeros.
Character to binary conversion
In character to binary conversion, you must terminate the character representation of the decimal or
hexadecimal number with a non-numeric delimiter. CCNV treats any character outside the range 1 through
9 (decimal), or 1 through F (hexadecimal) as a delimiter. The number representation must be at least 1
character long.
Load general register 14 (RDA) with the start address of the representation of the decimal or hexadecimal
number that you want to convert. Maximum value of the represented number is X'FFFFFFFF' (4 294 967
295 decimal).
On return, CCNV sets the general registers as follows:
R00
Converted value (binary)
R01
Error code, where:
0
4

No errors detected
Conversion error.

R02
As for binary to character
R14
Unchanged
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R15
Length of character value.

Register use
CCNV uses general registers 0 through 2 (RAC through RGA), 14 (RDA), and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt
any other registers.

Loss of control
This program does not cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
Binary to character conversion
The following example shows how you could use CCNV to convert from binary to character representation
in hexadecimal form. The example assumes that the binary number is in EBX000. It requests CCNV to
store the result starting at EBW000, and to suppress leading zeros. It saves and restores general register
2 (RGA).
L
LA
MVI
ENTRC

R00,EBX000
R14,EBW000
EBCM01,B'10110000'
CCNV

LOAD NUMBER TO
ADDRESS TARGET
SET CONVERSION
AND CONVERT TO

CONVERT
AREA FOR CONVERT
CONTROL
HEXADECIMAL

For example, if EBX000 contains X'0000FA1B', CCNV stores the character string '0000FA1B' starting at
EBW000. In this case, CCNV returns the following general register contents:
R00
X'0000FA1B' (unchanged from entry)
R01
Binary zeros
R14
Address of EBW004 (first nonzero character of result)
R15
4 (length of the character string 'FA1B').
The other registers are unchanged.
Character to binary conversion
The following example shows how you could use CCNV to convert from character representation of
decimal to binary. The example assumes that the character representation of the number starts at
EBW000. It does not save and restore general register 2 (RGA).
LA
R14,EBW000
MVI
EBCM01,B'01000000'
ENTRC CCNV

ADDRESS NUMBER TO CONVERT
SET CONVERSION CONTROL
AND CONVERT TO BINARY

LTR
BNZ

CONVERSION OK
BRANCH IF NOT

R01,R01
...

For example, if EBW000 contains the character string '123X456...', CCNV interprets it as the decimal
number 123 (the character 'X' is a delimiter). In this case, CCNV returns the following general register
contents:
R00
X'0000007B' (123 decimal)
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R01
Binary zeros
R14
Address of EBW000 (unchanged from entry)
R15
3 (the length of the character string 123).
The other registers are unchanged.

Related information
None.
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CFMT - Format a display terminal screen
TPF compatibility:
Do not use CFMT in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

ENTNC CFMT

Specify the CRI of the display terminal, and supply a message block, using the ECB fields EBROUT and
CE1CR0 as follows:
EBR0UT
CRI of the terminal
CE1CR0
(ECB storage level 0.) Address of a message block with the count (in field CM1CCT) set to 4.

Description
Use CFMT to format the screen of an IBM 3270 display terminal. You can format a display screen, for
example, when the user presses the CLEAR key. CFMT does not allow a return to the calling program.

Register use
Not applicable. CFMT does not return control to the calling program.

Loss of control
This program causes the entry to lose control.

Example
The following shows how you could use CFMT to format a display terminal screen.
MVC
MVC
ENTNC

EBROUT,CM1CRI
CM1CCT,=H'4'
CFMT

ENSURE EBROUT SET CORRECTLY
SET MESSAGE LENGTH FOR CFMT
GO FORMAT SCREEN

Related information
“COMCC - Alter communication resource information or format screen” on page 71.
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CINFC - Extract data from the online monitor table
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro for compatibility only. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF or ALCS/VSE. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

CINFC R,symbol[,F][,REG={R14|reg}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
R

Access to the data is read only. Write access is not allowed. (Under TPF, W requests write access.)

symbol
The online monitor table data that is required. The only three fields that CINFC can access are:
CMMSTI
System state indicators
CMMCLS
Perpetual second clock
CMMNEB
Entry counters.
F

For TPF compatibility only. ALCS ignores this parameter.

REG={R14|reg}
Register where CINFC loads the requested data address.

Description
In TPF, CINFC returns the address of a control program table. ALCS provides other macros to access
equivalent ALCS data. These are listed in “Related information” on page 57. Use these macros in
preference to CINFC.
ALCS supports CINFC to access CMMSTI, CMMCLS, and CMMNEB for compatibility with applications
written to run under TPF or ALCS/VSE.
Note: The TPF CINFC macro returns the address of the actual data. However, the ALCS CINFC macro
returns the address of a copy of the requested data, not of the data itself. This copy of the data does
not change when the original data changes. If your program depends on changes in the data, you must
reissue CINFC each time you check the data.

Register use
The CINFC macro always returns the address of the data in general register 14 (RDA). If you specify a
different register with the REG= parameter, ALCS additionally copies this address into the register you
specify.
CINFC does not corrupt any other registers.
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Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“STICC - Test or get the system state indicator” on page 414.
“TIMEC - Get ALCS time and date” on page 448.
“COMIC - Get communication resource information” on page 78.
“LODIC - Get system load information” on page 322.
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CM0ND - Build a table of keywords for CM0PR
TPF compatibility:
Do not use CM0ND in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

CM0ND (synonym_list,...)[,SUFFIX=s][,END={YES|NO}]

label
Name of the keyword table, any valid assembler label. This is the name which you specify in the
LIST= parameter of the CM0PR macro, or macros, which use this keyword table.
If you use multiple macroinstructions to generate a single table (see the description of the END=
parameter), you should specify label only on the first CM0ND macroinstruction.
(synonym_list,...)
List of keyword synonym lists separated by commas. Each synonym_list can be one of:
keyword
Single keyword with no synonyms. keyword can be any character string, but must not contain
spaces, commas, or parentheses. If it includes quotes, code two single quotes for each single
quote in the keyword or synonym.
(keyword,synonym,...)
Keyword with one or more synonyms. keyword and synonym can be any character string, but must
not contain spaces, commas, or parentheses. If the string includes quotes, code two single quotes
for each single quote in the keyword.
SUFFIX=s
Single character suffix for every keyword and keyword synonym listed in the CM0ND macroinstruction.
s can be any single character. If s is a space, comma, parenthesis, or quote, enclose it in quotes. For
example, to add a single quote as a suffix to every keyword, specify SUFFIX=''''
END={YES|NO}
YES
Sets up an end-of-table indicator and aligns the following instruction on a half-word boundary.
The list of keywords and synonyms is the last or only list in a single table.
NO

Omits the end-of-table indicator and does not align the following instruction. Allows a single
keyword table to be built using a group of CM0ND macroinstructions. The list specified on the next
CM0ND macroinstruction is a continuation of the same table. To create one large table with two or
more CM0ND macroinstructions, specify END=NO on all CM0ND macroinstructions except the last.

Note: Different CM0ND macroinstructions in the group can (optionally) specify different suffixes
(SUFFIX= parameter).

Description
Use the CM0ND macro to build keyword tables for use with CM0PR. CM0ND sets up a list of keywords and
(optionally) synonyms. CM0ND uses this list to scan an input message for keywords.
Use the CM0ND macro together with the CM0PR macro and a list of branch instructions (see “CM0PR Scan the start of a data area for keywords” on page 60).
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Register use
Not applicable. CM0ND does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. CM0ND does not generate executable instructions.

Examples
The following example shows how you could use CM0ND to build a list of keywords without synonyms:
LIST01

CM0ND (KEYWORD1,KEYWORD2,KEYWORD3)

The following example shows how you could use CM0ND to build a list of keywords, some with synonyms:
LIST02

CM0ND ((KEYWORDA,WORDA),
KEYWORDB,
(KEYWORDC,WORDC,C,KEYC),
KEYWORDD)

KEYWORDA
KEYWORDB
KEYWORDC
KEYWORDD

HAS
HAS
HAS
HAS

A SYNONYM WORDA
NO SYNONYMS
3 SYNONYMS
NO SYNONYMS

X
X
X

Related information
“CM0PR - Scan the start of a data area for keywords” on page 60.
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CM0PR - Scan the start of a data area for keywords
TPF compatibility:
Do not use CM0PR in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

CM0PR LIST={table_name|(reg1)}
,DATA={field_name|(reg2)}
[,EXIT={branch_list_name|(reg3)}]
[,REG=({R14|work_reg1],[R15|work_reg2])]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LIST={table_name|(reg1)}
Address of the keyword table built with a CM0ND macroinstruction, one of:
table_name
Name of the keyword table. The label on the first or only CM0ND macroinstruction used to build the
keyword table.
(reg1)
Register containing the address of the keyword table. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
DATA={field_name|(reg2)}
Address of the data to be checked against the keyword table, one of:
field_name
Name of the field which is expected to contain the keyword. Specify as for operand 2 of the CLC
instruction.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the storage area which is expected to contain the keyword. Use
general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
EXIT={branch_list_name|(reg3)}
Address of the list of unconditional branch instructions. CM0PR branches to the first of these
instructions if the area specified by DATA= does not contain one of the keywords or synonyms in the
keyword table (LIST= parameter). It branches to the second of the instructions if the area contains
the first keyword (or any of its synonyms) in the keyword table, and so on. One of:
branch_list_name
The name (label) on the first B instruction in the list.
(reg3)
Register containing the address of the first B instruction in the list. Use general register 0 through
7 (RAC through RGF).
If this parameter is omitted, the list of B instructions must immediately follow the CM0PR
macroinstruction.
REG=({R14|work_reg1],[R15|work_reg2])
Work registers which can be corrupted by CM0PR. Ensure that you do not specify or default either of
these to be the same as the registers (if any) specified for LIST=, DATA=, or EXIT=. Use general
register 14 (RDA), 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
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Description
Use the CM0PR macro to scan the start of a data area for keywords. You must have set up a table of
keywords, and optional synonyms, using CM0ND. (See “CM0ND - Build a table of keywords for CM0PR” on
page 58.)
CM0PR examines the data starting at the address you specify in the DATA= parameter. If the start of the
data matches a keyword in the keyword table, or its synonym, CM0PR branches to a routine corresponding
to the keyword found.
You must follow the CM0PR macro call with a consecutive list of unconditional branch instructions:
First branch: data does not contain a keyword
Second branch: data equals keyword 1 (or synonym)
n+1th branch: data equals keyword n (or synonym).
CM0ND returns control to one of these unconditional branch instructions, depending on the first keyword
found. If CM0PR does not find any keywords or their synonyms at the start of the data, it branches to the
routine corresponding to "data does not contain a keyword".

Register use
CM0PR uses the two work registers specified or defaulted by the REG= parameter.
In addition, if the DATA= parameter specifies a register (reg2) and CM0ND finds a keyword or synonym
at that address, then CM0PR increments reg2 by the length of the keyword or synonym. CM0PR does not
corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
The following example shows how you could use the CM0PR macro without an EXIT= parameter.
CM0PR
B
B
B
B
B

LIST=PARML2,DATA=(R03)
LABEL1
NOT A KEYWORD
LABEL2
KEYWORD 1 FOUND
LABEL3
KEYWORD 2 FOUND
LABEL4
KEYWORD 3 FOUND
LABEL5
KEYWORD 4 FOUND

In the next example, the branch list does not follow the CM0PR macro, so the EXIT= parameter is
required.
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******
LIST03

******
LABEL0

CM0PR LIST=LIST03,DATA=EBW000,EXIT=LABEL0
.
.
.
CM0ND LIST WITH 4 ITEMS (SOME OF WHICH HAVE SYNONYMS)
CM0ND ((KEYWORDA,WORDA),
KEYWORDA HAS A SYNONYM WORDA
KEYWORDB,
KEYWORDB HAS NO SYNONYMS
(KEYWORDC,WORDC,C,KEYC), KEYWORDC HAS 3 SYNONYMS
KEYWORDD)
KEYWORDD HAS NO SYNONYMS
.
.
.
BRANCH TABLE FOR CM0PR
B
LABEL1
DATA IS NOT A KEYWORD
B
LABEL2
DATA IS KEYWORDA OR SYNONYM WORDA
B
LABEL3
DATA IS KEYWORDB
B
LABEL4
DATA IS KEYWORDC (OR SYNONYM)
B
LABEL5
DATA IS KEYWORDD

Related information
“CM0ND - Build a table of keywords for CM0PR” on page 58.
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X
X
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CM1CM - Application message block format DSECT
TPF compatibility:
Do not use CM1CM in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
CM1CM [REG=reg][,SUFFIX=s]

REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.
SUFFIX=s
Suffix for DSECT symbols, a single alphanumeric character. CM1CM allows the same suffix character in
multiple macroinstructions. Only the first occurrence generates a DSECT. CM1CM adds this suffix to all
the symbols that it defines. Do not specify SUFFIX=W or SUFFIX=D.

Description
Use the CM1CM DSECT macro to reference fields in input and output message blocks.
You should use CM1CM only in input and output message edit programs. These are described in the ALCS
Application Programming Guide.
ALCS and TPF applications often include their own DSECT macros for input and output messages. For
example, IPARS uses the following DSECT macros:
MI0MI
IMSG format
UI0OM
OMSG format
XM5XM
XMSG format.
The ALCS message formats are compatible with these DSECT macros. In programs that must be
compatible with TPF, use the appropriate application program DSECT macro instead of CM1CM.

Input messages
On entry to the application input message edit program, the input message is in a storage block
attached at level 0 (D0). The format of the message depends on how the system programmer defines
the application in the ALCS generation.

Output messages
Before issuing a SENDC or ROUTC monitor-request macro, the application output message edit program
builds the output message in a storage block. The format of the message depends on the destination.
The following output messages are in XMSG format:
WTTY
SLC type B
SLC type A direct to an SLC link (SENDC K monitor-request macro)
AX.25, when the system programmer defines an X.25 PVC with COMDEF PRTCOL=TYPE2 in the ALCS
generation macro (see ALCS Installation and Customization).
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Other output messages are in AMSG or OMSG format.

Message formats
The AM0SG DSECT defines AMSG format. (See “AM0SG - AMSG-format message DSECT” on page 17.)
The CM1CM DSECT includes labels for the IMSG, OMSG, and XMSG formats. The following sections
describe them.

IMSG format
ALCS uses IMSG format for input messages from IBM 3270 terminals. ALCS also uses this format for ALC
terminals connected by ALCI (or NEF2). It can use IMSG format or XMSG format for input messages from
terminals connected through an SLC or AX.25 link. IMSG format is as follows:

CM1CM defines the following symbols for referring to fields within the IMSG format:
CM1CCT
Count, a halfword containing the length in binary of:
Addressing information
Message text
End of message character
CM1CCX
Count, a fullword containing the length in binary of:
Addressing information
Message text
End of message character
CM1CCX is used instead of CM1CCT when the message is IMSG extended format. This extended
format is used for large messages.
CM1CRI
Origin, 3 bytes containing the originating CRI.
CM1TXI
Start (first byte) of message text.
CM1PAC
Primary action code, one byte. The primary action code is the first character of the input message text.
CM1SAC
Start (first byte) of the secondary action code. The secondary action code is one or more characters
immediately following the primary action code.
The message text consists of one or more sequences of EBCDIC characters. Each sequence is one line
(row) of input from the terminal. Each line, except the last, ends with a new line character. The last line
ends with one of the ALCS end-of-message characters. The CPSEQ macro (see “CPSEQ - Monitor-request
macro operand equates” on page 99) defines symbols for the new line character (#CAR), and for the
ALCS end-of-message characters (#EOM, #EOP, #EOU, #EOI, and #ETX ).
ALCS IMSG format messages always end with either #EOM (normal message) or #EOU (input from an
IBM 3270 terminal that needs screen format). If the message ends with #EOU, the input message
editor can establish standard formatting by using COMCC (see “COMCC - Alter communication resource
information or format screen” on page 71). The following example shows this:
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L
CM1CM
LH
LA
CLI
BNE

R01,CE1CR0
REG=R01
R14,CM1CCT
R15,CM1CRI-1(R14)
0(R15),#EOU
NOFMT

LOAD INPUT MESSAGE BASE
AND USE IT
LOAD MESSAGE LENGTH
GET ADDRESS OF EOM CHARACTER
SCREEN FORMAT REQUESTED
NO - DONT CALL FORMAT PROGRAM

COMCC CRI=CM1CRI,FORMAT=CLEAR ESTABLISH STANDARD FORMAT
EXITC ,
NOFMT

DC
...

0H'0'

IMSG format with user presentation services
ALCS allows applications to provide their own presentation services. To do this, the application program
uses SENDC with type code D to bypass ALCS presentation services. Following the SENDC D, ALCS
presents subsequent input messages from the terminal in the format in which ALCS receives them. The
text is in an IMSG format storage block, and starts at CM1TXI. ALCS does not separate the text into lines,
and it does not append any end-of-message character.
For example, the application program can use SENDC D to format an IBM 3270 display terminal.
The message text of the next input message from that terminal starts with the IBM 3270 attention
identification (AID) character in CM1TXI.
The application program can continue to use SENDC D. Alternatively, it can use COMCC to restore standard
ALCS format and then use SENDC A.
In this way, an application that provides its own presentation services can receive IMSG messages in
two different formats. To distinguish between the formats, the application program must use the symbol
CM1SWSD. The symbol is defined so that the value of the symbol is the location (byte), and the length
attribute of the symbol is the bit pattern. To test the format, use:
TM CM1SWSD,L'CM1SWSD

If the bit is on (BO taken), CM1TXI contains data in the format in which ALCS receives it. If the bit is off
(BZ taken), CM1TXI contains data separated into lines, and the message ends with an end-of-message
character.
Note: You can also use 3270 screen mapping support to provide presentation services. See “MAP3270 3270 screen mapping support” on page 330 and the ALCS Application Programming Guide for details.

OMSG format
Application programs that send messages with SENDC (with type codes A, C, D, L, or M), or with CRASC,
build the output message in OMSG format in a storage block. Application programs that send messages
with ROUTC build the output message in AMSG format in a storage block. (See the ALCS Application
Programming Guide for a description.) OMSG format is as follows:

CM1CM defines the following symbols for referring to fields within the OMSG format:
CM1CCT
Count, a halfword containing the length in binary of:
Addressing information
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Message text
End of message character
CM1CCX
Count, a fullword containing the length in binary of:
Addressing information
Message text
End of message character
CM1CCX is used instead of CM1CCT when the message is OMSG extended format. This extended
format is used for large messages.
CM1CRI
Destination, 3 bytes that contain the destination CRI. ROUTC ignores this CRI, and uses the
destination address in the RCPL.
CM1CMW
Command word (CMW), one byte. The CPSEQ macro (“CPSEQ - Monitor-request macro operand
equates” on page 99) defines symbols for the command word (#NOP, #WEW, #WLA, #WCW,
and #WUN). Except for certain specialized functions of ALC terminals connected through ALCI (or
NEF2), SLC, or AX.25, CM1CMW should contain #WEW or #NOP for displays (ALCS processes the two
commands identically) and #NOP for printers.
CM1LNA
Screen line address (LNA), one byte. If the destination is a printer, this field must contain #CAR. If the
destination is a display, this field must contain #NOP, #CAR, or the actual screen line number (starting
with zero for the first screen line) plus X'80'.
CM1TXT
Start (first byte) of message text.
The message text consists of one or more sequences of EBCDIC characters. Each sequence is one line
(row) of output for the terminal. Each line, except the last, ends with #CAR.
For messages to display terminals, the last line ends with the 3-byte sequence #CAR, #SOM, #EOM.
For messages to printer terminals, the last line ends with the 2-byte sequence #CAR, #EOM. The CPSEQ
macro (“CPSEQ - Monitor-request macro operand equates” on page 99) defines these symbols.

OMSG format with user presentation services
ALCS allows applications to provide their own presentation services. To do this, the application program
uses SENDC with type code D to bypass ALCS presentation services. In this case, the text starts at
CM1CMW.
For example, the application program can use SENDC D to format an IBM 3270 display terminal.
The message text in the output message starts with the 3270 write control character (WCC) or write
structured field character (WSF) in CM1CMW.

XMSG format for WTTY
ALCS uses XMSG format for input messages from WTTY terminals. It can use XMSG, IMSG, or AMSG
format for input messages from terminals connected through an SLC or AX.25 link.
Application programs that send messages with SENDC K or SENDC T build the output message in XMSG
format in a storage block. XMSG format for WTTY input messages and SENDC T is as follows:
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CM1CM defines the following symbols for referring to fields within the XMSG format for WTTY input
messages and SENDC T.
CM1CCT
Count, a halfword that contains the length in binary of the message text, including the end-ofmessage character or characters, plus one (the length of the LYN field).
CM1LYN
Destination, one byte that contains the low-order byte of the destination CRI. This byte is sometimes
called the symbolic line number.
CM1TTY
Start (first byte) of message text.
CM1CM also defines the following symbols for bits in the header. For WTTY input messages, the
application program can test the bits. Do not set them in output messages. Note that these symbols
are defined in a special way so that the value of the symbol is the location (byte), and the length
attribute of the symbol is the bit pattern.
CM1XNF
Not first block of message. This bit is off (0) if the block is the first or only block of the message. To
test this bit, use:
TM CM1XNF,L'CM1XNF

CM1XNL
Not last block of message. This bit is off (0) if the block is the last or only block of the message. To test
this bit, use:
TM CM1XNL,L'CM1XNL

CM1XGB
Garbled. This bit is on (1) if there was an error during receipt of the message. The message text may or
may not be corrupt (garbled). To test this bit, use:
TM CM1XGB,L'CM1XGB

CM1XAT
Abruptly terminated. This bit is on (1) if the message does not end with a valid end-of-message
sequence. To test this bit, use:
TM CM1XAT,L'CM1XAT

XMSG format for SLC
XMSG format for SLC or AX.25 input messages and SENDC K is as follows:

CM1CM defines the following symbols for referring to fields within this XMSG format:
CM1HEX
For SENDC K output type A messages only, high level network (high-level network) exit address
(HEX). The HEX is part of the SLC-ID.
CM1TCI
For SENDC K output messages whose destination SLC-ID includes a terminal circuit identifier (TCID)
character, a byte that must contain the TCID.
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CM1CCT
Count, a halfword that contains the length in binary of the message text, including the end-ofmessage character or characters, plus one (the length of the LYN field).
CM1LYN
Destination, one byte that contains the low-order byte of the SLC link CRI. The SLC link CRI is part of
the SLC-ID. This byte is sometimes called the symbolic link number.
CM1SLC
Start (first byte) of message text. For SENDC K output messages whose destination SLC-ID includes
interchange address (IA) and terminal address (TA) characters, the first 2 bytes starting at CM1SLC
must contain the IA and TA.

Symbols for bits in the header
CM1CM also defines the following symbols for bits in the header. For SENDC K, the application program
must set the bits as required before it issues SENDC K. The bits have no significance in input messages.
Note: These symbols are defined so that the value of the symbol is the location (byte), and the length
attribute of the symbol is the bit pattern. Before setting any of the following indicators, clear the 2-byte
field CM1SWK to binary zeros.
CM1HII
The message is a "high-integrity" message. That is, the SLC routines must retransmit the message
following a transmission failure. The data level specified by SENDC K contains the file address of a
record containing the message. ALCS supports this indicator for compatibility with ALCS/VSE and TPF.
ALCS regards all SLC messages as high-integrity. It does not use the file address from the data level to
do this. To set this bit on, use:
OI CM1HII,L'CM1HII

CM1LIT
The message destination is a terminal or other resource whose SLC-ID includes terminal circuit
identifier (TCID), interchange address (IA), and terminal address (TA) characters. If this bit is on (1),
the application program must store the IA and TA in CM1SLC bytes 0 and 1, and the TCID in CM1TCI.
To set this bit on, use:
OI CM1LIT,L'CM1LIT

Do not set this bit on for type B messages.
CM1TPB
Type B message. If off (0), the message is a type A message. To set this bit on, use:
OI CM1TPB,L'CM1TPB

CM1RFA
Release file address. The data level specified by SENDC K contains a pool file address. ALCS releases
(RELFC) the file address during SENDC K processing. ALCS ignores this bit if CM1HII is off (0). To set
this bit on, use:
OI CM1RFA,L'CM1RFA

CM1XCD
Transmission code for the message text. ALCS translates the text into the transmission code. The
symbol refers to the low-order three bits of a byte. CM1CM defines symbols for the valid values that the
three bits can contain. To clear the bits to zeros, use:
NI CM1XCD,X'FF'-L'CM1XCD

To set the bits, use, for example:
OI CM1XCD,CM1P#2
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CM1P#2
ATA/IATA 5-bit coded character set
CM1XNO
No translation
CM1P#6
Airlines Line Control (ALC) 6-bit transmission code
CM1N#5
ATA/IATA 7-bit code for information interchange
CM1E#5
Extended ATA/IATA 7-bit code for information interchange
CM1E#6
Extended ALC.
CM1HTH
The message is a type A host-to-host message. If this bit is on (1) for a type A message, and the
destination SLC link is defined with COMDEF PRTCOL=TYPE3 in the ALCS generation, ALCS formats
the SLC link data block envelope for this message according to the ATA/IATA SLC compatible host-tohost protocol.
For information about ATA/IATA codes, refer to the ATA/IATA Interline Communcations Manual. For
information about ALC transmission codes, refer to the SITA document Synchronous Link Control
Procedure.
The two extended codes (CM1E#5 and CM1E#6) use special shift characters that allow the transmission
of the full 256-character EBCDIC character set. These codes are only suitable for transmission to TPF or
ALCS systems.

Register use
Not applicable. CM1CM does not generate executable code.

Loss of control
Not applicable. CM1CM does not generate executable code.

Example
This example shows part of an ALCS application program that builds and sends a response to the
originating terminal. The address of the originating terminal is in the ECB field EBROUT.
GETCC
LR
CM1CM

D0,L1
R07,R14
REG=R07

MVC
MVC

CM1CRI,EBROUT SET DESTINATION ADDRESS
CM1CMW(REPLYOKL),REPLYOK AND MESSAGE

LA
STH

R00,REPLYOKL+L'CM1CRI LOAD COUNT
R00,CM1CCT
AND SAVE IN MESSAGE BLOCK

SENDC
...
REPLYOK DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
REPLYOKL EQU

D0,A

GET BLOCK FOR MESSAGE
LOAD BLOCK ADDRESS
USE AS MESSAGE BASE

SEND THE MESSAGE

AL1(#WEW,#CAR)
C'OK'
AL1(#CAR)
C'OK'
AL1(#CAR,#SOM,#EOM)
*-REPLYOK

CMW/LNA
TEXT LINE 1
NEW LINE
TEXT LINE 2
ENDING SEQUENCE
LENGTH
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Related information
“AM0SG - AMSG-format message DSECT” on page 17.
“CPSEQ - Monitor-request macro operand equates” on page 99.
“CSMI - Convert a 3270 input data stream into a fixed-format message” on page 125.
“CSMO - Convert a fixed-format message into a 3270 output data stream” on page 127.
“CRASC - Send an unsolicited message to a CRAS terminal” on page 104.
“CO3MP - Mapping parameter list DSECT” on page 93.
“ROUTC - Route a message to a communication resource” on page 380.
“SENDC - Send a message” on page 390.
“MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on page 330.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
ALCS Installation and Customization
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COMCC - Alter communication resource information or format
screen
TPF compatibility:
Do not use COMCC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
Note: The form of the macro with the FORMAT= parameter is a Product-Sensitive Programming Interface.

Format
[label]

COMCC FIELD=field_name
,{CRI={'resource_id'|(reg1)|label}
|CRN={'resource_name'|(reg1)|label}}
,DATA={data|(reg2)|label}
[,LOCK={YES|NO}]
[,USEFIELDLEN={NO|YES}]

or for IBM 3270 screen formatting:
[label]

COMCC {CRI={'resource_id'|(reg1)|label}
|CRN={'resource_name'|(reg1)|label}}
,FORMAT=([CLEAR|UMSGON|UMSGOFF|TOP|BOTTOM},...)
[,ROWS={n|0}]
[,COLS={m|0}]
[,TEXTT={(reg2)|label}]
[,TEXTB={(reg3)|label}]
[,KEYBOARD={RESTORE|NORESTORE}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
FIELD=field_name
Name of the field to be updated in the communication table entry for the resource specified by the
CRI= or CRN= parameter.
field-name is one of:
RECOARN
Application name (8-byte character field padded to the right with spaces).
REC1LOG
Connected to application (1-bit field).
RETDARC
Associated resource CRI (4-byte hexadecimal field padded to the left with zeros).
REC1AAA
Message being processed (1-bit field). This is sometimes called the terminal hold bit.
RETDSDD
For an IBM 3270 display terminal (1-bit field). Application has formatted the screen using the
SENDC D macro (see “SENDC - Send a message” on page 390).
REIPCLO
For a TCP/IP connection (1-bit field). Request ALCS to close the connection immediately.
ALCS allows users to define user data fields in the communication tables (see the ALCS Installation
and Customization ). Depending on how they are defined, COMCC may be able to update some of these
fields.
CRI={'resource_id'|(reg1)|label}
Communication resource identifier (CRI). Specify one of:
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resource_id
CRI, 6 hexadecimal characters in single quotes. Specify a normal CRI or one of the following CRAS
CRIs:
'010000'
Prime CRAS
'000000'
RO CRAS
'010001' through '0100FF'
Alternate CRAS AT1 through AT255
'000001' through '0000FF'
Alternate printer CRAS AP1 through AP255
(reg1)
Register containing the address of a 3-byte field that contains the CRI.
label
Assembler label of a 3-byte field that contains the CRI.
CRN={'resource_name'|(reg1)|label}
Communication resource name (CRN). Specify one of:
resource_name
CRN. Specify a normal CRN or one of the following CRAS CRNs:
'PRC'
Prime CRAS
'ROC'
RO CRAS
'AT0' through 'AT255'
Alternate CRAS AT1 through AT255
'AP0' through 'AP255'
Alternate printer CRAS AP1 through AP255
(reg1)
Register containing the address of an 8-byte field that contains the CRN. The CRN must be
left-justified and padded on the right with spaces.
label
Assembler label of an 8-byte field that contains the CRN.
DATA={data|(reg2)|label}
Data to place in the communication table entry, where:
data
One of:
(C,character_data)
Maximum of 255 characters. If character_data includes special characters, enclose
character_data in single quotes.
(X,hexadecimal_data)
Maximum of 510 hexadecimal characters.
(B,bit-data)
One of:
(B,0)
Set bit to 0.
(B,1)
Set bit to 1.
(B,X)
Exclusive-or the bit. That is, if the bit is 1, set it to 0. If the bit is 0, set it to 1.
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If B is specified, field_name must specify a 1-bit field.
(operation1,bit-mask)
Where operation1 is one of NI, OI, or XI. The three valid forms are:
(NI,bit-mask)
AND the first byte of the field with the bit-mask.
(OI,bit-mask)
OR (inclusive) the first byte of the field with the bit-mask.
(XI,bit-mask)
OR (exclusive) the first byte of the field with the bit-mask.
The bit-mask is one of:
Eight binary bits expressed as B'bbbbbbbb',
Two hexadecimal digits expresses as X'xx', or
A symbol that equates to a 1-byte value.
(operation2,label2)
Where operation2 is one of NC, OC, or XC. The three valid forms are:
(NC,label2)
AND the first byte of the field with data at label2.
(OC,label2)
OR (inclusive) the first byte of the field with data at label2.
(XC,label2)
OR (exclusive) the first byte of the field with data at label2.
Variable label2 is the assembler label of one byte of data.
(operation3,(reg3))
Where operation3 is one of ST, STH, or STC. The three valid forms are:
(ST,(reg3))
STORE into the first four bytes of the field.
(STH,(reg3)))
STORE HALFWORD into the first two bytes of the field.
(STC,(reg3)))
STORE CHARACTER into the first byte of the field.
Where (reg3) contains the data. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
COMCC validates the length of the destination field to ensure that it can accomodate the stored
data.
(reg2)
Register that contains the address of the data. Use general register 14 (RDA), 15 (RDB), or 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF). The USEFIELDLEN parameter specifies whether a count (data
length) is present or not.
label
Assembler label of the data. Data is as described for reg2 above.
LOCK={YES|NO}
Specifies how the lockword for the process is handled.
YES
Lock the entry against concurrent updates, by this macro at least, using the CS instruction and
the lockwords for the entry. The normal message processing for a resource does not lock an entry
against concurrent processing by this macro or other processes.
NO

The macro executes regardless of any other processing that is taking place.
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USEFIELDLEN={NO|YES}
Determine the length of the data to be placed in the communication table entry. One of:
NO

The data length is in the first byte of storage addressed by the DATA parameter. This is the default.
When USEFIELDLEN=NO is specified or defaulted, the first byte of the data must be the count
(data length). It does not include itself in the count. The storage immediately following this count
contains the data to be placed in the communication table entry. COMCC validates the length to
ensure that the data does not overflow the destination field. When count is less than the length of
the field, COMCC moves only the specified data length.

YES
COMCC uses the length of the destination field as the data length.
When USEFIELDLEN=YES is specified, this parameter points directly at the data to be placed in
the communication table entry. In this case, COMCC uses the length of the destination field itself to
determine how much data to move. You must provide enough data to completely fill the field; any
excess data is ignored.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
FORMAT=({CLEAR|UMSGON|UMSGOFF|TOP|BOTTOM},...)
Specify FORMAT to send a format message to an IBM 3270 display terminal. You can specify one or
more of CLEAR, UMSGON, UMSGOFF,, TOP, and BOTTOM on the FORMAT= keyword parameter. If you
specify more than one of these, they must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by commas;
otherwise you can omit the parentheses. (If you specify both UMSGON and UMSGOFF, COMCC ignores
UMSGOFF.)
CLEAR
Format the IBM 3270 display.
FORMAT=CLEAR has the same effect as ENTNC CFMT (see “CFMT - Format a display terminal
screen” on page 55)
Specify ROWS=n to optionally restrict the number of lines (rows) for the end user to key in input
messages.
Specify COLS=m to optionally restrict the number of character positions (columns) for the end
user to key in input messages.
UMSGON
Format the last line of the display to set on the unsolicited message indicator.
UMSGOFF
Format the last line of the display to set off the unsolicited message indicator.
TOP
Display the user text specified by TEXTT= at the top of the screen.
BOTTOM
Display the user text specified by TEXTB= at the bottom of the screen.
ROWS={n|0}
Restrict the number of lines (rows) for the end user to key in input messages. ALCS formats the
IBM 3270 display so that n rows are available to key in input messages and any remaining rows are
protected against input.
n is 1 through 255, or 0 to format all rows.
Note: The last line of the display is reserved for ALCS and is therefore always protected against input.
COLS={m|0}
Restrict the number of character positions (columns) in each line for the end user to key in input
messages. ALCS formats the IBM 3270 display so that m columns are available to key in input
messages and any remaining columns are protected against input.
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m is 1 through 255, or 0 to format all columns.
TEXTT={(reg2)|label}]
Text to display at the top of the screen, where:
(reg2)
Register that contains the address of the data. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF). The first 2 bytes of the data must be the count (text length). It does not include itself in
the count. The storage immediately following this count contains the text to be displayed. The
maximum text length is 3800 characters.
label
Assembler label of the data. Data is as described for (reg2) above.
TEXTB={(reg3)|label}]
Text to display at the bottom of the screen, where:
(reg3)
Register that contains the address of the data. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF). The first 2 bytes of the data must be the count (text length). It does not include itself in
the count. The storage immediately following this count contains the text to be displayed. The
maximum text length is 45 characters. Note that the maximum length of the text shown at the
bottom of the screen is either 45 characters (when SCTGEN SHOWCRAS=NO) or 32 characters
(when SCTGEN SHOWCRAS=YES).
label
Assembler label of the data. Data is as described for (reg3) above.
KEYBOARD={RESTORE|NORESTORE}
ALCS does (RESTORE) or does not (NORESTORE) attempt to unlock the keyboard for the display
terminal.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Description
Use the COMCC macro to update information about a communication resource, or to format an IBM 3270
display screen.
As COMCC, used to update information, can be executed by more than one process concurrently, it uses a
lock to serialize alterations to the entry.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
Some restrictions apply when you use COMCC in installation-wide monitor exits. See the sections on using
callable services in installation-wide monitor exits in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Register use
COMCC loads the address of the data into general register 14 (RDA), if required.
On return from COMCC called with the FIELD= parameter, general register 15 (RDB) contains one of the
following return codes:
0
4
8

Successful execution
Unable to obtain lock for entry
Insufficient authority to update the specified field
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12
16
20
24

Data truncated; not all data moved to entry
Specified resource does not exist
Data type incompatible
Field name invalid.

On return from COMCC called with the FORMAT= parameter, general register 15 (RDB) contains one of the
following return codes:
0
4
12
16

Successful execution
Resource is not a 3270 display terminal
Maximum rows or columns exceeded for the screen
Specified resource does not exist

COMCC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
1. The following example shows how you could use COMCC to set the terminal hold bit on for a terminal.
COMCC CRI=EBROUT,FIELD=REC1AAA,DATA=(B,1),LOCK=YES
SET THE TERMINAL HOLD BIT
LTR
R15,R15
CHECK THE RETURN CODE
BZ
UII1B2
GOOD RETURN - BRANCH

X

2. The following example shows how you could use COMCC to format and clear a 3270 display screen.
COMCC CRI=EBROUT,FORMAT=CLEAR
CLEAR AND FORMAT THE SCREEN
LTR
R15,R15
CHECK THE RETURN CODE
BZ
APP1010
GOOD RETURN - BRANCH

X

3. The following example shows how you could use COMCC to modify a byte of storage in the user data
area of the communication table entry.
COMCC CRI=EBROUT,FIELD=MYSWITCH,DATA=(OI,X'F0')
SET SWITCHES
LTR
R15,R15
CHECK THE RETURN CODE
BZ
APP0300
GOOD RETURN - BRANCH

X

4. The following example shows how you could use COMCC to modify a byte of storage in the user data
area of the communication table entry.
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COMCC CRI=EBROUT,FIELD=MYSWITCH,DATA=(NC,MYBYTE)
SET SWITCHES
LTR
R15,R15
CHECK THE RETURN CODE
BZ
APP0400
GOOD RETURN - BRANCH

X

5. The following example shows how you could use COMCC to modify four bytes of storage in the user
data area of the communication table entry.
COMCC CRI=EBROUT,FIELD=MYFIELD,DATA=(ST,(R05))
STORE DATA
LTR
R15,R15
CHECK THE RETURN CODE
BZ
APP0500
GOOD RETURN - BRANCH

X

Related information
“CFMT - Format a display terminal screen” on page 55.
“COMIC - Get communication resource information” on page 78.
“CO0IC - Communication resource data DSECT” on page 86.
“SENDC - Send a message” on page 390.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
IBM 3270 Information Display System: Data Stream Programmer’s Reference
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COMIC - Get communication resource information
TPF compatibility:
Do not use COMIC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

COMIC {CRI={'resource_id'|(reg)|field}
|CRN={'resource_name'|(reg)|field}
|SLCID={'resource_slcid'|(reg)|field}
|LEID={'resource_leid'|(reg)|field}
|OSID={'resource_osid'|(reg)|field}}
,AREA={(address,length)|(0,length)}
[,DATA={SYS|USER}]
[,NEXT={NO|YES}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
CRI={'resource_id'|(reg)|field}
Communication resource identifier (CRI). Specify one of:
resource_id
CRI, 6 hexadecimal characters in single quotes. Specify a normal CRI or one of the following CRAS
CRIs:
'010000'
Prime CRAS
'000000'
RO CRAS
'010001' through '0100FF'
Alternate CRAS AT1 through AT255
'000001' through '0000FF'
Alternate printer CRAS AP1 through AP255.
(reg)
Register containing the address of a 3-byte field containing the CRI. Use general register 0 through
7 (RAC through RGF).
field
Assembler label of a 3-byte field containing the CRI.
CRN={'resource_name'|(reg)|field}
communication resource name (CRN). Specify one of:
resource_name
CRN. Specify a normal CRN or one of the following CRAS CRNs:
'PRC'
Prime CRAS
'ROC'
RO CRAS
'AT0' through 'AT255'
Alternate CRAS AT1 through AT255
'AP0' through 'AP255'
Alternate printer CRAS AP1 through AP255.
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(reg)
Register containing the address of the 8-byte field which contains the CRN. The CRN must be
left-justified and padded on the right with spaces. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF).
field
Assembler label of an 8-byte field containing the CRN. The CRN must be left-justified and padded
on the right with spaces.
SLCID={'resource_slcid'|(reg)|field}
SLCID of the resource. The SLCID consists of the SLC link CRI, high level exit address (HEX), terminal
circuit identifier (TCID), interchange address (IA), and terminal address (TA) concatenated.
resource_slcid
SLCID, 16 hexadecimal characters in single quotes.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 8-byte field that contains the SLCID. Use general register 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF).
field
Assembler label of an 8-byte field containing the SLCID.
LEID={'resource_leid'|(reg)|field}
Logical end-point identifier of the resource.
resource_leid
LEID, 6 hexadecimal characters in single quotes.
(reg)
Register containing the address of a 3-byte field that contains the LEID. Use general register 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF).
field
Assembler label of a 3-byte field containing the LEID.
OSID={'resource_osid'|(reg)|field}
Other-system identifier of the resource. The OSID consists of the communication identifier (COMID) of
the system that owns the resource, concatenated with the terminal identifier (CSID).
resource_osid
OSID, 1 alphabetic character followed by 6 hexadecimal characters in single quotes.
(reg)
Register containing the address of a 4-byte field that contains the OSID. Use general register 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF).
field
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the OSID.
AREA=(address,length)
Address and length of the storage area where COMIC returns data:
address
Address of the storage area where COMIC returns data. address is one of the following:
(reg)
Register containing the address of the storage area. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 1 through
7 (RG1 through RGF).
area
Assembler label of the storage area.
length
Length of the storage area where COMIC returns data. If this is greater than the length of data to
be returned, the rest of the storage area is cleared to binary zeros. If this is less than the length of
data to be returned, the data is truncated. length is one of the following:
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(reg)
Register containing the length of the storage area in bytes. Use general register 15 (RDB) or 1
through 7 (RG1 through RGF).
value
Assembler expression, not enclosed in parentheses, which resolves to the length of the
storage area in bytes. DSECT CO0IC defined the symbols ICELEN and ICELN2 as the length of
the system data returned by COMIC (DATA=SYS). (See “CO0IC - Communication resource data
DSECT” on page 86.) ICELEN is the length of the basic system data, for compatibility with
programs written for ALCS/MVS/XA. ICELN2 is the length for the extended system data.
On return, the contents of general register 14 (RDA) are unpredictable.
AREA=(0,length)
COMIC returns the data in a reserved area of storage. On return, general register 14 (RDA) contains the
address of the data.
length is ignored - ALCS returns the whole of the system data or user data.
Note: Data in this reserved area of storage can be overwritten by subsequent macros.
DATA={SYS|USER}
The type of data that COMIC returns:
SYS
Data from the system part of the communication tables. DSECT CO0IC describes the format of the
data. (See “CO0IC - Communication resource data DSECT” on page 86.)
USER
Data from the user part of the communication tables.
When the user part of the communication tables has a length of 0, general register R14 (RDA) is
set to 0 and the condition code is set to 3.
NEXT={NO|YES}
Where:
NO

Return information about the resource specified by parameter CRI=, CRN=, SLCID=, LEID=, or
OSID=.

YES
Return information about the next resource of the same type whose CRI follows the one specified
by parameter CRI=, CRN=, SLCID=, LEID=, or OSID=. If there are no further resources of the
same type then return information about the first resource of the next type. Resource types are in
the following order:
Terminal
ALCS application
SLC link or WTTY
ALCS link or APPC
TCP/IP
MQ
WAS
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use this parameter with COMIC.

Description
Use the COMIC macro to get information about a communication resource. ALCS returns information from
the system part or user part of the communication tables.
On return from COMIC, ALCS sets the condition code as follows:
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Condition code

Meaning

0

Processing completed without serious error

1

Specified resource does not exist

2

Reserved for future use

3

Data returned to the caller is truncated

Register use
COMIC loads the address of the storage area into general register 14 (RDA), and loads the length of the
storage area into general register 15 (RDB). COMIC also loads the address of the CRN, CRI, SLCID, LEID, or
OSID field into general register 0 (RAC). COMIC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could test the terminal hold bit. The example assumes that the
originating CRI is in EBROUT.
CO0IC REG=R14
COMIC CRI=EBROUT,
DATA=SYS,
AREA=(0,ICELN2)
TM
ICESAAA,L'ICESAAA
BO
...
DROP R14

USE R14 TO ADDRESS THE DATA
CRI IN EBROUT
RETURN SYSTEM DATA
RETURN ADDRESS IN R14
TEST TERMINAL HOLD BIT
BRANCH IF ON

X
X

Related information
“COMCC - Alter communication resource information or format screen” on page 71.
“CO0IC - Communication resource data DSECT” on page 86.
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CORHC - Define and hold a resource
Format
[label]

CORHC [(R14)|field|(reg)]

label
Any valid assembler label.
(R14)|field|(reg)
4-byte name of the resource, where:
field
Name of a fullword in the ECB. The fullword contains the name of the resource.
(reg)
Register containing the name of the resource. Use general register 14 (RDA) (the default), general
register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the CORHC macro to define and hold a resource. You can use CORHC to serialize access to a shared
resource by more than one entry in a multiprogramming or multiprocessing environment.
You can use any 32-bit value for the resource name. For example, it can be a storage address or a 4-byte
character string. ALCS pads this resource name to the right with binary zeros. Do not use the resulting
8-byte name as the event name in any EVNTC or ENQC monitor-request macro.
Compatibility:
TPF pads the name with space (X'40') characters.
ALCS uses a resource hold table to hold information about resources. Each "active" resource name uses
one entry in the resource hold table. A resource name is active while an entry is holding the resource
with CORHC, ENQC, or EVNTC. For CORHC, the entry is holding the resource from the time it issues CORHC
until it issues CORUC. The ALCS generation specifies the number of entries in the resource hold table. This
limits the total number of resource names that can be active at any one time. See ALCS Installation and
Customization for more information.
An entry that holds a resource with CORHC must unhold the resource with CORUC before it exits, or before
it issues another CORHC for that resource.
See ALCS Application Programming Guide for more details of resources.
Deadlocks Deadlocks can arise when two or more entries attempt to hold two or more resources at the
same time. For example:
Entry 1 requests ALCS to hold resource A
Entry 2 requests ALCS to hold resource B
Entry 1 requests ALCS to hold resource B
Entry 2 requests ALCS to hold resource A.
To avoid deadlocks, try to avoid entries holding two or more resources at the same time. If this is
unavoidable, ensure that all entries hold two or more resources in the same order.

Register use
CORHC loads the contents of the specified register or field into general register 14 (RDA), if required.
CORHC does not corrupt any other registers.
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Loss of control
If another entry is holding the resource, this entry loses control. When the entry holding the resource
unholds it (using CORUC), this suspended entry regains control. If several entries issue CORHC for the
same resource (that is, the same resource name), these entries regain control consecutively. When one
entry issues CORUC the next entry regains control.
CORHC can also cause the entry to lose control if more than one processor requires access to the resource
hold table at the same time. This can only happen on a multiprocessor.

Example
The following example shows how you could serialize access to the global area field @FIELD. It uses the
storage address of the field as the resource name.
Note: The storage address is taken as the 4-byte name.
LA
R14,@FIELD
CORHC (R14)
.
.
.
CORUC (R14)

LOAD RESOURCE NAME
HOLD THE RESOURCE
(instructions which update @FIELD)
RELEASE (UNHOLD) THE RESOURCE

Related information
“CORUC - Unhold a resource” on page 84.
“DEQC - Dequeue a resource” on page 145.
“ENQC - Define and enqueue a resource” on page 177.
“EVNTC - Define an event” on page 192.
“EVNWC - Wait for an event to complete” on page 197.
“POSTC - Post an event” on page 346.
“SYNCC - Serialize access to global area fields” on page 421.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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CORUC - Unhold a resource
Format
[label]

CORUC [(R14)|field|(reg)]

label
Any valid assembler label.
(R14)|field|(reg)
Name of the resource, where:
field
Name of an ECB field containing the name of the resource.
(reg)
Register containing the name of the resource. Use general register 14 (RDA) (the default), general
register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the CORUC macro to unhold a resource which has been held by CORHC.
“CORHC - Define and hold a resource” on page 82 describes how to use CORUC and includes an example.
See also ALCS Application Programming Guide.

Register use
CORUC loads the contents of the specified register or field into general register 14 (RDA), if required.
CORUC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
CORUC can cause the entry to lose control if more than one processor requires access to the resource hold
table at the same time. This can only happen on a multiprocessor.

Example
The following example shows how you could serialize access to the global area field @FIELD. It uses the
storage address of the field as the resource name.
Note: The storage address is taken as the 4-byte name.
LA
R14,@FIELD
CORHC (R14)
.
.
.
CORUC (R14)

LOAD RESOURCE NAME
HOLD THE RESOURCE
(instructions which update @FIELD)
RELEASE (UNHOLD) THE RESOURCE

Related information
“CORHC - Define and hold a resource” on page 82.
“DEQC - Dequeue a resource” on page 145.
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“ENQC - Define and enqueue a resource” on page 177.
“EVNTC - Define an event” on page 192.
“EVNWC - Wait for an event to complete” on page 197.
“POSTC - Post an event” on page 346.
“SYNCC - Serialize access to global area fields” on page 421.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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CO0IC - Communication resource data DSECT
TPF compatibility:
Do not use CO0IC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
CO0IC [REG=reg][,SUFFIX=s]

REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.
SUFFIX=s
Suffix for DSECT, a single alphanumeric character.

Description
Use the CO0IC DSECT macro to reference fields in the data area returned by COMIC. The DSECT name is
CO0IC.
Symbols defined for fields
CO0IC defines the following symbols for fields:
ICEACI
1-byte alternate CRAS index (AT number) or alternate CRAS printer index (AP number).
ICEALC
4-byte field containing one of the following:
• CRI of the virtual SLC link associated with this X.25 permanent virtual circuit (PVC) (if any).
• CRI of the virtual SLC link associated with this TCP/IP resource (if any).
• CRI of the X.25 PVC or TCP/IP resource associated with this virtual SLC link (if any).
The CRI is in the low-order three bytes. Do not use the high-order byte. COMIC sets this field only for
an SLC link, X.25 PVC, or TCP/IP resource.
ICEARC
4-byte field containing the CRI of the associated resource (if any). The CRI is in the low-order three
bytes. Do not use the high-order byte.
ICEARN
4-byte application name, in a field of eight bytes. If the resource is a terminal, and if it is routed to an
application, this field contains the application name, left justified and padded with spaces.
Note: This name is not usually the same as the name of the input message editor program for the
application.
ICEATY
1-byte device type. The ALCS TRMEQ macro defines symbols for the values that this field can contain.
ICEBSZ
2-byte buffer size (number of bytes). For example, if the resource is a terminal with a 1920 character
buffer, this field contains X'0780' (decimal 1920).
ICECOL
1-byte number of display columns (when the resource is a VTAM 3270 display terminal). This byte is
available only when COMIC has returned the extended system data.
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ICECRI
4-byte field containing the CRI of the resource. The CRI is in the low-order three bytes. Do not use the
high-order byte.
ICECRN
8-byte CRN of the resource.
ICEIPH
16-byte field containing the TCP/IP remote IP address in dotted decimal notation, left justified and
padded with spaces. This field is available only if COMIC has returned the extended system data.
ICEIPL
2-byte TCP/IP local port number. This field is available only if COMIC has returned the extended
system data.
ICEIPR
2-byte TCP/IP remote port number This field is available only if COMIC has returned the extended
system data.
ICELDI
1-byte LDI of the resource. (This is the part of the CRI.)
ICELEN
Length of the basic system data returned by COMIC, for compatibility with programs written for
ALCS/MVS/XA. “COMIC - Get communication resource information” on page 78 explains how to use
this symbol.
ICELN2
Length of the extended system data returned by COMIC. The storage area for this data is defined by
the CO0IC DSECT. Note that the value of this symbol is the length; ICELN2 is not a label that contains
the length. “COMIC - Get communication resource information” on page 78 explains how to use this
symbol.
ICENLC
4-byte field containing the CRI of the next LU 6.1 parallel session in a chain of parallel sessions. The
chain is anchored in the communication table entry for the controlling LU 6.1 link for these parallel
sessions. The CRI is in the low-order 3 bytes. Do not use the high-order byte.
ICENSC
4-byte field containing the CRI of the next TCP/IP dynamic server in a chain of TCP/IP resources. The
chain is anchored in the communication table entry for their controlling TCP/IP server resource. The
CRI is in the low-order 3 bytes. Do not use the high-order byte.
ICEOID
1-byte field containing the communication ID (COMID) of the system that owns the resource. For
terminals and applications that are owned by a remote system, this field contains the COMID defined
in the ALCS communication generation for the resource (and bit ICESTCP is off (0)). For all other
resources, this field contains the COMID of this ALCS system (and bit ICESTCP is on (1)).
ICEORC
4-byte field containing one of the following:
• CRI of owning ALCI LU for an ALC terminal connected through ALCI
• CRI of owning NEF2 LU for an ALC terminal connected through NEF2
• CRI of owning SLC link for an ALC terminal connected through SLC
• CRI of owning X.25 PVC for an ALC terminal connected through X.25
• CRI of owning TCP/IP server connection for an ALC terminal connected through TCP/IP
• CRI of owning MQ resource for an ALC or 3270-like terminal connected through MQSeries®
• CRI of owning WAS resource for an ALC or 3270-like terminal connected through WebSphere®
Application Server for z/OS
• CRI of owning TCP/IP server connection for a TCP/IP dynamic server connection.
• CRI of owning LU 6.1 link for a parallel session within an LU 6.1 link.
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The CRI is in the low-order three bytes. Do not use the high-order byte. COMIC sets this field only for
the above conditions.
ICEORN
4-byte communication resource ordinal number. A unique number associated with the communication
resource.
ICEPCL
1-byte field containing one of the following:
• SLC link protocol
• X.25 PVC type
• APPC connection type
• Application protocol for a TCP/IP connection.
The SLC link protocol, the X.25 PVC type or the APPC connection type is defined by the PRTCOL=
parameter of the COMDEF ALCS generation macro. The application protocol for a TCP/IP connection is
defined by the TERM= parameter of the COMDEF ALCS generation macro.
COMIC sets this field only for an X.25 PVC, an SLC link, an APPC connection or a TCP/IP connection.
CO0IC also defines the following symbols for the values that this field can contain:
ICEPCT1
X.25 PVC is PRTCOL=TYPE1, or
SLC link is PRTCOL=TYPE1, or
APPC connection is PRTCOL=TYPE1, or
TCP/IP connection is TERM=(SERVER,HTTP)
ICEPCT2
X.25 PVC is PRTCOL=TYPE2, or
SLC link is PRTCOL=TYPE2, or
APPC connection is PRTCOL=TYPE2
ICEPCT3
X.25 PVC is PRTCOL=TYPE3, or
SLC link is PRTCOL=TYPE3, or
APPC connection is PRTCOL=TYPE3
ICEPCT4
X.25 PVC is PRTCOL=TYPE4
ICEPCT5
X.25 PVC is PRTCOL=TYPE5
ICEPCT6
X.25 PVC is PRTCOL=TYPE6
ICEPID
1-byte field containing the communication ID (COMID) of the system that the resource connects to.
For LU6.1 links, and SLC links defined with APPL=ROUTER this field contains the COMID defined in
the ALCS communication generation for the resource. For all other resources, this field contains binary
zeros.
ICEPRG
4-byte application program name. If the resource is an application, this field contains the name of the
input message editor program for the application.
ICESZE
1-byte number of display lines (rows) if the resource is a display terminal.
ICEUSL
4-byte length of user data area (if any) in the communication tables.
Symbols defined for bits
CO0IC also defines the following symbols for bits. These symbols are defined so that the value of the
symbol is the location (byte), and the length attribute of the symbol is the bit pattern.
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To test these bits, use:
TM ICESxxx,L'ICESxxx

where xxx is the last three or four characters of the symbol for the bit being tested. For example:
TM ICESPRC,L'ICESPRC

ICESAAA
Terminal hold (also called AAA hold). This bit is available for application programs to set and test as
required. To set it, use COMCC.
ICESALC
ALC terminal. This bit is available only if COMIC has returned the extended system data.
ICESAPE
The resource is an application that is permanently active. That is, the operator cannot make the
application inactive.
ICESAPN
Alternate printer CRAS. This bit is on (1) if the resource is an alternate CRAS printer terminal.
ICESATN
Alternate CRAS authority. This bit is on (1) if the resource has alternate CRAS authority. If bit ICESFAL
is off (0), the resource is one of the unique AT1 through AT255 CRAS devices.
ICESBBB
For an active IBM 3270 terminal that is in session with ALCS. This bit is on (1) if the terminal is in
the SNA in-bracket state (that is, if ALCS has received a message with SNA begin bracket from the
terminal).
ICESCMD
The resource is an application that can process ALCS commands. That is, the application processes
input messages with primary action code Z.
ICESCST
Active. This bit is on (1) if the resource is in session with ALCS.
ICESDBC
The resource is a terminal that supports the IBM 3270 Double Byte Coded Character Set.
ICESFAL
This bit is on (1) if the resource has Alternate CRAS authority but is not one of the unique AT1 through
AT255 CRAS devices. This bit is available only if COMIC has returned the extended system data.
ICESFPR
This bit is on (1) if the resource has Prime CRAS authority but is not the unique Prime CRAS device.
This bit is available only if COMIC has returned the extended system data.
ICESIPD
The resource is a TCP/IP dynamic server connection. This bit is available only if COMIC has returned
the extended system data.
ICESIPC
The resource is a TCP/IP client connection. This bit is available only if COMIC has returned the
extended system data.
ICESIPS
The resource is a TCP/IP server connection. This bit is available only if COMIC has returned the
extended system data.
ICESISS
For a terminal. This bit is on (1) if system generated messages are not sent to the terminal. This bit is
available only if COMIC has returned the extended system data.
ICESLOG
The resource is a terminal and is routed to an application.
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ICESMQT
ALC or 3270-like terminal attached through MQSeries . This bit is available only if COMIC has returned
the extended system data.
ICESNEF
ALC terminal attached through ALCI or through NEF2.
ICESOPN
For an SLC link. This bit is on (1) if at least one channel on the link has been opened. This symbol is a
synonym for ICESCST.
ICESPRC
Prime CRAS authority. This bit is on (1) if the resource has Prime CRAS authority. If bit ICESFPR is off
(0), the resource is the unique Prime CRAS device.
ICESROC
ROC. This bit is on (1) if the resource is the read-only (RO) CRAS terminal.
ICESSDD
For an IBM 3270 display terminal. Application has formatted the screen using SENDC D macro (see
“SENDC - Send a message” on page 390).
ICESSLC
ALC terminal attached through an SLC link.
ICESSTA
For an SLC link. This bit is on (1) if at least one channel on the link has been started.
ICESTCP
The resource is controlled by this ALCS.
ICESTPP
The resource is a printer terminal.
ICESTPS
The resource is a display terminal.
ICESUNS
The resource is unusable.
ICESWST
ALC or 3270-like terminal attached through WebSphere Application Server for z/OS. This bit is
available only if COMIC has returned the extended system data.
ICESXMT
For an SLC link. This bit is on (1) if at least one channel on the link is available for message
transmission.
ICESX25
ALC terminal attached through an AX.25 link.
ICES3EX
The resource is a terminal that supports the IBM 3270 extended data stream.

Register use
Not applicable. CO0IC does not generate executable code.

Loss of control
Not applicable. CO0IC does not generate executable code.

Example
The following example shows how you could test the terminal hold bit. The example assumes that the
originating CRI is in EBROUT.
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CO0IC REG=R14
COMIC CRI=EBROUT,
DATA=SYS,
AREA=(0,ICELEN)
TM
ICESAAA,L'ICESAAA
BO
...
DROP R14

USE R14 TO ADDRESS THE DATA
CRI IN EBROUT
RETURN SYSTEM DATA
RETURN ADDRESS IN R14
TEST TERMINAL HOLD BIT
BRANCH IF ON

X
X

Related information
“COMCC - Alter communication resource information or format screen” on page 71.
“COMIC - Get communication resource information” on page 78.
“SENDC - Send a message” on page 390.
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CO0PR - Parsed user command format DSECT
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
This macro is described in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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CO3MP - Mapping parameter list DSECT
TPF compatibility:
Do not use CO3MP in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
CO3MP [REG=reg]

REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.

Description
Use the CO3MP DSECT macro to reference fields in the parameter list that you build when calling the
3270 screen mapping ECB-controlled programs CSMI and CSMO. (See “CSMI - Convert a 3270 input data
stream into a fixed-format message” on page 125 and “CSMO - Convert a fixed-format message into a
3270 output data stream” on page 127.)
When you call the 3270 screen mapping programs CSMI and CSMO you must build a 24-byte parameter
list and pass its address in general register 1 (RG1). Clear the entire 24 bytes to binary zeros before
initializing the fields within the parameter list.
CO3MP generates a DSECT for this parameter list. The DSECT name is CO3MP. CO3MP defines the following
symbols for referring to fields within the DSECT:
CO3NAME
Mapname, 8 characters, left justified and padded with spaces. You must set up this mapname before
you call CSMI or CSMO.
CO3INPT
Address of input area, a fullword. You must set up this address before you call CSMI or CSMO.
For input messages, this must be the address of the CM1CM format message block containing the
3270 input data stream. CSMI converts this data into the format defined by the corresponding map
DSECT (see “MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on page 330).
For output messages, this must be the address of the data in the format defined by the map
DSECT (see “MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on page 330). CSMO converts this into the
corresponding 3270 output data stream.
CO3OUTP
Address of output area, a fullword.
For input messages, this is the area where CSMI builds the data in the format defined by the map
DSECT.
For output messages, this is the address of the storage block where CSMO builds the 3270 output data
stream, in CM1CM format, suitable for sending with the SENDC D macro.
CO3CMND
3270 command, 1 byte. For output messages only (call to CSMO), you must store the 3270
command byte that you want to use, or X'00' to use the command specified in the MAP3270 START
macroinstruction.
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CO3XTAT
Address of the extended attribute list, a fullword. For output messages only (call to CSMO), you must
set up the address of the extended attribute list (see “MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on
page 330). If there is no extended attribute list, you must store zeros in this field.
Note: CSMO ignores any extended attribute list unless the 3270 command is Write Structured Field.

Register use
Not applicable. CO3MP does not generate executable code.

Loss of control
Not applicable. CO3MP does not generate executable code.

Example
This example shows part of an ALCS application program which builds the parameter list for CSMO. The
mapname is MYMAP. The program has previously constructed the message data, in the format defined
by the map DSECT MYMAPO, in a storage block attached on level 1. It has also constructed an extended
attribute list in the format defined by the map DSECT MYMAPE, in a storage block attached on level 2.
MYMAP already specifies that the 3270 command is Write Structured Field.
LA
CO3MP
XC
MVC
MVC
MVC
GETCC
ST
ENTRC
SENDC

R01,EBW000
REG=R01
CO3MP(24),CO3MP
CO3NAME,=CL8'MYMAP'
CO3INPT,CE1CR1
CO3XTAT,CE1CR2
D0,L3
R14,CO3OUTP
CSMO
D0,D

LOAD PARAMETER LIST ADDRESS
PARAMETER LIST DSECT
CLEAR PARAMETER LIST
SET UP MAPNAME
SET UP INPUT DATA ADDRESS
SET UP EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE ADDRESS
GET BLOCK FOR OUTPUT
SAVE ADDRESS IN PARAMETER LIST
BUILD THE 3270 DATA STREAM
AND SEND IT

Related information
“CSMI - Convert a 3270 input data stream into a fixed-format message” on page 125.
“CSMO - Convert a fixed-format message into a 3270 output data stream” on page 127.
“MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on page 330.
“SENDC - Send a message” on page 390.
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CPROC - Define a C function prototype for the CALLC macro
Format
[label]

CPROC RETURN=rtype,fname,[(R1)|parmtypes)]

label
A symbolic name that can be assigned to the macro statement.
RETURN=rtype
The data returned for a C function, where rtype is a return type.
Table 2. Return types
Return type (uppercase or
lowercase)

Data definition

c

signed character

uc

unsigned character

f

floating point

d

double floating point

s

signed short integer

us

unsigned short integer

i

signed integer

ui

unsigned integer

l

signed long integer

ul

unsigned long integer

p

pointer

void

void

fname
The name of the C function.
parmtypes
The parameter type for a C function.
The following table contains a list of valid parameter types.
Table 3. Parameter types
Parameter type (uppercase or
lowercase)

Data definition

c

signed character

uc

unsigned character

f

floating point

d

double floating point

s

signed short integer

us

unsigned short integer
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Table 3. Parameter types (continued)
Parameter type (uppercase or
lowercase)

Data definition

i

signed integer

ui

unsigned integer

l

signed long integer

ul

unsigned long integer

p

pointer

void

void

ll

signed long long

ull

unsigned long long

st-n

structure
Note: See the programming considerations for this macro for more
information about structures.

Description
Use the CPROC macro to define the prototype for a C function called by a basic assembler language (BAL)
program using the CALLC macro.

Entry Requirements
• You must specify the CPROC macro to define the prototype for the C function before using the CALLC
macro.

Programming Considerations
• A maximum of 12 parameters can be specified. The number of parameter types specified must be equal
to the number of parameters specified with the CALLC macro.
• The C function name must a 4-character dynamic load module (DLM) name.
• A structure is not supported as a return type. Use a pointer to return the address of the structure.
• For parameters, use a pointer to pass the addess of a structure. Alternatively you can pass a structure
by itself using the structure type st-n, where n is one of the following:
– A numerical value representing the length of the structure; for example, st-5
Note: A numerical value of 0 (st-0) is a special case, meaning that there is one and only one
parameter. The CALLC macro does not make a copy of the parameter; rather it passes the parameter
itself. The structure that is being passed must have a length that is greater than 8 bytes; otherwise,
the results are unpredictable.
– An equate representing the length of the structure; for example, st-MYLENGTH. The equate value
must be greater than 8; otherwise, the results are unpredictable.

Examples
• The following example shows a BAL program calling a C function that takes 3 parameters and returns a
pointer. The CPROC and CALLC macros are issued to call the C function.
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CPROC
LA
SR
LA
LA
MALOC
CALLC

RETURN=p,CFUN,(i,i,i)
R2,D1
R3,R3
R4,L1
R5,12
SIZE=R5
CFUN(R2,R3,R4),PARMS=R5

• The following example shows a BAL program calling a C function that takes no parameters and returns
an unsigned short integer. The CPROC and CALLC macros are issued to call the C function.
CPROC RETURN=us,QZZ6,()
CALLC QZZ6()

• The following example shows a BAL program calling a C function that takes 2 parameters (a 9-byte
structure and a signed integer) and returns a signed integer. The CPROC and CALLC macros are issued
to call the C function. For the CALLC macro the parameters do not have to be declared in a C parameter
list.
LA
R6,16
MALOC SIZE=R6
CPROC RETURN=i,QZZ7,(st-9,i)
CALLC QZZ7(FIRSTPARM,SECONDPARM),PARMS=R6
...
SECONDPARM DC F'-56'
Second parameter is signed integer
...
FIRSTPARM DC XL9'F1F2F3F4F5F6F7F8F9' First parameter is a 9-byte structure

• The previous example could be coded by using the CPROC and ENTRC macros. The ENTRC parameters
are in a C parameter list format that requires padding. For example:
CPROC RETURN=i,QZZ7,(st-9,i)
LA
R1,THEPARMS
ENTRC QZZ7
...
THEPARMS
DC 0F
C parameter list
FIRSTPARM DC XL9'F1F2F3F4F5F6F7F8F9' First parameter is a 9-byte structure
STRUCTLNG EQU *-STR9
Length of FIRSTPARM structure
PADDING
DS XL3
Round up to next word boundry
SECONDPARM DC F'-56'
Second parameter is signed integer

Note:
1. Because the size of each entry in the C parameter list for the ENTRC macro must be a word multiple (4,
8, 12, and so on), the PADDING variable in the previous example allocates 3 bytes of padding after the
structure to place the second parameter on a word boundary (in the example, 9 + 3 = 12).
2. The structure size specified (9) in the previous example is the size of the structure itself and does not
include the 3 bytes of padding.
3. Because the structure size is greater than 8, you could use an equate for the structure size in the
CPROC statement. For the previous example:
CPROC RETURN=i,QZZ7,(st-STRUCTLNG,i)
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• The following example shows a BAL program calling a C function that takes one parameter (a 9-byte
structure) and returns a signed integer. The CPROC and CALLC macros are used to call the C function.

ONLYPARM

CPROC RETURN=i,QZZ8,(st-9)
CALLC QZZ8(ONLYPARM)
...
DC
XL9'F1F2F3F4F5F6F7F8F9'

Note:
1. Because there is one and only one parameter, and it is a structure that has a size greater than 8
bytes, you could code the CPROC macro in the previous example by using the st-0 parameter. For
example:

ONLYPARM

CPROC RETURN=i,QZZ8,(st-0)
CALLC QZZ8(ONLYPARM)
...
DC
XL9'F1F2F3F4F5F6F7F8F9'

2. Another way to code this example is to use the ENTRC macro with the st-0 parameter. For example:

ONLYPARM

CPROC
LA
ENTRC
...
DC

RETURN=i,QZZ8,(st-0)
R1,ONLYPARM
QZZ8

ADDRESS OF PARMLIST IN R1

XL9'F1F2F3F4F5F6F7F8F9'

Related information
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CPSEQ - Monitor-request macro operand equates
TPF compatibility:
Do not use CPSEQ in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
CPSEQ ,

Description
Use the CPSEQ equate macro to define standard ALCS symbols. It is automatically generated by the
BEGIN macro.
CPSEQ defines a number of symbols used extensively in ALCS programs. They include the following:
The ECB level symbols D0, D1, and so on up to DF.
The block size code symbols L0, L1, and so on up to L8.
The special block size code symbol LX which some macros use to request the largest block size that
ALCS supports.
Symbols for special characters.
(See ALCS Application Programming Guide for a description of the ECB level and block size symbols.)
Symbols defined for special characters
Each message control character belongs to one of the following groups:
EBCDIC
Standard EBCDIC
SCS
SNA character string
3270
IBM 3270
ALCS
ALCS
Symbol

Value

Description

#NUL

X'00'

EBCDIC Null

#SOH

X'01'

EBCDIC Start of header

#STX

X'02'

EBCDIC Start of text

#ETX

X'03'

EBCDIC End of text

#SEL

X'04'

EBCDIC Select

#VCS

X'04'

SCS Vertical channel select

#HT

X'05'

EBCDIC Horizontal tab

#PT

X'05'

3270 Program tab

#RNL

X'06'

EBCDIC Required new line
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Symbol

Value

Description

#DEL

X'07'

EBCDIC Delete

#GE

X'08'

EBCDIC Graphic escape

#SPS

X'09'

EBCDIC Superscript

#RPT

X'0A'

EBCDIC Repeat

#VT

X'0B'

EBCDIC Vertical tab

#FF

X'0C'

EBCDIC Form feed

#CR

X'0D'

EBCDIC Carriage return

#SO

X'0E'

EBCDIC Shift out

#SI

X'0F'

EBCDIC Shift in

#DC1

X'11'

EBCDIC Device control 1

#SBA

X'11'

3270 Set buffer address

#DC2

X'12'

EBCDIC Device control 2

#WLA

X'12'

ALCS Write on specified line

#EUA

X'12'

3270 Erase unprotected to address

#DC3

X'13'

EBCDIC Device control 3

#IC

X'13'

3270 Insert cursor

#ENP

X'14'

EBCDIC Enable presentation

#NL

X'15'

EBCDIC New line

#CAR

X'15'

ALCS Carriage return

#BS

X'16'

EBCDIC Backspace

#ERC

X'16'

ALCS Erase character

#POC

X'17'

EBCDIC Programmed operator command

#CAN

X'18'

EBCDIC Cancel

#EM

X'19'

EBCDIC End of message

#UBS

X'1A'

EBCDIC Unit backspace

#CU1

X'1B'

EBCDIC Customer use 1

#IFS

X'1C'

EBCDIC Interchange file separator

#IGS

X'1D'

EBCDIC Interchange group separator

#IRS

X'1E'

EBCDIC Interchange record separator

#IUS

X'1F'

EBCDIC Interchange unit separator

#DS

X'20'

EBCDIC Digit select

#SM

X'20'

ALCS Start input message

#SOS

X'21'

EBCDIC Start of significance
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Symbol

Value

Description

#FS

X'22'

EBCDIC Field separator

#WUS

X'23'

EBCDIC Word underscore

#INP

X'24'

EBCDIC Inhibit presentation

#LF

X'25'

EBCDIC Line feed

#ETB

X'26'

EBCDIC End of transmission block

#ESC

X'27'

EBCDIC Escape control character

#SA

X'28'

EBCDIC Set attribute

#SW

X'2A'

EBCDIC Switch

#CSP

X'2B'

EBCDIC Control sequence prefix

#BEL

X'2F'

EBCDIC Bell

#SYN

X'32'

EBCDIC Synchronous idle

#IR

X'33'

EBCDIC Index return

#PP

X'34'

EBCDIC Presentation position

#TRN

X'35'

EBCDIC Transparent

#NBS

X'36'

EBCDIC Numeric backspace

#SBS

X'38'

EBCDIC Subscript

#IT

X'39'

EBCDIC Indent tab

#RFF

X'3A'

EBCDIC Required form feed

#CU3

X'3B'

EBCDIC Customer use 3

#DC4

X'3C'

EBCDIC Device control 4

#NAK

X'3D'

EBCDIC Negative acknowledge

#SUB

X'3F'

EBCDIC Substitute

#SP

X'40'

EBCDIC Space

#RSP

X'41'

EBCDIC Required space

#EOA

X'4B'

ALCS WTTY end of address

#BSP

X'4C'

ALCS Backspace/erase

#EOM

X'4E'

ALCS End of message complete

#FSC

X'5C'

ALCS WTTY figure shift

#EOT

X'5E'

ALCS WTTY end of text

#EOU

X'5F'

ALCS End of message (unsolicited)

#WEW

X'61'

ALCS Write and erase

#LFEED

X'6C'

ALCS Line feed

#NOP

X'6C'

ALCS Nop
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Symbol

Value

Description

#WCW

X'6C'

ALCS Write continue at cursor

#EOI

X'6D'

ALCS End of message (incomplete)

#SEG

X'6E'

ALCS Segment ID

#SOM

X'6E'

ALCS Start of message

#FID

X'7A'

ALCS Field identifier

#WUN

X'7A'

ALCS Write unsolicited

#CHA

X'7C'

ALCS Change

#LSC

X'7C'

ALCS WTTY letter shift

#EOP

X'7E'

ALCS End of message (push button)

#SHY

X'CA'

EBCDIC Syllable hyphen

#NSP

X'E1'

EBCDIC Numeric space

#EO

X'FF'

EBCDIC Eight ones

#CMFFFF

X'FFFF'

ALCS Sixteen ones

#BIT0

B'10000000'

ALCS Bit 0

#BIT1

B'01000000'

ALCS Bit 1

#BIT2

B'00100000'

ALCS Bit 2

#BIT3

B'00010000'

ALCS Bit 3

#BIT4

B'00001000'

ALCS Bit 4

#BIT5

B'00000100'

ALCS Bit 5

#BIT6

B'00000010'

ALCS Bit 6

#BIT7

B'00000001'

ALCS Bit 7

#BITA

B'11111111'

ALCS All bits

#BITN

B'00000000'

ALCS No bits

#BITL

B'11110000'

ALCS Left four bits

#BITR

B'00001111'

ALCS Right four bits

Register use
Not applicable. CPSEQ does not generate executable code.

Loss of control
Not applicable. CPSEQ does not generate executable code.

Example
This example shows part of an offline ALCS application program. It is the initial setup, so the equates can
be used within the program. No online example is given, since ECB-controlled programs use the BEGIN
macro, which generates a macroinstruction for CPSEQ.
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PRG0

START
SPACE
CPSEQ
EJECT
REGEQ
EJECT
SAVE
LR
USING
...

0
1
,
,
,
,
(R14,R12),,*
R10,R15
PRG0,R10

START STATEMENT FOR PROGRAM PRG0
GET MONITOR EQUATES
SKIP TO NEXT PAGE
GET REGISTER EQUATES
SKIP TO NEXT PAGE
SAVE CALLERS REGISTERS
COPY BASE REGISTER
AND ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY
(PROGRAM PROCESS STARTS HERE)

Related information
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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CRASC - Send an unsolicited message to a CRAS terminal
Format
[label]

CRASC Dn

label
Any valid assembler label.
Dn

Storage level where the block containing the message is attached: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level
15.

Description
Use the CRASC macro to send a message to a computer room agent set (CRAS).
Note: Use CRASC only in output message editor programs.
The message must be in a single storage block. The CM1CM DSECT defines the output message block
format. CRASC detaches the block from the ECB. Specify the terminal address in the message block as
one of the following:
X'010000'
Prime CRAS
X'000000'
ROC CRAS
X'010001' through X'0100FF'
Alternate CRAS AT1 through AT255
X'000001' through X'0000FF'
Alternate printer CRAS AP1 through AP255
TPF compatibility:
Do not use X'0000nn' or X'0100nn' in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The CRASC macro has a request type of ENTRC (to CPQS). In traces and dumps, ENTRC is shown as the
macro name instead of CRASC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
CRASC uses general register 14 (RDA). CRASC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use CRASC to send the message "HELLO" to ROC.
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GETCC
LR
CM1CM

D0,L1
R07,R14
REG=R07

MVC
MVC

CM1CRI,=XL3'0'
SET RO CRAS DESTINATION
CM1CMW(HELLOMSL),HELLOMSG AND TEXT

LA
STH

R00,HELLOMSL+L'CM1CRI LOAD COUNT
R00,CM1CCT
AND SAVE IN MESSAGE BLOCK

CRASC
...
HELLOMSG DC
DC
DC
HELLOMSL EQU

GET BLOCK FOR MESSAGE
LOAD BLOCK ADDRESS
USE AS MESSAGE BASE

D0

SEND THE MESSAGE

AL1(#NOP,#CAR)
C'HELLO'
AL1(#CAR,#EOM)
*-HELLOMSG

CMW/LNA
TEXT
ENDING SEQUENCE
LENGTH

Related information
“CM1CM - Application message block format DSECT” on page 63.
“ROUTC - Route a message to a communication resource” on page 380.
“SENDC - Send a message” on page 390.
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CREDC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling
Format
[label]

CREDC NAME={program|(reg)}
[,DATA={(R15)|(reg)|field}]
[,LENGTH={(R14)|(reg)|length}]
[,LEVEL=(level_list)]

or format for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

CREDC PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
[,DATA={(R15)|(reg)|field}]
[,LENGTH={(R14)|(reg)|length}]
[,LEVEL=(level_list)]

or positional parameter format:
[label]

CREDC {program|(reg)}[,level_list]

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

CREDC program

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to process the new entry, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to process the new entry, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
DATA={(R15)|(reg)|field}
Address of data to pass to the new entry, where:
(reg)
Register containing the address of the data. Use general register 15 (RDB) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
field
Name of the field containing the data.
ALCS ignores the address if the length is zero.
LENGTH={(R14)|(reg)|length}
Length in bytes of data to pass (maximum 112 bytes).
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Compatibility:
TPF allows you to pass only 104 bytes of data to the new entry.
(reg)
Register containing the length. Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
length
Length in bytes.
Note: If you do not specify a LENGTH= parameter, ALCS, by default, assumes general register 14
(RDA) contains the length of data you want to pass to the new entry. If you do not want to pass any
data, set general register 14 (RDA) to zero.
LEVEL=(level_list)
List of storage levels (D0, D1...) which have attached storage blocks which you want to pass to
the new entry. When you specify the LEVEL= parameter with more than one storage level, enclose
level_list in parentheses.

Description
Use the CREDC macro to create an entry for deferred scheduling. You must specify the name of the
program which is to process the new entry. You can optionally pass up to 112 bytes of data to the new
entry.
The new entry has defer list priority. If the new entry must have ready list priority, use CREMC instead of
CREDC. (The ALCS Application Programming Guide describes ready list priority and defer list priority.)
You can use CREDC to pass one or more of the storage blocks attached to the calling entry's ECB to the
ECB of the created entry. ALCS moves the blocks to the lowest levels, without any gaps, starting at level 0
(D0). ALCS releases any storage blocks that it passes to the new entry.
You can use CREDC to pass other data to the new entry. ALCS stores the passed data (up to 112 bytes)
starting at EBW000 in the new ECB.
The ALCS Application Programming Guide highlights the care needed in the implementation of
transactions which create a number of entries. See also “LODIC - Get system load information” on page
322.

Register use
CREDC loads the address of the data to pass to the new entry into general register 15 (RDB), if required. It
loads the length of the data into general register 14 (RDA). If you use register notation, CREDC loads the
address of the program name into general register 0 (RAC). CREDC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could you could use CREDC to create an entry for program ABC1.
The CREDC call passes levels 0 and 5, and passes 60 bytes of data from EBW010:
CREDC PROGRAM=ABC1,LEVEL=(D0,D5),DATA=EBW010,LENGTH=60

Note that the storage blocks on levels 0 and 5 of the issuing ECB are attached at levels 0 and 1 of the new
ECB.
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Related information
“CREEC - Create an entry with an attached storage block” on page 109.
“CREMC - Create an entry for immediate scheduling” on page 111.
“CRETC - Create an entry for scheduling after a time delay” on page 114.
“CREXC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling” on page 117.
“LODIC - Get system load information” on page 322.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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CREEC - Create an entry with an attached storage block
Format
[label] CREEC {program|(reg)|PROGRAM={program|(reg)}|NAME={program|(reg)}}
[,{D0|Dn|LEVEL=Dn}]
[,{D|R|TYPE={D|R}}]

Or format for TPF compatibility:
[label] CREEC {program|PROGRAM={program|(reg)}|NAME={program|(reg)}}
[,{D0|Dn}]
[,{D|R}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
program|(reg)|(PROGRAM={program|(reg)}|(NAME={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to process the new entry, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
D0|Dn|(LEVEL=Dn
Storage level where there is a storage block to pass to the new entry: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for
level 15.
D|R|TYPE={D|R}
Type of create, where:
D
R

New entry has defer list priority (CREDC). (You can use CREDC instead of CREEC D).
New entry has ready list priority. (You can use CREMC instead of CREEC R).

Description
Use the CREEC macro to create an entry with an optional attached storage block. CREEC passes a copy
of the attached storage block to the new entry. ALCS releases the storage block that it passes to the new
entry from this ECB.
Compatibility:
TPF passes the same storage block, not a copy, to the new entry.
You can also pass up to 112 bytes of data to the new entry.
The ALCS Application Programming Guide highlights the care needed in the implementation of
transactions which create a number of entries. See also “LODIC - Get system load information” on page
322.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
CREEC calls CREMC or CREDC. The CREEC macro has a request type of CREDC or CREMC. In traces and
dumps, CREDC or CREMC is shown as the macro name instead of CREEC.
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End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
For a description of register usage for CREMC and CREDC, see “CREMC - Create an entry for immediate
scheduling” on page 111 and “CREDC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling” on page 106.
If you want to pass data to the new entry, set general register 14 (RDA) to contain the number of bytes
(maximum 112) and general register 15 (RDB) to contain the address of the data to put in EBW000 of the
new ECB. ALCS ignores the address if the length is zero.
Compatibility:
TPF allows you to pass only 104 bytes of data to the new entry.
CREEC does not corrupt any other registers. The ALCS Application Programming Guide highlights the care
needed in the implementation of transactions which create a number of entries. See also “LODIC - Get
system load information” on page 322.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use CREEC to create a new entry with defer list priority. It
passes the contents of the storage block attached at level 3 (D3) to the new entry. CREEC copies the
contents of the block attached at level 3 into a new block of the same size. It attaches the new block
to level 0 (D0) of the new (created) ECB. It then releases the block attached at level 3 of this (creating)
ECB. The example also stores the character string "EXAMPLE" starting in EBW000 in the new ECB. The
application program that processes the new entry is PGM1.
LA
R15,=C'EXAMPLE'
LA
R14,7
CREEC PGM1,D3,D

LOAD DATA ADDRESS
LOAD DATA LENGTH
AND CREATE NEW ENTRY

Related information
“CREDC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling” on page 106.
“CREMC - Create an entry for immediate scheduling” on page 111.
“CRETC - Create an entry for scheduling after a time delay” on page 114.
“CREXC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling” on page 117.
“LODIC - Get system load information” on page 322.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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CREMC - Create an entry for immediate scheduling
Format
[label]

CREMC NAME={program|(reg)}
[,DATA={(R15)|(reg)|field}]
[,LENGTH={(R14)|(reg)|length}]
[,LEVEL=(level_list)]

or format for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

CREMC PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
[,DATA={(R15)|(reg)|field}]
[,LENGTH={(R14)|(reg)|length}]
[,LEVEL=(level_list)]

or positional parameter format:
[label]

CREMC {program|(reg)}[,level_list]

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

CREMC program

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to process the new entry, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to process the new entry, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
DATA={(R15)|(reg)|field}
Address of data to pass to the new entry, where:
(reg)
Register containing the address of the data. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
field
Name of the field containing the data.
ALCS ignores the address if the length is zero.
LENGTH={(R14)|(reg)|length}
Length in bytes of data to pass (maximum 112).
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Compatibility:
TPF allows you to pass only 104 bytes of data to the new entry.
(reg)
Register containing the length. Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
length
Length in bytes.
Note: If you do not specify a LENGTH= parameter, ALCS, by default, assumes general register 14
(RDA) contains the length of data you want to pass to the new entry. If you do not want to pass any
data, set general register 14 (RDA) to zero.
LEVEL=(level_list)
List of storage levels (D0, D1...) where there are storage blocks to pass to the new entry. When
LEVEL= specifies more than one storage level, enclose level_list in parentheses.

Description
Use the CREMC macro to create an entry for immediate scheduling.
CREMC creates a new entry for the specified program to process. The new entry has ready list priority. If
the new entry does not need ready list priority, use CREDC instead of CREMC.
You can use CREMC to pass one or more of the storage blocks attached to the calling entry's ECB to the
ECB of the created entry. ALCS moves the blocks to the lowest levels, without any gaps, starting at level 0
(D0). ALCS releases any storage blocks that it passes to the new entry.
You can optionally pass up to 112 bytes of data to the new entry. CREMC stores the passed data at
EBW000 in the new ECB.
The ALCS Application Programming Guide highlights the care needed in the implementation of
transactions which create a number of entries. See also “LODIC - Get system load information” on page
322.

Register use
When you specify a DATA= parameter, CREMC loads the address of the data to pass to the new entry into
general register 15 (RDB). It loads the length of the data into general register 14 (RDA).
When you use register notation, CREMC loads the address of the program name into general register 0
(RAC).
CREMC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use CREMC to create an entry for program PGM1. The CREMC
call passes levels 0 and 5, and passes 60 bytes of data from EBW010.
CREMC PROGRAM=PGM1,LEVEL=(D0,D5),DATA=EBW010,LENGTH=60

Note that ALCS attaches the storage blocks on levels 0 and 5 of the issuing ECB at levels 0 and 1 of the
new ECB.
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Related information
“CREDC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling” on page 106.
“CREEC - Create an entry with an attached storage block” on page 109.
“CRETC - Create an entry for scheduling after a time delay” on page 114.
“CREXC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling” on page 117.
“LODIC - Get system load information” on page 322.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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CRETC - Create an entry for scheduling after a time delay
Format
[label]

CRETC TIME=({(reg)|time},{MINUTES|SECONDS})
,NAME={program|(reg)}
[,DATA={(R15)|(reg)|field}]

or format for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

CRETC TIME=({(reg)|time},{MINUTES|SECONDS})
,PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
[,DATA={(R15)|(reg)|field}]

or positional parameter format:
[label]

CRETC {M|S},{program|(reg)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

CRETC {M|S},program

label
Any valid assembler label.
TIME=({(reg)| time},{MINUTES|SECONDS})
Time delay, where:
(reg)
Register containing the number of minutes or seconds. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through
7 (RAC through RGF). The maximum number of time units that you can specify is 16 777 215. If
you load a larger value, ALCS clears the high-order byte to zeros.
time
Number of minutes or seconds, a decimal value. The maximum value that can be specified using
this parameter is 4095.
MINUTES
Delay in minutes
SECONDS
Delay in seconds.
Note: If ALCS is shut down before the specified time has elapsed, the CRET item is lost and the entry
is not generated. For this reason, do not specify delays of more than a few days.
{M|S}
Where:
M
S

Delay in minutes
Delay in seconds.

This format uses general register 14 (RDA) as the register that contains the number of minutes or
seconds.
NAME={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to process the new entry, where:
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program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to process the new entry, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
The program or transfer vector in CRETC can be the same as the program that issues the macro. If
it is, the new entry performs the same processing after a time delay. Because the code is identical
for the new entry, it generates another entry, and so on until the system shuts down. However, this
mechanism does not allow for automatic restart if the system shuts down.
DATA={(R15)|(reg)|field}
Data to pass to the new entry. ALCS stores this data in EBW000 through EBW003 of the new entry.
(reg)
Register containing the data. Use general register 15 (RDB) or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
field
Name of the field containing the data.

Description
Use the CRETC macro to create an entry for scheduling after a time delay.
CRETC creates a new entry to be processed by the program specified. ALCS does not create the new
entry until the specified time elapses. The entry then has ready list priority (see the ALCS Application
Programming Guide). CRETC with a time delay of zero is similar to CREMC.
Note: When the new entry is placed on the ready list, there may be high-priority entries already awaiting
restart. If this is the case, processing of the new entry can be delayed by longer than the specified time.
The entry creation time is not affected by the ZATIM operator command.
ALCS uses an internal table to hold information about CRETCs. Each CRETC uses one entry in this table
while the CRETC is outstanding (that is, until ALCS creates the new entry). The maximum number of
entries in this table is specified during ALCS generation (in the CRET= parameter of the SCTGEN ALCS
generation macro). See ALCS Installation and Customization for details.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The CRETC macro has a request type of CRETS or CRETM. In traces and dumps, CRETS or CRETM is shown
as the macro name instead of CRETC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
If required, CRETC loads the time delay into general register 14 (RDA), and loads the data into general
register 15 (RDB). If you use register notation, CRETC loads the address of the program name into general
register 0 (RAC). CRETC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
CRETC does not cause the entry to lose control.
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Example
The following example shows how you could use CRETC to create an entry for program PGM1 after 10
seconds, and pass 4 bytes of data from EBW004:
CRETC TIME=(10,SECONDS),PROGRAM=PGM1,DATA=EBW004

Related information
“CREDC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling” on page 106.
“CREEC - Create an entry with an attached storage block” on page 109.
“CREMC - Create an entry for immediate scheduling” on page 111.
“CREXC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling” on page 117.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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CREXC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

CREXC NAME={program|(reg)}
[,DATA={(R15)|(reg)|field}]
[,LENGTH={(R14)|(reg)|length}]
[,LEVEL=(level_list)]

or for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

CREXC PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
[,DATA={(R15)|(reg)|field}]
[,LENGTH={(R14)|(reg)|length}]
[,LEVEL=(level_list)]

or positional parameter format:
[label]

CREXC {program|(reg)}[,level_list]

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

CREXC program

The parameters have the same meaning as for CREMC. For an explanation of these parameters, see
“CREMC - Create an entry for immediate scheduling” on page 111.

Description
In some TPF applications, CREXC is used to create an entry for deferred scheduling.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
If required, CREXC loads the address of the data to pass to the new entry into general register 15 (RDB),
and loads the length of the data into general register 14 (RDA). If you use register notation, CREXC loads
the address of the program name into general register 0 (RAC).
CREXC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.
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Related information
“CREDC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling” on page 106.
“CREEC - Create an entry with an attached storage block” on page 109.
“CREMC - Create an entry for immediate scheduling” on page 111.
“CRETC - Create an entry for scheduling after a time delay” on page 114.
“LODIC - Get system load information” on page 322.
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CRUSA - Release storage blocks from specified levels
Format
[label]

CRUSA {level_list[,TEST=level,PARAM=label2]|DECB={decb_addr|(reg)}}

label
Any valid assembler label.
level_list
The ECB levels at which storage blocks are to be released, if attached. Specify up to 16 levels in the
format S0=level, S1=level . . . up to SF=level, where level is a level number: 0 for level D0, 1 for
level D1, and so on, up to F for level 15. All these keyword parameters are optional.
TEST=level,PARAM=label2
Either include or omit both parameters.
level
A level number: 0 for level D0, 1 for level D1, and so on. CRUSA tests this level after it releases any
blocks specified in level_list.
label2
The label to where CRUSA branches if level number level is not in use (there is no block attached).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg)}
Address of the DECB to test for an attached storage block, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the CRUSA macro to release storage blocks from an entry if the specified ECB levels are in use.
(CRUSA does not return an error if the levels are not in use). Alternatively use the CRUSA macro to release
a storage block attached to a DECB.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The CRUSA macro has a request type of RELCC. In traces and dumps, RELCC is shown as the macro name
instead of CRUSA. If you specify TEST= and PARAM= parameters, levta follows RELCC in the macro trace.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
CRUSA does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
CRUSA does not cause the entry to lose control.
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Example
The following example shows how you could use CRUSA to release the storage blocks (if any) attached to
ECB levels 0 (D0) and 3 (D3):
CRUSA S0=0,S1=3

FREE-UP LEVELS D0 AND D3

Related information
“LEVTA - Test a storage level” on page 317.
“RELCC - Release a storage block” on page 367.
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CRYPC - Encrypt and decrypt data
Format
[label]

CRYPC FUNC={ENC|DEC},CIPHER={AES|DES|TDES|DES_CBC|TDES_CBC}
,PARMS=(reg)
,RC=(reg)

label
Any valid assembler label.
FUNC={ENC|DEC}
ENC
Encrypt the data.
DEC
Decrypt the data.
CIPHER={AES|DES|TDES|DES_CBC|TDES_CBC}
The cipher algorithm to be used. The following values are valid:
AES
specifies that the key label name is defined as an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) key.
DES
specifies that the key label name is defined as a Data Encryption Standard (DES) key.
TDES|DES_CBC|TDES_CBC
These values are TPF 4.1 options. In ALCS, these options have the same meaning as DES.
The length of the keys, as defined in the Cryptographic Key Data Set (CKDS), determines whether
DES or TDES is used.
PARMS=(reg)
The address of a parameter list, where the specified register (R0-R7, R14-R15) contains the address.
word 0
The address of the data to be encrypted or decrypted.
word 1
The length of the data to be encrypted or decrypted. A valid length is 1-4096 characters.
word 2
The address of the encrypted or decrypted data. If the ICSF call is successful, the output of the
ICSF call is placed here.
word 3
The address of the key label name area of the encryption or decryption key to be used, where the
format is:
• 1 byte for the binary length of the key label name, where the value is 1-64 decimal.
• 1-64 characters of key label name in the CKDS.
The key label name must have the following characteristics:
• The first character must be A-Z, #, $, or @.
• Subsequent characters must be A-Z, 0-9, #, $, @, or period (.).
• Label names must be unique.
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word 4
The address of Initial Chaining Value (ICV). DES keys require an 8 byte ICV. AES keys require a 16
byte ICV. If word 4 is zero, the default ICV is used, binary zero.
RC=(reg)
The register that contains the return code, where (reg) is R0-R7, R14-R15.
The following return codes are set by the DXCICSF service routine unless otherwise indicated:
0
4

8

12

16
20

24
28

Macro processing completed successfully. (This is the same as a good return from ICSF.)
Either the address of the data to be encrypted or decrypted, or the address where the encrypted
or decrypted data will be placed, is missing or invalid
The length of the data to be encrypted or decrypted is not valid. The length must be 1-4096
characters
A return code of 12 is not set in ALCS. Invalid key label names cause a non-zero ICSF return and
reason code to be set. Depending on the error, ICSF can set a return code of 12 and various reason
codes
Will be set by ICSF and indicates a serious error in the ICSF subsystem
A return code of 20 is not set in ALCS. The macro call does not assemble when an invalid function
is specified
A return code of 24 is not set in ALCS
A return code of 28 is not set in ALCS

ICSF issues return codes and corresponding reason codes in the following bits of the register:
• Bits 0-23 of the register will contain the ICSF reason code
• Bits 24-31 of the register will contain the ICSF return code
See the ICSF Application Programmer's guide for more information about the ICSF return and reason
codes, such as the following examples:
• Return code 0 and reason code 2 are set as X'00000200'
• Return code 8 and reason code 10012 are set as X'00271C08'
• Return code 0 and reason code 0 are set as X'00000000'
• Return code 12 and reason code 0 is a valid condition in ICSF: X'0000000C'

Description
Use the CRYPC macro to encrypt or decrypt data by using one of the following cipher algorithms:
AES
Advanced Encryption Standard
DES
Data Encryption Standard
TDES
Triple Data Encryption Standard
DES_CBC
DES cipher algorithm that operates in cipher block chaining mode
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TDES_CBC
TDES cipher algorithm that operates in cipher block chaining mode.

Programming notes
• ALCS uses symmetric key processing. The key that is used to encrypt data must be used to decrypt the
data.
• The length of the data to be encrypted is the same as the length of the encrypted data. Therefore, data
can be encrypted in place.
• Any reasonable length of data can be encrypted. ICSF imposes a limit of 2GB-1 bytes. To simplify
processing, ALCS imposes a limit of 4096 characters. Encryption requests are likely to be for small
amounts of data, so this amount is expected to be sufficient.
• DES, TDES, and AES (128/192/256) keys are supported. New key lengths are supported by defining the
keys in the CKDS.
• ICSF API calls are regarded as asynchronous relative to the calling program. For this reason, a separate
subtask TCB is used for the ICSF calls.
• The KEYNAME parameter uses label names of keys that are defined in the CKDS: the RACF-protected
VSAM data set in which the keys are stored. These keys can be defined in the CKDS by using a key entry
system outside of ALCS, ICSF panels in ISPF, or a batch JCL job. See the ICSF Administrator's Guide for
more information.
• The input data and output data areas can overlap.
• The parameter register and the RC register can be the same.
• The encryption method used is CFB (Cipher FeedBack) which uses initial chain vectors (ICV) to perform
the encryption/decryption. The ICV can be specified by the user, or the default ICV used — binary zero.
The ICV used must be maintained by the user — there is no record kept in ICSF or ALCS ICSF routines.
To decrypt an encrypted field, the same ICV used in the encryption must be specified.
• Compatibility with TPF 4.1 is such that only the word 3 parameter needs to be changed from an actual
encryption or decryption key to the name of an encryption or decryption key that is defined in the CKDS.
The actions that are produced by the CIPHER keywords have changed in some cases from that of TPF
4.1. ALCS passes the ICSF return and reason codes to the application. Return code checking may have
to be changed.

Loss of control
CRYPC can cause the ECB to lose control.

Example
The following example shows a call to encrypt 12 bytes of data. R03 contains the address of EBW020.
The parameter area is defined as shown:
EBW020
EBW024
EBW028
EBW032

-

EBW023
EBW027
EBW031
EBW035

Address of EBX008
12
Address of EBX020
Address of EBX032

The EBX area is defined as shown:

EBX008 - EBX019
EBX020 - EBX031
EBX032 - EBX043

'CLEARDATA123'
12 bytes of data to be encrypted.
'DUMMY DATA01'
Output area.
'AL1(11),'ALCS.AESK01' Length of key label name followed
by the key label name.
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CRYPC FUNC=ENC,CIPHER=AES,PARMS=(R03),RC=(R02)

On a good return from the DXCICSF service routine, the output is, for example:
EBX020 - EBX031

'475CF301C2AA9F3E4501483D'

R02 will contain binary zero.
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CSMI - Convert a 3270 input data stream into a fixed-format
message
TPF compatibility:
Do not use CSMI in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

ENTRC CSMI

You use various fields defined in the CO3MP DSECT (see “CO3MP - Mapping parameter list DSECT” on
page 93) as follows:
CO3NAME
Map name, 8 characters, left justified and padded with spaces.
CO3INPT
Address of the CM1CM format message block containing the 3270 input data stream. CSMI converts
this into the format defined by the map DSECT (see “MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on
page 330).
CO3OUTP
Address of an area where CSMI builds the data in the format defined by the map DSECT.

Description
Use the CSMI callable service to convert a 3270 input data stream (the data received from a terminal) into
the fixed format described by a specified map DSECT.
See ALCS Application Programming Guide for a description of 3270 mapping.

Register use
General register 1 (R01) contains the address of the mapping parameter list. The mapping parameter list
is described by the DSECT CO3MP. (See “CO3MP - Mapping parameter list DSECT” on page 93.)
When CSMI returns to the calling program, it resets all the registers as on entry.

Loss of control
This program does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows part of an ALCS application program building the parameter list for CSMI.
The map name is MYMAP. The input 3270 data stream has previously been passed to the program in a
storage block attached on level 0.
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LA
CO3MP
XC
MVC
MVC
GETCC
ST
SPACE
ENTRC
SPACE
L
USING
...

R01,EBW000
REG=R01
CO3MP(24),CO3MP
CO3NAME,=CL8'MYMAP'
CO3INPT,CE1CR0
D1,L3
R14,CO3OUTP
1
CSMI
1
R04,CE1CR1
MYMAPI,R04

LOAD PARAMETER LIST ADDRESS
PARAMETER LIST DSECT
CLEAR PARAMETER LIST
SET UP MAPNAME
ADDRESS OF 3270 INPUT DATA STREAM
GET BLOCK FOR FORMATTED OUTPUT
SAVE ADDRESS IN PARAMETER LIST
FORMAT THE 3270 INPUT DATA STREAM
LOAD ADDRESS OF FORMATTED DATA
INPUT DATA FORMAT

Related information
“CSMO - Convert a fixed-format message into a 3270 output data stream” on page 127.
“CO3MP - Mapping parameter list DSECT” on page 93.
“MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on page 330.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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CSMO - Convert a fixed-format message into a 3270 output data
stream
TPF compatibility:
Do not use CSMO in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

ENTRC CSMO

You use various fields defined in the CO3MP DSECT (see “CO3MP - Mapping parameter list DSECT” on
page 93) as follows:
CO3NAME
Mapname, 8 characters, left justified and padded with spaces.
CO3INPT
Address of the data in the format defined by the map DSECT (see “MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping
support” on page 330). CSMO converts this into the corresponding 3270 output data stream.
CO3OUTP
Address of the storage block where CSMO builds the 3270 output data stream in CM1CM format,
suitable for sending with the SENDC D macro.
CO3CMND
3270 command, 1 byte. Load with the 3270 command byte that you want to use, or with X'00' to use
the command specified in the MAP3270 START macroinstruction.
CO3XTAT
Address of the extended attribute list, if any (see “MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on page
330). If there is no extended attribute list, set this field to binary zero.
Note: CSMO ignores any extended attribute list unless the 3270 command is Write Structured Field.

Description
Use the CSMO callable service to convert a message described by the specified map DSECT into a 3270
output data stream (the data sent to a terminal).
See ALCS Application Programming Guide for a description of 3270 mapping.

Register use
General register 1 (R01) contains the address of the mapping parameter list. The mapping parameter list
is described by the DSECT CO3MP. (See “CO3MP - Mapping parameter list DSECT” on page 93.)
When CSMO returns to the calling program, all the registers are reset as on entry.

Loss of control
This program does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows part of an ALCS application program building the parameter list for CSMO. The
mapname is MYMAP. The program has previously constructed the message data, in the format defined
by the map DSECT MYMAPO, in a storage block attached on level 1. It has also constructed an extended
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attribute list in the format defined by the map DSECT MYMAPE, in a storage block attached on level 2.
MYMAP already specifies that the 3270 command is Write Structured Field.
LA
CO3MP
XC
MVC
MVC
MVC
GETCC
ST
ENTRC
SENDC

R01,EBW000
REG=R01
CO3MP(24),CO3MP
CO3NAME,=CL8'MYMAP'
CO3INPT,CE1CR1
CO3XTAT,CE1CR2
D0,L3
R14,CO3OUTP
CSMO
D0,D

LOAD PARAMETER LIST ADDRESS
PARAMETER LIST DSECT
CLEAR PARAMETER LIST
SET UP MAPNAME
SET UP INPUT DATA ADDRESS
SET UP EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE ADDRESS
GET BLOCK FOR OUTPUT
SAVE ADDRESS IN PARAMETER LIST
BUILD THE 3270 DATA STREAM
AND SEND IT

Related information
“CSMI - Convert a 3270 input data stream into a fixed-format message” on page 125.
“CO3MP - Mapping parameter list DSECT” on page 93.
“MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on page 330.
“SENDC - Send a message” on page 390.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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CZ1CP - TPF system equates
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It is required in some existing application programs for
compatibility with TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to and from TPF.

Format
The following parameter explanations are for the use of CZ1CP in TPF. In ALCS, CZ1CP is a dummy macro.
You need not specify any parameters (ALCS ignores them all).
CZ1CP [COMM={YES|NO}]
[,CP={YES|NO}]
[,MRLN={YES|NO}]
[,SE={YES|NO}]
[,SYCON={YES|NO}]

COMM={YES|NO}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.
CP={YES|NO}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.
MRLN={YES|NO}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.
SE={YES|NO}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.
SYCON={YES|NO}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
In TPF, CZ1CP generates EQU instructions. In ALCS, CZ1CP is a dummy macro.

Register use
Not applicable. CZ1CP does not generate any executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. CZ1CP does not generate any executable instructions.

Example
See the example provided for the ALASC macro (“ALASC - Get an automatic storage block” on page 14).

Related information
“ALASC - Get an automatic storage block” on page 14.
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DATAS - Define multiple DSECTs
This macro is provided as part of the TPF program. It is not provided as part of ALCS. However, you can
find a definition for this macro, and examples of its use, in "IPARS - ALCS V2", which is included in the
ALCS shipment.
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DCLAC - Update or read the ECB user data collection area
TPF compatibility:
Do not use DCLAC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

DCLAC ACTION={COUNT|WRITE|READ}
[,FIELD=field1]
[,DATA=field2]
[,LENGTH=length]

label
Any valid assembler label.
ACTION={COUNT|WRITE|READ}
Function of the macro call. One of:
COUNT
Increase the 4-byte counter specified by FIELD= by 1.
WRITE
Transfer a number of bytes to the user data collection area. ALCS transfers the data from field2
to field1. The length is the implied length of field1. You can overrule this by using the LENGTH=
parameter.
READ
Transfer a number of bytes from the user data collection area. ALCS transfers the data from the
field1 to field2. The length is the implied length of field1. You can overrule this by using the
LENGTH= parameter.
FIELD=field1
Assembler label of a field in your installation's DSECT for the user data collection area. DCLAC loads
general register 14 (RDA) with the address of the user data collection area. You must use general
register 14 (RDA) as the base for your DSECT. The implied length of this label must not exceed 256.
DATA=field2
For ACTION=WRITE, assembler label of a field containing data that you want to save.
For ACTION=READ, assembler label of the storage area where DCLAC returns data. It must be in the
ECB or an attached storage block.
This parameter is mandatory with ACTION=WRITE|READ. It is invalid with ACTION=COUNT.
LENGTH=length
This parameter is optional with ACTION=WRITE|READ. It is invalid with ACTION=COUNT. The length
may be any number between 1 and 256 inclusive. This value overrides the implied length of field1.

Description
Use the DCLAC macro to update or read the ECB user data collection area. (See the ALCS Installation and
Customization for a description of this area.)
DCLAC generates only in-line assembler coding. Use it to save ECB-related transaction data for offline
processing.
It is the user's responsibility to check that the area referenced by FIELD= is entirely within the user data
collection area. If you specify an area with the FIELD= parameter that is not entirely within the user data
collection area, the entry may fail, with unpredictable results.
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Product-sensitive Programming Interface
The length of this area is specified during system generation by the DCLECBU= parameter of the SCTGEN
ALCS generation macro. If the DCLECBU= parameter is not specified, DCLAC does not update any fields.
For further information, refer to the ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Register use
DCLAC corrupts general register 14 (RDA). It can also corrupt general register 15 (RDB). DCLAC does not
corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example code counts the number of IPARS AAA retrievals, and moves the terminal city code
from the IPARS AAA record to the user data collection area. (This example uses the DCUSR macro as the
DSECT macro for the user data collection area. This sample macro is provided in "IPARS - ALCS V2".)
DCUSR
WA0AA
L
DCLAC
DCLAC

REG=R14
USE R14 FOR USER DATA COLLECTION DSECT
REG=R01
USE R01 FOR AAA DSECT
R01,CE1CR1
LOAD BASE AAA RECORD
ACTION=COUNT,FIELD=DCAAA COUNT THE NUMBER OF AAA RETRIEVALS
ACTION=WRITE,FIELD=DCCIT,DATA=WA0CIT
MOVE CITY CODE

Related information
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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DCLOG - Data collection record DSECT
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
In assembler language programs, you can use the DCLOG macro to generate a DSECT for the data
collection record. The DSECT name is DCLOG. The format of the DCLOG macroinstruction is:
DCLOG [REG=reg]

Where:
REG=reg
Base register for the DSECT.
Each data collection record comprises a fixed format header section. The header section contains the
following fields:
Table 4. ALCS data collection record - header section
Name

Offset

Length

Contents

DCLBID

0

2

'SD'

2

2

X'0084' (this distinguishes data collection records from other records if any - on the data set)

DCLLNG

4

1

Item length (the record length less 4).

DCLTYP

5

1

Item type code.

Table 5. ALCS data collection record - variable section
Name

Offset

Length

Contents

Data collection start/stop/replace item
DCLLNG

4

1

X'1C'

DCLTYP

5

1

X'00' (DCLTYPX)

DCXCDE

6

1

New data collection options

DCXOLD

7

1

Old data collection options

DCXTOD

8

8

TOD clock time for this record

DCXHMS

16

8

ALCS local time, characters, hh.mm.ss

DCXYDD

25

5

ALCS local date, characters, yyddd

Data collection ECB item
DCLLNG

4

1

Variable

DCLTYP

5

1

X'01' (DCLTYPE)

DCECDE

6

1

ECB creation code

DCEACT

7

2

Input message action code (if any)

DCECRI

9

3

Originating terminal CRI

DCETRC

12

4

Creating segment name or address

DCETOD1

16

8

TOD clock time of ECB creation

DCETOD2

24

8

TOD clock time of ECB exit

DCECNTP

32

4

Count of programs called
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Table 5. ALCS data collection record - variable section (continued)
Name

Offset

Length

Contents

DCECNTR

40

4

Count of FIND-type macros issued

DCECNTW

44

4

Count of FILE-type macros issued

DCECNTVI

48

4

Count of DASD reads saved by VFA (including hiperspace)

DCECNTVO

52

4

Count of DASD writes saved by VFA

DCECNTS

56

4

Total number of storage units required

DCECNTSU

60

4

Total storage used in KB

DCECNTHP

80

4

Count of DASD reads saved by hiperspace

DCECNTDI

84

4

Count of dispatches

DCECNTRH

88

4

Count of waits for resource hold

DCECNTVH

92

4

Count of waits for record hold

DCETOD3

112

8

TOD clock time of creation of parent (creating) ECB

DCETOD4

120

8

TOD clock time of creation of grandparent ECB

DCEINPLN

128

4

Input message length

DCEOUTLN

132

4

Output message length

DCETCBTM

136

8

Accumulated CPU time of ECB represented as an unsigned 64-bit
binary number. Bit 51 is equivalent to 1 microsecond.

144

Variable

User data collection information (length is specified in the ALCS
generation)

Data collection input or output message item
DCLLNG

4

1

X'28'

DCLTYP

5

1

X'02'
(DCLTYPMI) for input message for 3270, ALCI, NetView, WTTY
X'03'
(DCLTYPMO) for output message for 3270, ALCI, NetView, WTTY
X'12'
(DCLTYPAI) for input message for APPC
X'13'
(DCLTYPAO) for output message for APPC
X'14'
(DCLTYPTI) for input message for TCP/IP
X'15'
(DCLTYPTO) for output message for TCP/IP
X'16'
(DCLTYPLI) for input message for LU6.1
X'17'
(DCLTYPLO) for output message for LU6.1
X'18'
(DCLTYPMF) for output message for 3270 screen format

DCMLNG

6

2

Message length

DCMTOD

8

8

TOD clock time for this record

DCMCRN

16

8

CRN of terminal

DCMCRI

24

4

CRI of terminal (in low order three bytes)

DCMDVS

28

2

Device type switches

DCMSWS

30

4

General switches

DCMARN

34

8

CRN of application
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Table 5. ALCS data collection record - variable section (continued)
Name

Offset

Length

Contents

DCMACT

42

2

Action code or EOM character

Data collection input or output message application call item
DCLLNG

4

1

X'14'

DCLTYP

5

1

X'19'
(DCLTYP1I) for input message for APPC application call
X'1A'
(DCLTYP1O) for output message for APPC application call
X'1B'
(DCLTYP2I) for input message for TCP/IP application call
X'1C'
(DCLTYP2O) for output message for TCP/IP application call
X'1D'
(DCLTYP3I) for input message for MQI application call
X'1E'
(DCLTYP30) for output message for MQI application call
X'33'
(DCLTYP4I) for input message for OLA application call
X'34'
(DCLTYP4O) for output message for OLA application call

DC0LNG

6

2

Message length

DC0TOD

8

8

TOD clock time for this record

DC0ECB

16

4

ECB address

DC0PGM

20

4

Calling program name

Data collection program item
DCLLNG

4

1

X'0C'

DCLTYP

5

1

X'04' (DCLTYPP)

DCPCDE

6

2

Monitor-request macro request code

DCPNME

8

4

Calling program name

DCPREF

12

4

Called program name

Data collection DASD I/O item
DCLLNG

4

1

X'20'

DCLTYP

5

1

X'05' (DCLTYPID)

DCICDE

6

2

1 (write), 2 (read), 3 (duplicate read retry), 4 (write other copy), 5 (read
copy 1), or 6 (read copy 2)

DCIREF

8

4

Record file address

DCITOD1

16

8

TOD clock time when IOCB enqueued

DCITOD2

24

8

TOD clock time when IOCB dequeued

DCIBID

32

4

Record ID, RCC, and CTL

Data collection wait time item
DCLLNG

4

1

X'14'

DCLTYP

5

1

X'0B' (DCLTYPW)

DCWTOD1

8

8

TOD clock time at start of wait

DCWTOD2

16

8

TOD clock time at end of wait

Data collection SLC LCB or LDB item
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Table 5. ALCS data collection record - variable section (continued)
Name

Offset

Length

Contents

DCLLNG

4

1

X'22'

DCLTYP

5

1

X'0D' (DCLTYPKI) input LCB or LDB, X'0E' (DCLTYPKO) output LCB or
LDB

DCKLNG

6

2

Length of LCB or LDB

DCKTOD

8

8

TOD clock time for this record

DCKCRN

16

8

CRN of the link

DCKCRI

24

4

CRI of the link (low order 3 bytes)

DCKKCN

29

1

Channel number (1-7)

DCKACT

30

2

LSI/ATSN, LSI/AMBI, or TSI/MBI

DCKMCI

32

1

MCI if HLN-type link, ACI if not HLN

DCKHEX

33

2

HEX (HLN-type link only)

DCKHEN

35

2

HEN (HLN-type link only)

Data collection VFA item
DCLLNG

4

1

X'2C'

DCLTYP

5

1

X'0F' (DCLTYPF)

DCFCDE

6

2

Bit 8 set on for find-type access to VFA,
Bit 9 set on for file-type access to VFA

DCFREF

8

4

File address

DCFTOD

16

8

TOD clock time for this record

DCFBID

24

4

Record ID, RCC, and CTL

DCFVOP

28

1

VFA processing options

DCFBTY

30

2

Block type code

DCFSWS

32

4

VFA buffer status switches

DCFRSC

36

4

RLT synonym count

DCFNBA

40

4

Count of buffers on age list

DCFFBA

44

4

Count of buffers with file requested on age list

Data collection X.25 message item
DCLLNG

4

1

X'3C'

DCLTYP

5

1

X'10' (DCLTYPXI) input message, X'11' (DCLTYPXO) output message

DCVLNG

6

2

Message length

DCVTOD

8

8

TOD clock time for this record

DCVXRN

16

8

CRN of the PVC

DCVXRI

24

4

CRI of the PVC (low order 3 bytes)

DCVPCL

28

1

Protocol indicator

DCVXVS

30

2

Device type switches for the PVC

DCVXWS

32

4

General switches for the PVC

DCVCRN

36

8

CRN of the terminal

DCVCRI

44

4

CRI of the terminal (low order 3 bytes)

DCVDVS

48

2

Device type switches for the terminal

DCVSWS

50

4

General switches for the terminal
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Table 5. ALCS data collection record - variable section (continued)
Name

Offset

Length

Contents

DCVARN

54

8

CRN of application

DCVACT

62

2

Action code or EOM character

End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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DCTMSG - Message table DSECT for WTOPC
Format
[label]

DCTMSG [REG=reg][,XNUM={NO|YES}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.
TPF compatibility:
There is no REG= parameter for DCTMSG in TPF. If your program must be compatible with TPF, code a
USING instruction to define the base register for DSECT addressability.
XNUM={NO|YES}
Extended message format. Where:
NO

The macro expansion includes 1 byte for the message number, allowing message numbers
in the range 0-99 (decimal). This option is provided primarily for compatibility with previous
implementations of ALCS.

YES
The macro expansion includes 2 bytes for the message number, allowing message numbers in the
range 0-9999 (decimal).
This parameter defaults in a special way. The first WTOPC or DCTMSG macroinstruction that you code
in your program establishes the message number format for your whole program. This message
number format is then used by all subsequent WTOPC, DCTMSG, and GENMSG macroinstructions in your
program. Do not code the XNUM= parameter on any WTOPC or DCTMSG macroinstruction other than the
first.
Attention
Regardless of whether you specify 2-digit or 4-digit message numbers, ALCS displays messages with
4-digit numbers, with leading zeros if required. The appearance of messages is different from those
produced by previous versions of ALCS.

Description
Use the DCTMSG macro to reference message table entries built by the GENMSG macro for use with WTOPC.
DCTMSG defines the following symbols for fields in the DSECT:
MSGNUM
A 1-byte (when XNUM=NO) or 2-byte (when XNUM=YES) message number, in binary. See the
description of the XNUM= parameter.
MSGLET
1-byte message severity code character, in EBCDIC
MSGLEN
1-byte message text length, in binary
MSGTXT
Message text, in EBCDIC.
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For information about how to use DCTMSG, including an example, see “GENMSG - Generate a message
table for WTOPC, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA” on page 259.

Register use
Not applicable. DCTMSG does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. DCTMSG does not generate executable instructions.

Example
See “GENMSG - Generate a message table for WTOPC, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA” on page 259.

Related information
“GENMSG - Generate a message table for WTOPC, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA” on page 259.
“WTOPC - Write to operator” on page 532.
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DECBC - Manage data event control blocks
Format
[label]

DECBC FUNC=CREATE,DECB={decb_addr|(reg1)}[,NAME={decb_name|(reg2)}]
[,ERROR=error_label][,RC={R15|(reg5)}]

or:
[label]

DECBC FUNC=LOCATE,DECB={decb_addr|(reg1)},NAME={decb_name|(reg2)}
[,ERROR=error_label][,RC={R15|(reg5)}]

or:
[label]

DECBC FUNC=RELEASE,{DECB={decb_addr|(reg1)}|NAME={decb_name|(reg2)}}
[,ERROR=error_label][,RC={R15|(reg5)}]

or:
[label]

DECBC FUNC=SWAPBLK,DECB={decb_addr|(reg1)},LEVEL={Dn|(reg4)}
[,ERROR=error_label][,RC={R15|(reg5)}]

or:
[label]

DECBC FUNC=VALIDATE,DECB=(reg1)[,WKREG={R14|(reg3)}]
[,ERROR=error_label][,RC={R15|(reg5)}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
FUNC={CREATE|LOCATE|RELEASE|SWAPBLK|VALIDATE}
The action to be performed. Specify one of:
CREATE
Create a new DECB.
LOCATE
Locate a previously allocated DECB with a name matching the value specified by the NAME=
parameter.
RELEASE
Release the DECB specified by the DECB= or NAME= parameter if the DECB is not currently in-use.
SWAPBLK
Exchange storage block and related information between the DECB specified by the DECB=
parameter and the ECB storage level specified by the LEVEL= parameter.
VALIDATE
Determine whether the DECB specified by the DECB= parameter is a valid DECB.
DECB={decb_addr|(reg1)}
For FUNC=CREATE and FUNC=LOCATE, specifies where the address of the DECB is to be returned. For
all other actions specifies the address of a valid DECB. Specify one of:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg1)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 15 (RDB) or 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF).
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NAME={decb_name|(reg2)}
The name associated with a DECB. Specify one of:
decb_name
Assembler label of a 16-byte field containing the name.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of a 16-byte field containing the name. Use general register 14
(RDA) or 15 (RDB) or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
LEVEL={Dn|(reg4)}
ECB storage level, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg4)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA) or 15 (RDB) or
0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
ERROR=error_label
The Assembler label of a routine to branch to if an error is encountered during processing of the
DECBC macro. If ERROR= is not specified and an error is encountered, control will return to the next
sequential instruction (NSI). You should then check the contents of the register specified on the RC=
parameter for the associated return code.
RC={R15|(reg5)}
The register where the return code should be placed upon completion of the DECBC macro. Use
general register 14 (RDA) or 15 (RDB) or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF). You can test the return code
that DECBC sets using symbols defined by the IDECB DSECT as follows:
DECBC_OK
The request completed successfully.
DECBC_DUPNAME
The NAME= parameter specified on FUNC=CREATE contains a DECB name which already exists for
this ECB.
DECBC_NOTFOUND
A DECB matching the input search criteria could not be found when specifying FUNC=LOCATE.
DECBC_NOTVALID
The DECB specified on FUNC=VALIDATE did not reference a valid DECB address, or else the DECB
is no longer in-use.
WKREG={R14|(reg3)}
This parameter is not used by ALCS but is included for compatability with TPF.

Description
Use DECBC FUNC=CREATE to allocate storage for a single DECB, initialize it and attach it to the ECB. You
may optionally associate a name with the created DECB. DECBC FUNC=CREATE returns the address of the
DECB in the field or general register specified by the DECB= parameter.
Use DECBC FUNC=RELEASE to detach a DECB from the ECB so that the storage is available for other
DECBs.
Use DECBC FUNC=LOCATE to determine the address of a DECB from its associated name.
Use DECBC FUNC=VALIDATE to determine whether a storage address you provide is the address of a valid
DECB.
Use DECBC FUNC=SWAPBLK to move any storage block attached to the DECB to an ECB storage level, and
any block attached to that ECB storage level to the DECB.
Use the IDECB macro to reference individual fields in the DECB. “IDECB - Data event control block
DSECT” on page 308 describes the IDECB macro.
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Application programs that reference DECBs using ALCS macros such as FILUC or RELCC must use the
address of the DECB not its name. If an application program has not maintained the DECB address it can
obtain it using DECBC FUNC=LOCATE

Register use
DECBC allows you to pass both input and output parameters in a general register. You may also specify a
general register which DECBC will use to provide a return code. If you do not specify a return code DECBC
uses general register 15 (RDB). For compatability with TPF you may specify a work register with DECBC
FUNC=RELEASE but this is ignored by ALCS.

Loss of control
DECBC does not cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
The following example shows how you use DECBC to get a DECB and attach to it a size L1 storage block.

DNAME

DECBC FUNC=CREATE,
NAME=DNAME,
DECB=(R03)
GETCC DECB=(R03),
SIZE=L1
.
.
.
DC
CL16'MODEL DECB'

CREATE A DECB
SPECIFY DECB NAME
RETURN ADDRESS IN R03
DECB ADDRESS
SIZE CODE

DECB NAME

The following example shows how you use DECBC to release the storage block and the DECB.

DNAME

RELCC DECB=(R03)
DECBC FUNC=RELEASE,
NAME=DNAME
.
.
.
DC
CL16'MODEL DECB'

RELEASE THE BLOCK
RELEASE THE DECB
SPECIFY DECB NAME

DECB NAME

Related information
“IDECB - Data event control block DSECT” on page 308.
“EB0EB - Entry control block DSECT” on page 175.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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DEFRC - Defer processing
TPF compatibility:
Do not issue DEFRC in programs that must be compatible with TPF if the entry is holding any records
(record hold) or resources (resource hold).

Format
[label]

DEFRC ,

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
Use the DEFRC macro to force the entry to lose control.
ALCS Concepts and Facilities explains how ALCS dispatches entries that use the DEFRC and DLAYC
macros.

Register use
DEFRC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro always causes the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how you could create 20 child entries by issuing the CREMC macro in a loop. To
avoid overloading ALCS, the example issues the LODIC macro before each CREMC. The LODIC checks that
ALCS can tolerate at least five newly created entries. The value 5 allows other (perhaps more important)
creates to take precedence.
If ALCS is not able to tolerate an additional five entries, the program calls DEFRC to lose control and allow
other entries to proceed. The example repeats the DEFRC until the load reduces enough to allow the next
CREMC.
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LOOP1

LOOP2

NOECBS

LOOPEND

EQU
LA
LA
SPACE
EQU
LODIC
LTR
BZ
SPACE
CREMC
SPACE
BCT
B
SPACE
EQU
DEFRC
B
SPACE
EQU
...

*
R04,20
WE NEED 20 ECBs
R05,5
AT LEAST 5 SHOULD STAY AVAILABLE
1
*
ECBCREATE,ENTRIES=(R05) DO WE HAVE AT LEAST 5 ECBs LEFT
R14,R14
CAN WE CREATE
NOECBS
BRANCH - NOT ENOUGH ECBs
1
...
CREATE 1 ECB
1
R04,LOOP2
TRY TO CREATE NEXT
LOOPEND
ALL DONE FINISHED
1
*
,
WAIT FOR SOME ECBs TO COMPLETE
LOOP2
CONTINUE PROCESS
1
*

Related information
“DLAYC - Delay processing” on page 167.
“LODIC - Get system load information” on page 322.
ALCS Concepts and Facilities.
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DEQC - Dequeue a resource
Format
[label]

DEQC LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}[,QUAL={U|S}][,TYPE=COND]

or:
[label]

DEQC BLOCK={field|(reg)}[,QUAL={U|S}][,TYPE=COND]

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

DEQC {LEVEL=Dn|BLOCK=field}[,QUAL={U|S}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}
Data level that contains the 8-byte name of the resource. There must not be a storage block attached
at this level.
Specify one of:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg)
Register that contains the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), 15 (RDB), or
0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
BLOCK={field|(reg)}
ALCS resource control block. The EV0BK DSECT macro defines the format of the ALCS resource
control block. The resource control block must contain the 8-byte name of the resource at
displacement zero (label EVNBKN in the EV0BK DSECT). DEQC does not use any other fields in the
resource control block.
Specify one of:
field
Name of a field in the ECB. The field contains the resource control block.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the resource control block. Use general register 14 (RDA), 15
(RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
QUAL={U|S}
ALCS supports this parameter for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores this parameter.
TYPE=COND
Specifies conditional dequeue. ALCS does not terminate the entry if the resource does not exist, if the
resource is held by a different entry, or if the resource was not held by ENQC.

Description
Use the DEQC macro to unhold a resource which has been held by ENQC.
“ENQC - Define and enqueue a resource” on page 177 describes how to use DEQC and includes an
example.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
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The DEQC macro has a request type of CORUC. In traces and dumps, CORUC is shown as the macro name
instead of DEQC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
If you specify a LEVEL= parameter, DEQC loads the level value into general register 14 (RDA), if required.
If you specify a BLOCK= parameter, DEQC loads the address of the resource control block into general
register 15 (RDB), if required. DEQC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
DEQC can cause the entry to lose control if more than one processor requires access to the resource hold
table at the same time. This can only happen on a multiprocessor.

Example
The following example shows how you could serialize access to the global area field @FIELD. It uses the
name of the field as the resource name. If another entry is holding the resource, it does not update the
field. Instead it branches to the routine at label ERROR. It limits the time that another entry can wait for
the resource to 20 seconds.
The example assumes that instructions earlier in the program establish addressability for the EV0BK
DSECT. “EV0BK - Resource control block DSECT” on page 201 describes this.
MVC
ENQC
.
.
.
DEQC

EVNBKN,=CL8'@FIELD'
BLOCK=EV0BK,
NOWAIT=ERROR,
TIMEOUT=20

SET UP RESOURCE NAME
HOLD THE RESOURCE
DO NOT WAIT FOR THE RESOURCE
20 SECOND TIMEOUT

(instructions that update @FIELD)
BLOCK=EV0BK

RELEASE (UNHOLD) THE RESOURCE

Related information
“ENQC - Define and enqueue a resource” on page 177.
“EV0BK - Resource control block DSECT” on page 201.
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X
X

DETAC - Detach a storage block
Format
[label]

DETAC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}
[,TYPE={STACK|ADDRESS|ACPDB}]
[,CHECK={YES|NO}]

or formats for compatibility with TPF:
[label]

DETAC [R07|Dn|Rn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}][,ACPDB][,CHECK={YES|NO}]

or:
[label]

DETAC ACPDB

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level from which the storage block is detached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register that contains the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB from which the storage block is detached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
TYPE={STACK|ADDRESS|ACPDB}
STACK
The detached block can be reattached using ATTAC TYPE=STACK.
ADDRESS
The detached block can be reattached using ATTAC TYPE=FA, ATTAC TYPE=SA, or ATTAC
TYPE=ANY.
ACPDB
Synonym for TYPE=ADDRESS.
CHECK={YES|NO}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.
TPF compatibility:
When you use CHECK=YES (or the default) in TPF, DETAC checks that a storage block is attached and
dumps with exit if not. In ALCS, DETAC ignores this parameter and does not check for an attached
block.
[R07|Dn|Rn]
ECB storage level, where:
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Dn
Rn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.
Register containing the level value (use LA Rn,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).

ACPDB
Same as TYPE=ACPDB. This format uses general register 7 (RGF) as the register containing the ECB
storage level.

Description
Use the DETAC macro to detach a storage block temporarily from an ECB or DECB storage level. DETAC
does not release the block. You can later use ATTAC to reattach the block at the same level.

Register use
When you use register notation with the LEVEL= parameter, DETAC loads the level value into general
register 14 (RDA). DETAC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use DETAC to detach the block at level 2 and later use
ATTAC to reattach the block with the matching file address.
MVC
DETAC
.
.
.
MVC
ATTAC

EBW000(8),CE1FA2
D2,ADDRESS

SAVE FILE ADDRESS
DETACH BLOCK AT LEVEL 2

CE1FA2(8),EBW000
D2,FA

SET UP FILE ADDRESS
REATTACH BLOCK

Related information
“ATTAC - Attach a previously detached storage block” on page 24.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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DISPC - Create, read, release, or send a scrollable file
TPF compatibility:
Do not use DISPC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
The DISPC macro has four forms, as follows:
DISPC ADD
Build a multiline scrollable file
DISPC READ
Get a copy of a built scrollable file in OMSG format
DISPC RELEASE
Release all previously sent scrollable files
DISPC SEND
Send a built scrollable file to a printer or display terminal.
Each form is described separately in this book.
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How ALCS displays a scrollable file on the screen
Table 6 on page 150 shows an example of how ALCS displays a scrollable file on an IBM 3270 display. In
this example, ALCS has created the scrollable file as a result of the end user entering a ZDKEY command.
(When an end user enters the ZDKEY command without any parameters, ALCS displays the current
settings of each of the program function keys, PF01 through PF24.)
The ZDKEY command creates a scrollable file which contains the required information. (Any application
program could produce a scrollable file in exactly the same way.) As there is not enough room on the
screen to display all the information at once, ALCS displays the first part of the scrollable file on the
screen, followed by an indication that more is available.
The screen areas are described next.

ALCS standard scrolling header
This area gives the end user information about which scrollable file, and which lines, are currently
displayed. ALCS produces this header by default. An application program can override this default by
coding a NUM=NO parameter with DISPC SEND.
End users can override either setting on their own terminals, by entering one of the following ZSCRL
commands:
ZSCRL HEAD OFF
ZSCRL HEAD ON

For more information about ZSCRL, see the ALCS Operation and Maintenance.

Scrollable file header lines
An application program can denote one or more lines in the scrollable file as header lines (using the
HEADER= parameter of DISPC ADD). ALCS displays header lines permanently at the start of the scrollable
file display. In the example, there are 4 header lines (the last line contains only a new-line (#CAR)
character).
An application program can introduce one or more blank lines before the scrollable file header by using
the START= parameter with DISPC SEND.

Scrollable file nonheader lines
ALCS displays in this part of the screen as many nonheader lines as possible from the scrollable file. By
default, ALCS starts displaying from the first line of the scrollable file but the application program can
request that it starts from a different line by coding a LINE= parameter with DISPC SEND.
The end user uses the ZSCRL command (or equivalent PF keys) to request ALCS to display different parts
of the scrollable file. For more information about using ZSCRL, see the ALCS Operation and Maintenance.

Space lines
By default, ALCS leaves two blank lines after the scrollable file display. Application programs can increase
this number by using the SPACE= parameter with DISPC SEND.

Scroll area
The ALCS scrolling package allows up to 16 users to share the same display terminal. ALCS controls this
by means of 16 scroll areas.
By default, DISPC SEND causes a scrollable file to be associated with scroll area 0. You can use an ALCS
installation-wide exit to associate the scrollable file with any of the scroll areas 0 through 15. (See ALCS
Installation and Customization for a description of this installation-wide exit.)
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With DISPC RELEASE you must specify the scroll area you want to be released (specify AREA=ALL to
release all scroll areas).
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DISPC ADD - Build a multiline scrollable file
TPF compatibility:
Do not use DISPC ADD in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

DISPC ADD

,TEXT={field|(reg)}
,LENGTH={field|(reg)}
[,LEVEL={D2|Dn|(reg)}]
[,HEADER={YES|NO}]
[,FOOTER={YES|NO}]
[,WORK={field|(reg)}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
ADD
Create, or add 1 or more lines of text to the scrollable file.
TEXT={field|(reg)}
Address of the text to be added. Specify one of:
field
Assembler label of the field containing the character string to be added to the scrollable file.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the character string to be added to the scrollable file. Use
general register 0 (RAC), 1 (RG1), 3 through 7 (RGB through RGF), or 15 (RDB).
If you want the text to be formatted as a number of lines, insert a new-line character (#CAR) at
the end of each line. (The #CAR symbol is defined in the CPSEQ DSECT macro, see “CPSEQ - Monitorrequest macro operand equates” on page 99.)
LENGTH={field|(reg)}
The length of the character string to be added. Specify one of:
field
Assembler label of a 2-byte field containing the length of the character string to be added.
(reg)
Register containing the length of the character string to be added. Use general register 0 (RAC), 3
through 7 (RGB through RGF), or 15 (RDB).
LEVEL={D2|Dn|(reg)}
Data level where the scrollable file is built. The level must be free on the first DISPC ADD call. Once
you specify a level, you must use the same level for subsequent DISPC ADD calls until the DISPC
READ or DISPC SEND. Specify one of:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1 and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general registers 0 (RAC), 3 through 7
(RGB through RGF), or 15 (RDB).
HEADER={YES|NO}
The character string to be added is (YES) or is not (NO) to be used as a reappearing header line.
When you are scrolling through the scrollable file, the lines which were added using the HEADER=YES
parameter are shown at the top of the screen at every scroll command.
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Add all header lines to the scrollable file before any non-header lines.
FOOTER={YES|NO}
The character string to be added is (YES) or is not (NO) to be used as a reappearing footer line.
When you are scrolling through the scrollable file, the lines which were added using the FOOTER=YES
parameter are shown at the bottom of the screen at every scroll command.
Add all footer lines to the scrollable file after any non-footer lines.
WORK={field|(reg)}
This parameter is accepted by ALCS for compatibility with previous implementations of DISPC. ALCS
ignores it.
Note: Do NOT specify the local program work area for any of the parameter values for this macro.

Description
Use the DISPC ADD macro to create a scrollable file, or to add 1 or more lines of text to an existing
scrollable file.
On the first DISPC ADD call, ALCS creates the scrollable file containing 1 or more lines of text. You can
follow this with a number of DISPC ADD calls to add lines of text to the file.
You can then call DISPC SEND to send the file to a terminal, or DISPC READ to read the file in OMSG
message format.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
DISPC ADD has a request type of ENTRC (to CSC1). In traces and dumps, ENTRC is shown as the macro
name instead of DISPC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
DISPC ADD uses general registers 1 and 2 (RG1 and RGA), and 14 and 15 (RDA and RDB). DISPC ADD
does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
DISPC ADD can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could build an output file with the header line HDR, and a number
of additional lines.
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LABA

L
LH
LTR
BZ
LA
DISPC

R04,CE1CR4
R03,16(,R04)
R03,R03
EMPTY
R04,L'HDR
ADD,
LENGTH=(R04),
TEXT=HDR,
HEADER=YES

LEVEL CONTAINING THE CHARACTER STRING
LOOP CONTROL
ANY ITEMS IN THIS RECORD
NO, SEND ERROR MESSAGE
TEXT LENGTH
BUILD OUTPUT FILE (ON LEVEL D2)
X
X
X

L
EQU
LH
LA
DISPC

R04,CE1CR4
*
R05,18(,R04)
R06,20(,R04)
ADD,
LENGTH=(R05),
TEXT=(R06)
R06,R05
R04,R06
R03,LABA

LEVEL CONTAINING THE CHARACTER STRING

AR
LR
BCT

DISPC SEND
HDR

DC

TEXT LENGTH
CHARACTER STRING
ADD TO OUTPUT FILE (ON LEVEL D2)
NEXT ITEM IN RECORD
COPY INTO TEXT POINTER
SEND OUTPUT FILE TO TERMINAL

C' THIS LINE APPEARS AT THE TOP OF THE SCREEN'

Related information
“CPSEQ - Monitor-request macro operand equates” on page 99.
“DISPC READ - Get a copy of a scrollable file in OMSG format” on page 155.
“DISPC RELEASE - Release all previously sent scrollable files” on page 159.
“DISPC SEND - Send a scrollable file to a printer or display terminal” on page 162.
“DISPC SORT - Sort a scroll file” on page 165.
“ROUTC - Route a message to a communication resource” on page 380.
“SENDC - Send a message” on page 390.
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X
X

DISPC READ - Get a copy of a scrollable file in OMSG format
TPF compatibility:
Do not use DISPC READ in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

DISPC READ

,ID={X'xxxx'|C'cc'|(reg)}
[,LEVEL=([D2|Dn|(reg)}[,Dm|(reg)])]
[,CRI={field|(reg)}|,CRN={field|(reg)}]
[,WORK={field|(reg)}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
READ
Read a copy of a built scrollable file.
ID={X'xxxx'|C'cc'|(reg)}
Pool-file record ID (short-term or long-term). ALCS builds an OMSG format chain using a prime block
of the size specified for this record ID. (If the size specified for the record ID is not unique, ALCS uses
the largest record size specified for that record ID.)
Specify one of:
X'xxxx'
Where xxxx is 1 to 4 hexadecimal digits.
'cc'
Where cc is two characters.
(reg)
Register containing the record ID in bytes 2 and 3. Use general registers 15 (RDB), 0 (RAC), 1
(RG1), or 3 through 7 (RGB through RGF).
LEVEL=([D2|Dn|(reg)}[,Dm|(reg)])
You can specify one or two levels with the LEVEL= parameter. With a successful DISPC READ
call, ALCS attaches the prime block of the OMSG format message on the first specified level. (See
“Description” on page 156.) You can omit the surrounding parentheses when you specify only one
level.
If you specify a second level, ALCS attaches the last record in the message chain to that level. (This
might be useful if you want to add data to an existing message.) If no overflow records exist, the
second level is empty on return.
Specify one of:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general register 15 (RDB), 0 (RAC),
1(RG1), or 3 through 7 (RGB through RGF).
If you specify a second level, specify one of:
Dm

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.
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(reg)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg,Dm). Use general register 15 (RDB), 0 (RAC),
1(RG1), or 3 through 7 (RGB through RGF).
CRI={field|(reg)}
The CRI= parameter tells ALCS from which terminal to retrieve the last displayed scrollable output
file. Specify one of:
field
Assembler label of a 3-byte field that contains the CRI.
(reg)
Register containing the address of a 3-byte field that contains the CRI. Use general register 0
(RAC), 3 through 7 (RGB through RGF), or 15 (RDB).
CRN={field|(reg)}
Terminal from which to retrieve the last displayed scrollable output file.
Specify one of:
field
Assembler label of a 8-byte field that contains the CRN.
(reg)
Register containing the address of an 8-byte field that contains the CRN. Use general register 0
(RAC), 3 through 7 (RGB through RGF), or 15 (RDB).
WORK={field|(reg)}
This parameter is accepted by ALCS for compatibility with previous implementations of DISPC. ALCS
ignores it.
Note: Do NOT specify the local program work area for any of the parameter values for this macro.
Note: If you do not specify a CRI= or CRN= parameter, DISPC READ defaults to the originating terminal.
If the DISPC READ has been preceded by at least one DISPC ADD using the same level, ALCS returns the
current scrollable file to the caller. It ignores any CRI= or CRN= parameter.

Description
Use the DISPC READ macro to read a scroll file previously created by DISPC ADD calls.
After successful completion, ALCS has attached the prime message block on the first specified level.
There is no pool file address assigned to the prime message block. When a message consists of more than
one block, the blocks are chained using the standard forward chain field CM1FCH. If you have specified
a second level, ALCS attaches the last block of a multiple block message to that level, and stores the file
address and record ID in the corresponding data level.
The lines in the message blocks are separated by a new-line character (#CAR). The last message block
ends with the 3-byte sequence #CAR, #SOM, #EOM. This is standard OMSG format for a display. The
CPSEQ DSECT defines the #CAR character (see “CPSEQ - Monitor-request macro operand equates” on
page 99).
The text lines in the message blocks are not truncated. All message blocks contain complete text lines
only.
On return from DISPC READ, CM1CCT contains the message length, and CM1BID contains the record ID.
All other fields are the calling programs responsibility.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
DISPC READ has a request type of ENTRC (to CSC7). In traces and dumps, ENTRC is shown as the macro
name instead of DISPC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
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Register use
DISPC READ uses general registers 1 and 2 (RG1 and RGA), and 14 and 15 (RDA and RDB). DISPC READ
does not corrupt any other registers.
Return conditions from DISPC READ
On return from DISPC READ general register 1 (RG1) contains one of the following return codes:
0

READ was successful. There is a message block on the specified level.

4

No scrollable output file was attached to the specified resource.

8

Invalid pool type specified.

12
16

Invalid resource specified.
Unable to read scrollable output file due to internal error.

Loss of control
DISPC READ can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how you could read a scrollable file that was sent to the display terminal whose
address is in EBROUT, and send a copy of it to the printer terminal whose address is in EBX000-EBX002.

DISP010

DISPC
SPACE
LTR
BNZ
SPACE
CM1CM
SPACE
L
LH
SH
STH
LA
MVI
MVC
SPACE
SENDC
SPACE
DROP
SPACE
DC

READ,ID=(R03),CRI=EBROUT,LEVEL=D6 RETRIEVE SCROLL FILE
1
R01,R01
DID IT WORK
DISP010
NO - BRANCH
1
REG=R06
DSECT FOR MESSAGE BLOCK
1
R06,CE1CR6
LOAD MESSAGE BASE ADDRESS
R07,CM1CCT
LOAD MESSAGE LENGTH
R07,=H'2'
DECREMENT FOR #CAR/#SOM
R07,CM1CCT
SAVE UPDATED MESSAGE LENGTH
R07,CM1CRI-1(R07)
POINT TO LAST CHARACTER POSITION
0(R07),#EOM
MOVE IN PRINTER END-OF-MESSAGE CHAR
CM1CRI,EBX000
MOVE IN DESTINATION PRINTER ADDRESS
1
D6,L
SEND MESSAGE TO PRINTER
1
R06
DROP CM1CM BASE
1
0H'0'

Related information
“CPSEQ - Monitor-request macro operand equates” on page 99.
“DISPC ADD - Build a multiline scrollable file” on page 152.
“DISPC RELEASE - Release all previously sent scrollable files” on page 159.
“DISPC SEND - Send a scrollable file to a printer or display terminal” on page 162.
“DISPC SORT - Sort a scroll file” on page 165.
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“ROUTC - Route a message to a communication resource” on page 380.
“SENDC - Send a message” on page 390.
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DISPC RELEASE - Release all previously sent scrollable files
TPF compatibility:
Do not use DISPC RELEASE in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

DISPC RELEASE

,AREA={field|(reg)|'a'|ALL}
[,CRI={field|(reg)}|,CRN={field|(reg)}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
RELEASE
Release all built scrollable files associated with the scroll areas specified with the AREA= parameter.
AREA={field|(reg)|'a'|ALL}
Scroll area number (0 through 15) for which scroll information is to be released. (See “How ALCS
displays a scrollable file on the screen” on page 150 for an explanation of scroll areas.) Specify one of:
field
Name of a 1-byte field containing the scroll area number in binary.
(reg)
Register containing the address of a 1-byte field containing the scroll area number in binary. Use
general register 0 (RAC), 3 through 7 (RGB through RGF), 14 (RDA), or 15 (RDB).
'a'

Scroll area number in hexadecimal, enclosed in quotes (0 through 9, or A through E).

ALL
Release all scroll areas for the terminal.
CRI={field|(reg)}
Terminal address CRI of the terminal whose scroll information is to be released. Specify one of:
field
Assembler label of a 3-byte field that contains the CRI.
(reg)
Register containing the address of a 3-byte field that contains the CRI. Use general register 0
(RAC), 3 through 7 (RGB through RGF), or 15 (RDB).
CRN={field|(reg)}
Terminal address CRN of the terminal whose scroll information is to be released. Specify one of:
field
Assembler label of a 8-byte field that contains the CRN.
(reg)
Register containing the address of an 8-byte field that contains the CRN. Use general register 0
(RAC), 3 through 7 (RGB through RGF), or 15 (RDB).
If you do not specify a CRI= or CRN= parameter, DISPC RELEASE defaults to the originating terminal.
Note: Do NOT specify the local program work area for any of the parameter values for this macro.

Description
Use the DISPC RELEASE macro to release all the scrollable files associated with one or more scroll
areas. You must have sent each of the scrollable files by a DISPC SEND call.
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You can use DISPC RELEASE to "clean up" all the active scrollable files when a transaction completes, or
is ignored, or when an agent sines-out of an "active" area.
DISPC RELEASE provides the following return codes in general register 1 (RG1):
0
4
8

Successful
Unknown resource specified
Insufficient authorization to do this release
Note: To have sufficient authorization, the CRI in the originating terminal must be either the same CRI
as did the DISPC SEND, or must be a prime CRAS, read only CRAS, or an alternate CRAS.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

DISPC RELEASE has a request type of ENTRC (to CSC8). In traces and dumps, ENTRC is shown as the
macro name instead of DISPC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
DISPC RELEASE uses general registers 1 and 2 (RG1 and RGA), and 14 and 15 (RDA and RDB). DISPC
RELEASE does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
DISPC RELEASE can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how you could read a scroll area number from the input message and releases the
previously sent scrollable files for that scroll area.
TRT
BNZ
SPACE
MVC
TR
SPACE
DISPC
SPACE
LTR
BNZ
SPACE

CM1TXI,TRTAB1
DSPR010
1
EBX000,CM1TXI
EBX000(1),TRTAB2
1
RELEASE,AREA=EBX000
1
R01,R01
DSPR020
1

IS THE SCROLL AREA NUMBER VALID
NO - TAKE ERROR BRANCH
MOVE SCROLL AREA NUMBER TO WORK AREA
CONVERT TO BINARY
RELEASE SCROLLABLE FILES
TEST RETURN CODE
BRANCH IF NOT SUCCESSFUL

Related information
“DISPC ADD - Build a multiline scrollable file” on page 152.
“DISPC READ - Get a copy of a scrollable file in OMSG format” on page 155.
“DISPC SEND - Send a scrollable file to a printer or display terminal” on page 162.
“DISPC SORT - Sort a scroll file” on page 165.
“ROUTC - Route a message to a communication resource” on page 380.
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“SENDC - Send a message” on page 390.
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DISPC SEND - Send a scrollable file to a printer or display terminal
TPF compatibility:
Do not use DISPC SEND in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

DISPC SEND

[,LEVEL={D2|Dn|(reg)}]
[,START={0|n|(reg)}]
[,NUM={YES|NO}]
[,SPACE={0|n|(reg)}]
[,PRINTER={YES|([field|(reg)}[,CRN|CRI])}]
[,BOTTOM={YES|NO}]
[,LINE={'1'|'n'|label|(reg)}]
[,WORK={field|(reg)}]
[,CONFIRM={YES|NO}]
[,DEST=([field|(reg)}[,CRN|CRI])]
[,CLEAR={YES|NO}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
SEND
Send the scrollable file, built using one or more DISPC ADD calls, to the terminal addressed by
EBROUT. If you specify the PRINTER= or DEST= parameter, the scrollable file is sent to the specified
destination.
Do not code a DISPC SEND macroinstruction without at least one preceding DISPC ADD
macroinstruction.
LEVEL={D2|Dn|(reg)}
Data level where the scrollable file has been built. Specify one of:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1 and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general registers 0 (RAC), 3 through 7
(RGB through RGF), and 15 (RDB).
START={0|n|(reg)}
By default, ALCS displays the first line of the scrollable file immediately after the ALCS header, if
present, and at the top of the screen if the ALCS header is not present. Use this parameter to request
ALCS to insert one or more blank lines before the scrollable file display, where n is the number of
blank lines required (see “How ALCS displays a scrollable file on the screen” on page 150). Specify
one of:
n

number of blank lines required.

(reg)
Register containing the number of blank lines required. Use general register 0 (RAC), 3 through 7
(RGB through RGF), or 15 (RDB).
NUM={YES|NO}
Display (YES), or do not (NO) display the standard ALCS scrolling header at the top of the screen. The
ALCS scrolling header precedes any header lines created by the HEADER= parameter of DISPC ADD.
End users can override this setting by using the ZSCRL command (see “How ALCS displays a
scrollable file on the screen” on page 150).
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SPACE={0|n|(reg)}
By default, ALCS leaves two blank lines at the bottom of the screen. Use the SPACE= parameter
to increase this number, where n is the number of additional blank lines required (see “How ALCS
displays a scrollable file on the screen” on page 150). For example, SPACE=1 produces three blank
lines at the bottom of the screen.
PRINTER={YES|([field|(reg)}[,CRN|CRI])}
The created scrollable file is sent to the specified printer, where:
YES
Sends the scrollable file to the printer associated with the terminal addressed by EBROUT.
field
Assembler label of a field containing the printer's 8-byte CRN or 3-byte CRI.
(reg)
Register which contains the address of a field containing a printer's 8-byte CRN or 3-byte CRI. Use
general register 0 (RAC), 3 through 7 (RGB through RGF), or 15 (RDB).
CRN|(CRI
Identifies the specified printer name as CRI or CRN.
Do not use the PRINTER= parameter with the DEST= parameter.
BOTTOM={YES|NO}
Specify one of:
YES
The last part of the scrollable file is displayed on the screen.
NO

The first part of the scrollable file is displayed on the screen.

LINE={'1'|'n'|label|(reg)}
The part of the scrollable file starting at line n is displayed on the screen.
The end user can use the ZSCRL command (or equivalent PF keys) to scroll back to any earlier lines if
necessary.
Specify one of the following:
n

The initial first line number.

label
Assembler label of a 2-byte field containing the initial first line number.
(reg)
The register containing the initial first line number.
WORK={field|(reg)}
This parameter is accepted by ALCS for compatibility with previous implementations of DISPC. ALCS
ignores it.
CONFIRM={YES|NO}
Send (YES) or do not send (NO) a confirmation message to the originating display terminal.
DEST=([field|(reg)}[,CRN|CRI])
The created scrollable file is sent to the specified destination where:
field
Assembler label of a field containing the 8-byte CRN or 3-byte CRI of the resource to which the
output should be sent.
(reg)
Register containing the 8-byte CRN or 3-byte CRI of the resource to which the output should be
sent. Use general register 0 (RAC), 3 through 7 (RGB through RGF), or 15 (RDB).
CRN|(CRI
Identifies the specified printer name as CRI or CRN. The default is CRN.
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Do not use the DEST= parameter with the PRINTER= parameter.
CLEAR={YES|NO}
Clear the screen (YES) or do not clear the screen (NO) before outputting the display, whether or not it
fits in the unused portion of the screen.
Note: Do NOT specify the local program work area for any of the parameter values for this macro.

Description
Use the DISPC SEND macro to send a scrollable file, created using one or more DISPC ADD macros, to a
printer or display terminal.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
DISPC SEND has a request type of ENTRC (to CSC2). In traces and dumps, ENTRC is shown as the macro
name instead of DISPC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
DISPC SEND uses general registers 1 and 2 (RG1 and RGA), and 14 and 15 (RDA and RDB). DISPC SEND
does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
DISPC SEND can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
See the example for DISPC ADD which also shows a DISPC SEND.

Related information
“DISPC ADD - Build a multiline scrollable file” on page 152.
“DISPC RELEASE - Release all previously sent scrollable files” on page 159.
“DISPC READ - Get a copy of a scrollable file in OMSG format” on page 155.
“DISPC SORT - Sort a scroll file” on page 165.
“ROUTC - Route a message to a communication resource” on page 380.
“SENDC - Send a message” on page 390.
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DISPC SORT - Sort a scroll file
Format
[label]

DISPC SORT

[,LEVEL={D2|Dn|(reg)}]
[,COLUMN={'1'|'n'|label|(reg)}]
[,LENGTH={'1'|'n'|label|(reg)}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={D2|Dn|(reg)}
Data level where the scrollable file has been built. Specify one of:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1 and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general registers 0 (RAC), 3 through 7
(RGB through RGF), and 15 (RDB).
COLUMN={'1'|'n'|label|(reg)}
Sort using the field starting at column n.
Specify one of the following:
n

Initial column of the sort field

label
Assembler label of a 2-byte field containing the initial column number.
reg

Register containing the initial column number.

LENGTH={'1'|'n'|label|(reg)}
Sort using the field of length n.
Specify one of the following:
n

Length of the sort field

label
Assembler label of a 2-byte field containing the length of the sort field
reg

Register containing the length of the sort field.

Description
Use the DISPC SORT macro to sort the scrollable file created by one or more DISPC ADD calls.

Register use
DISPC SORT uses general registers 1 and 2 (RG1 and RGA), and 14 and 15 (RDA and RDB). DISPC SORT
does not corrupt any other registers.
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Loss of control
DISPC SORT can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how you could build and sort a scrollable file before sending it to the terminal
addressed by EBROUT.
DISPC
DISPC
DISPC
DISPC
DISPC

ADD,LENGTH=(R05),TEXT=(R06)
ADD,LENGTH=(R05),TEXT=(R06)
ADD,LENGTH=(R05),TEXT=(R06)
SORT,COLUMN='12',LENGTH=EBW004
SEND

Related information
“CPSEQ - Monitor-request macro operand equates” on page 99.
“DISPC ADD - Build a multiline scrollable file” on page 152.
“DISPC READ - Get a copy of a scrollable file in OMSG format” on page 155.
“DISPC RELEASE - Release all previously sent scrollable files” on page 159.
“DISPC SEND - Send a scrollable file to a printer or display terminal” on page 162.
“ROUTC - Route a message to a communication resource” on page 380.
“SENDC - Send a message” on page 390.
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DLAYC - Delay processing
Format
[label]

DLAYC ,

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
Use the DLAYC macro to force the entry to lose control.
ALCS Concepts and Facilities explains how ALCS dispatches entries that use the DLAYC and DEFRC
macros.

Register use
DLAYC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
DLAYC always causes the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how you could use DLAYC to avoid locking out the system in a long-running loop
searching the communication table.

LOOP1
LOOP2

LOOPEND

...
EQU
LA
SPACE
EQU
COMIC
BNZ
...
BCT
DLAYC
B
SPACE
EQU
...

*
R01,100
WAIT EVERY 100 COMIC CALLS
1
*
CRI=ICECRI+1,NEXT=YES GET NEXT DEVICE INFORMATION
LOOPEND
BRANCH - NO MORE DEVICES
R01,LOOP2
,
LOOP1
1
*

WAIT A MOMENT
CONTINUE PROCESS

Related information
“DEFRC - Defer processing” on page 143.
“LODIC - Get system load information” on page 322.
ALCS Concepts and Facilities.
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DPROC - Determine if a file address is a program record
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro.

Format
[label]

DPROC {Dn|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
{Dn|(reg)}
Data level that contains the address to be tested:
Dn

D0 for level 0, D1 for level 1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).

Description
In TPF, DPROC tests whether a file address is a program record.
The ALCS DPROC macro always sets the condition code to 1 (not a program file address). ALCS programs
do not have a file address. The macro does not appear in a macro trace.
IBM recommends that you do not use DPROC in ALCS programs.

Register use
DPROC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS programs.

Related information
None.
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DXCAMT - Custom e-mail format table
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
This macro is described in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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DXCEMG - Build an application message
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
This macro is described in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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DXCEMR - Build an application message destination routing list
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
This macro is described in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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DXCSER - Global access serialization macro
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
This macro is described in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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DXCSMTM - Simple Message Transfer Protocol message format
DSECT
Format
DXCSMTM REG=reg

REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.

Description
Use the DXCSMTM DSECT to refer to fields in the Simple Message Transfer Protocol (SMTP) message. The
ALCS e-mail facility can be used for sending messages in the SMTP format.
The DXCSMTM macro defines symbols for the following fields:
SMTPTEXT
The text of the message. The message text must include a message header and a message body. The
message header must be in EBCDIC. The message body can be in any character set (the default is
EBCDIC). If the message body is not in EBCDIC then the fields SMTPCSET and SMTPCNAM must be
initialized.
The message body can be plain text or an HTML document (the default is plain text). HTML (Hypertext
Markup Language) is a formatting language used to create documents for use on the World Wide Web.
Many e-mail reader programs can interpret HTML codes which make URLs into clickable links and
change the font, size, or colour of text. If the message body is to be treated as an HTML document
then field SMTPHTML must be initialized.
SMTPCSET
Bit indicating that the message body is not in EBCDIC. This bit can be set as follows:
OI

SMTPCSET,L'SMTPCSET

SMTPCNAM
40-byte field containing the name of the character set used for the message body.
Note: Official character set names are registered with the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
(IANA) at URL <http://www.iana.org>.
SMTPHTML
Bit indicating that the message body is an HTML document. This bit can be set as follows:
OI

SMTPHTML,L'SMTPHTML

SMTPORIG
128-byte field containing the e-mail address of the sender. By default, ALCS constructs an e-mail
address for the sender using the terminal address in the ECB field EBROUT. Problems in the transport
or delivery of the original message are reported to this e-mail address. If the recipient used REPLY TO
SENDER when sending their reply, the destination of the reply depends on other fields included in the
original e-mail message:
• If there is a "Reply-To:" field, the reply will be sent to the address(es) indicated in that field.
• If there is a "From:" field but no "Reply-To" field, the reply will be sent to the address(es) indicated
in the "From" field.
• If there are no "From:" or "Reply-To:" fields, the reply will be sent to the address of the sender.
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SMTPZALC
Bit indicates that the message originated from an ALC terminal. ALCS sets this bit before calling
installation-wide exit program ASM1 during ZMAIL command processing. This bit can be tested as
follows:
TM

SMTPZALC,L'SMTPZALC TEST IF FROM ALC

SMTPHFCH
Forward chain (a file address) to the next part of the message or zeroes if none.
SMTPLENG
Fullword field containing the length (binary number of bytes) of the message text in this block.
The prime block is not assigned a pool file address. Pool file addresses are also not assigned to single
blocks used when only one block is needed.
When email consists of more than one block, the blocks are chained using the standard forward chain
field. The BID of each block must be X'AB10'.

Register use
Not applicable. DXCSMTM does not generate executable code.

Loss of control
Not applicable. DXCSMTM does not generate executable code.

Example
No example provided. DXCSMTM is a DSECT macro.

Related information
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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EB0EB - Entry control block DSECT
Format
EB0EB ,

Description
Use the EB0EB DSECT macro to reference fields in the ECB. It is automatically generated by the BEGIN
macro.
The ALCS Application Programming Guide describes fields in the ECB.

Register use
General register 9 (REB) always points to the ECB.

Loss of control
Not applicable. EB0EB does not generate executable instructions.

Example
No example provided. EB0EB is a DSECT macro.

Related information
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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EDITA - Edit and move data
This macro is provided as part of the TPF program. It is not provided as part of ALCS. However, you can
find a definition for this macro, and examples of its use, in "IPARS - ALCS V2", which is included in the
ALCS shipment.
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ENQC - Define and enqueue a resource
Format
[label]

ENQC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}|BLOCK={field|(reg)}}
[,TIMEOUT={180|interval|(reg)}]
[,TIMEINC={NANO|MICRO|MILLI|SECS}]
[,QUAL={U|S}]
[,WAIT=routine1|,NOWAIT=routine2]

or format for compatibility with earlier versions of TPF:
[label]

ENQC {LEVEL=Dn|BLOCK=field}
[,TIMEOUT={180|interval}]
[,TIMEINC={NANO|MICRO|MILLI|SECS}]
[,QUAL={U|S}]
[,WAIT=routine1|,NOWAIT=routine2]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}
Data level that contains the 8-byte name of the resource. There must not be a storage block attached
at this level.
Specify one of:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
The 8-byte resource name can be any 64-bit value, for example, a character string. Do not use this
8-byte name as the event name in any EVNTC macro. The resource name must not be the same as the
resource name (after padding) used by any CORHC macro.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
Resource names ending with the following character strings are reserved for use by ALCS:
• ATIM
• CSEQ
• DCOM
• INIT
• MAIL
• OCTM
• PURG
• STAT
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
BLOCK={field|(reg)}
ALCS resource control block. The EV0BK DSECT macro defines the format of the ALCS resource
control block. The resource control block must contain the 8-byte name of the resource at
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displacement zero (label EVNBKN in the EV0BK DSECT). ENQC does not use any other fields in the
resource control block.
Specify one of:
field
Name of a field in the ECB. The field contains the address of the resource control block.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the resource control block. Use general register 14 (RDA), or
0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
TIMEINC={NANO|MICRO|MILLI|SECS}
Time interval unit for the TIMEOUT parameter. Specify:
NANO
for nanoseconds
MICRO
for microseconds,
MILLI
for milliseconds, and
SECS
for seconds. SECS is the default.
TIMEOUT={180|interval|(reg)}
Maximum interval that this entry can hold the resource while there is another entry waiting to hold
it. The units of the interval are specified in the TIMEINC parameter. If this entry exceeds this limit, it
exits with a system error. If there is no limit, specify 0, where 0 indicates an infinite number.
Specify one of:
interval
Number of units as specified in the TIMEINC parameter, a decimal value from 0 to 4095.
(reg)
Register that contains the number of intervals as specified in the TIMEINC parameter, from 0 to 32
766. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
Zero timeout:
Avoid defining events with zero (= infinite) timeout. If the resource is never dequeued (possibly
because there is an error in the program which is supposed to dequeue the resource), the ENQC macro
will wait forever.
QUAL={U|S}
ALCS supports this parameter for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores this parameter.
WAIT=routine1|NOWAIT=routine2
Label where ENQC branches if another entry is holding the resource when this entry issues ENQC. If
no other entry is holding the resource, ENQC does not wait. In this case, control returns to the next
instruction that follows the ENQC macroinstruction. If another entry is holding the resource, ENQC
processing depends on the WAIT= and NOWAIT= parameters, as follows:
WAIT=routine1
This entry waits until the resource is available (that is, until no other entry is holding the resource).
ENQC then branches to routine1.
NOWAIT=routine2
This entry does not wait. Instead, ENQC branches to routine2.
If you omit both the WAIT= and NOWAIT= parameter, this entry waits until the resource is available.
ALCS then returns control to the next instruction following the ENQC macroinstruction.
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Description
Use the ENQC macro to define and hold a resource. You can use ENQC to serialize access to a shared
resource by more than one entry in a multiprogramming or multiprocessing environment.
The ALCS generation specifies the number of entries in the resource hold table. This limits the total
number of resource names that can be active at any one time. See ALCS Installation and Customization for
more information.
An entry that is holding a resource must unhold it (DEQC) before exiting, or before issuing another ENQC
for that resource.
Deadlocks
Deadlocks can arise when two or more entries hold two or more resources. For example:
Entry 1 requests ALCS to hold resource A
Entry 2 requests ALCS to hold resource B
Entry 1 requests ALCS to hold resource B
Entry 2 requests ALCS to hold resource A
To avoid deadlocks, try to avoid holding two or more resources at the same time. If this is unavoidable,
ensure that all entries hold two or more resources in the same order.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The ENQC macro has a request type of CORHC. In traces and dumps, CORHC is shown as the macro name
instead of ENQC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
ENQC loads the level value (if you specify the LEVEL= parameter) or the address of the resource control
block (if you specify the BLOCK= parameter) into general register 14 (RDA), if required. ENQC also loads
the timeout value into general register 15 (RDB), if required. ENQC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
If another entry is holding the resource, this entry loses control (unless ENQC specifies NOWAIT=). When
the entry holding the resource unholds it (using DEQC), this entry regains control. If several entries issue
ENQC without NOWAIT= for the same resource (resource name), the entries regain control consecutively.
When one entry issues DEQC, the next entry regains control.
ENQC can also cause the entry to lose control if more than one processor requires access to the resource
hold table at the same time. This can only happen on a multiprocessor.

Example
The following example shows how you could use ENQC to serialize access to the global area field @FIELD.
It uses the name of the field as the resource name. If another entry is holding the resource, it does not
update the field. Instead, it branches to the routine at label ERROR. It limits the time that another entry
can wait for the resource to 20 seconds.
The example assumes that instructions earlier in the program establish addressability for the EV0BK
DSECT. See “EV0BK - Resource control block DSECT” on page 201.
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MVC
ENQC
.
.
.
DEQC

EVNBKN,=CL8'@FIELD'
BLOCK=EV0BK,
NOWAIT=ERROR,
TIMEOUT=20

SET UP RESOURCE NAME
HOLD THE RESOURCE
DO NOT WAIT FOR THE RESOURCE
20 SECOND TIMEOUT

(instructions that update @FIELD)
BLOCK=EV0BK

RELEASE (UNHOLD) THE RESOURCE

Related information
“CORHC - Define and hold a resource” on page 82.
“CORUC - Unhold a resource” on page 84.
“DEQC - Dequeue a resource” on page 145.
“EVNTC - Define an event” on page 192.
“EV0BK - Resource control block DSECT” on page 201.
“SYNCC - Serialize access to global area fields” on page 421.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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X
X

ENTDC - Enter a program with no return expected to any program
Format
[label]

ENTDC NAME={program|(reg)}

or for compatibility with earlier versions of ALCS:
[label]

ENTDC PROGRAM={program|(reg)}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

ENTDC {program|(reg)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

ENTDC program

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to which control transfers, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use
general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to which control transfers, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use
general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the ENTDC macro to transfer control to another program, when you do not want control to be returned
to this or any earlier program.
ENTDC clears all program levels. ENTDC discards all saved copies of the local program work area and all
local save stacks. It transfers control to another application program and deletes any data in the program
nesting levels. If the program to which ENTDC transfers control subsequently issues a BACKC macro, the
ECB exits without an error.
See the ALCS Application Programming Guide for more information on transferring control between
programs and program levels.

Register use
When you use register notation, ENTDC loads the address of the program or transfer vector name into
general register 0 (RAC), if required. ENTDC does not corrupt any other registers.
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Loss of control
ENTDC loses control if the called program requires shared or exclusive control of the global area (SHR
and XCL parameters of the BEGIN macro) and that access is not available. This can only happen on a
multiprocessor.
If there are any automatic storage blocks, ENTDC releases them.

Example
The following example shows how you could use ENTDC to pass control to program PRG1:
LA
R00,=CL4'PRG1'
ENTDC PROGRAM=(R00)

Related information
“ALASC - Get an automatic storage block” on page 14.
“BACKC - Return to a calling program” on page 32.
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
“ENTNC - Enter a program with no return expected to this program” on page 183.
“ENTRC - Enter a program with a return expected to the calling program” on page 185.
“SAVEC - Save to / restore from local save stack” on page 386.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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ENTNC - Enter a program with no return expected to this program
Format
[label]

ENTNC NAME={program|(reg)}

or for compatibility with earlier versions of ALCS:
[label]

ENTNC PROGRAM={program|(reg)}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

ENTNC {program|(reg)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

ENTNC program

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to which control transfers, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use
general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to which control transfers, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use
general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the ENTNC macro to transfer control to another program, when you do not want control to be returned
to this (the calling) program but it can be returned to an earlier program.
ENTNC transfers control to another application program, but does not save anything in a program nesting
level. If the program to which ENTNC transfers control subsequently issues a BACKC macro, control
returns to the last application program that issued an ENTRC.
If the calling program uses a local program work area (parameter LPW=YES on the BEGIN macro), ENTNC
does not save the contents of the local program work area and discards the calling program's local save
stack.
ENTNC does not use a program level.
See the ALCS Application Programming Guide for more information on how to transfer control between
programs and program levels.
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Register use
When you use register notation, ENTNC loads the address of the program or transfer vector name into
general register 0 (RAC), if required. ENTNC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
ENTNC loses control if the called program requires shared or exclusive control of the global area (SHR
and XCL parameters of the BEGIN macro) and that access is not available. This can only happen on a
multiprocessor.
If there is an automatic storage block for the program that issued ENTNC, ENTNC releases it. For more
details, see “ALASC - Get an automatic storage block” on page 14.

Example
The following example shows how you could use ENTNC to pass control to program PRG1:
LA
R00,=CL4'PRG1'
ENTNC PROGRAM=(R00)

Related information
“ALASC - Get an automatic storage block” on page 14.
“BACKC - Return to a calling program” on page 32.
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
“ENTDC - Enter a program with no return expected to any program” on page 181.
“ENTRC - Enter a program with a return expected to the calling program” on page 185.
“SAVEC - Save to / restore from local save stack” on page 386.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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ENTRC - Enter a program with a return expected to the calling
program
Format
[label]

ENTRC NAME={program|(reg)}

or format for compatibility with earlier versions of ALCS:
[label]

ENTRC PROGRAM={program|(reg)}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

ENTRC {program|(reg)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

ENTRC program

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to which control transfers, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector to which control transfers, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the ENTRC macro to transfer control to another program when you expect the called program to
return control to the calling program. (The called program does this by calling a BACKC macro, which
returns control to the next sequential instruction.)
Each ENTRC call uses an ECB program level. There is a restriction of 32 program levels (that is, nested
program calls) for an entry. When you do not expect a return to the calling program, use ENTDC or ENTNC
instead of ENTRC.
If the calling program uses a local program work area (parameter LPW=YES on the BEGIN macro),
ENTRC saves the contents of the local program work area and keeps the local save stack. See the ALCS
Application Programming Guide for more information on how to transfer control between programs and
program levels.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
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When you specify ENTRC FACE or ENTRC FACS, the ENTRC macro has a request type of FACEC. In traces
and dumps, FACEC is shown as the macro name instead of ENTRC. (For examples of these ENTRC calls,
see “FACE - Compute an online file address” on page 204 and “FACS - Compute an online file address
from a record type symbol” on page 207.)
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
When you use register notation, ENTRC loads the address of the program or transfer vector name into
general register 0 (RAC), if required. ENTRC does not corrupt any other registers. When the called program
is an assembler program, any changes made to the general registers by the calling program are returned
to the calling program.
When the called program is a high-level language program, the calling program's general registers 0
through 13 (RAC through RLD) are saved and then restored before control returns to the calling program.
The contents of general register 0 (RAC) depend on whether register notation was used.

Loss of control
ENTRC loses control if the called program requires shared or exclusive control of the global area (SHR
and XCL parameters of the BEGIN macro) and that access is not available. This can only happen on a
multiprocessor.

Example
The following example shows how you could use ENTRC to pass control to program PRG1:
LA
R00,=CL4'PRG1'
ENTRC PROGRAM=(R00)

Related information
“ALASC - Get an automatic storage block” on page 14.
“BACKC - Return to a calling program” on page 32.
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
“ENTDC - Enter a program with no return expected to any program” on page 181.
“ENTNC - Enter a program with no return expected to this program” on page 183.
“SAVEC - Save to / restore from local save stack” on page 386.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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EVINC - Increment an event counter
Format
[label]

EVINC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}|BLOCK={field|(reg)}}
[,NFOUND={error_routine|(reg)}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}
Data level and storage level. There must not be a storage block attached at this level. The data level
must contain the 8-byte name of the event.
Specify one of:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg)
Register that contains the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through
7 (RAC through RGF).
BLOCK={field|(reg)}
ALCS resource control block. The EV0BK DSECT macro defines the format of the ALCS resource
control block. The resource control block must contain the 8-byte name of the event at displacement
zero (label EVNBKN in the EV0BK DSECT). Specify one of:
field
Name of a field in the ECB. The field contains the resource control block.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the resource control block. Use general register 15 (RDB), or
0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
NFOUND={error_routine|(reg)}
Routine which EVINC branches to if the event does not exist, or if the event is not a counter-type
event. If this parameter is omitted, control returns to the next instruction that follows EVINC.
Specify one of:
error_routine
Label for the routine.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the routine. Use general register 1 through 7 (RG1 through
RGF).

Description
Use the EVINC macro to increment the count associated with a counter-type event. An EVNWC macro
must not have been issued for the event.
For an explanation of events, see ALCS Application Programming Guide.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The EVINC macro has a request type of CORUC. In traces and dumps, CORUC appears as the macro name
instead of EVINC.
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End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
When you specify a LEVEL= parameter, EVINC loads the level value into general register 14 (RDA), if
required. When you specify the BLOCK= parameter, EVINC loads the address of the resource control block
into general register 15 (RDB), if required. EVINC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
EVINC can cause the entry to lose control if more than one processor requires access to the resourcehold table at the same time. This can happen only on a multiprocessor.

Example
The following example shows how you could use EVINC to increment the count for a counter-type event.
The example assumes that the application has already set up the event name in the resource control
block starting at field EBW000 in the ECB work area.

⋮
LAB3

LA
R03,EBW000
EV0BK REG=R03
EVINC BLOCK=EV0BK,
NFOUND=LAB3
EQU

USE EBW000 FOR THE EV0BK DSECT
SET UP ADDRESSABILITY FOR THE EVENT
INCREMENT THE COUNT
X

*

Related information
“EVNQC - Interrogate the current status of an event” on page 189.
“EVNTC - Define an event” on page 192.
“EVNWC - Wait for an event to complete” on page 197.
“EV0BK - Resource control block DSECT” on page 201.
“POSTC - Post an event” on page 346.
“WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete” on page 525.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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EVNQC - Interrogate the current status of an event
Format
[label]

EVNQC TYPE={CNT|MSK|CB}
,BLOCK={field|(reg)}
[,NFOUND={error_routine|(reg)}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
TYPE={CNT|MSK|CB}
Event type. This must be the same as the type specified on the EVNTC macro that defines the event.
Specify one of:
CNT
Counter type
MSK
Mask type
CB

Storage block type

BLOCK={field|(reg)}
ALCS resource control block. The EV0BK DSECT macro defines the format of the ALCS resource
control block. The resource control block contains the 8-byte name of the event at displacement zero
(label EVNBKN in the EV0BK DSECT). Specify one of:
field
Name of a field in the ECB. The field contains the resource control block.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the resource control block. Use general register 15 (RDB), or
0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
NFOUND={error_routine|(reg)}
Routine which EVNQC branches to if the event does not exist, or if the event type is not the same as
the EVNQC macro specifies. If this parameter is omitted, control returns to the next instruction that
follows EVNQC.
Specify one of:
error_routine
Label for the routine.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the routine. Use general register 1 through 7 (RG1 through
RGF).

Description
Use the EVNQC macro to interrogate the status of an event. EVNQC moves the following information from
the event into the specified resource control block:
• For counter-type events, the current residual count (label EVNBKC1 in the EV0BK DSECT).
• For mask-type events, the current residual mask (label EVNBKM1 in the EV0BK DSECT).
• For counter and mask-type events, the current cumulative return mask (label EVNBKM2 in the EV0BK
DSECT).
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EVNQC sets the condition code as follows:
Condition
Meaning
0
1
2
3

Event not completed
Event completed
(Reserved)
Event not defined, or defined with different event type

See the ALCS Application Programming Guide for an explanation of events.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The EVNQC macro has a request type of CORUC. In traces and dumps, CORUC appears as the macro name
instead of EVNQC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
EVNQC loads the address of the resource control block into general register 15 (RDB), if required. EVNQC
does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
EVNQC can cause the entry to lose control if more than one processor requires access to the resourcehold table at the same time. This can happen only on a multiprocessor.

Example
The following example shows how you could use EVNQC to interrogate the status of a counter-type event.
The example assumes that the application has already set up the event name in the resource control
block starting at field EBW000 in the ECB work area.

LAB0
⋮
LAB1
⋮
LAB3

LA
R03,EBW000
EV0BK REG=R03
EVNQC BLOCK=EV0BK,
TYPE=CNT
BC
B'1000',LAB0
BC
B'0100',LAB1
BC
B'0001',LAB3
EQU
*
EQU

*

EQU

*

USE EBW000 FOR THE EV0BK DSECT
SET UP ADDRESSABILITY FOR THE EVENT

X

CC 0 -- BRANCH IF EVENT IS NOT COMPLETE
CC 1 -- BRANCH IF EVENT IS COMPLETE
CC 3 -- BRANCH IF EVENT IS UNDEFINED

Related information
“EVINC - Increment an event counter” on page 187.
“EVNTC - Define an event” on page 192.
“EVNWC - Wait for an event to complete” on page 197.
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“EV0BK - Resource control block DSECT” on page 201.
“POSTC - Post an event” on page 346.
“WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete” on page 525.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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EVNTC - Define an event
Format
[label]

EVNTC TYPE={CNT|MSK|CB}
,{LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}|BLOCK={field|(reg)}}
[,TIMEOUT={180|interval|(reg)}]
[,TIMEINC={NANO|MICRO|MILLI|SECS}]
[,NAME={N|Y,DUPNAM={error_routine|(reg)}}]

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

EVNTC TYPE={CNT|MSK|CB}
,{LEVEL=Dn|(BLOCK=field}
[,TIMEOUT={180|interval}]
[,TIMEINC={NANO|MICRO|MILLI|SECS}]
[,NAME={N|Y,DUPNAM=error_routine}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
TYPE={CNT|MSK|CB}
Event type, where:
CNT
Counter type. EVNTC allows you to set an initial counter value in the range 0 through 32 767. If
you set the initial value of the counter to zero, the event completes immediately. If you set the
initial value of the counter to a number greater than zero, each POSTC macro for the same event
decrements the counter by one. (Each EVINC macro for the same event increases the counter by
1.)
The event completes when the counter becomes zero. An error condition (timeout or POSTC with
error code) completes the event immediately, whether or not the counter is zero.
MSK
Mask type. EVNTC allows an initial 16-bit mask value. If you set the initial mask value to all zeros,
the event completes immediately. If you set the initial mask value to not all zeros, each POSTC
macro for the same event can turn off (set to zero) one or more bits of the mask. The event
completes when the mask becomes all zeros. (It is possible to execute a POSTC macro for a
mask-type event that does not turn off any bits of the mask.)
An error condition (timeout or POSTC with error code) completes the event immediately, whether
or not the mask is all zeros.
CB

Storage block type. EVNTC does not allow any initial counter or mask value. One, and only
one, POSTC macro for the same event completes the event. Optionally, POSTC can transfer the
contents of a storage block from the entry that issues POSTC (the posting entry) to the entry that
issues EVNTC (the posted entry). In this case, ALCS obtains a storage block and attaches it to the
posted entry. It then copies the contents of the block from the posting entry, detaches the block
from the posting entry, and releases it.

LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}
Data level and storage level that contain information about the event. There must not be a
storage block attached at this level. The explanation of the NAME= parameter describes how
EVNTC uses the data level. Specifying initial count and mask values on page “#unique_105/
unique_105_Connect_42_SPTEVNCNT” on page 194 describes how EVNTC uses the storage level.
Specify one of:
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Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg)
Register that contains the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through
7 (RAC through RGF).
BLOCK={field|(reg)}
ALCS resource control block. The EV0BK DSECT macro defines the format of the ALCS resource
control block. The explanation of the NAME= parameter describes how EVNTC uses the field at
displacement zero (label EVNBKN in the EV0BK DSECT). Specifying initial count and mask values
on page “#unique_105/unique_105_Connect_42_SPTEVNCNT” on page 194 describes how EVNTC
uses other fields in the resource control block. Specify one of:
field
Name of a field in the ECB. The field contains the resource control block.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the resource control block. Use general register 14 (RDA), or
0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
TIMEOUT={180|interval|(reg)}
Maximum time interval an entry can wait for the event (EVNWC macro) in the units specified in the
TIMEINC parameter. If an entry waits for longer than this limit, ALCS completes the event with an
error indication. If you specify zero 0, there is no limit. Specify one of:
interval
Time interval in decimal from 0 to 4095.
(reg)
Register that contains the number of units specified by the TIMEINC parameter. Use general
register 15 (RDB) or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
Events with no timeout:
Avoid defining events with zero (=infinite) timeout. If the event is never posted (possibly because
there is an error in the program which is supposed to post the event), any entry waiting for the event
(EVNWC macro) will wait forever.
TIMEINC={NANO|MICRO|MILLI|SECS}
Time interval unit for the TIMEOUT parameter. Specify:
NANO
for nanoseconds
MICRO
for microseconds,
MILLI
for milliseconds, and
SECS
for seconds. SECS is the default.
NAME=N
ALCS assigns a unique name to the event. EVNTC returns this 8-byte name either in the data level (if
EVNTC specifies LEVEL=) or in the ALCS resource control block (if EVNTC specifies BLOCK=).
NAME=Y,DUPNAM={error_routine|(reg)}
The application program assigns an 8-byte name to the event. The application program must store
this 8-byte name before issuing EVNTC, either in the data level (if EVNTC specifies LEVEL=) or in the
ALCS resource control block (if EVNTC specifies BLOCK=). If the event name is already in use, EVNTC
does not define the event again. Instead, EVNTC branches to error_routine.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
Resource names ending with the following character strings are reserved for use by ALCS:
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• ATIM
• CSEQ
• DCOM
• INIT
• MAIL
• OCTM
• PURG
• STAT
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Description
Use the EVNTC macro to define an event. You can use events to synchronize processing by more than one
entry in a multiprogramming or multiprocessing environment.
After issuing EVNTC, use the EVNWC macro to wait until the event completes. POSTC macros (issued by
another entry, or other entries) complete the event.
Depending on the way you define the event, an event can require no POSTCs, one POSTC, or more than
one POSTC to complete it. You can also interrogate the status of an event (EVNQC) and increase the
counter on a counter-type event (EVINC).
The 8-byte event name is an ALCS resource name. It can be any 64-bit value. For example, it can be
a character string. Do not use this 8-byte name as the resource name for any ENQC macro. This 8-byte
name must not be the same as the resource name (after padding) used by any CORHC macro.
ALCS uses a resource hold table to hold information about resources. Each "active" resource name uses
one entry in the resource hold table. A resource name is active while an entry is holding the resource
with CORHC, ENQC, or EVNTC. For CORHC, the entry is holding the resource from the time it issues CORHC
until it issues CORUC. The ALCS generation specifies the number of entries in the resource hold table. This
limits the total number of resource names that can be active at any one time. See ALCS Installation and
Customization for more information.
See the ALCS Application Programming Guide for an explanation of events.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The EVNTC macro has a request type of CORHC. In traces and dumps, CORHC appears as the macro name
instead of EVNTC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
Specifying initial count and mask values
When you specify a LEVEL= parameter with EVNTC, the data level must contain the event name. Either
the application allocates the event name and stores it before it issues EVNTC, or ALCS allocates the event
name and stores it before returning to the application. EVNTC also uses the storage level. There must not
be a storage block attached at the level. Instead, the application must initialize the storage block address
field (CE1CRn) in the storage level before it issues EVNTC. This initialization depends on the event type, as
follows:
CNT
Initialize the high-order 2 bytes (bytes 0 and 1) of CE1CRn to contain the initial counter value, a binary
number in the range 0 through 32 767. ALCS does not use the low-order 2 bytes (bytes 2 and 3).
Initialize them to binary 0.
MSK
Initialize the high-order 2 bytes (bytes 0 and 1) of CE1CRn to contain the initial 16-bit mask value.
ALCS does not use the low-order 2 bytes (bytes 2 and 3). Initialize them to binary 0.
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CB

ALCS does not use CE1CRn. Initialize it to binary 0.

When you specify a resource control block with EVNTC (using the BLOCK= parameter), the resource
control block contains the event name in field EVNBKN. Either the application allocates the event name
and stores it before it issues EVNTC, or ALCS allocates the event name and stores it before returning to
the application. If EVNTC specifies an ALCS resource control block, the macro also uses other fields in the
resource control block. The application must initialize these fields in the resource control block before it
issues EVNTC. This initialization depends on the event type, as follows:
CNT
Initialize the 2-byte field EVNBKC1 to contain the initial counter value, a binary number in the range
zero through 32 767. ALCS does not use the remaining fields in the resource control block. Initialize
them to binary 0.
MSK
Initialize the 2-byte field EVNBKM1 to contain the initial 16-bit mask value. ALCS does not use the
remaining fields in the resource control block. Initialize them to binary 0.
CB

ALCS does not use the remaining fields in the resource control block; initialize them to binary 0.

Waiting for an event
The entry that defines an event must wait for it to complete (EVNWC) before it exits.
For counter-type and mask-type events, other entries can wait for the same event. When the event
completes, all entries that are waiting resume. For storage block-type events, only the entry that defines
the event can wait for the event.

Register use
EVNTC loads the level value (if EVNTC specifies LEVEL=) or the address of the resource control block (if
EVNTC specifies BLOCK=) into general register 14 (RDA), if required. It also loads the timeout value into
general register 15 (RDB), if required. EVNTC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
EVNTC can cause the entry to lose control if more than one processor requires access to the resource hold
table at the same time. This can only happen on a multiprocessor.

Example
The following example shows how you could synchronize processing by several entries. It defines a
counter-type event with an initial counter value of 3. It creates three new entries, and waits for the event.
The example assumes that each created entry issues POSTC when it completes processing. In this way,
this entry waits until all three created entries complete.
The example assumes that instructions earlier in the program establish addressability for the EV0BK
DSECT. “EV0BK - Resource control block DSECT” on page 201 describes this. It also assumes that
instructions earlier in the program clear the resource control block to zeros.
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LA
EV0BK
MVC
EVNTC

CREMC
CREMC
CREMC
EVNWC

R03,EBW000
REG=R03
EVNBKC1,=H'3'
BLOCK=EV0BK,
TYPE=CNT,
NAME=N,
TIMEOUT=20
PROGRAM=XXXX,
DATA=EV0BKN,
LENGTH=8
...
...
BLOCK=EV0BK,
TYPE=CNT

USE EBW000 FOR THE EV0BK DSECT
SETUP ADDRESSABILITY FOR THE EVENT
SET UP INITIAL COUNTER VALUE
DEFINE THE EVENT
COUNTER TYPE EVENT
SYSTEM ALLOCATES EVENT NAME
20 SECOND TIMEOUT
CREATE A NEW ENTRY
PASS EVENT NAME TO NEW ENTRY
NAME IS EIGHT BYTES
CREATE A SECOND ENTRY
CREATE A THIRD ENTRY
WAIT FOR THE CREATED ENTRIES
COUNTER TYPE EVENT

Related information
“EVNWC - Wait for an event to complete” on page 197.
“EVINC - Increment an event counter” on page 187.
“EVNQC - Interrogate the current status of an event” on page 189.
“EV0BK - Resource control block DSECT” on page 201.
“POSTC - Post an event” on page 346.
“WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete” on page 525.
ALCS Installation and Customization
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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X
X
X
X
X

X

EVNWC - Wait for an event to complete
Format
[label]

EVNWC TYPE={CNT|MSK}
,{LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}|BLOCK={field|(reg)}}
[,ERROR={error_routine1|(reg)}]
[,NFOUND={error_routine2|(reg)}]

or:
[label]

EVNWC TYPE=CB,LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}[,BLOCK={field|(reg)}]
[,ERROR={error_routine1|(reg)}]
[,NFOUND={error_routine2|(reg)}]

or formats for TPF compatibility:
[label]

EVNWC TYPE={CNT|MSK},{LEVEL=Dn|BLOCK=field}
[,ERROR=error_routine1][,NFOUND=error_routine2]

or:
[label]

EVNWC TYPE=CB,LEVEL=Dn[,BLOCK=field]
[,ERROR=error_routine1][,NFOUND=error_routine2]

label
Any valid assembler label.
TYPE={CNT|MSK|CB}
Event type. This must be the same as the type specified by the EVNTC macro that defines the event.
Specify one of:
CNT
Counter type
MSK
Mask type
CB

Storage block type.

LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}
Data level and storage level. There must not be a storage block attached at this level.
For counter-type and mask-type events, the data level must contain the 8-byte name of the event.
EVNWC returns information in the storage level. Event completion information on page “#unique_106/
unique_106_Connect_42_SPTEVWCNT” on page 199 describes this.
For storage block-type events, EVNWC attaches the event completion storage block (if any) at the
storage level. The data level must contain the 8-byte name of the event unless EVNWC specifies a
resource control block (BLOCK= parameter). If EVNWC specifies a resource control block, it does not
use the data level. The resource control block contains the name of the event.
Specify one of:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg)
Register that contains the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through
7 (RAC through RGF).
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BLOCK={field|(reg)}
ALCS resource control block. The EV0BK DSECT macro defines the format of the ALCS resource
control block. The resource control block must contain the 8-byte name of the event at displacement
zero (label EVNBKN in the EV0BK DSECT). EVNWC returns information in other fields in the
resource control block. This is described in Event completion information on page “#unique_106/
unique_106_Connect_42_SPTEVWCNT” on page 199. Specify one of:
field
Name of a field in the ECB. The field contains the resource control block.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the resource control block. Use general register 15 (RDB), or
0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
ERROR={error_routine1|(reg)}
Routine which EVNWC branches to if the event completes with an error, or if there is a wait error. If this
parameter is omitted, control returns to the next instruction that follows EVNWC. Specify one of:
error_routine1
Label for the routine.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the routine. Use general register 1 through 7 (RG1 through
RGF).
NFOUND={error_routine2|(reg)}
Routine which EVNWC branches to if the event does not exist, or if the event type is not the same as
the EVNTC macro specifies. If this parameter is omitted, control returns to the next instruction that
follows EVNWC.
If the event does not exist, or if the event type is not the type specified by EVNTC, EVNWC does not
perform the function of the WAITC macro.
Specify one of:
error_routine2
Label for the routine.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the routine. Use general register 1 through 7 (RG1 through
RGF).

Description
Use the EVNWC macro to wait until an event completes. You can use events to synchronize processing by
more than one entry in a multiprogramming or multiprocessing environment.
The event must have been previously defined by an EVNTC macro before you call EVNWC to wait for the
event to complete. POSTC macros (issued by another entry or entries) complete the event.
Depending on the way that EVNTC defines the event, the event can require no POSTCs, one POSTC, or
more than one POSTC to complete it.
The event name and event type must be exactly the same for EVNWC and EVNTC. If the event name is
undefined, or if the event type is not the same, EVNWC does not wait for the event, and does not perform
the WAITC function.
EVNWC waits for an event to complete and then performs the function of the WAITC macro. If the WAITC
function is necessary, issue a separate WAITC macro before the EVNWC macro. The WAITC macro does not
wait for the event to complete.
EVNWC waits for a single event only. To wait for several events, issue a separate EVNWC for each event.
For all event types, the entry that defines the event (that is, the entry that issues EVNTC) must wait for the
event (EVNWC) before it exits. For storage block-type events, only the entry that defines the event can wait
for the event. For counter and mask-type events, other entries can also wait for the event.
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See the ALCS Application Programming Guide for an explanation of events.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The EVNWC macro has a request type of CORUC. In traces and dumps, CORUC is shown as the macro name
instead of EVNWC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
Event completion information
Provided that the event is defined when the entry issues EVNWC, EVNWC waits for the event to complete. It
returns information to the entry about the event completion.
For storage block-type events, EVNWC can attach a storage block at the specified level (LEVEL=
parameter). EVNWC does this if the POSTC that completes the event provides a storage block. In this
case, the block attached by EVNWC is a copy of the block provided by POSTC.
If EVNWC specifies an ALCS resource control block (BLOCK= parameter), EVNWC returns event completion
information in the following resource control block fields:
EVNBKE
For all event types, EVNWC returns an error indicator in this 1-byte field. If this is nonzero, EVNWC
returns control to the wait error routine (ERROR= parameter), if there is one. If there is no error
routine, EVNWC returns control to the next instruction following EVNWC. The wait error routine can then
test the contents of EVNBKE. If applicable, it can also test the gross and detail error indicators set by
the WAITC function. The error indicator contains a nonzero value if either of the following occurs:
• The event times out. In this case, EVNBKE contains X'80' (this is the value of symbol CXSGHE).
• A POSTC macro specifies a nonzero completion code (the ERCODE parameter of POSTC). In this
case, EVNBKE contains the completion code specified by POSTC.
EVNBKC1
For counter-type events, EVNWC returns the residual count in this 2-byte field. Each POSTC for this
event type decrements by one the initial count set by EVNTC. If the event completes normally, the
residual count is zero. If the event completes with an error (EVNBKE contains a nonzero value), the
residual count is the initial count minus the number of POSTCs.
For mask-type events, use label EVNBKM1 to refer to this field (see below).
For storage block-type events, EVNWC returns the value zero in this field unless the event times out. If
the event times out, EVNWC returns the value 1 in this field.
EVNBKM1
For mask-type events (other event types use label EVNBKC1 to refer to this field), EVNWC returns the
residual mask in this 2-byte field. Each POSTC for this event type can turn off (set to zero) one or more
bits of the initial mask set by EVNTC. If the event completes normally, the residual mask is zero. If
the event completes with an error (EVNBKE contains a nonzero value), the residual mask is the initial
mask, or the initial mask with one or more bits now zero.
EVNBKM2
For counter-type and mask-type events, EVNWC returns the cumulative return mask. Each POSTC for
these event types specifies a 16-bit return mask. The cumulative return mask is the logical OR of all
these return masks, up to and including the POSTC that completes the event. Different return masks
can distinguish different POSTCs for the same event. Entries that issue EVNWC can test the cumulative
return mask to identify the POSTCs that complete the event.
For storage block-type events, EVNWC returns zero in this field.
If EVNWC does not specify an ALCS resource control block, it returns event completion information in the
detail error indicator for the level (LEVEL= parameter), in the gross error indicator, and in the storage
level, as follows:
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EBCSDn
For all event types, EVNWC returns the error indicator in this 1-byte field. This is the same error
indicator that EVNWC returns in EVNBKE if EVNWC specifies a resource control block.
CE1SUG
EVNWC sets this field in the same way that WAITC sets it. That is, if there is a wait error, it sets CE1SUG
to the logical OR of all the detail error indicators.
CE1CRn
For counter-type events, EVNWC returns the residual count in the high-order 2 bytes (bytes 0 and
1) of CE1CRn. EVNWC returns the cumulative return mask in the low-order 2 bytes (bytes 2 and 3)
of CE1CRn. These are the same values that EVNWC returns in EVNBKC1 and EVNBKM2, if EVNWC
specifies a resource control block.
For mask-type events, EVNWC returns the residual mask in the high-order 2 bytes (bytes 0 and 1)
of CE1CRn. EVNWC returns the cumulative return mask in the low-order 2 bytes (bytes 2 and 3)
of CE1CRn. These are the same values that EVNWC returns in EVNBKM1 and EVNBKM2, if EVNWC
specifies a resource control block.
For storage block-type events, EVNWC returns the address of the storage block (if any) that it attaches.

Register use
EVNWC loads the level value (when you specify the LEVEL= parameter) into general register 14 (RDA), if
required. It also loads the address of the resource control block (when you specify BLOCK=) into general
register 15 (RDB), if required. EVNWC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
If the event is not complete, the entry loses control until the event does complete. EVNWC then performs
the function of the WAITC macro. If several entries issue EVNWC for the same event (that is, the same
resource name), the entries all perform the WAITC function when the event completes.
If the event is complete when an entry issues EVNWC, the entry performs the WAITC function immediately.
The WAITC function can cause the entry to lose control.
If the event is undefined when an entry issues EVNWC, EVNWC does not wait for the event, and does
not perform the WAITC function. Instead, it transfers control to the not-found error routine (NFOUND=
parameter), if there is one. If there is no not-found error routine, it transfers control to the next instruction
following EVNWC.
EVNWC can also cause the entry to lose control if more than one processor requires access to the resource
hold table at the same time. This can only happen on a multiprocessor.

Example
See the Example supplied with EVNTC (“Example” on page 195).

Related information
“EVNTC - Define an event” on page 192.
“EVINC - Increment an event counter” on page 187.
“EVNQC - Interrogate the current status of an event” on page 189.
“EV0BK - Resource control block DSECT” on page 201.
“POSTC - Post an event” on page 346.
“WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete” on page 525.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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EV0BK - Resource control block DSECT
Format
EV0BK REG=reg

REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.

Description
Use the EV0BK DSECT macro to reference fields in the resource control block.
For the definition of fields in EV0BK, see Event completion information on page “#unique_106/
unique_106_Connect_42_SPTEVWCNT” on page 199.
For usage information, refer to the Description sections for the following monitor-request macros:
EVNTC, EVINC, EVNQC, EVNWC, and POSTC.

Register use
Not applicable. EV0BK does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. EV0BK does not generate executable instructions.

Example
See the Example supplied with EVNTC (“Example” on page 195).

Related information
“EVNTC - Define an event” on page 192.
“EVINC - Increment an event counter” on page 187.
“EVNQC - Interrogate the current status of an event” on page 189.
“EVNWC - Wait for an event to complete” on page 197.
“POSTC - Post an event” on page 346.
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EXITC - Exit the entry
TPF compatibility:
If your program must be compatible with TPF, do not use EXITC if there are any detached blocks.

Format
[label]

EXITC ,

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
Use the EXITC macro to terminate the processing of an entry and return control to ALCS. EXITC releases
the ECB, any attached storage blocks, and any automatic storage blocks. Do not use EXITC if there are:
General sequential files assigned to the entry, or
File addresses in hold status for the entry, or
Resources in hold status for the entry.
Note: For SAA programming interfaces (CPI-C, SQL, and MQI), EXITC provides a normal termination.
(Refer to ALCS Application Programming Guide.)

Register use
Not applicable.

Loss of control
This macro causes the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how to end a transaction normally. It transmits a reply to the terminal, after which
the processing of the entry is complete and it terminates the entry.
...
SENDC
SPACE
EXITC
SPACE
LTORG
FINIS
END

D0,A
1
,
1
,
,

SEND THE REPLY TO TERMINAL
ALL PROCESSING DONE, GO EXIT
LITERAL POOL

Related information
“BACKC - Return to a calling program” on page 32.
“SERRC - Request an error dump” on page 396.
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“SYSRA - Signal an application program error” on page 428.
“SXIPC - Set exit intercept program” on page 419.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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FACE - Compute an online file address
Format
[label]

ENTRC FACE

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
Use the FACE macro to calculate the file address of a DASD record.
FACE computes the 4-byte file address of a DASD record and stores it in the data level in EBCFAn. You
must supply FACE with all of the following:
• The fixed-file record type value or both the record class value and record type value
• The ordinal number of the record within the record type
• The address of a data level in the ECB where FACE is to return the file address.
On return from FACE, you must set up the 2-character record ID and the 1-byte RCC in the data level
before issuing a DASD I/O macro.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
To an application program, FACE appears to be an external program, entered by using ENTRC. In fact ALCS
detects the attempt to enter FACE and does the required processing itself.
ENTRC FACE has a request type of FACEC. In traces and dumps, FACEC is shown as the macro name
instead of ENTRC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
Before calling FACE, set up general register contents as follows:
R00
The record ordinal number
R06
When the first 2 bytes of this register are zero, the register contains the fixed-file record type.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
R06
When nonzero, the first 2 bytes of this register contain the record class value. Load one of the
following values:
DXCCLASSAP
For allocatable pool
DXCCLASSCD
For configuration data set
DXCCLASSFF
For application fixed file
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DXCCLASSGF
For general file
DXCCLASSLT
For long-term pool
DXCCLASSST
For short-term pool
DXCCLASSSY
For system fixed-file
Load the last 2 bytes with one of the following record type values:
LnLTPOOL
For long-term pool, where n is the size code (1, 2, ...)
LnSTPOOL
For short-term pool, where n is the size code (1, 2, ...)
LnPOOL
For allocatable pool, where n is the size code (1, 2, ...)
number
For general file, where number is 0 through 255
zero
For configuration data set
type
For application fixed file (as defined with the DXCURID macro described in ALCS Installation and
Customization)
type
For system fixed file.
TPF compatibility:
Do not use nonzero values in the first 2 bytes of this register in programs that must be compatible with
TPF.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
R07
The address of a data level CE1FAn (where n is 0 through F).
TPF compatibility:
If the entry has called ALASC to get an automatic storage block, the return conditions from FACE are
different from those in TPF. In ALCS, general register 7 (RGF) does not point to the automatic storage
block. See Register use in “ALASC - Get an automatic storage block” on page 14.
Note: The BEGIN macro defines symbols for record type numbers.
Error return
On return from FACE, test general register 0 (RAC). If this contains zero (in binary), an error has occurred.
The data level does not contain the file address. General register 7 (RGF) contains one of the following
values:
1
2

There is no such record type within the record class.
The record ordinal number is too high for the specified file.

Valid return
If general register 0 (RAC) contains a nonzero value, FACE has not detected an error. The data level
contains the file address in EBCFAn.
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Apart from the specified data level and general registers 0 (RAC) and 6 (RGE), the ECB and other registers
remain unchanged. The contents of general registers 0 and 6 are as follows:
R00
The maximum record ordinal number that is valid for the specified file record type.
R06
Unpredictable.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
1. The following example shows how you could use FACE to calculate the file address of a fixed-file
record. The fixed file record type is #XMPRI and the record ordinal number is 28. The example stores
the file address in data level 7 (D7).
LA
LA
LA
ENTRC

R00,28
R06,#XMPRI
R07,CE1FA7
FACE

LOAD ORDINAL NUMBER
LOAD RECORD TYPE
ADDRESS DATA LEVEL
AND CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS

LTR
BZ

R00,R00
...

FILE ADDRESS OK
BRANCH IF NOT

Product-sensitive Programming Interface
2. The following example shows how you could use FACE to calculate the file address of a long-term
pool-file record. The long-term pool size is L3 and the record ordinal is 99.
LA
ICM

R00,99
LOAD ORDINAL NUMBER
R06,B'1100',=Y(DXCCLASSLT) LOAD RECORD CLASS

ICM
R06,B'0011',=Y(L3LTPOOL) LOAD RECORD TYPE
LA
R07,CE1FA7
ADDRESS DATA LEVEL
ENTRC FACE
AND CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS
LTR
BZ

R00,R00
...

FILE ADDRESS OK
BRANCH IF NOT

End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Related information
“FACS - Compute an online file address from a record type symbol” on page 207.
All read and write macros (“FILEC - Write a DASD record” on page 213 through “FIWHC - Read a DASD
record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240).
“RAISA - Compute the file address of a general file record” on page 350.
“GDSNC - Open or close a general data set” on page 253.
“GDSRC - Compute a general data set record file address” on page 257.
ALCS Installation and Customization
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FACS - Compute an online file address from a record type symbol
Format
[label]

ENTRC FACS

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
Use the FACS macro to calculate the file address of a fixed file record.
FACS computes the 4-byte file address of a fixed-file record and stores it in the data level in EBCFAn. You
must supply FACS with all of the following:
• The fixed-file record type symbol
• The ordinal number of the record within the fixed file
• The address of a data level in the ECB where FACS is to return the file address.
On return from FACS, you must set up the 2-character record ID and the 1-byte RCC in the data level
before issuing a DASD I/O macro.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
To an application program, FACS appears to be an external program, entered by using ENTRC. In fact ALCS
detects the attempt to enter FACS and does the required processing itself.
ENTRC FACS has a request type of FACEC. In traces and dumps, FACEC is shown as the macro name
instead of ENTRC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
Before calling FACS, set up general register contents as follows:
R00
The record ordinal number
R06
The address of the fixed-file record type symbol in an 8-byte field, left-justified and padded with
spaces.
R07
The address of a data level CE1FAn (where n is 0 through F).
TPF compatibility:
If the entry has called ALASC to get an automatic storage block, the return conditions from FACS are
different from those in TPF. In ALCS, general register 7 (RGF) does not point to the automatic storage
block. See Register use in “ALASC - Get an automatic storage block” on page 14.
Note: The BEGIN macro defines symbols for record type numbers.
Error return
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On return from FACS, test general register 0 (RAC). If this contains zero (in binary), an error has occurred.
The data level does not contain the file address. General register 7 (RGF) contains one of the following
values:
1
2

There is no such fixed-file record type.
The record ordinal number is too high for the specified fixed file.

Valid return
If general register 0 (RAC) contains a nonzero value, FACS has not detected an error. The data level
contains the file address in EBCFAn.
Apart from the specified data level and general registers 0 (RAC) and 6 (RGE), the ECB and other registers
remain unchanged. The contents of general registers 0 and 6 are as follows:
R00
The maximum record ordinal number that is valid for the specified fixed-file record type.
R06
Unpredictable.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use FACS to calculate the file address of a fixed-file record.
The fixed file record type is #XMPRI and the record ordinal number 28. The example stores the file
address in data level 7 (D7).
LA
LA
LA
ENTRC

R00,28
R06,=CL8'#XMPRI'
R07,CE1FA7
FACS

LOAD ORDINAL NUMBER
POINT TO RECORD TYPE SYMBOL
ADDRESS DATA LEVEL
AND CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS

LTR
BZ

R00,R00
...

FILE ADDRESS OK
BRANCH IF NOT

Related information
“FACE - Compute an online file address” on page 204.
All read and write macros (“FILEC - Write a DASD record” on page 213 through “FIWHC - Read a DASD
record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240).
“RAISA - Compute the file address of a general file record” on page 350.
“GDSNC - Open or close a general data set” on page 253.
“GDSRC - Compute a general data set record file address” on page 257.
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FAC8C - Compute an online 8-byte file address
Format
[label]

FAC8C PARMS={address|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
PARMS={address|(reg)}
The address of a storage area containing a parameter block (DSECT IFAC8 describes the format of the
parameter block), where:
address
Assembler label of the storage area.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the storage area. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 15 (RDB) or 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
When you use a DECB for managing DASD I/O, you need to specify an 8-byte file address in the data level.
You may use the FAC8C macro to compute an 8-byte file address in 4x4 format. FAC8C provides a similar
function to the file address compute programs FACE or FACS which create 4-byte file addresses.
You must set field IFACTYP in the parameter block to indicate whether a record type symbol (IFACFCS)
or a record type value (IFACFCE) is provided before issuing FAC8C. You must also supply a record ordinal
number (IFACORD) and a fixed-file record type value/symbol (IFACRNB/IFACREC).
FAC8C returns information in the parameter block. The return code field (IFACRET) indicates whether the
call is successful. If it is, the file address is returned in field IFACADR and the maximum valid ordinal
number for the specified record type in field IFACMAX.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The FAC8C macro has a request type of RONIC. In traces and dumps, RONIC is shown as the macro name
instead of FAC8C.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
FAC8C uses general register 14 (RDA), to hold the base of the parameter block. It does not corrupt any
other registers.

Loss of control
FAC8C does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use FAC8C to calculate the file address of a fixed-file
record. The fixed file record type is #XMPRI and the record ordinal number is 95. The example stores the
successfully created file address in a DECB.
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IFAC8
MVI
MVC
MVC
FAC8C

REG=R07
IFACTYP,IFACFCE
INDICATE RECORD TYPE VALUE
IFACRNB,=AL2(#XMPRI) SET RECORD TYPE VALUE
IFACORD,=FL8'95'
SET RECORD ORDINAL
PARMS=(R07)
CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS

CLI
BNE

IFACRET,IFACNRM
...

FILE ADDRESS OK
BRANCH IF NOT

MVC

IDECFA,IFACADR

MOVE FILE ADDRESS TO DECB

Related information
“IFAC8 - FAC8C parameter block DSECT” on page 309.
“IDECB - Data event control block DSECT” on page 308.
“FACE - Compute an online file address” on page 204.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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FA4X4C - Convert a file address
Format
[label] FA4X4C ACTION={4TO8|8TO4},FA4={label1|(reg1)},FA8={label2|(reg2)}
[,ERROR=label3]

label
Any valid assembler label.
ACTION={4TO8|8TO4}
The type of file address conversion to perform. Specify one of:
4TO8
The FA4= parameter contains a 4-byte file address which is used as input to the file address
conversion. The corresponding 8-byte file address in 4x4 format will be returned in the location
represented by the FA8= parameter.
8TO4
The FA8= parameter contains an 8-byte file address in 4x4 format which is used as input to the
file address conversion. The corresponding 4-byte file address will be returned in the location
represented by the FA4= parameter.
FA4={label1|(reg1)}
For ACTION=4TO8 specifies the location of a 4-byte file address.
For ACTION=8TO4 specifies the location where a 4-byte file address is to be returned. Specify one of:
label1
Assembler label of a 4-byte field.
(reg1)
Register containing the address of a 4-byte field. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 15 (RDB) or 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF).
FA8={label2|(reg2)}
For ACTION=4TO8 specifies the location where an 8-byte file address is to be returned.
For ACTION=8TO4 specifies the location of an 8-byte file address. Specify one of:
label2
Assembler label of an 8-byte field.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of an 8-byte field. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 15 (RDB) or 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF).
ERROR=label3
The Assembler label of a routine that is given control if an error is encountered during processing of
the FA4X4C macro. If ERROR= is not specified and an error is encountered, control will return to the
next sequential instruction (NSI).

Description
Use the FA4X4C macro to convert a 4-byte file address to an 8-byte file address in 4x4 format or to
convert an 8-byte file address in 4x4 format to a 4-byte file address.

Register use
FA4X4C uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB) to manipulate the file addresses. It does not
corrupt any other registers.
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Loss of control
FA4X4C does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use FA4X4C to convert file address at ECB data level 3 to an
8-byte file address in 4x4 format and place it in the ECB work area.
LA
R04,CE1FM3
FA4X4C ACTION=4TO8,
FA4=(R04),
FA8=EBW000

LOCATE 4-BYTE FILE ADDRESS
CONVERT TO 4X4 FORMAT
INPUT POINTER IN R04
OUTPUT TO ECB WORK AREA

Related information
“DECBC - Manage data event control blocks” on page 140.
“IDECB - Data event control block DSECT” on page 308.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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FILEC - Write a DASD record
Format
[label]

FILEC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

FILEC {Dn|(reg1)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

FILEC {Dn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}[,TAG={Y|N}][,GDS={Y|N}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to which the storage block to be written is attached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to which the storage block to be written is attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
TAG={Y|N}
Request ALCS to:
Y
N

Move the program name into the storage block before writing it to DASD.
Do not move the program name into the storage block before writing it to DASD.

GDS={Y|N}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the FILEC macro to write a DASD record.
FILEC writes the contents of a storage block to a file address. The storage block must be attached at the
ECB or DECB storage level specified, and must be the same size as the DASD record. You specify the file
address in the associated data level.
FILEC detaches the block immediately, so the storage level can be reused after the macro is executed.
The application program must not reference the released block.
The ECB or DECB data level must also contain the record ID. Optionally, it can contain the record code
check (RCC). To avoid checking the RCC, set the RCC in the data level to binary zeros.
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FILEC does not unhold the file address. If the file address is held, you should use either FILUC or a
separate UNFRC monitor-request macro to unhold it.
Note: The entry that issues this macro does not wait for the actual I/O operation to complete. This allows
it to initiate large numbers of I/O operations in a relatively short time (for example, by issuing GETCC
followed by FILEC in a loop). This can degrade the performance of all entries because:
• Reads to a particular DASD can be delayed, waiting for the backlog of writes to complete.
• ALCS must retain the data in its I/O buffers until the I/O completes. A backlog of writes for one entry
reduces the buffers available for I/O for other entries.
If your program needs to issue large numbers of DASD writes, you should try to slow down the entry and
avoid building up a backlog. To do this, you could include DEFRC or DLAYC macros. You could also use
FILNC, with an associated WAITC.

Register use
When you use register notation, FILEC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
FILEC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control. The application program cannot check correct completion
of this write. FILEC does not increment the I/O counter, so a wait macro does not wait for the completion
of I/O initiated by FILEC.

Example
The following example shows how you could use FILEC to write a DASD record. The new record contents
are in the storage block attached at level 7. The example assumes that the data level already contains the
file address in EBCFA7:
L
MVC
MVI
FILEC

R01,CE1CR7
EBCID7(2),0(R01)
EBCRC7,0
D7

LOAD BLOCK ADDRESS
SET UP ID
CLEAR RCC (NO CHECK)
AND FILE THIS RECORD

Related information
“DEFRC - Defer processing” on page 143
“DLAYC - Delay processing” on page 167
“UNFRC - Unhold a file address” on page 522
All other read and write macros (“FILKW - End global modification” on page 215 through “FIWHC - Read
a DASD record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240).
ALCS Installation and Customization (ENTWRT option of the SCTGEN macro) and ALCS Application
Programming Guide.
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FILKW - End global modification
TPF compatibility:
Use FILKW in programs that must be compatible with TPF. Also use FILKW when global area protection is
specified in the ALCS system (when global areas 1 and 3 have a different protect key from entry storage).

Format
[label]

FILKW {R|N}[,global,...[,FLD=YES]]

label
Any valid assembler label.
{R|N}
If global area protection is specified in the ALCS system, specify R to restore the protect key (to
change it back to entry key from global key). Specify R when the preceding GLMOD or KEYCC macro
specified GLOBAL1 or GLOBAL3. When the preceding macro specified GLOBAL2, specify N.
If global area protection is not specified in the ALCS system, specify either R or N (if you specify R it
will have no effect).
global,...
Symbol (from the GLnBA DSECT) for the global area directory entry. You can use up to 8 symbols on
one FILKW macro.
FLD=YES
When you specify this option, global can be the name of a field in a global record, instead of being a
directory slot name.

Description
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The FILKW macro has a request type of KEYRC or KEYUC. In traces and dumps KEYRC (if option R is
specified) and KEYUC are shown.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
When you specify FLD=YES, FILKW loads general register 14 (RDA) with the address of the field to be
keypointed. FILKW does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
FILKW does not cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
The following example shows how you could update fields in global area 1, in a directly-addressable
record that follows directory zero (GL0BA). The GL0BA directory entry that contains the storage address
of the record is @GBLCC. After the update, it uses FILKW to keypoint the record. This example is suitable
for an ALCS system that has global area protection specified.
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GLOBZ
GLMOD
MVC
ST
FILKW
DROP

REGR=R03
GLOBAL1
@FIELD1,EBW000
R07,@FIELD2
R,@GBLCC
R03

ADDRESS GL0BA AND ADJACENT RECORDS
ACCESS PROTECTED GLOBAL
UPDATE A FIELD IN @GBLCC
UPDATE ANOTHER FIELD IN @GBLCC
RESTORE KEY AND KEYPOINT
DROP GLOBAL BASE

The following example shows the use of FLD=YES:
GLOBZ REGR=R02
MVC
@FIELD1,EBW000
FILKW R,@FIELD1,FLD=YES
DROP R02

Related information
“GLMOD - Start global modification” on page 275.
“GLOBZ - Access a global area” on page 277.
“KEYUC - Write a keypointable global record” on page 316.
“SYNCC - Serialize access to global area fields” on page 421.
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FILNC - Write a DASD record and retain the attached storage block
Format
[label]

FILNC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

FILNC {Dn|(reg1)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

FILNC {Dn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}[,TAG={Y|N}][,GDS={Y|N}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to which the storage block to be written is attached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to which the storage block to be written is attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
TAG={Y|N}
Request ALCS to:
Y
N

Move the program name into the storage block before writing it to DASD.
Do not move the program name into the storage block before writing it to DASD.

GDS={Y|N}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the FILNC macro to write a DASD record without releasing the associated storage block. FILNC also
allows the application to check that the write has completed successfully.
FILNC writes the contents of the storage block to a file address. The storage block must be attached at
the ECB or DECB storage level specified, and must be the same size as the DASD record. You specify the
file address in the associated data level.
Unlike FILEC and FILUC, FILNC does not detach the storage block from the ECB or DECB storage level.
However, the block must not be referenced until data transfer has completed. For this reason, FILNC
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increments the ECB I/O counter, so you can check the successful completion of the operation using an
implied wait macro.
The ECB or DECB data level must also contain the record ID. Optionally, it can contain the record code
check (RCC). To avoid checking the RCC, set the RCC in the data level to binary zeros.
FILNC does not unhold the file address. If the file address is held, use a separate UNFRC macro to unhold
the file address.

Register use
When you use register notation, FILNC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
FILNC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control. Subsequently, the entry must issue a wait macro to test for
completion of the I/O.
If an I/O error occurs, FILNC sets indicators in the ECB I/O error indicator field CE1SUG and in field
EBCSDn in the ECB data level or field IDECSUD in the DECB. These are described in ALCS Application
Programming Guide, together with a description of how your program should check these indicators.

Example
The following example shows how you could use FILNC to write a DASD record. The new record contents
are in the storage block attached at level 7. The example assumes that the data level already contains
the file address in EBCFA7 (the wait error routine checks whether the file address is invalid). If the I/O
completes successfully, the example releases the storage block:

ERRRTN

L
MVC
MVI
FILNC
WAITC

R01,CE1CR7
EBCID7(2),0(R01)
EBCRC7,0
D7
ERRRTN

LOAD BLOCK ADDRESS
SET UP ID
CLEAR RCC (NO CHECK)
FILE THE RECORD
AND WAIT FOR I/O

RELCC
...
EQU
TM
BO

D7

RELEASE BLOCK

*
EBCSD7,CXSGAE
...

FILE ADDRESS INVALID
BRANCH IF YES

Related information
“UNFRC - Unhold a file address” on page 522
Other read and write macros (“FILEC - Write a DASD record” on page 213 through “FIWHC - Read a
DASD record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240).
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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FILSC - Write a single copy of a DASD record
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

FILSC {Dn|,DECB={decb_addr|(reg)}},{P|D}[,TAG={Y|N}][,GDS={Y|N}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
Dn

ECB storage level to which the storage block to be written is attached. Use D0 for level 0, D1 for level
1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

DECB={decb_addr|(reg)}
DECB to which the storage block to be written is attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
{P|D}
Write the prime (P) or duplicate (D) copy of the record. ALCS ignores this parameter.
TAG={Y|N}
Request ALCS to:
Y
N

Move the program name into the storage block before writing it to DASD.
Not to move the program name into the storage block before writing it to DASD.

GDS={Y|N}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
In TPF, FILSC writes a specified copy of a record to a duplex database. Since ALCS requires both copies
of a record to be identical, the ALCS implementation of FILSC ignores the prime/duplicate specification
and writes both copies. The ALCS FILSC macro generates a FILEC macro instruction.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. However, if you do, note that the FILSC macro
has a request type of FILEC. In traces and dumps, FILEC is shown as the macro name instead of FILSC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
When you use register notation, FILSC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
FILSC does not corrupt any other registers.
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Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control. The application program cannot check correct completion
of this write. FILSC does not increment the I/O counter, so an implied wait macro does not wait for the
completion of I/O initiated by FILSC.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
Other read and write macros (“FILEC - Write a DASD record” on page 213 through “FIWHC - Read a DASD
record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240).
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FILTP - Check file address type of a DASD record
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS; use the RONIC macro instead.

Format
[label]

FILTP field

[,SHORTTP=stp_address]
[,POOL=pf_address]
[,FIX=ff_address]
[,DPPOOL=dp_address]
[,ERROR=error_address]

Note: You must include at least one of the keyword parameters SHORTTP, POOL, or FIX.
or:
[label]

FILTP PSEUDST=stf_address

label
Any valid assembler label.
field
Name of the field containing the file address. With the field parameter, you must specify one or more
of the following parameters:
SHORTTP=stp_address
Label of the routine to which FILTP branches if field contains a short-term pool file address.
POOL=pf_address
Label of the routine to which FILTP branches if field contains a pool file address.
FIX=ff_address
Label of the routine to which FILTP branches if field contains a fixed file address.
Note:
If you include more than one of these parameters, ALCS tests them in the order shown (SHORTTP=,
POOL=, FIX=) and branches on the first match.
DPPOOL=dp_address
Label of the routine to which FILTP branches if field contains a duplicate pool file address.
TPF compatibility:
This parameter is for TPF compatibility only. ALCS ignores it.
ERROR=error_address
Label of the routine to which FILTP branches if field contains an invalid file address. If you do
not specify this parameter and the specified file address is not valid, control is passed to the next
sequential instruction.
PSEUDST=stf_address
Location where FILTP stores a dummy (invalid) file address. A subsequent FILTP recognizes the
dummy file address as a short-term pool file address.
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Description
You can use the FILTP macro to test record class, or to store a dummy (invalid) file address which FILTP
later recognizes as a short-term pool file address.
If your program does not need to be compatible with TPF, use the ALCS RONIC macro instead.
FILTP will correctly identify fixed file, short-term pool and type 1 long-term pool file addresses. It will not
recognise an allocatable pool file address (long-term pool addresses dispensed after migration to type 2
long-term pool).
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. However, if you do, note that FILTP has a
request type of RONIC. In traces and dumps, RONIC is shown as the macro name instead of FILTP.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
FILTP does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
All read and write macros (“FILEC - Write a DASD record” on page 213 through “FIWHC - Read a DASD
record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240).
“RONIC - Get information about a DASD record or record type” on page 377.
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FILUC - Write a DASD record and unhold the file address
Format
[label]

FILUC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

FILUC {Dn|(reg1)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

FILUC {Dn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}[,TAG={Y|N}][,GDS={Y|N}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to which the storage block to be written is attached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to which the storage block to be written is attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
TAG={Y|N}
Request ALCS to:
Y
N

Move the program name into the storage block before writing it to DASD.
Do not move the program name into the storage block before writing it to DASD.

GDS={Y|N}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the FILUC macro to write a DASD record and unhold the file address.
FILUC writes the contents of a storage block to a file address. FILUC also unholds the file address. The
storage block must be attached at the ECB or DECB storage level specified, and must be the same size as
the DASD record.
The file address in the associated data level must have been held (by FIWHC or FINHC). FILUC detaches
the block immediately, so you can reuse the storage level after FILUC is executed. The application
program must not reference the released block.
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The ECB or DECB data level must also contain the record ID. Optionally, it can contain the record code
check (RCC). To avoid checking the RCC, set the RCC in the data level to binary zeros.

Register use
When you use register notation, FILUC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
FILUC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.
The application program cannot check that this operation has completed correctly. FILUC does not
increment the I/O counter, so an implied wait macro does not wait for the completion of I/O initiated by
FILUC.

Example
The following example shows how you could use FILUC to write a DASD record and unhold the file
address.
MVC
EBCID3(3),...
SET UP EXPECTED RECORD ID AND RCC
MVC
EBCFA3,...
SET UP FILE ADDRESS
FIWHC D3,...
FIND RECORD, HOLD, AND WAIT
.
.
(instructions that update the record)
.
FILUC D3
FILE AND UNHOLD

Related information
Other read and write macros (“FILEC - Write a DASD record” on page 213 through “FIWHC - Read a
DASD record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240).
“UNFRC - Unhold a file address” on page 522.
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FINDC - Read a DASD record
Format
[label]

FINDC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

FINDC {Dn|(reg1)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

FINDC {Dn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}[,GDS={Y|N}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to which the DASD record to be read is to be attached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to which the DASD record to be read is to be attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
GDS={Y|N}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the FINDC macro to read a DASD record.
The FINDC macro reads a DASD record whose file address is in the ECB or DECB data level. FINDC gets an
appropriately sized storage block for use as an input buffer, and attaches the block to the associated ECB
or DECB storage level. There must not be a storage block already attached at the level.
Before issuing FINDC, store the expected record ID and record code check (RCC) in the ECB or DECB data
level. When the read completes, ALCS checks them against the actual ID and RCC. If they are not the
same, ALCS sets indicators in the gross and detail error indicators (see the ALCS Application Programming
Guide.). To inhibit the RCC check, store binary zeros as the expected RCC in the data level. To inhibit the
ID check and the RCC check, store binary zeros in both fields of the data level.
You must follow this macro with a wait macro to check for correct completion of the I/O operation, before
your application makes any reference to the storage level. On return from the wait macro, you can load
the block address from the appropriate storage level.
Use FINDC when you want to read more than one record before continuing processing. An application
program can issue a series of FINDC macros, followed by an implied wait macro (for example, FINWC or
WAITC).
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Register use
When you use register notation, FINDC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
FINDC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control. Subsequently, the entry must issue a wait macro to test for
completion of the I/O.
If an I/O error occurs, FINDC sets indicators in the ECB I/O error indicator field CE1SUG and in field
EBCSDn in the ECB data level or field IDECSUD in the DECB. These are described in the ALCS Application
Programming Guide, which also describes how your program should test these indicators.

Example
In the following example, an application program uses FINDC to read two DASD records. They are
fixed-file records with type #XMPRI. The application program reads record ordinal 5 on ECB level 3 (D3)
and record ordinal 6 on ECB level 4 (D4).
Before issuing each FINDC, it uses FACE to calculate the file address of the record. After issuing both
FINDCs, the application program issues WAITC to wait for I/O completion and test for I/O errors:

ERRRTN

LA
LA
LA
ENTRC

R00,5
R06,#XMPRI
R07,CE1FA3
FACE

LOAD ORDINAL NUMBER
LOAD RECORD TYPE
ADDRESS DATA LEVEL
AND CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS

LTR
BZ

R00,R00
...

FILE ADDRESS OK
BRANCH IF NOT

MVC
EBCID3(3),...
FINDC D3

SET UP EXPECTED RECORD ID AND RCC
FIND THE RECORD ON D3

L
LA
LA
ENTRC

R00,6
R06,#XMPRI
R07,CE1FA4
FACE

LOAD ORDINAL NUMBER
LOAD RECORD TYPE
ADDRESS DATA LEVEL
AND CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS

LTR
BZ

R00,R00
...

FILE ADDRESS OK
BRANCH IF NOT

MVC
EBCID4(3),...
FINDC D4

SET UP EXPECTED RECORD ID AND RCC
FIND THE RECORD ON D4

WAITC ERRRTN

WAIT FOR I/O ON D3 AND D4

.
.
.
EQU
TM
BO

*
EBCSD3,CXSGIE
...

ID ERROR ON D3
BRANCH IF YES

TM
BO

EBCSD4,CXSGIE
...

ID ERROR ON D4
BRANCH IF YES

Related information
“WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete” on page 525
Other read and write macros (“FILEC - Write a DASD record” on page 213 through “FIWHC - Read a
DASD record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240).
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ALCS Application Programming Guide
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FINHC - Read a DASD record and hold the file address
Format
[label]

FINHC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

FINHC {Dn|(reg1)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

FINHC {Dn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}[,GDS={Y|N}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to which the DASD record to be read is to be attached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to which the DASD record to be read is to be attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
GDS={Y|N}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the FINHC macro to read a DASD record and hold the file address.
Note: Incautious use of record hold can cause severe performance degradation, deadlocks, and other
problems.
The FINHC macro reads the DASD record whose address is in the ECB or DECB data level, and holds the
file address. The ALCS Application Programming Guide describes record hold and when you might need to
use it.
FINHC gets an appropriately sized storage block for use as an input buffer, and attaches it to the ECB or
DECB storage level. There must not be a storage block already attached at the level. Also, the file address
must not already be held.
Before issuing FINHC, store the expected record ID and record code check (RCC) in the ECB or DECB data
level. When the read completes, ALCS checks them against the actual ID and RCC. If they are not the
same, ALCS sets indicators in the gross and detail error indicators. To inhibit the RCC check, store binary
zeros as the expected RCC in the data level. To inhibit the ID check and the RCC check, store binary zeros
in both fields of the data level.
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You must follow this macro with a wait macro to check for correct completion of the I/O operation, before
your application makes any reference to the storage level. On return from the wait macro, you can load
the block address from the appropriate storage level.
Any file address held by FINHC must subsequently be unheld by a FILUC or UNFRC macro issued by the
same entry.
If the find does not complete successfully (if the wait error branch is taken), the file address may not be
held. If there is a storage block attached (use levta macro to test this), the file address is held. If there is
no block attached, it is not held.

Register use
When you use register notation, FINDC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
FINHC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control. Subsequently, the entry must issue a wait macro to test for
completion of the I/O.
If an I/O error occurs, FINDC sets indicators in the ECB I/O error indicator field CE1SUG and in field
EBCSDn in the ECB data level or field IDECSUD in the DECB. These are described in the ALCS Application
Programming Guide, which also describes how your program should test these indicators.

Example
The following example shows how you could read two DASD fixed-file records with a record type of
#XMPRI. It uses FINHC to read record ordinal 5 on ECB level 3 (D3) and to hold the file address. It
uses FINDC to read record ordinal 6 on ECB level 4 (D4). Before it issues each FIND macro, the example
uses FACE to calculate the file address of the record. After issuing both FINDCs , the application program
issues WAITC to wait for I/O completion and test for I/O errors.
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ERRRTN

LA
LA
LA
ENTRC

R00,5
R06,#XMPRI
R07,CE1FA3
FACE

LOAD ORDINAL NUMBER
LOAD RECORD TYPE
ADDRESS DATA LEVEL
AND CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS

LTR
BZ

R00,R00
...

FILE ADDRESS OK
BRANCH IF NOT

MVC
EBCID3(3),...
FINHC D3

SET UP EXPECTED RECORD ID AND RCC
FIND AND HOLD RECORD ON D3

L
LA
LA
ENTRC

R00,6
R06,#XMPRI
R07,CE1FA4
FACE

LOAD ORDINAL NUMBER
LOAD RECORD TYPE
ADDRESS DATA LEVEL
AND CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS

LTR
BZ

R00,R00
...

FILE ADDRESS OK
BRANCH IF NOT

MVC
EBCID4(3),...
FINDC D4

SET UP EXPECTED RECORD ID AND RCC
FIND THE RECORD ON D4

WAITC ERRRTN

WAIT FOR I/O ON D3 AND D4

.
.
.
EQU
*
CRUSA S0=4
LEVTA LEVEL=3,
NOTUSED=ERRRTN1

RELEASE BLOCK ON D4, IF ANY
ANY BLOCK ON LEVEL 3
BRANCH IF NOT

RCUNC D3
ERRRTN1

EQU
.
.
.

X

UNHOLD FILE ADDRESS AND RELEASE X
BLOCK

*

Related information
Other read and write macros (“FILEC - Write a DASD record” on page 213 through “FIWHC - Read a
DASD record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240).
“UNFRC - Unhold a file address” on page 522.
“WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete” on page 525.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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FINIS - Finish an application program
Format
FINIS [LTORG={YES|NO}]

LTORG={YES|NO}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the FINIS macro to end an application program which started with BEGIN.
Code the FINIS macro with no operands as the last instruction of the program. FINIS does not generate
any executable instructions. However, it includes an LTORG instruction, which can affect the total length
of the program.

Register use
Not applicable. FINIS does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. FINIS does not generate executable instructions.

Example
The following example shows how to code the last instructions of an application program:
LTORG ,
FINIS ,
END
,

GENERATE LITERAL POOL
FINISH THE PROGRAM

Related information
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
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FINPC - Get storage address of an application program
TPF compatibility:
Do not use FINPC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

FINPC NAME={program|(reg)}

or format for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

FINPC PROGRAM={program|(reg)}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

FINPC {program|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
Program or transfer vector, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the FINPC macro to get the address of an application program. (You can use FINPC to test if a
program exists.)
Only programs that run in 31-bit addressing mode can issue FINPC. This is because FINPC returns the
31-bit address of the application program in general register 14 (RDA). If you specify a transfer vector, it
returns the address of the application program that includes the transfer vector. If FINPC cannot find the
application program, it returns binary zeros in general register 14 (RDA).
The address that FINPC returns is the base address of the application program (displacement 24 (X'18')
from the start of the program header).

Register use
FINPC returns the address of the program in general register 14 (RDA). It returns the length of the
program in general register 15 (RDB). If FINPC cannot find the program, it returns binary zeros in general
register 14 (RDA).
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FINPC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use FINPC to test whether there is an application program or
transfer vector TAIN. If there is, the application program uses ENTRC to enter it:
FINPC TAIN
LTR
R14,R14
BZ
...

FIND TAIN PROGRAM ADDRESS
IS THERE A TAIN PROGRAM
BRANCH IF NOT

ENTRC TAIN

ENTER TAIN

Related information
“FIPWC - Read a program and attach it at a storage level” on page 238.
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FINSC - Read a single copy of a DASD record
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports FINSC to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM recommends
that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

FINSC {Dn|,DECB={decb_addr|(reg)}},{P|D}[,GDS={Y|N}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
Dn

ECB storage level to which the DASD record to be read is to be attached. Use D0 for level 0, D1 for
level 1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

DECB={decb_addr|(reg)}
DECB to which the DASD record to be read is to be attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
{P|D}
Read the prime (P) or duplicate (D) copy of the record. ALCS ignores this parameter.
GDS={Y|N}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
In TPF, FINSC reads a specified copy of a record from a duplex database.
ALCS ensures that both copies of a record are identical, so the ALCS implementation of FINSC ignores the
prime or duplicate specification. The ALCS FINSC macro generates a FINDC macroinstruction.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The FINSC macro has a request type of FINDC. In traces and dumps, FINDC is shown as the macro name
instead of FINSC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
When you use register notation, FINSC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
FINSC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control. Because of this, after issuing FINSC, the entry must issue
an implied wait macro to test for completion of the I/O.
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Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
Other read and write macros (“FILEC - Write a DASD record” on page 213 through “FIWHC - Read a DASD
record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240).
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FINWC - Read a DASD record and wait for I/O completion
Format
[label]

FINWC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}},ERROR=error_routine

or positional parameter format:
[label]

FINWC {Dn|(reg1)},error_routine

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

FINWC {Dn|,DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)},error_routine[,GDS={Y|N}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to which the DASD record to be read is to be attached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to which the DASD record to be read is to be attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
ERROR=error_routine
Label which FINWC branches to if it detects an error.
GDS={Y|N}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the FINWC macro to read a DASD record and wait until I/O completes.
FINWC reads the record whose file address is in the ECB or DECB data level.
FINWC gets an appropriately sized storage block for use as an input buffer, and attaches it to the ECB or
DECB storage level. There must not be a storage block already attached at the level.
You can load the address of the block from the storage level after this macro.
Before issuing FINWC, store the expected record ID and record code check (RCC) in the ECB or DECB data
level. When the read completes, ALCS checks them against the actual ID and RCC. If they are not the
same, ALCS sets indicators in the gross and detail error indicators.
To inhibit the RCC check, store binary zeros as the expected RCC in the data level. To inhibit the record ID
check and the RCC check, store binary zeros in both fields of the data level.
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FINWC is an implied wait macro. Control does not return to the entry until the I/O operation completes
(whether or not there are errors). FINWC also waits for the I/O completion of any previous I/O macros for
which a wait is required (such as FINDC). If FINWC detects an error, it branches to error_routine.

Register use
When you use register notation, FINWC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
FINWC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro waits for I/O to complete.
If an I/O error occurs, FINWC sets indicators in the ECB I/O error indicator field CE1SUG and in field
EBCSDn in the ECB data level or field IDECSUD in the DECB. These are described in the ALCS Application
Programming Guide, which also describes how your program should test these indicators.

Example
The following example shows how you could use FINWC to read a DASD record on ECB level 3 (D3). It is
the fixed-file record with type #XMPRI and ordinal 5. Before it issues FINWC, the example uses FACE to
calculate the file address of the record.

ERRRTN

LA
LA
LA
ENTRC

R00,5
R06,#XMPRI
R07,CE1FA3
FACE

LOAD ORDINAL NUMBER
LOAD RECORD TYPE
ADDRESS DATA LEVEL
AND CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS

LTR
BZ

R00,R00
...

FILE ADDRESS OK
BRANCH IF NOT

MVC

EBCID3(3),...

SET UP EXPECTED RECORD ID
AND RCC
FIND THE RECORD ON D3

FINWC D3,ERRRTN
.
.
.
EQU
*
CRUSA S0=3
.
.
.

RELEASE BLOCK IF ANY

Related information
Other read and write macros (“FILEC - Write a DASD record” on page 213 through “FIWHC - Read a DASD
record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240).
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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FIPWC - Read a program and attach it at a storage level
Compatibility:
ALCS supports FIPWC only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

FIPWC LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}
,PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
,ERROR=error_routine

or positional parameter format:
[label]

FIPWC {Dn|(reg)},{program|(reg)},error_routine

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg)}
Storage level, where:
Dn

D0 for level 0, D1 for level 1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg)
Register containing the storage level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general registers 14 (RDA), or 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF).
PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
Name of the program or transfer vector, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
ERROR=error_routine
Label to which FIPWC passes control when it detects an error.

Description
You can use the FIPWC macro to find a program, move it into a storage block, and attach the storage block
to the ECB. In programs running in 31-bit addressing mode, use FINPC instead.
FIPWC uses the largest block size that your ALCS installation supports. Do not use FIPWC to read a
program that is larger than this.
For a transfer vector, the attached storage block contains the application program that includes the
transfer vector. If FIPWC cannot find the application program, it sets the ECB detailed and gross error
indicators (CE1SUD and CE1SUG) to show a hardware error (CXSGHE) on that level. It then branches to
error_routine.
Note that after FIPWC, the storage block contains the application program including the program header.
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Register use
When you use register notation, FIPWC loads the level value into general register 14 (RDA). It loads the
address of the program or transfer vector name into general register 0 (RAC). FIPWC does not corrupt any
other registers.

Loss of control
This macro is an implied wait.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“FINPC - Get storage address of an application program” on page 232.
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FIWHC - Read a DASD record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O
completion
Format
[label]

FIWHC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}},ERROR=error_routine

or positional parameter format:
[label]

FIWHC {Dn|(reg1)},error_routine

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

FIWHC {Dn|,DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)},error_routine[,GDS={Y|N}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to which the DASD record to be read is to be attached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to which the DASD record to be read is to be attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
ERROR=error_routine
Label to which FIWHC branches if it detects an error.
GDS={Y|N}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the FIWHC macro to read a DASD record, hold the file address, and wait until I/O completes.
FIWHC reads the record whose address is in the specified ECB or DECB data level and holds the file
address.
FIWHC gets an appropriately sized storage block for use as an input buffer, and attaches it to the ECB or
DECB storage level. There must not be a storage block already attached at the level.
You can load the address of the block from the storage level after this macro.
Before issuing FIWHC, store the expected record ID and record code check (RCC) in the ECB or DECB data
level. When the read completes, ALCS checks them against the actual ID and RCC. If they are not the
same, ALCS sets indicators in the gross and detail error indicators
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To inhibit the RCC check, store binary zeros as the expected RCC in the data level. To inhibit the record ID
check and the RCC check, store binary zeros in both fields of the data level.
FIWHC is an implied wait macro. Control does not return to the entry until the I/O operation completes
(whether or not there are errors). FIWHC also waits for the I/O completion of any previous I/O macros for
which an implied wait is required (such as FINDC). If FIWHC detects an error, it branches to error_routine.
The same entry that issues a FIWHC to hold a file address must subsequently issue a FILUC or UNFRC to
unhold the file address.
If the find does not complete successfully (ALCS takes the wait error branch), the file address may not be
held. If there is a storage block attached (use levta to test this), the file address is held. If there is no
block attached, it is not held.

Register use
When you use register notation, FIWHC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
FIWHC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro waits for I/O to complete.
If an I/O error occurs, FIWHC sets indicators in the ECB I/O error indicator field CE1SUG and in field
EBCSDn in the ECB data level or field IDECSUD in the DECB. These are described in the ALCS Application
Programming Guide, which also describes how your program should test these indicators.

Example
The following example shows how you could use FIWHC to read a DASD record on ECB level 3 (D3) and
to hold the file address. It is the fixed-file record with type #XMPRI and ordinal 5. Before it issues FIWHC,
the example uses FACE to calculate the file address of the record.

ERRRTN

LA
LA
LA
ENTRC

R00,5
R06,#XMPRI
R07,CE1FA3
FACE

LOAD ORDINAL NUMBER
LOAD RECORD TYPE
ADDRESS DATA LEVEL
AND CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS

LTR
BZ

R00,R00
...

FILE ADDRESS OK
BRANCH IF NOT

MVC

EBCID3(3),...

FIWHC D3,ERRRTN

SET UP EXPECTED RECORD ID
AND RCC
FIND THE RECORD ON D3

.
.
.
EQU
*
LEVTA LEVEL=3,
NOTUSED=ERRRTN1

ANY BLOCK ON LEVEL 3
BRANCH IF NOT

RCUNC D3
ERRRTN1

EQU
.
.
.

UNHOLD FILE ADDRESS AND
RELEASE BLOCK

X

X

*
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Related information
Other read and write macros (“FILEC - Write a DASD record” on page 213 through “FIWHC - Read a
DASD record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240).
“UNFRC - Unhold a file address” on page 522.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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FLIPC - Exchange the contents of two storage and data levels
Format
[label]

FLIPC {Dn|(reg1)},{Dm|(reg2)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

FLIPC Dn.,Dm

label
Any valid assembler label.
{Dn|(reg1)}
Level, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
{Dm|(reg2)}
Level, where:
Dm

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg2)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg2,Dm). Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through
7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the FLIPC macro to exchange the contents of two storage and data levels.
FLIPC also exchanges the contents of the data level extensions and the detail error indicators.
You can use FLIPC when one, both, or neither, of the two specified levels is currently in use.
Do not use FLIPC if any I/O operation that references either of the two levels is still in progress. This
applies only to I/O macros that increment the ECB I/O counter (those whose completion must be ensured
by use of an implied wait macro).

Register use
When you use register notation, FLIPC loads one level value (from reg1) into general register 14 (RDA).
FLIPC loads the other level value (from reg2) into general register 15 (RDB). FLIPC does not corrupt any
other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.
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Example
The following example shows how you could use FLIPC to move the storage block on level 0 (D0), if any,
on to level 3 (D3). If there is a storage block attached at level 3, FLIPC moves that block to level 0. FLIPC
also exchanges the contents of:
• The two data levels
• The two data level extensions
• The corresponding detail error indicators (EBCSD0 and EBCSD3)
FLIPC D0,D3

EXCHANGE LEVELS D0 AND D3

Related information
None.
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FNDPC - Read a DASD record with control fields
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
TPF compatibility:
Do not use FNDPC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

FNDPC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

FNDPC {Dn|(reg1)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to which the DASD record to be read is to be attached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to which the DASD record to be read is to be attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the FNDPC macro to read a DASD record when you need to access the record control fields in the
record. You can also use FNDPC to read a pool record without activating the ALCS pool integrity checks.
The FNDPC macro reads a DASD record whose file address is in the ECB or DECB data level.
FINPC gets an appropriately sized storage block for use as an input buffer, and attaches it to the ECB or
DECB storage level. There must not be a storage block already attached at the level.
Before issuing FNDPC, store the expected record ID and record code check (RCC) in the ECB or DECB
data level. When the read completes, ALCS checks them against the actual ID and RCC. If they are not
the same, ALCS sets indicators in the gross and detail error indicators (see ALCS Application Programming
Guide). To inhibit the RCC check, store binary zeros as the expected RCC in the data level. To inhibit the ID
check and the RCC check, store binary zeros in both fields of the data level.
You must follow FNDPC with an implied wait macro to check for correct completion of the I/O operation,
before your application makes any reference to the storage level. On return from the implied wait macro,
you can load the block address from the storage level.
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Register use
When you use register notation, FINWC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
FNDPC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control. Subsequently, the entry must issue a wait macro to test for
completion of the I/O.
If an I/O error occurs, FINDC sets indicators in the ECB I/O error indicator field CE1SUG and in field
EBCSDn in the ECB data level or field IDECSUD in the DECB. These are described in ALCS Application
Programming Guide, which also explains how your program should test these indicators.

Example
The following example shows how you could use FNDPC to read a fixed record with type #WAARI as part
of an AAA policing routine. The application program reads record ordinal 5 on ECB level 3 (D3)
Before issuing the FNDPC, it uses FACE to calculate the file address of the record. After issuing the FNDPC,
the application program issues WAITC to wait for I/O completion and test for I/O errors:

ERRRTN

LA
LA
LA
ENTRC

R00,5
R06,#WAARI
R07,CE1FA3
FACE

LOAD ORDINAL NUMBER
LOAD RECORD TYPE
ADDRESS DATA LEVEL
AND CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS

LTR
BZ

R00,R00
...

FILE ADDRESS OK
BRANCH IF NOT

MVC
EBCID3(3),...
FNDPC D3

SET UP EXPECTED RECORD ID AND RCC
FIND THE RECORD ON D3

WAITC ERRRTN

WAIT FOR I/O ON D3 TO COMPLETE

LH
BLKIC
LH
A
RS0RS
CLC
BH
SPACE
DROP

R15,CE1CT3
LOAD RECORD SIZE
BLOCKINFO,SIZE=(R15) OBTAIN BLOCK INFORMATION
R14,BLKCSO(,R14) GET OFFSET TO RECORD CONTROL FIELDS
R14,CE1CR3
ADD BASE OF THE RECORD
REG=R14
RECORD CONTROL FIELD DSECT
RS0PFST,...
IS THE TIME EXPIRED
...
BRANCH IF NOT
1
R14
DROP THE RECORD CONTROL FIELD DSECT

.
.
.
EQU
TM
BO

*
EBCSD3,CXSGIE
...

ID ERROR ON D3
BRANCH IF YES

Related information
“BLKIC - Get information about storage blocks of a specified size” on page 40.
“FACE - Compute an online file address” on page 204.
“RS0RS - DASD record control fields DSECT” on page 384.
“WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete” on page 525.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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FREEC - Release a storage area
Format
[label]

FREEC BLOCK=reg1

label
Any valid assembler label.
BLOCK=reg1
Register containing the address of the storage area to be released. Use general register 14 (RDA), 15
(RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the FREEC macro to release the storage area previously reserved by a CALOC, MALOC, or RALOC. The
register specified by the BLOCK parameter must contain the address of the beginning of the allocated
storage.
The contents of the register specified by the BLOCK parameter across the FREEC macro is unpredictable.

Register use
FREEC does not use any registers, except the register specified by the BLOCK parameter.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use FREEC to release a storage area.
L
R01,EBW000 ADDRESS OF STORAGE AREA
FREEC BLOCK=R01 RELEASE STORAGE AREA

Related information
“CALOC - Reserve and initialize a storage area” on page 47.
“MALOC - Reserve a storage area” on page 328.
“RALOC - Change size of reserved storage area” on page 353.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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GCFLC - Get an L2 pool-file record address and storage block
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. Instead, use GETFC with BLOCK=YES.

Format
[label]

GCFLC Dn,[L|S],record_id

label
Any valid assembler label.
Dn

L|S

Storage level for the newly dispensed file address: D0 for level 0, D1 for level 1, and so on up to DF for
level 15.
Long-term (L) or short-term (S). This parameter is required only if the record ID is defined for both
the L2 long-term and the L2 short-term pool.

record_id
Record ID. Specify either two characters (for example, AA) or four hexadecimal digits (for example,
C1C1). Note that GCFLC accepts some other formats for the record ID but they are not recommended.

Description
The GCFLC macro gets the address of a size L2 unused pool-file record and a storage block.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. However, if you do, note that GCFLC has a
request type of GETFC and GETCC. In traces and dumps, GETFC and GETCC are shown as the macro name
instead of GCFLC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
GCFLC loads the record ID into general register 15 (RDB). The address of the block obtained is placed in
general register 14 (RDA). GCFLC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“GCFSC - Get an L1 pool-file record address and storage block” on page 251.
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“GETCC - Get a storage block” on page 262.
“GETFC - Get a pool-file record address” on page 266.
“RELFC - Release a pool-file record address” on page 369.
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GCFSC - Get an L1 pool-file record address and storage block
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. Instead, use GETFC with BLOCK=YES.

Format
[label]

GCFSC Dn,[L|S],record_id

label
Any valid assembler label.
Dn

L|S

Storage level for the newly dispensed file address: D0 for level 0, D1 for level 1, and so on up to DF for
level 15.
Long-term (L) or short-term (S). This parameter is required only if the record ID is defined for both
the L1 long-term and the L1 short-term pool.

record_id
Record ID. Specify either two characters (for example, AA) or four hexadecimal digits (for example,
C1C1). Note that GCFSC accepts some other formats for the record ID but they are not recommended.

Description
The GCFSC macro gets the address of a size L1 unused pool file record and a storage block.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. However, if you do, note that GCFSC has a
request type of GETFC and GETCC. In traces and dumps, GETFC and GETCC are shown as the macro name
instead of GCFSC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
GCFSC loads the record ID into general register 15 (RDB). It puts the address of the obtained block in
general register 14 (RDA). GCFSC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“GCFLC - Get an L2 pool-file record address and storage block” on page 249.
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“GETCC - Get a storage block” on page 262.
“GETFC - Get a pool-file record address” on page 266.
“RELFC - Release a pool-file record address” on page 369.
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GDSNC - Open or close a general data set
Format
[label]

GDSNC {{Dn|(reg1)}|,DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}},{O|C}
[,SIZE={S|L|4|U|Ln|(reg3)}]
[,RCT={A|N}]
[,WORK={NO|YES}]

Or format for compatibility with TPF
[label]

GDSNC {Dn|,DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}},{O|C}
[,SIZE={S|L|4|U}]
[,RCT={A|N}]
[,WORK={NO|YES}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
{Dn|(reg1)}
ECB data level to contain the file address of a record in the general data set, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0 for level 0, D1 for level 1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to contain the file address of a record in the general data set, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
{O|C}
Open (O) or close (C) general data set. For Open (O), general register 14 (RDA) contains the address
of the data set name. The data set name can be up to 16 characters. If it is less than 16 characters, it
must be padded to the right with spaces (blanks) to 16 characters.
SIZE={S|L|4|U|Ln| (reg3)}
Size of records in the data set, where:
S
L
4
U
Ln

For record size L1
For record size L2
For record size L4
For any record size
Size symbol: L0, L1, and so on up to L8
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(reg3)
Register containing the size value (use LA reg,Ln). Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF).
TPF compatibility:
• Do not use the last two options (Ln and (reg3)) in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
• In some versions of TPF, the default size is SIZE=4, not SIZE=L.
RCT={A|N}
ALCS ignores this parameter - all ALCS general data sets are VSAM data sets.
TPF compatibility:
TPF systems support two types of physical record address on general data sets. This parameter
specifies which type, as follows:
A
N

TPF-type physical record addresses.
Standard physical record addresses.

WORK={NO|YES}
When GDSNC is opening a general data set, WORK= specifies the location of a relative record number.
This is a fullword binary number. The relative record number of the first record in the data set is zero.
GDSNC returns the file address of the corresponding record. Specify one of:
NO

Relative record number is in the first fullword of CE1FXn for the specified ECB data level, or
IDECFX0 in the specified DECB.

YES
Relative record number is in the fullword immediately following the 16-character data set name
addressed by general register 14 (RDA).
When closing a general data set, GDSNC ignores this parameter.

Description
Use the GDSNC macro to open or close a general data set. The GDSNC open function also gets the file
address of a record in the general data set.
To access records in a general data set, the entry must first open the data set by issuing:
GDSNC Dn,O,....

This sets one of the following return codes in general register 14 (RDA):
0
4

16

Open completed and file address computed without error. The entry can read or write the record.
Open completed without error, but the relative record number is invalid. The entry can use the general
data set, but must first get a valid file address using GDSRC.
Open failed. The entry cannot use the general data set.

If the return code is zero, the macro returns the file address of the record with the specified relative
record number. The application program can then use a FIND or FILE macro to read or write that general
data set record.
After opening the general data set and reading or writing one record, the entry can access other records
in the data set. For each record, the entry issues GDSRC. GDSRC gets the file address, initializes the ID and
RCC fields in the ECB or DECB data level as required, and issues a FIND or FILE macro to read or write it.
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When the entry has finished processing the general data set (and before the entry exits), it must close the
general data set by issuing:
GDSNC Dn,C,....

For more information about accessing general data sets, see ALCS Application Programming Guide.
TPF compatibility:
The TPF GDSNC open function saves information in the ECB or DECB data level which subsequent GDSRC
macros and the GDSNC close function use.
To ensure compatibility with TPF, do not modify the contents of the ECB fields CE1FMn, CE1FCn, CE1FHn,
or CE1FRn between opening and closing a general data set.
If you use different data levels for accessing the general data set, be sure to transfer the contents of
these fields to the required data level before issuing GDSRC, or closing the data set, or both. (See “FLIPC Exchange the contents of two storage and data levels” on page 243).
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The GDSNC macro has a request type of RAISC. In traces and dumps, RAISC is shown as the macro name
instead of GDSNC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
GDSNC sets a return code in general register 14 (RDA) (see the Description section above). It also corrupts
general register 15 (RDB). GDSNC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use GDSNC to open a general data set with the data set name
"EXAMPLE.DATA.SET" using ECB data level 4 (D4). It then reads some records from the data set, and
finally closes it. The data set contains size L1 records.
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******** OPEN THE GENERAL DATA SET
SPACE 1
LA
R14,DSNAME
LOAD DSNAME ADDRESS
SR
R00,R00
LOAD RRN OF FIRST RECORD
ST
R00,CE1FX4
AND SAVE FOR GDSNC
GDSNC D4,O,
OPEN THE GENERAL DATA SET
SIZE=S,
RECORD SIZE IS L1
WORK=NO
RECORD NUMBER IS IN CE1FX4
CH
R14,=Y(4)
TEST RETURN CODE
BH
ERROR1
OPEN FAILED - ERROR
BE
ERROR2
BAD RRN - GO CLOSE THE DATA SET
SPACE 1
******** OPEN WORKED OK - READ THE FIRST RECORD
SPACE 1
MVC
CE1FA4(3),IDRCC
SET UP RECORD ID AND RCC
FINWC D4,
AND READ THE RECORD
ERROR2
CLOSE DATA SET IF FIND ERROR
.
.
(process the record)
.
SPACE 1
******** READ THE NEXT RECORD
SPACE 1
LA
R14,DSNAME
LOAD DSNAME ADDRESS
LA
R00,1
LOAD RRN OF NEXT RECORD
ST
R00,CE1FX4
AND SAVE FOR GDSRC
GDSRC D4,
GET THE NEXT FILE ADDRESS
SIZE=S,
RECORD SIZE IS L1
WORK=NO
RECORD NUMBER IS IN CE1FX4
CH
R14,=Y(4)
TEST RETURN CODE
BH
ERROR1
OPEN FAILED - ERROR
BE
ERROR2
BAD RRN - GO CLOSE THE DATA SET
MVC
CE1FA4(3),IDRCC
SET UP RECORD ID AND RCC
FINWC D4,
AND READ THE RECORD
ERROR2
CLOSE DATA SET IF FIND ERROR
.
.
(process the record)
.
SPACE 1
******** ALL RECORDS PROCESSED - CLOSE THE DATA SET
SPACE 1
GDSNC D4,C,SIZE=S
CLOSE THE DATA SET
.
.
.
SPACE 1
******** ERROR ON GENERAL DATA SET - CLOSE IT
SPACE 1
ERROR2
EQU
*
GDSNC D4,C,SIZE=S
CLOSE THE DATA SET
.
.
.
DSNAME
DC
CL16'EXAMPLE.DATA.SET'
IDRCC
DC
C'XX',X'00'

Figure 8. Opening a general data set

Related information
“GDSRC - Compute a general data set record file address” on page 257.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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GDSRC - Compute a general data set record file address
Format
[label]

GDSRC {{Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}
[,SIZE={S|L|4|U|Ln|(reg3)}]
[,WORK={NO|YES}]

Or format for compatibility with TPF
[label]

GDSRC {Dn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
[,SIZE={S|L|4|U}]
[,WORK={NO|YES}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
{Dn|(reg1)}
ECB data level to contain the file address of the general data set, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0 for level 0, D1 for level 1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general registers 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to contain the file address of the general data set, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
SIZE={S|L|4|U|Ln|(reg3)}
Size of records in the data set, where:
S
L
4
U
Ln

For record size L1
For record size L2
For record size L4
For any record size
Size symbol: L0, L1, and so on up to L8

(reg3)
Register containing the size value (use LA reg,Ln). Use general registers 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF).
TPF compatibility:
• Do not use the last two options (Ln and (reg3)) in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
• In some versions of TPF, the default size is SIZE=4, not SIZE=L.
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WORK={NO|YES}
Specifies the location of a relative record number. The relative record number is a fullword binary
number. The relative record number of the first record in the data set is zero. GDSRC returns the file
address of the corresponding record. Specify one of:
NO

Relative record number is in the first fullword of CE1FXn for the specified ECB data level, or
IDECFX0 in the specified DECB.

YES
Relative record number is in the fullword immediately following the 16-character data set name
addressed by general register 14 (RDA).

Description
Use the GDSRC macro to get the file address of a record in the general data set.
On entry to GDSRC, general register 14 (RDA) contains the address of the data set name. The data set
name can be up to 16 characters. If it is less than 16 characters, it must be left justified and padded with
blanks.
For more information about accessing general data sets, see ALCS Application Programming Guide.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The GDSRC macro has a request type of RAISC. In traces and dumps, RAISC is shown as the macro name
instead of GDSRC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
GDSRC Dn,... sets one of the following return codes in general register 14 (RDA):
0
4

16

File address computed without error. The entry can read or write the record.
The relative record number is invalid. If you are processing the records in the general data set
sequentially, this return code indicates that there are no more records.
The general data set is no longer usable.

It also uses general register 15 (RDB). GDSRC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
See the example for the GDSNC macro (see “GDSNC - Open or close a general data set” on page 253).

Related information
“GDSNC - Open or close a general data set” on page 253.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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GENMSG - Generate a message table for WTOPC, SERRC, snapc, or
SYSRA
Format
Format for creating a message for WTOPC with a HEADER=YES parameter:
label

GENMSG LET=scode,NUM=nn,TEXT='message_text'

Format for creating a message for SERRC, snapc or SYSRA, or
for WTOPC with a HEADER=NO parameter:
label

GENMSG TEXTONLY='message_text'

label
Any valid assembler label. This is the name of the message table entry.
LET=scode
Message severity code, a single character. IBM recommends the following convention for this
character:
scode
Meaning
I
W
A
D
E
S
T

Information message, no action required.
Attention message.
Action message. Recipient must perform a specific action.
Decision message. Recipient must choose an alternative.
Error message.
Severe error message.
Terminating error message.

NUM=nn
Message number to include in the message header. This is either 2 decimal digits or 4 decimal
digits, depending on the message number format established by a previous WTOPC or DCTMSG
macroinstruction.
Note: The first WTOPC or DCTMSG macroinstruction that you code in your program establishes the
message number format for your whole program. This message number format is then used by all
subsequent WTOPC, DCTMSG, and GENMSG macroinstructions in your program.
Attention
Regardless of whether you specify 2-digit or 4-digit message numbers, ALCS displays messages
with 4-digit numbers, with leading zeros if required. Compared with previous versions of ALCS, the
appearance of messages is changed.
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TEXT='message_text'
Message text, excluding header, in quotes.
If WTOPC is to substitute variable text into the message, include a string of two or more periods
(X'4B' characters) in each position where ALCS is to substitute the variable text. WTOPC replaces these
strings of periods with the variable text. Specify the variable text with the WTOPC SUB= parameter.
WTOPC does this only with strings of two or more periods. It does not replace single periods.
Each period in a string acts as a placeholder for a single character of variable text. For example, if the
substitution text is 8 characters, include a string of 8 periods. If the substitution text is variable length,
the string of periods must be as long as the maximum substitution text.
Message text follows normal rules for quoted strings in assembler language. For example, if you code:
TEXT='There''s an ampersand here &&'

The resulting message text is:
There's an ampersand here &

Do not specify message text longer than 100 characters. (If you do, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA
truncates the message to 100.)
TEXTONLY='message_text'
Message text in quotes. Message text follows normal rules for quoted strings in assembler language.
(See the example shown for the TEXT= parameter.)
Do not specify message text longer than 100 characters. (If you do, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA
truncates the message to 100.)

Description
Use the GENMSG macro to generate message text for WTOPC or for SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA. Messages
that you create for WTOPC (but not for SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA) can optionally include a severity code and
message number.
The GENMSG macro builds a table of messages. Code one GENMSG macroinstruction for each message in
the table (be sure to code them in the constants area of the program, because GENMSG does not generate
executable code).
Use the DCTMSG DSECT to refer to the fields within one table entry. These fields are the various parts of
the message (the severity code, message number, and so on).
To send a message from the table using WTOPC, load a register (the DCTMSG base register) with the
address of the required message table entry. Then use the DCTMSG symbols as operands for the WTOPC
macro parameters. Note that this does not work with WTOPC MF=I. When you use WTOPC with DCTMSG,
you must code the WTOPC parameters as follows:
TEXTA=MSGLEN
(not MSGTXT)
LETA=MSGLET
(if HEADER=YES)
NUMA=MSGNUM
(if HEADER=YES)
To send a message with SERRC, load the address of the message in general register 0 (RAC) and specify
the MSG=YES parameter.
To send a message with snapc, use the MSG=message_field parameter, where message_field contains the
address of the message.
To send a message with SYSRA, use the MSG=(reg) parameter. Supply the address of the message in the
register.
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Register use
Not applicable. This macro does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. This macro does not generate executable instructions.

Examples
The following example shows how you could include a table of messages in a program and use WTOPC to
send one of them:
DCTMSG
...
LA
LA
WTOPC

MSG1
MSG2

REG=R07

USE R07 FOR MESSAGE TABLE ENTRY

R07,MSG2
R03,=CL8'DOG'
TEXTA=MSGLEN,
LETA=MSGLET,
NUMA=MSGNUM,
SUB=(CHARA,(R03)),
COMP=YES,
...

SELECT MESSAGE TO SEND
ADDRESS SUBSTITUTION TEXT
MESSAGE TEXT (WITH LENGTH)
SEVERITY CODE
MESSAGE NUMBER
SUBSTITUTION TEXT
COMPRESS OUT SPACES

X
X
X
X
X

.
.
GENMSG LET=I,NUM=1,
X
TEXT='THERE IS A SMALL FRIENDLY ......... STANDING BEHINDX
YOU'
GENMSG LET=W,NUM=2,
X
TEXT='THERE IS A LARGE FIERCE ......... STANDING BEHIND YX
OU'

The following example shows part of a program that uses the GENMSG format to generate a message for
use with SERRC.

MYMSG

LA
R00,MYMSG
LOAD MESSAGE ADDRESS
SERRC E,123456,MSG=YES
DUMP WITH MESSAGE
.
.
GENMSG TEXTONLY='MY ERROR TEXT'

Related information
“DCTMSG - Message table DSECT for WTOPC” on page 138.
“SERRC - Request an error dump” on page 396.
“SNAPC - Request an error dump” on page 407.
“SYSRA - Signal an application program error” on page 428.
“WTOPC - Write to operator” on page 532.
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GETCC - Get a storage block
Format
[label]

GETCC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}
,SIZE={Ln|bytes|(reg3)}
[,FILL={00|hh}]

or:
[label]

GETCC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}
,{ID={record_id|(reg4)}|IDSYM=symbol}[,,{P|O|q|RTP={q|(reg5)}}]
[,FILL={00|hh}]

or positional parameter format:
[label]

GETCC {Dn|(reg1)},{Ln|(reg3)}

or formats for TPF compatibility:
[label]

GETCC {Dn|,DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}},{Ln|(reg3)}
[,COMMON={NO|YES|PROTECTED}][,FILL={00|hh}]

or:
[label]

GETCC {Dn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}
,SIZE={bytes|(reg3)}
[,COMMON={NO|YES|PROTECTED}][,FILL={00|hh}]

or:
[label]

GETCC {Dn|,DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}
,ID={record_id|(reg4)}[,{P|O|q|RTP={q|(reg5)}}]
[,COMMON={NO|YES|PROTECTED}][,FILL={00|hh}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to which the storage block is to be attached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to which the storage block is to be attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
SIZE={Ln|bytes|(reg3)}
Block size. Specify one of:
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Ln

Size symbol: L0, L1, and so on up to L8, or LX. LX requests the largest block size that your ALCS
installation supports.
Attention
The block sizes that ALCS supports are an ALCS generation option. You must specify a block size
that is defined in your system.

bytes
Self-defining term, symbol, or expression that resolves to the required number of bytes. You must
request at least 146 bytes. GETCC gives you the smallest block that contains this number of bytes.
(reg3)
Register that contains either a block size value (load the register using LA reg3,Ln) or the required
number of bytes. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
FILL={00|hh}
Initialization value for the new storage block. This defaults to binary zeros but you can specify any
hexadecimal value hh.
TPF compatibility:
The default for this parameter in TPF varies by installation. On most TPF systems, the default is binary
zeros as for ALCS but for some TPF installations the default is to leave the block uninitialized.
ID={record_id|(reg4)}
One of:
record_id
record ID in one of the following formats:
X'xxxx'
Where xxxx is 1 to 4 hexadecimal digits. If required, GETCC adds leading zeros to make up two
bytes.
C'cc'
Where cc is two characters. If required, GETCC adds a leading byte of binary zeros to make up
two bytes.
B'bbbb'
Where bbbb is 1 to 16 binary digits. If required, GETCC adds leading zeros to make up two
bytes.
Note that GETCC accepts some other formats for the record ID but they are not recommended.
(reg4)
Register containing the record ID in bytes 2 and 3. Use general register 15 (RDB) or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
IDSYM=symbol
Assembler language symbol that ALCS resolves to a 2-byte pool record ID.
COMMON={NO|YES|PROTECTED}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.
P|O|q|RTP={q|(reg5)}
Record ID qualifier. Each record ID defined to ALCS can have one or more qualifiers associated with it.
A qualifier has a value from 0 to 9. You can use the ID qualifier to distinguish between different record
types that have the same record ID. Use one of the following:
P
O
q

Equivalent to record ID qualifier 0
Equivalent to record ID qualifier 1
A single decimal digit (0 through 9).
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(reg5)
Register containing the record ID qualifier. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
Record IDs and qualifiers are defined by the ALCS DASD generation (see ALCS Installation and
Customization).

Description
Use the GETCC macro to get a storage block and attach it to an ECB or DECB storage level.
GETCC gets a storage block, clears it to binary zeros, or to the initialization value specified by the FILL=
parameter, and saves its address in the specified storage level. The storage level must not already contain
the address of a storage block (that is, no block may be already attached at that level).
GETCC returns the address of the block in general register 14 (RDA) and in the ECB storage level (CE1CRn)
or the DECB storage level (IDECDAD). GETCC returns the block size in the ECB storage level (CE1CCn) or
the DECB storage level (IDECCT0).
Do not specify the size explicitly (Ln or reg3) if both of the following are true:
The storage block is for a particular record, and
The record has a unique record ID (that is, only one record size has the record ID). The ALCS DASD
generation specifies record IDs. See ALCS Installation and Customization for a description.
Instead, use the ID= or IDSYM= parameter to specify the record ID. After issuing GETCC, get the block
size information from the storage level. This method ensures that the program does not need to change if
the record size changes.

Register use
GETCC loads the size value into general register 15 (RDB), if required. It returns the block address in
general register 14 (RDA). GETCC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
GETCC does not cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
The following example shows how you could use GETCC to get a size L1 storage block and attach it to ECB
level 3 (D3):
GETCC D3,L1
LR
R06,R14

GET STORAGE BLOCK
SAVE BLOCK ADDRESS

The following example gets a working storage block and attaches it to ECB level 14 (DE). The block size is
the size of DASD records that have the record ID AA:
GETCC DE,ID=C'AA'
LR
R06,R14
LH
R07,CE1CCE

GET STORAGE BLOCK
SAVE BLOCK ADDRESS
LOAD BLOCK LENGTH IN BYTES

Related information
“CRUSA - Release storage blocks from specified levels” on page 119.
“LEVTA - Test a storage level” on page 317.
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“RELCC - Release a storage block” on page 367.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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GETFC - Get a pool-file record address
Format
[label]

GETFC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}
,{ID={record_id|(reg3)}|IDSYM=symbol}
[,RTP={0|n|(reg5)}]
[,TERM={Long|Short}]
[,SIZE={Ln|(reg4)}]
[,BLOCK=NO|,YES[,FILL={00|hh}]]
[,ERROR={NO|YES}]

or:
[label]

GETFC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}
,TERM={Long|Short}
,SIZE={Ln|(reg4)}
[,BLOCK=NO|,BLOCK=YES[,FILL={00|hh}]]
[,ERROR={NO|YES}]

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

GETFC {Dn|,DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}
[,{P|O|RTP={0|n|(reg5)}}]
,ID={record_id|(reg3)}
[,ERROR={NO|YES}]
[,BLOCK=NO|YES[,FILL={00|hh}]]
[,COMMON={NO|YES}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to contain the newly dispensed file address, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to contain the newly dispensed file address, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
ID={record_id|(reg3)}
One of:
record_id
record ID in one of the following formats:
X'xxxx'
Where xxxx is 1 to 4 hexadecimal digits. If required, GETFC adds leading zeros to make up two
bytes.
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C'cc'
Where cc is two characters. If required, GETFC adds a leading byte of binary zeros to make up
two bytes.
B'bbbb'
Where bbbb is 1 to 16 binary digits. If required, GETFC adds leading zeros to make up two
bytes.
GETFC accepts some other formats for the record ID but they are not recommended.
(reg3)
Register containing the record ID in bytes 2 and 3. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
IDSYM=symbol
Assembler language symbol that resolves to a 2-byte pool record ID.
TERM={Long|Short}
Long-term (Long) or short-term (Short) pool.
SIZE={Ln|(reg4)}
Block size. The sizes that ALCS supports are an ALCS generation option. Specify one of:
Ln

Size symbol: L1, L2, and so on up to L8.

(reg4)
Register containing the size value (use LA reg4,Ln). Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF).
BLOCK={NO|YES}
NO

Do not get a storage block.

YES
Get a storage block and attach it to the ECB or DECB storage level.
ERROR={NO|YES}
NO

No return code is issued following GETFC.

YES
Following GETFC, one of the following return codes is issued:
CC=0
A pool-file record address has been returned.
CC=3
No pool-file record address has been returned.
RTP={0|n|(reg5)}
Record ID qualifier (a binary number in the range 0 through 9). Specify one of:
n

A single decimal digit.

(reg5)
Register containing the record ID qualifier. Use general register 0 (RAC) through 7 (RGF).
COMMON={NO|YES}
Allowed only with BLOCK=YES. Provided for compatibility with TPF. This parameter is ignored by ALCS
(unless you erroneously specify it with BLOCK=NO).
FILL={00|hh}
Allowed only with BLOCK=YES, this parameter allows you to specify the initialization value for the new
storage block. The default is binary zeros but you can specify any hexadecimal value hh.
TPF compatibility:
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The default for this parameter in TPF varies by installation. On most TPF systems, the default is binary
zeros as for ALCS but for some TPF installations the default is to leave the block uninitialized.
[P|O]
Parameter P is equivalent to RTP=0, parameter O is equivalent to RTP=1.

Description
Use the GETFC macro to get the file address of an unused pool file record.
GETFC decides which pool type to use. To do this it uses the GETFC parameters together with
information from the ALCS DASD generation. ALCS DASD generation is described in ALCS Installation
and Customization.
Ensure that the GETFC parameters:
• Identify a pool type uniquely. For example, if the generation defines two pool record sizes that have
the same record ID, GETFC must specify the record identifier and the record size. Alternatively, you can
specify the record ID with a qualifier, using the RTP= or P|O parameter.
• Identify a pool type that exists. For example, if the generation defines only one pool record type that has
a particular record ID, GETFC must not specify that record ID with a different record size.
If GETFC does not identify a pool type uniquely or if the pool type does not exist, the program can fail at
execution time.
If you are using ID= or IDSYM=, the GETFC TERM= and SIZE= parameters can conflict with the ALCS
DASD generation definition for the record type. GETFC resolves these conflicts as follows:
• If GETFC TERM= conflicts with the ALCS DASD generation definition, and GETFC does not specify SIZE=,
the entry exits with a system error. (See ALCS Messages and Codes.)
• If GETFC TERM= conflicts with the ALCS DASD generation definition, and GETFC specifies SIZE=, GETFC
uses TERM= and SIZE= to select the pool type (even if SIZE= also conflicts with the ALCS DASD
generation definition).
• If GETFC SIZE= conflicts with the ALCS DASD generation definition, GETFC uses the SIZE= parameter
and gets a long-term pool record.
If BLOCK=YES, GETCC follows GETFC in the macro trace.

Register use
When you use register notation, GETFC loads the block address into general register 14 (RDA), if required.
It loads the record ID into the low-order two bytes of general register 15 (RDB), if required.
If you do not use the SIZE=(reg4) parameter, ALCS loads the block size code into the high-order byte of
general register 15 (RDB).
GETFC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
GETFC can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use GETFC to get a pool-file record address and store
this file address in ECB data level 7 (D7). It also gets a suitably sized storage block (the same size as
the record) and attaches it to ECB storage level 7. The GETFC macroinstruction identifies the pool by
specifying the record ID as X'2D2D'.
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GETFC D7,ID=X'2D2D',
BLOCK=YES
L
R06,CE1CR7
LH
R07,CE1CC7

GET FILE ADDRESS
AND STORAGE BLOCK
LOAD BLOCK ADDRESS
LOAD BLOCK LENGTH IN BYTES

X

Related information
“GETCC - Get a storage block” on page 262.
“RELFC - Release a pool-file record address” on page 369.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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GETLC - Get an L2 pool-file record address
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for use other than with ALCS. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications
to ALCS. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. Instead, use GETFC.

Format
[label]

GETLC Dn,[L|S],record_id

label
Any valid assembler label.
Dn

L|S

Storage level for the newly dispensed file address: D0 for level 0, D1 for level 1, and so on up to DF for
level 15.
Long-term pool (L) or short-term pool (S). This parameter is required only if the record ID is defined
for both the L2 long-term and the L2 short-term pool.

record_id
Record ID. Specify either two characters (for example, AA) or four hexadecimal digits (for example,
C1C1). Note that GETLC accepts some other formats for the record ID but they are not recommended.

Description
The GETLC macro gets the address of an unused size L2 pool-file record.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. However, if you do, note that GETLC has a
request type of GETFC. In traces and dumps, GETFC is shown as the macro name instead of GETLC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
GETLC loads the record ID into general register 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“GETFC - Get a pool-file record address” on page 266.
“GETSC - Get an L1 pool-file record address” on page 273.
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GETPC - Lock an application program or get storage address of an
application program
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for use other than with ALCS. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications
to ALCS. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
The following parameter explanations are for the use of GETPC in TPF.
[label]

GETPC {program|NAME=(reg)}
[,LOCK={YES|SPECIAL}|NO,CORE=reg]
[,ERROR=error_routine]
[,IDLOC={PBI|DBI}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
program
4-character program name.
NAME=(reg)
Register containing the 4-character program name.
LOCK={YES|SPECIAL}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it except for checking that the
syntax is valid. Specify one of the following:
YES
Lock the program (ignored by ALCS)
SPECIAL
Special lock (ignored by ALCS)
LOCK=NO,CORE=reg
Do not lock the program, instead load the program storage address into general register reg. Note that
reg is not enclosed in parentheses.
For TPF compatibility, ALCS returns the program base address, not the program header address, in
general register 14 (RDA) and in general register reg.
ERROR=error_routine
Label to which GETPC branches if it detects an error. When omitted, GETPC returns to the next
sequential instruction whether or not an error occurred.
IDLOC={PBI|DBI}
Apart from checking the syntax, ALCS ignores this parameter. it is not allowed with the LOCK=NO
parameter.

Description
In TPF, GETPC locks a program in memory or loads the storage address of a program. The concept of
locking a program in memory is not applicable in ALCS (ALCS application programs are always "locked"
in memory). GETPC LOCK=YES and GETPC LOCK=SPECIAL have no effect in ALCS; they do not appear in
the macro trace. ALCS does however support GETPC LOCK=NO,CORE=reg for loading the storage address
of a program.
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In ALCS, GETPC with the LOCK=NO,CORE=reg parameters generates a FINPC macro which appears in the
macro trace. GETPC does not appear in the macro trace.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS; use FINPC instead.

Register use
GETPC does not use any registers except when you issue it with the LOCK=NO parameter. In this case,
GETPC returns the program base address in general register 14 (RDA) and in the general register specified
by CORE=reg. If the program is not found, GETPC returns binary zero in general register 14 (RDA) and reg;
if you have specified ERROR=error_routine, GETPC also returns binary zero in general register 15 (RDB)
and branches to label error_routine.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“FINPC - Get storage address of an application program” on page 232.
“RELPC - Unlock a program” on page 371.
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GETSC - Get an L1 pool-file record address
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for use other than with ALCS. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications
to ALCS. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. Instead, use GETFC.

Format
[label]

GETSC Dn,[L|S],record_id

label
Any valid assembler label.
Dn

L|S

Storage level for the newly dispensed file address: D0 for level 0, D1 for level 1, and so on up to DF for
level 15.
Long-term pool (L) or short-term pool (S). This parameter is required only if the record ID is defined
for both the L1 long-term and the L1 short-term pool.

record_id
Record ID. Specify either two characters (for example, AA) or four hexadecimal digits (for example,
C1C1). Note that GETSC accepts some other formats for the record ID but they are not recommended.

Description
The GETSC macro gets the address of an unused size L1 pool-file record.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. However, if you do, note that GETSC has a
request type of GETFC. In traces and dumps, GETFC is shown as the macro name instead of GETSC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
GETSC loads the record ID into general register 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“GETFC - Get a pool-file record address” on page 266.
“GETLC - Get an L2 pool-file record address” on page 270.
“RELFC - Release a pool-file record address” on page 369.
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GGFAC - Get a global record file address
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

GGFAC REG1=reg1[,REG2=reg2]

label
Any valid assembler label.
REG1=reg1
Register containing the address of a global area directory entry. GGFAC returns the file address of the
corresponding record.
REG2=reg2
Register where GGFAC returns the file address of the global area record. If you omit REG2=reg2,
GGFAC returns the file address in reg1.

Description
GGFAC returns the file address of a keypointable global record.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
GGFAC returns the file address in general register 14 (RDA) and reg2 (or reg1 if you omit REG2=reg2). If
reg1 does not point to the directory slot of a keypointable global record, GGFAC sets general register 14
(RDA) and reg2 to zero. GGFAC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“GLOBZ - Access a global area” on page 277.
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GLMOD - Start global modification
TPF compatibility:
Use GLMOD in programs that must be compatible with TPF. Also use GLMOD when global area protection is
specified in the ALCS system (when global areas 1 and 3 have a different protect key from entry storage).

Format
[label]

GLMOD [GLOBAL1|GLOBAL2|GLOBAL3]

label
Any valid assembler label.
GLOBAL1|GLOBAL2|GLOBAL3
Access protected global area (GLOBAL1 or GLOBAL3) or unprotected global area (GLOBAL2).

Description
If global area protection is specified in the ALCS system, GLMOD changes the protect key from entry key to
global key to allow an application program to modify the protected application global area.
If global area protection is not specified, you do not need to use this macro, but if you do, it will have no
effect (it will, though, appear in a macro trace).
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The GLMOD macro has a request type of KEYCC. In traces and dumps, KEYCC is shown as the macro name
instead of GLMOD.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
GLMOD does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
GLMOD does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could update fields in global area 1, in a directly-addressable
record that follows directory zero (GL0BA). The GL0BA directory entry containing the storage address and
file address of the record is @GBLCC. After the update, it uses FILKW to keypoint the record. This example
is suitable for an ALCS system that has global area protection specified.
GLOBZ
GLMOD
MVC
ST
FILKW
DROP

REGR=R03
GLOBAL1
@FIELD1,EBW000
R07,@FIELD2
R,@GBLCC
R03

ADDRESS GL0BA AND ADJACENT RECORDS
ACCESS PROTECTED GLOBAL
UPDATE A FIELD IN @GBLCC
UPDATE ANOTHER FIELD IN @GBLCC
RESTORE KEY AND KEYPOINT
DROP GLOBAL BASE
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Issue GLMOD immediately before the instruction (or instructions) that modify the global field (or fields).
Issue FILKW immediately after these instructions.
Instructions between the GLMOD and FILKW macros must not modify fields in the ECB or attached storage
blocks.
Do not execute any monitor-request macro between GLMOD and FILKW.

Related information
“FILKW - End global modification” on page 215.
“GLOBZ - Access a global area” on page 277.
“GLOUC - Write a keypointable global record” on page 280.
“KEYCC - Change PSW protect key” on page 314.
“KEYRC - Restore PSW protect key” on page 315.
“KEYUC - Write a keypointable global record” on page 316.
“SYNCC - Serialize access to global area fields” on page 421.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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GLOBZ - Access a global area
Format
[label]

GLOBZ REGR={reg1|NO}[,FLD=name]

or:
[label]

GLOBZ DIR={directory|(reg2)},DISP={displacement|(reg3)}

or formats for TPF compatibility:
[label]

GLOBZ {REGC=reg1|REGR={reg1|NO}|REGS={reg1|NO}},FLD=name

or:
[label]

GLOBZ {REGC=reg1|REGS={reg1|NO}}[,REGR={reg1|NO}]

or:
[label]

GLOBZ REGR={reg1|NO}[,{REGC=reg1|REGS={reg1|NO}}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
REGR={reg1|NO}
reg1
The register in which GLOBZ returns the address of the global area directory.
NO

The DSECT is generated without any registers being loaded.

FLD=name
The label of a field in a global directory record, or the name of a field in a directly-addressable global
record. If omitted, or if the specified label is not found, GLOBZ returns the address of global directory
0 (GL0BA).
DIR={directory|(reg2)}
Directory number, one of:
directory
Directory number: 0 through E.
(reg2)
Register containing the directory number. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
DISP={displacement|(reg3)}
Displacement within the directory, one of:
displacement
Assembler expression that resolves as the displacement.
(reg3)
Register containing the displacement. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF).
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REGC=reg1
reg1
The register in which GLOBZ returns the address of global directory 1 (GL1BA). ALCS supports this
parameter for compatibility only.
REGS={reg1|NO}
reg1
The register in which GLOBZ returns the address of global directory 1 (GL1BA). ALCS supports this
parameter for compatibility only.
NO

The DSECT is generated without any registers being loaded.

Note: Do not use the REGC= and REGS= parameters in the same GLOBZ macro call.

Description
Use the GLOBZ macro to establish the DSECT and the base register for a global area directory, and for the
directly addressable global record, or records, which follow the directory.
The GLOBZ macro accesses a global area directory (GL0BA through GLEBA) and the directly-addressable
global records that immediately follow it. If you specify register reg1, GLOBZ generates all 16 DSECTs,
and a USING statement for each DSECT. GLOBZ then loads the address of the appropriate global area
directory into that register.
GLOBZ can also be used to make general register 14 (RDA) point to a selected field in a directory, or to an
addressable record.
Once a program has issued GLOBZ, it can reference the fields defined in the DSECT. GL0BA through GLEBA
are application DSECT macros, and are not supplied with ALCS.
The IPARS application supplied with ALCS includes definitions for these DSECT macros which you can use
as examples.

Register use
If you specify a REGR= or REGS= parameter, GLOBZ returns the global directory address in reg1 (unless
NO is specified). If you specify a DIR= and DISP= parameter, GLOBZ returns the address of the field at
displacement displacement in directory number directory in general register 14 (RDA).
GLOBZ does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
GLOBZ does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could load the base register for a record in the global area. The
directory entry containing the storage address and file address of the record is @XMPCA. The user-written
DSECT macro XM00XM defines the format of the record. Note that the example does not depend on which
directory record contains the directory entry:
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GLOBZ REGR=R15,FLD=@XMPCA ADDRESS DIRECTORY
L
R04,@XMPCA
LOAD RECORD BASE ADDRESS
XM00XM REG=R04
USE R04 AS BASE FOR DSECT
.
.
.
DROP R04
DROP RECORD BASE
DROP R15
DROP GLOBAL BASE

Or using the alternative form of the macro:
GLOBZ DIR=0,DISP=@TRTAL-@GLOBAS

Need for DROP before GLOBZ: A program may contain two or more GLOBZ macros to access the same
global area directory. If they specify different base registers, you must code a DROP instruction before the
second (or later) GLOBZ macro. For example:
GLOBZ
L
.
.
.
DROP
GLOBZ
L

REGR=R07
R01,@GBLBC

LOAD AND USE R07 FOR GL0BA DIRECTORY 0

R07
REGR=R02
R01,@GBLBC

DROP R07
LOAD AND USE R02

TPF compatibility:
Some TPF users have modified their GLOBZ macro to generate a DROP instruction. In this case, the TPF
application programs do not include DROP instructions. You must add DROP instructions to use these
programs with ALCS (or with unmodified TPF).

Related information
“FILKW - End global modification” on page 215.
“GLMOD - Start global modification” on page 275.
“GLOUC - Write a keypointable global record” on page 280.
“KEYCC - Change PSW protect key” on page 314.
“KEYRC - Restore PSW protect key” on page 315.
“KEYUC - Write a keypointable global record” on page 316.
“SYNCC - Serialize access to global area fields” on page 421.
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GLOUC - Write a keypointable global record
Format
[label]

GLOUC global,...

label
Any valid assembler label.
global,...
Symbol (from the GLnBA DSECT) for the global area directory entry. There can be up to 20 symbols in
one GLOUC macro.
TPF compatibility:
TPF supports a maximum of 8 global parameters. Do not use more than 8 parameters if your programs
must be compatible with TPF.

Description
Use the GLOUC macro to write keypointable records from the application global area to the database.
Use GLOUC after updating keypointable records in storage.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The GLOUC macro has a request type of KEYUC. In traces and dumps, KEYUC is shown as the macro name
instead of GLOUC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
GLOUC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
GLOUC does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could update fields in global area 1, in a directly-addressable
record that follows directory zero (GL0BA). The GL0BA directory entry that contains the storage address
and file address of the record is @GBLCC. After the update, it uses GLOUC to keypoint the record. It then
uses KEYCC and the KEYRC in a way that ensures compatibility with TPF protected global support.
GLOBZ
KEYCC
MVC
ST
KEYRC
GLOUC
DROP

REGR=R03
GLOBAL1
@FIELD1,EBW000
R07,@FIELD2
,
@GBLCC
R03

ADDRESS GL0BA AND ADJACENT RECORDS
ACCESS PROTECTED GLOBAL
UPDATE A FIELD IN @GBLCC
UPDATE ANOTHER FIELD IN @GBLCC
RESTORE KEY
AND KEYPOINT
DROP GLOBAL BASE
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Related information
“FILKW - End global modification” on page 215.
“GLOBZ - Access a global area” on page 277.
“GLMOD - Start global modification” on page 275.
“KEYCC - Change PSW protect key” on page 314.
“KEYRC - Restore PSW protect key” on page 315.
“KEYUC - Write a keypointable global record” on page 316.
“SYNCC - Serialize access to global area fields” on page 421.
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GO1GO - Global record load control macro
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
This macro is described in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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GROUP - Specify a group of records for Recoup
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
This macro is described in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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GSAFC- Create and maintain userids which are not in the Comms
database in ALCS
TPF compatibility:
Do not use GSAFC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
GSAFC

USERID=label,
FUNC=DEFINE/DELETE/VERIFY/ALTER/RESET/DATA,
GROUP=label,
OWNER=label,
PASSWORD=label,
NEWPASSWORD1=label,
NEWPASSWORD2=label,
AREA=label,
LENGTH=label

Description
Allows an ALCS user to create and maintain a userid which is NOT defined in the Comms tables. For
example an agent sine-in.
Functions include the following:
Define a new userid
Set and change passwords for a userid
Verify a password
Delete a userid
Retrieve segment data from the ESM
Parameter descriptions:

USERID
GROUP
OWNER
PASSWORD
NEWPASSWORD1
NEWPASSWORD2
AREA
LENGTH
label

1-8 character name (padded with blanks) - must be unique in the
ESM database
1-8 character group name (padded with blanks) - must be unique in the
ESM database
1-8 character userid name (padded with blanks) which is the Owner of
the GROUP - userid used to create the GROUP
1-8 character (padded with blanks) password
1-8 character (padded with blanks) password
1-8 character (padded with blanks) password
Address of an area to receive the data
Length of the data area
name of the field which contains one of the following:
USERID,OWNER,GROUP,PASSWORD,NEWPASSWORD1,NEWPASSWORD2

FUNC=DEFINE
Define a userid to be used on ALCS using the normal password controls provided by the ESM.
Intended for use by userid administration functions. The password specified is set to NOT expired.
Required parameters:
USERID,GROUP,OWNER,PASSWORD
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Example:
FUNC=DEFINE,USERID=EBW010,OWNER=EBW020,GROUP=EBW030,PASSWORD=EBW040
Registers used:
R14,R15,R00,R01
FUNC=DELETE
Delete a userid previously defined using FUNC=DEFINE
Required parameters:
USERID,OWNER
Registers used:
R14,R00
Example:
FUNC=DELETE,USERID=EBW010,OWNER=EBW020
FUNC=VERIFY
Verify a password for a userid.
Required parameters:
USERID,PASSWORD
Example:
FUNC=VERIFY,USERID=EBW010,PASSWORD=EBW040
Registers used:
R14,R15
FUNC=ALTER
Change a password for a userid
Required parameters:
USERID,PASSWORD,NEWPASSWORD1,NEWPASSWORD2
Example:
FUNC=ALTER,USERID=EBW010,PASSWORD=EBW040,NEWPASSWORD1=EBW050,NEWPASSWORD2
=EBW060
Registers used:
R14,R15,R00,R01
FUNC=RESET
Change a password for a userid
Required parameters:
USERID,PASSWORD,NEWPASSWORD1,NEWPASSWORD2
Example:
FUNC=ALTER,USERID=EBW010,PASSWORD=EBW040,NEWPASSWORD1=EBW050,NEWPASSWORD2
=EBW060
Registers used:
R14,R15,R00,R01
FUNC=DATA
Retrieve data from the ESM database, BASE segment only
Required parameters:
USERID,AREA, LENGTH
Example:
FUNC=DATA,USERID=EBW010,AREA=CE1CR2,LENGTH=EBW080
Registers used:
R14,R15,R00,R01
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Register use
The registers used on input are listed in the function descriptions above.
On return from GSAFC, general register R15 (RDB) contains on the following return codes:

0
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32

successful
invalid userid - includes duplicate userid
invalid password
new password required (password expired)
new password invalid
not used
data truncated on DATA function
userid revoked (use FUNC=RESET to re-activate the userid)
new passwords do not match

If the value in R15 is greater than 32, this indicates an unexpected error from the ESM.
The first two bytes of R15 contain the SAF return code and the second two bytes the ESM return code.
If the ESM call is done using IRRSEQ00, a CTL-000155 dump will also be issued.
For the FUNC=DATA option, general register R14 (RDA) will contain he length of the data returned from
the ESM.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Programming notes
• This macro is designed to work with the following ESMs: RACF, CA ACF2 and CA Top Secret.
• Although the interfaces between DXCSAF and the three ESMs are very similar, differences do exist and
any user of this macro should bear this in mind.
• A user exit (USRSAF2) is provided to allow the customer to modify the parameter list passed to the ESM
for any call. Details are provided in the Installation and Customization manual.
• The FUNC=DATA option retrieves the BASE segment data from the ESM. The user exit can be used to
change the segment name or add other segments in order to retrieve data from a different segment.
• Two different interfaces are used for the ESM calls. They both support message output from the ESM.
• The address of any message output will be set in the CE1ESMOP ECB field. Any message(s) will only
be available until the next GSAFC macro. More than one message can be returned from a GSAFC macro
call.
• The format of the message(s) depends on which interface is used to communicate with the ESM. The
interface is identified by the Higher Order Bit (HOB) of the address in ECB field CE1ESMOP.
• If the HOB of CE1ESMOP is on then the messages can be examined as follows:
1. Turn off the HOB. This will be the address of the message block.
2. The first word of the block is the length of the message including the first two words.
3. The second word of the block is the address of the next message. If zero, there are no more
messages.
The code below is an example of how to access the messages:
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LT
BZ
SPACE
TMH
BNO
SPACE
NILH
MSG_TOPL DC
L
L
AHI
AHI

R02,CE1ESMOP
NO_MSG
1
R02,X'8000'
NO_MSGF1
1
R02,X'7FFF'
0H'0'
R03,0(,R02)
R04,4(,R02)
R02,8
R03,-8

Check if any message
No - skip message process
Is HOB on ?
No - must be other format
Turn off HOB
Length of message
Address of next message
Point to actual message
Subtract length of header

**** At this point R02 - address of the first character of the message
R03 - length of the message
***

Examine message
..
..
LTR
BNZ

R02,R04
MSG_TOPL

Any more messages
Yes - process next message

..
..
NO_MSGF1 DC
0H'0'
..
..

If the HOB of CE1ESMOP is not on then the messages can be examined as follows:
1. CE1ESMOP is the address of the message block
2. Bytes 0-3 of the block contain the address of the next message block
3. Bytes 9-11 of the block contain the length of the block If zero, there are no more messages
4. Bytes 12-15 contain the offset of the first byte in the block after the end of the last message in the
block
5. The format of each message is 2 byte field - length of the message, not including the length field n byte
field - message where n is the length of the message
6. The first message starts at byte 16 in the message block
A message block can contain more than one message.
The code below is an example of how to access the messages:
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LT
BZ
SPACE
TMH
BO
SPACE
******** TOP OF
SPACE
MSG_TOPBL DC
L
AR
L
AHI
SPACE
******** TOP OF
SPACE
MS_TOPML DC
LH
AHI

R02,CE1ESMOP
Check if any message
NO_MSG
No - skip message process
1
R02,X'8000'
Is HOB on ?
NO_MSGF2
Yes - must be other format
1
MESSAGE BLOCK LOOP
1
0H'0'
R03,12(,R02)
Offset of char after last message
R03,R02
Address of char after last message
R04,0(,R02)
Address of next message block
R02,16
Point to first message length field
1
MESSAGE LOOP
1
0H'0'
R05,0(,R02)
Length of message
R02,2
Point to first character of message

**** At this point R02 - address of the first character of the message
R05 - length of the message
***

Examine message
..
..
AR
R02,R05
CR
R02,R03
BL
MS_TOPML
SPACE 1
LTR
R02,R04
BNZ
MS_TOPBL
..
..
NO_MSGF2 DC
0H'0'
..
NO_MSG
DC
0H'0'

Point to length field of next message
Beyond end of last message ?
No - check next message
Check for next message block
Process next message block
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GTFCC - ALCS Trace control monitor request
Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Description
The GTFCC macro is used by the ALCS system to access the trace control monitor to perform various
low level services. Users have no access to this macro except through the special purpose parameters
provided.
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GTFCC CONV,QUERY - Check if ALCS conversational trace is active for an entry
TPF compatibility:
Do not use GTFCC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

GTFCC CONV,QUERY

Description
Use this format of the GTFCC macro in an application program that sets terminal hold. GTFCC tests if ALCS
conversational trace is active for the current entry.
If conversational trace is active, you can bypass setting terminal hold. ALCS can then process
another input message (entered by the end user with a conversational trace PROCESS subcommand)
independently of the current entry. ALCS processes this second message without tracing it.

Register use
GTFCC returns an indicator in the low-order byte of general register 15 (RDB). The indicator is one of the
EBCDIC characters:
Y
N

ALCS conversational trace is active for the entry
ALCS conversational trace is not active for the entry.

GTFCC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use GTFCC to check that ALCS conversational trace is active
before setting terminal hold for an entry. You could use this test at the start of editing an input message.
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EDIT10

EDIT20

DC
GTFCC
CLM
BE
SPACE
COMCC

SPACE
LTR
BZ
SPACE
C
BNE
SPACE
DEFRC
B
SPACE
DC

0H'0'
CONV,QUERY
R15,B'0001',=C'Y'
EDIT20
1
CRI=EBROUT,
FIELD=REC1AAA,
DATA=(B,1),
LOCK=YES
1
R15,R15
EDIT10
1
RDB,=F'4'
BADCC
1
,
EDIT10
1
0H'0'

CHECK IF TRACE ACTIVE
IS TRACE ACTIVE FOR ENTRY
YES - BYPASS TERMINAL HOLD
SET TERMINAL HOLD

X
X
X

CHECK THE RETURN CODE
BRANCH IF OK
WAS IT LOCK NOT OBTAINED
NO - BRANCH IF SOME OTHER ERROR
WAIT FOR A MOMENT
GO TRY AGAIN

End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Related information
ALCS Operation and Maintenance - ALCS conversational trace PROCESS subcommand.
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GTFCC CONV,MODIFY - Special interface to ALCS trace
Product-sensitive Programming Interface

TPF compatibility:
Do not use GTFCC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

GTFCC CONV,MODIFY

Description
Use this format of the GTFCC macro in applications that handle terminal traffic from communication links
(for example, LU6.1 links) but do not use ALCS message router facilities.
These applications typically include a receiver component which handles input from the link, and a sender
component which transmits responses across the link.
The receiver component determines the CRI of the originating (OSYS) terminal, saves this originating CRI
in the EBROUT field in the ECB, and passes the input message (usually in IMSG format) to the rest of the
application.
After it changes the originator CRI in EBROUT, the receiver component can use GTFCC to inform ALCS
that the entry originated from the terminal CRI in EBROUT, instead of from the link CRI. This allows
you to specify the terminal CRI in the T= parameter of the ZTRAC command (see ALCS Operation and
Maintenance).
To reset the entry originator, the receiver component must:
1. Store the new originator CRI in EBROUT. The new CRI must be defined as an OSYS terminal on the
other system that the originating link connects.
If the ECB was created by the system (for example, when an MQSeries trigger message is received), or
if the ECB has Prime CRAS authority (from a command), GTFCC does not check for any originating link.
In these cases, the new CRI must be defined as an OSYS terminal on any other system.
2. Load the EBCDIC character 'E' (X'C5') into the low-order byte of general register 0 (RAC). You can use
the symbol GTFCCE for the EBCDIC character 'E'.
3. Issue GTFCC CONV,MODIFY.
The sender component transmits the terminal response message across the communication link. After it
transmits the response, the sender component can use GTFCC to inform ALCS trace that the entry is no
longer waiting for a response. To do this, the sender component must:
1. Send the response message across the link.
2. Load the EBCDIC character 'S' (X'E2') into the low-order byte of general register 0 (RAC). You can use
the symbol GTFCCS for the EBCDIC character 'S'.
3. Issue GTFCC CONV,MODIFY
Note: You may also wish to consider using the trace exit program ATR9 (remote terminal trace response
program).
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Register use
GTFCC sets general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB) to binary zeros. It does not corrupt any other
registers.

Loss of control
GTFCC does not cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
The following example shows how an application that receives terminal input from a communication link
can reset the entry originator to the CRI of a remote terminal.
MVC
EBROUT,...
LA
R00,GTFCCE
GTFCC CONV,MODIFY

RESET EBROUT
LOAD ORIGIN RESET CODE
RESET ENTRY ORIGIN

The following example shows how an application that sends a terminal response over a communication
link can inform ALCS trace that the terminal is no longer expecting a response.
ROUTC ...
LA
R00,GTFCCS
GTFCC CONV,MODIFY

TRANSMIT RESPONSE
LOAD RESPONSE SENT CODE
INDICATE RESPONSE SENT

Related information
ALCS Operation and Maintenance - Using the ALCS trace facility.
ALCS Installation and Customization - Installation-wide ECB-controlled exits.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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GTFCC MSG,TRACE - ALCS online message trace: Trace a message
Product-sensitive Programming Interface

TPF compatibility:
Do not use GTFCC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
label]

GTFCC MSG,TRACE

,DATA={field|(reg)}
,LENGTH={field|(reg)}
,{CRI={field|(reg)}|,CRN={field|(reg)}}
,IND={field|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
DATA={field|(reg)}
The address of the message text to be traced. Specify one of:
field
Assembler label of the field containing message text to be traced.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the message text to be traced. Use register 0 (RAC) through 7
(RGF).
LENGTH={field|(reg)}
The address of a 4-byte field containing the size of the message text to be traced. Specify one of:
field
Assembler label of the 4-bytes field.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-bytes field. Use register 0 (RAC) through 7 (RGF).
CRI={field|(reg)}
Communication resource identifier (CRI) of the message to be traced. Specify one of:
field
Assembler label of a 3-byte field that contains the CRI.
(reg)
Register containing the address of a 3-byte field that contains the CRI. Use general register 0
(RAC) through 7 (RGF).
CRN={field|(reg)}
Communication resource name (CRN) of the message to be traced. Specify one of:
field
Assembler label of a 8-byte field that contains the CRN.
(reg)
Register containing the address of an 8-byte field that contains the CRN. Use general register 0
(RAC) through 7 (RGF).
IND={field|(reg)}
The address of a 4-byte field. This field is for use by the user. It can contain any non-zero binary
information, while the top bit must be on (1) if this an input message to ALCS. The top bit is off (0) if
this is an output message from ALCS.
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The installation-wide ECB controlled exit programs AMG1 and AMG2 (see the ALCS Installation and
Customization for details) are entered conditionally before a traced message is displayed. This allows
the user:
• In the case of AMG1 - to modify the line of the message containing the TOD clock, CRN, size, and
direction indicator, or
• In the case of AMG2 - to format a line containing data before rhe message is displayed or
alternatively to request not to use the message.
Specify one of:
field
Assembler label of the 4-bytes indicator, or
(reg)
A register containing the address of the 4-byte indicator. Use general register 0 (RAC) through 7
(RGF).

Description
Use this format of the GTFCC macro to allow an ECB-controlled program to trace a message.

Register use
GTFCC MSG,TRACE uses general registers 14 and 15 (RDA and RDB). GTFCC MSG,TRACE does not
corrupt any other registers.
On return from GTFCC MSG,TRACE general register 15 (RDB) contains one of the following return codes:
0

Successful execution

4

Specified resource does not exist

Loss of control
GTFCC MSG,TRACE does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how an application can use GTFCC MSG,TRACE.

*

GTFCC MSG,TRACE,CRI=EBROUT,DATA=(R02),LENGTH=(R03),IND=EBW004
LTR
BNZ

R15,R15
ERROR

Related information
ALCS Operation and Maintenance - Online message trace
ALCS Installation and Customization - UMSGT1 and UMSGT2 callable services
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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GTIMC - Get time and date
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS; use TIMEC instead.

Format
[label]

GTIMC ,

label
Any valid assembler label.
GTIMC has no parameters.

Description
You can use the GTIMC macro to get the time or the date, or both.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. However, if you do, note that GTIMC has the
same effect as:
TIMEC DISPLAY,TIME,FORMAT=(24,JULIAN),ZONE=(LOCAL,ALCS)

Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The GTIMC macro has a request type of TIMEC. In traces and dumps, TIMEC is shown as the macro name
instead of GTIMC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
GTIMC returns the address of the time in general register 14 (RDA). It does not corrupt any other
registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“TIMEC - Get ALCS time and date” on page 448.
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HASHC - Hashing
TPF compatibility:
The ALCS HASHC macro is designed to produce the same results as the TPF HASHC macro. This allows
both programs and data to be migrated from TPF without modification. Note that some TPF users modify
HASHC (for example, to allow more than seven bytes of character data). Programs or data, or both, may
need modification if they are migrated from a TPF system with a user-modified HASHC macro.

Format
[label]

HASHC {H|C|D}

label
Any valid assembler label.
{H|C|D}
Indicates the type of data (search argument) to be processed by HASHC. General register 15 (RDB)
contains the address of the data. General register 14 (RDA) contains the length. Specify one of:
H

C

Hexadecimal data. The length in general register 14 is the number of hexadecimal digits (halfbytes). The maximum length is 16 (8 bytes).
Character data. The length in general register 14 is the number of characters (bytes). The
maximum length is 7 (7 bytes).
Note: Character data must be in the ECB or an attached storage block. On return from HASHC,
character data is corrupted.

D

Packed decimal data. The length in general register 14 is the number of decimal digits (halfbytes). The maximum length is 25 (a 13-byte packed decimal number with the sign in the
rightmost half-byte). The sign is not processed by HASHC.

Description
Use the HASHC macro in routines which hash a search argument to determine the location of data (for
example, records or table entries). HASHC can improve the efficiency of these routines by reducing the
number of synonyms generated.
Hashing routines compute the location of a data item (record, table entry, or similar) by arithmetic
manipulation of a search argument.
For example, a fixed-file record type might contain information about people. If the search argument is
the person's name, a hashing routine could compute the fixed-file record number for a particular person
by treating the person's name (in EBCDIC) as a (large) binary number. Dividing this number by the number
of fixed-file records gives a quotient and a remainder. The remainder is in the range zero through one less
than the number of records. You can use this remainder as the fixed-file record ordinal number.
A "perfect" routine would generate a different (unique) result for every possible search argument (in this
example, a unique ordinal number for each person's name).
However, practical hashing routines usually generate synonyms. That is, there are different search
arguments which give the same result. Hashing routines deal with synonyms in a number of ways. One
way is to chain pool records from the fixed-file records. If several names hash to the same ordinal, the
program searches through records chained from that fixed-file record until it finds the required name.
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Synonyms generally reduce the efficiency of hashing routines. (With no synonyms, the hash routine can
retrieve the required data with no searching.) HASHC is designed to reduce the number of synonyms
generated by hashing routines.
To use it, first pass the search argument to HASHC. HASHC returns (in general register 15) an unsigned
binary number derived from the search argument. Divide this number by the maximum required result (for
example, the number of fixed-file records or the number of table entries) and use the remainder as the
result.

Register use
HASHC returns the "hashed" value in general register 15 (RDB).
If HASHC detects an error in the search argument (for example, the data does not correspond with the
type of data specified (C or D), HASHC returns binary zeros in general register 15 (RDB). HASHC does not
corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use HASHC with hexadecimal data, character data, and
packed decimal data.

FIELD1
FIELD2
FIELD3

LA
R14,16
LA
R15,FIELD1
HASHC H

LENGTH IN HEX DIGITS
POINT TO DATA
PROCESS HEX DATA

LA
MVC
LA
HASHC

R14,7
EBX000(7),FIELD2
R15,EBX000
C

LENGTH IN BYTES
MOVE TO ECB (TRANSLATION PERFORMED)
POINT TO DATA
PROCESS CHARACTER DATA

LA
LA
HASHC
⋮
DC
DC
DC

R14,25
R15,FIELD3
D

LENGTH IN BYTES EXCLUDING SIGN
POINT TO DATA
PROCESS DECIMAL DATA

X'0123456789ABCDEF'
C'ABCDEFG'
X'1234567890123456789012345'

16 HEX DIGITS
7 CHARACTERS
25 DECIMAL DIGITS

Related information
None.
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HELPC - Provide user help information
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
This macro is described in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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HLDTC - Test if file address is held
Format
[label]

HLDTC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}},
{INHOLD=address1[,NOHOLD=address2]|
NOHOLD=address2[,INHOLD=address1]}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

HLDTC {Dn|(reg1)},
{INHOLD=address1[,NOHOLD=address2]|
NOHOLD=address2[,INHOLD=address1]}

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level containing the file address, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB containing the file address, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
INHOLD=address1
Label to which HLDTC branches if the file address is held by this ECB.
NOHOLD=address2
Label to which HLDTC branches if the file address is not held by this ECB.

Description
Use this macro to check if the file address is held by this entry. If the file address is held by this entry,
HLDTC branches to the address specified by INHOLD, if present.
If the file address is not held by this entry, HLDTC branches to the address specified by NOHOLD, if
present.
You must specify at least one of INHOLD or NOHOLD.
No error checking is performed. If the file address is invalid, the NOHOLD branch is taken (or the INHOLD
branch is not taken).

Register use
When you use register notation, HLDTC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
HLDTC does not corrupt any other registers.
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Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following program shows different uses of HLDTC.

HLDT

REL
ERR1
ERR2
ERR3
ERR4
ERR5
ERR6
ERR7

BEGIN
PRINT
HLDTC
LA
LA
LA
ENTRC
LTR
BZ
HLDTC
FINWC
HLDTC
RELCC
FIWHC
HLDTC
EQU
UNFRC
EXITC
SERRC
SERRC
SERRC
SERRC
SERRC
SERRC
SERRC
FINIS
END

NAME=HLDT
GEN
D7,INHOLD=ERR1
SHOULD NOT BRANCH
R00,28
LOAD ORDINAL NUMBER
R06,#CPRCR
LOAD RECORD TYPE
R07,CE1FA7
ADDRESS DATA LEVEL
FACE
AND CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS
R00,R00
FILE ADDRESS OK
ERR2
BRANCH IF NOT
D7,INHOLD=ERR3
SHOULD NOT BRANCH
D7,ERR4
GET THE RECORD
D7,INHOLD=ERR5
SHOULD NOT BRANCH
D7
RELEASE THE BLOCK
D7,ERR6
NOW HOLD IT
D7,NOHOLD=ERR7,INHOLD=REL
*
SHOULD COME HERE
D7
UNHOLD THE RECORD
,
E,EE0001
F/A = 0
E,EE0002
FACE ERROR
E,EE0003
F/A OK - RECORD NOT READ
E,EE0004
FIND ERROR
E,EE0005
RECORD READ WITHOUT HOLD
E,EE0006
FIWHC ERROR
E,EE0007
RECORD IS NOT HELD
,
,

Related information
“FINHC - Read a DASD record and hold the file address” on page 228.
“FIWHC - Read a DASD record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240.
“UNFRC - Unhold a file address” on page 522.
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ICELOG - High-level language support epilog
Format
[label]

ICELOG [LIBRARY={YES|NO}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LIBRARY={YES|NO}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the ICELOG macro in any assembler language program that is to be used as a high-level language
function or subroutine.
ICPLOG and ICELOG allow you to make use of the ALCS application programming interface in high-level
language programs.
You can have several ICELOG macroinstructions in the same program but you are recommended to have
only one. (Only one ICPLOG macroinstruction is allowed in a program.)
In a statically-linked routine (assembled with SYSPARM(DXCLIBC)), ICELOG restores the general registers
saved by a preceding ICPLOG macroinstruction and returns to the calling program.
In a dynamically-linked routine (assembled without SYSPARM(DXCLIBC)), ICELOG generates a BACKC
macroinstruction. It does not restore any registers.

Register use
When you call ICELOG, ensure that the contents of general register 7 (RGF) are the same as those set by
the ICPLOG macro.
When you call ICELOG, general register 6 (RGE) can optionally contain a return code.
In a statically-linked routine (assembled with SYSPARM(DXCLIBC)), ICELOG loads general register 15
(RDB) with the contents of general register 6 (RGE), then it restores general registers saved by ICPLOG
(general registers 14 (RDA), 1 through 6 (RG1 through RGE)). It does not corrupt any other registers.
In a dynamically-linked routine (assembled without SYSPARM(DXCLIBC)), ICELOG does not corrupt any
registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
See the Examples in “ICPLOG - High-level language support prolog” on page 303.

Related information
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
“ICPLOG - High-level language support prolog” on page 303.
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ICPLOG - High-level language support prolog
Compatibility:
The ALCS version of ICPLOG has limited compatibility with TPF but does not replicate all TPF-specific
features. In particular, you may need to recode TPF programs that access the TPF C stack frames for
ALCS.

Format
[label]

ICPLOG [PRINT={NOGEN|GEN}]
[,HIGHREG=reg]
[,FRAMESIZE={NO|0|n}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
PRINT={NOGEN|GEN}
PRINT=GEN specifies that you do not want the macro to be expanded in the assembly listing.
PRINT=NOGEN specifies no expansion at assembly.
HIGHREG=reg
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.
FRAMESIZE={NO|0|n}
Framesize is an area of n bytes of storage which you can obtain from the C stack. You can use
the FRAMESIZE= parameter when you need some temporary storage and cannot use the ECB or an
attached storage block.
FRAMESIZE= is only effective when you specify SYSPARM(DXCLIBC) during compilation (see
Statically-linked routines). ICPLOG does not initialize the storage and it is freed when ICELOG is
executed. You cannot use this storage to pass data back to the calling program.
You must add definitions for the storage allocated by FRAMESIZE= to the AUTOSTOR DSECT provided
by ICPLOG. See Statically-linked routine on page “#unique_68/unique_68_Connect_42_SPTSLRN”
on page 305 for an example of the use of the FRAMESIZE= parameter.

Description
Use the ICPLOG macro in any assembler language program that is to be used as a high-level language
function or subroutine.
ICPLOG and ICELOG allow you to make use of the ALCS application programming interface in high-level
language programs.
You can have only one ICPLOG macroinstruction in a program. Code it immediately after the BEGIN
macroinstruction.
You can use two different types of program linkage, depending on whether your application design
requires statically-linked routines, or dynamically-linked callable services.
Statically-linked routines
Statically-linked routines are assembler language routines that you call as high-level language functions
or subroutines. You identify each statically-linked routine by coding a 1- to 8-character name in the
BEGIN macro (see “BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34). In C language programs you can
use a #pragma map directive to map this routine name to a more easily understandable function name.
You must specify SYSPARM(DXCLIBC) as an execution-time parameter for the assembler.
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Assembly creates a program module assembled with a standard MVS subroutine call linkage and a prolog
that conforms to LE requirements. This establishes the ALCS assembler application environment.
You must link the assembled routine with your HLL program using the z/OS Language Environment®
Prelinker, as described in ALCS Application Programming Guide.
See Statically-linked routine on page “#unique_68/unique_68_Connect_42_SPTSLRN” on page 305 for
an example of a statically-linked routine.
TPF compatibility:
Statically-linked routines are not available in TPF. Do not use them in programs that must be compatible
with TPF.
Dynamically-linked callable services
Dynamically-linked callable services are assembler programs that you call using the ALCS ENTRC macro.
You assemble them as normal ALCS ECB-controlled programs.
You identify each callable service by coding a 4-character name in the BEGIN macro of the program
(see “BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34). The assembled program is linked into a load
module and loaded onto ALCS, but the calling program can be in the same, or in any other, load module.
Do not specify SYSPARM(DXCLIBC) as an execution time parameter for the assembly process. In this
case, ICPLOG does not generate any executable code and ignores any FRAMESIZE= parameter. ICELOG
generates a BACKC macro.
To use the callable service in a high-level language program, you code a statically-linked stub routine,
assembled with SYSPARM(DXCLIBC), which uses the ENTRC service to call the program.
Advantages of dynamically-linked callable services over statically-linked routines are:
• Statically-linked routines are only available to high-level language programs in the load module in which
it is linked. If the routine is changed the programs need to be relinked.
• Any application program written in assembler can call a callable service directly by using ENTRC. For
example:
ENTRC HASH

See Dynamically-linked callable service on page “#unique_68/unique_68_Connect_42_SPTDLCS” on
page 306 for an example of a dynamically-linked callable service.
TPF compatibility:
In ALCS, when you write dynamically-linked callable services you can omit the ICPLOG and ICELOG
macros. However if your program must be compatible with TPF you must code the ICPLOG and ICELOG
macros, as shown in the example.

Register use
ICPLOG uses general register 6 (RGE) to point to a parameter list in OS format. See Language
Environment Programming Reference - indirect passing of arguments to and from routines. The assembler
routine or program must not use general register 7 (RGF), or must restore it to its state immediately after
ICPLOG, before calling ICELOG. The assembler routine or program can optionally load a return code into
general register 6 (RGE) before calling ICELOG.
The program can use general register 0 (RAC) through 6 (RGE), general register 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB)
between ICPLOG and ICELOG.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.
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Examples
Two examples are shown. Both show how you could use high-level language programs to make use of the
ALCS HASHC service. (The HASHC macro does not have a corresponding C language function supplied as
part of ALCS, this example shows how you could implement this if needed.)
Statically-linked routine
Figure 9 on page 305 shows a routine, HASHCHRS, which could be used by a high-level language
program to call the ALCS HASHC service. This routine is assembled using the static linkage option:
SYSPARM(DXCLIBC). The assembled routine must be linked into the same load module as the high-level
language program that uses it.
This example also shows the use of the FRAMESIZE= parameter.
*====================================================================*
* HASHCHRC -- Routine to call the HASHC macro
*
*====================================================================*
*
*
*
Must be assembled with 'SYSPARM(DXCLIBC)'
*
*
*
* Usage:
*
*
#pragma map(hash_char_c,"HASHCHRC")
*
*
#pragma linkage(hash_char_c,OS)
*
*
int * hash_char_c(char * data);
*
*
*
*
int hash;
*
*
*
*
hash = hash_char_c("ABCDEFG");
*
*
*
* Purpose:
*
*
Hash 7 bytes of character data.
*
*
*
*
This is an example of how the FRAMESIZE parameter is used *
*
on ICPLOG. This routine uses the HASHC macro to hash 7
*
*
bytes of data passed as a parameter and returns the result *
*
to the calling program. As the HASHC macro service
*
*
corrupts the data being hashed this routine needs an
*
*
area where a copy of the data can be stored for HASHC.
*
*
*
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
parameter
usage
*
*
----------------------------------------------------- *
*
1
0(R06)
pointer to 7 characters of data to be hashed
*
*
*
*====================================================================*
BEGIN NAME=HASHCHRC
SPACE 1
ICPLOG FRAMESIZE=16
PROLOG WITH REQUEST FOR STORAGE
SPACE 1
ST
R06,SAVEPARM
SAVE THE PARAMETER POINTER
L
R01,0(,R06)
POINTER TO THE TEXT TO HASH
MVC
FIELD,0(R01)
MOVE CHARACTER DATA TO WORK AREA
LA
R14,7
LENGTH TO HASH
LA
R15,FIELD
ADDRESS OF DATA TO HASH
SPACE 1
HASHC C
HASH THE DATA
SPACE 1
LR
R06,R15
RETURN RESULT OF HASHC
ICELOG ,
RETURN TO CALLER
LTORG ,
SPACE 1
******** ADD DEFINITIONS FOR STACK STORAGE TO THE AUTOSTOR DSECT
SPACE 1
AUTOSTOR DSECT ,
SAVEPARM DC
F'0'
SAVE AREA FOR PARAMETER POINTER
FIELD
DC
CL7' '
FIELD FOR DATA TO HASH
SPARE
DC
CL5' '
SPARE
RSECT ,
FINIS ,
END
,

Figure 9. A statically-linked assembler routine to call the HASHC macro
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Dynamically-linked callable service
Figure 10 on page 306 shows a dynamically-linked callable service, HASH. This program uses the ALCS
HASHC macro to produce a hash total from a 16-hexadecimal digit string.
The callable service is assembled without the SYSPARM(DXCLIBC) option.
*====================================================================*
* HASH
-- Dynamically linked program using HASHC
*
*====================================================================*
*
*
*
Assemble WITHOUT 'SYSPARM(DXCLIBC)' and link as a normal
*
*
ALCS program.
*
*
*
* Usage:
*
*
ENTRC HASH
*
*
*
* Purpose:
*
*
Hash 16 bytes of hexadecimal data.
*
*
*
*
This program is called dynamically by the HASHCHRH routine *
*
*
*
NOTE: if required, this program can be made into a
*
*
statically-linked routine by assembling with
*
*
'SYSPARM(DXCLIBC)'.
*
*
*
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
parameter
usage
*
*
----------------------------------------------------- *
*
1
0(R06)
pointer to 16 hex digits of data to be hashed *
*
*
*====================================================================*
BEGIN NAME=HASH
SPACE 1
ICPLOG ,
SPACE 1
L
R15,0(,R06)
GET POINTER TO TEXT TO HASH
LA
R14,16
LENGTH TO HASH
SPACE 1
HASHC H
HASH THE DATA
SPACE 1
LR
R06,R15
RETURN RESULT OF HASHC
ICELOG ,
RETURN TO CALLER
LTORG ,
SPACE 1
FINIS ,
END
,

Figure 10. Dynamically-linked callable service to call HASHC
This callable service is designed to be called from a high-level language program. In order to do this, it
requires a statically-linked stub routine, coded in assembler, which the high-level language can call.
Figure 11 on page 307 shows a statically-linked assembler routine which you could use to create a C
function, or COBOL subroutine, HASHCHRH.
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*====================================================================*
* HASHCHRH -- Stub routine to dynamically call the HASH program
*
*====================================================================*
*
*
*
Must be assembled with 'SYSPARM(DXCLIBC)'
*
*
*
* Usage:
*
*
#pragma map(hash_char_h,"HASHCHRH")
*
*
#pragma linkage(hash_char_h,OS)
*
*
int * hash_char_h(char * data);
*
*
*
*
int hash;
*
*
*
*
hash = hash_char_h("0123456789ABCDEF");
*
*
*
* Purpose:
*
*
Hash 16 bytes of hexadecimal data.
*
*
*
*
This is an example of a statically linked stub routine
*
*
used to execute a callable service using dynamic linkage. *
*
*
*
*
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
parameter
usage
*
*
----------------------------------------------------- *
*
1
0(R06)
pointer to 16 hex digits of data to be hashed *
*
*
*====================================================================*
BEGIN NAME=HASHCHRH
SPACE 1
ICPLOG ,
SPACE 1
ENTRC HASH
HASH THE DATA
SPACE 1
ICELOG ,
RETURN TO CALLER
LTORG ,
SPACE 1
RSECT ,
FINIS ,
END
,

Figure 11. Stub routine to provide a high-level language interface to the HASH callable service

Related information
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
“ICELOG - High-level language support epilog” on page 302.
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IDECB - Data event control block DSECT
Format
[label]

IDECB REG=reg

label
Any valid assembler label.
REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.

Description
Use the IDECB DSECT macro to reference fields in the DECB. Application programs which reference
DECBs must call this DSECT.
The ALCS Application Programming Guide describes fields in the DECB.

Register use
Not applicable. IDECB does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. IDECB does not generate executable instructions.

Example
No example provided. IDECB is a DSECT macro.

Related information
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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IFAC8 - FAC8C parameter block DSECT
Format
[label]

IFAC8 REG=reg

label
Any valid assembler label.
REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.

Description
Use the IFAC8 DSECT macro when calling the FAC8C macro to reference input and output fields in the
parameter block.
The IFAC8 DSECT provides the following symbols:
IFACORD
double word (8-byte) ordinal number requested.
IFACREC
8-byte symbolic record type.
IFACRNB
halfword numeric record type.
IFACTYP
1-byte call type indicator.
IFACADR
8-byte file address.
IFACMAX
double word (8-byte) maximum ordinal number for this record type.
IFACRET
1-byte call return code.
IFACTYP must be one of the following values:
IFACFCS
record type provided is symbolic.
IFACFCE
record type provided is a value.
IFACRET is set to one of the following values:
IFACNRM
the file address was successfully created.
IFACETYP
the file type provided was in error.
IFACEORD
the file ordinal provided was in error.

Register use
Not applicable. IFAC8 does not generate executable code.
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Loss of control
Not applicable. IFAC8 does not generate executable code.

Example
No example provided. IFAC8 is a DSECT macro.

Related information
“FAC8C - Compute an online 8-byte file address” on page 209.
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INDEX - Specify a reference record for Recoup
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
This macro is described in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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ISTD8 - TPF standard record header for 8-byte file addresses
DSECT
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro for compatibility only. It is used in TPFDF for compatibility with TPF. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
ISTD8 REG=reg

REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.

Description
Use the ISTD8 DSECT macro to reference the TPF standard record header for 8-byte file addresses.
The ISTD8 DSECT provides the following symbols:
ISTD8_BID
Record identifier (2 bytes).
ISTD8_CHK
Record code check (1 byte).
ISTD8_CTL
Record control byte (1 byte).
ISTD8_PGM
Last update program name (4 bytes).
ISTD8_USER
Reserved for TPFDF or users of non-TPFDF databases (4 bytes).
ISTD8_IBM
Reserved for TPFDF (4 bytes).
ISTD8_FCH
Forward chain record address (8 bytes).
ISTD8_BCH
Backward chain record address (8 bytes).

Register use
Not applicable. ISTD8 does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. ISTD8 does not generate executable instructions.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.
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Related information
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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KEYCC - Change PSW protect key
TPF compatibility:
Use KEYCC in programs that must be compatible with TPF. Also use KEYCC when global area protection is
specified in the ALCS system (when global areas 1 and 3 have a different protect key from entry storage).

Format
[label]

KEYCC [GLOBAL1|GLOBAL2|GLOBAL3]

label
Any valid assembler label.
GLOBAL1|GLOBAL2|GLOBAL3
Access protected global (GLOBAL1 or GLOBAL3) or unprotected global (GLOBAL2).

Description
If global area protection is specified in the ALCS system, KEYCC changes the protect key from entry key to
global key to allow an application program to modify the protected application global area.
If global area protection is not specified, you do not need to use this macro, but if you do, it will have no
effect (it will, though, appear in a macro trace).

Register use
KEYCC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
See Example for KEYUC in “KEYUC - Write a keypointable global record” on page 316.

Related information
“KEYRC - Restore PSW protect key” on page 315.
“KEYUC - Write a keypointable global record” on page 316.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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KEYRC - Restore PSW protect key
TPF compatibility:
Use KEYRC in programs that must be compatible with TPF. Also use KEYRC when global area protection is
specified in the ALCS system (when global areas 1 and 3 have a different protect key from entry storage).

Format
[label]

KEYRC ,

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
If global area protection is specified in the ALCS system, KEYRC restores the protect key (it changes it
back to entry key from global key). Use KEYRC when the preceding GLMOD or KEYCC macro specified
GLOBAL1 or GLOBAL3 (when GLOBAL2 is specified, a KEYRC macro is not required).
If global area protection is not specified, you do not need to use KEYRC, but if you do, it will have no effect
(it will, though, appear in a macro trace).

Register use
KEYRC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
See Example for KEYUC in “KEYUC - Write a keypointable global record” on page 316.

Related information
“KEYCC - Change PSW protect key” on page 314.
“KEYUC - Write a keypointable global record” on page 316.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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KEYUC - Write a keypointable global record
Format
[label]

KEYUC global,...[,IS=istream_number]

label
Any valid assembler label.
global,...
Symbol (from the GLnBA DSECT) for the global area directory entry. There can be any number of
symbols on one KEYUC macro.
IS=istream_number
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the KEYUC macro to write keypointable records from the application global area to the database.
Use KEYUC after updating keypointable records in storage.

Register use
KEYUC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could update fields in global area 1, in a directly-addressable
record that follows directory zero (GL0BA). The GL0BA directory entry that contains the storage address
and file address of the record is @GBLCC. After the update, it uses KEYUC to keypoint the record.
The example uses KEYCC and KEYRC to ensure compatibility with TPF protected global support.
GLOBZ
KEYCC
MVC
ST
KEYRC
KEYUC
DROP

REGR=R03
GLOBAL1
@FIELD1,EBW000
R07,@FIELD2
,
@GBLCC
R03

ADDRESS GL0BA AND ADJACENT RECORDS
ACCESS PROTECTED GLOBAL
UPDATE A FIELD IN @GBLCC
UPDATE ANOTHER FIELD IN @GBLCC
RESTORE KEY
AND KEYPOINT
DROP GLOBAL BASE

Related information
“GLOBZ - Access a global area” on page 277.
“KEYCC - Change PSW protect key” on page 314.
“KEYRC - Restore PSW protect key” on page 315.
“SYNCC - Serialize access to global area fields” on page 421.
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LEVTA - Test a storage level
Format
[label]

LEVTA {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}
,{INUSE=label1|NOTUSED=label2|INUSE=label1,NOTUSED=label2}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

LEVTA {LEVEL=n|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}
,{INUSE=label1|NOTUSED=label2|INUSE=label1,NOTUSED=label2}

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to be tested, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register that contains the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA) or 1 through
7 (RG1 through RGF).
LEVEL=n
ECB level number: 0, 1, and so on up to F for level 15.
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to be tested, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 1 through 7 (RG1
through RGF).
INUSE=label1
Label to which levta branches if there is an attached block.
NOTUSED=label2
Label to which levta branches if there is no attached block.

Description
Use the levta macro to test whether an ECB or DECB storage level has an attached block. Do not code an
assembler routine to do this.

Register use
When you use register notation, levta uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
levta does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.
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Example
The following example shows how you could use levta to check whether there is a storage block
attached at ECB level 3 (D3). If there is a storage block attached at ECB level 3, levta branches to label
NAME:
LEVTA LEVEL=3,
INUSE=NAME

NAME

.
.
.
EQU

TEST LEVEL 3
AND BRANCH IF BLOCK
ATTACHED

X
X

*

Related information
“GETCC - Get a storage block” on page 262.
“RELCC - Release a storage block” on page 367.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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LISTC - Generate a storage list for snapc or SERRC
Format
[label]

LISTC NAME=area_name,TAG=area_address
[,LEN=area_length]
[,INDIR={NO|YES}]

or:
[label]

LISTC END

or formats for TPF compatibility:
[label]

LISTC LEVEL=Dn

[,NAME=area_name]

or:
[label]

LISTC DECB={decb_address|(reg)}
[,NAME=area_name]

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME=area_name
Name of the area, 8 alphanumeric characters. You can omit trailing space (blank) characters. This
name appears in the dump listing identifying the contents of the dumped storage area.
TAG=area_address
Address of the area to be included in the snapc or SERRC dump, an S-type symbol or expression. If
INDIR=YES, then this is the address of a 4-byte field containing the address of the area.
LEN=area_length
Length (in bytes) of the area to be included in the snapc or SERRC dump. The total length must be
less than or equal to 32KB.
When you omit this parameter, LISTC uses the implied length of the TAG= parameter operand.
If you set the length to zero, ALCS processes this LISTC macroinstruction as a LISTC END.
INDIR={NO|YES}
TAG specifies the following, according to the value of INDIR= parameter:
NO

TAG specifies the address of the area

YES
TAG specifies the address of the 4-byte field containing the address of the area.
LEVEL=Dn
ECB storage level, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

Provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS always includes any attached storage blocks in the snapc or
SERRC dump.
DECB={decb_address|(reg)}
DECB storage level, where:
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decb_address
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
reg

Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).

Provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS always includes any attached storage blocks in the snapc or
SERRC dump.
END
This LISTC macroinstruction delimits (indicates the end) of the snapc or SERRC storage list.

Description
Use a sequence of consecutive LISTC macroinstructions to generate a list of user storage areas that you
can later dump using a snapc or SERRC macroinstruction. Any snapc or SERRC macroinstruction which
references this list will dump the specified areas.
You can code any number of LISTC NAME macroinstructions to define a number of areas. You must
terminate the list of areas using a LISTC END macroinstruction.

Register use
Not applicable. LISTC does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. LISTC does not generate executable instructions.

Example
The following example shows how you could use LISTC to dump specified data areas with snapc.

*
MSGSNIL
MSGSN1
*
MYINFO

...
SNAPC R,FF0006,MSG=MSGSN1L,LIST=MYINFO
...
DC
DC

AL1(L'MSGSN1)
C'**ERROR DUMP FROM SNAPC**'

LISTC NAME=MYDATA01,TAG=EBROUT
LISTC NAME=WORKAREA,TAG=EBW000,LEN=100
LISTC END

Related information
“SERRC - Request an error dump” on page 396.
“SNAPC - Request an error dump” on page 407.
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LMONC - Set PSW problem state
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility with TPF. It occurs in some existing application programs
originally developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

LMONC ,

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
In TPF, LMONC restores the normal PSW protect key and problem state following a MONTC. Under ALCS,
LMONC has no effect. It does not appear in a macro trace.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
LMONC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“MONTC - Set PSW supervisor state” on page 343.
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LODIC - Get system load information
Format
[label] LODIC {ECBCREATE|CHECK|SUSPEND|UNMARK}
[,ENTRIES={1|nn|(reg)}]
[,AVAIL=label1]
[,CLASS=value]
[,HOLD=value]
[,IGNORE=value]
[,CHECKONLY=value]
[,USRPRM=reg]

or
[label] LODIC DACV

or
[label] LODIC CONDITIONALDEFER

label
Any valid assembler label.
ECBCREATE
Return (in general register 14 (RDA)) the number of additional entries that ALCS can accept without
performance degradation. Flag the ECB as a maintenance ECB.
CHECK
As ECBCREATE but do not flag the ECB as a maintenance ECB.
SUSPEND
Cause the ECB to lose control if no additional entries can be accepted without performance
degradation. Control is returned when one or more entries can be accepted. Flag the ECB as a
maintenance ECB.
UNMARK
Reset the flag that marks the ECB as a maintenance ECB.
ENTRIES ={1|nn|(reg)}
The number of entries that the application program is already using, where:
nn

Number of entries.

(reg)
A register that contains the number of entries. Use general register 14 (RDA), 15 (RDB), or 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF).
AVAIL=label1
Return control to this location when one or more entries can be accepted. Without this parameter,
control is always returned to the next sequential instruction.
CLASS=value
This parameter is included for TPF compatibility but has no effect on the macro function.
HOLD=value
This parameter is included for TPF compatibility but has no effect on the macro function.
IGNORE=value
This parameter is included for TPF compatibility but has no effect on the macro function.
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CHECKONLY=value
This parameter is included for TPF compatibility but has no effect on the macro function.
USRPRM=reg
This parameter is included for TPF compatibility but has no effect on the macro function.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
TPF compatibility:
Do not use LODIC DACV in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
DACV
Return in general register 14 (RDA) the address of the Activity Control Variables.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
TPF compatibility:
Do not use LODIC CONDITIONALDEFER in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
CONDITIONALDEFER
Force the entry to lose control if and only if the entry needs to lose control to avoid locking out other
entries. For more information, see "Description".
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Description
Use the LODIC macro to extract system load information before creating multiple entries.
Applications can use create-type macros (CREMC or CREDC) to create new entries. Under high load
conditions (that is, when there is already a large number of entries), ALCS suspends the processing of an
entry which issues a create-type macro. The entry is allowed to proceed (that is, to create a new entry)
only when the load reduces. The system programmer specifies the precise load conditions that cause
ALCS to suspend the processing of an entry issuing a create-type macro. The load conditions are specified
as activity control variables.
Usually, the activity control variables are set to allow an existing entry to issue a create-type macro even if
this prevents ALCS from receiving another input message. This allows existing entries to complete before
ALCS creates new entries to process further input messages.
Setting the activity control variables in this way assumes that entries issue only one or two create-type
macros. Any entry issuing more than two create-type macros should use LODIC to check whether or not
the new entries will "lock out" new input messages by overloading ALCS.
Note: An entry which issues only one or two create-type macros should not use LODIC in this way. This
type of entry must complete before ALCS creates entries for new input messages which can themselves
issue further create-type macros.
You must be especially careful if you write an application where one entry (the "parent" entry) creates
entries ("child" entries) which also create entries ("grandchild" entries). Before creating a child entry, the
parent entry must use LODIC to check that ALCS will permit the child entry to create grandchild entries. If
the parent entry fails to do this, it could create so many child entries that the child entries could not issue
create-type macros. In this case, the application would never be able to complete.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
Utility programs that create a large number of ECBs can use LODIC DACV to extract the value of activity
control variable AV5.
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AV5 can be used to determine the precise number of entries to create. This is particularly useful when
the created entries issue many I/O requests (such as entries created by an online maintenance function).
To avoid impacting other workload on ALCS, it is advisable that the number of entries created by I/O
intensive utilities does not exceed the number of actuators on the ALCS realtime database.
The activity control variable AV5 can be set to the number of entries that will result in minimum impact to
other applications, without increasing the duration of the online maintenance function.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
ALCS requires entries to lose control from time to time so that other entries can proceed. If an entry
continues for too long without losing control, ALCS assumes the entry is looping and terminates it with an
application loop timeout.
For most programs, this is not a problem because most programs need to wait (for example, for I/O to
complete) often enough to prevent application loop timeout.
If your program needs to execute a large number of instructions (more than a million) between issuing
macros that cause the entry to lose control, you can issue LODIC CONDITIONALDEFER to avoid locking
out other entries and to avoid ALCS terminating your entry with application loop timeout.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Register use
LODIC returns the maximum number of entries that the application can create in general register 14
(RDA). If no further entries can be created, LODIC returns zero in general register 14 (RDA).
LODIC does not corrupt any other registers.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
LODIC DACV returns the address of the Activity Control Variables in general register 14 (RDA).
The macro CUACV contains symbolic names for the activity control variables and can be used to reference
the current and maximum values for the activity control variables
LODIC DACV does not corrupt any other registers.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
LODIC CONDITIONALDEFER does not corrupt any registers.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control if you specify SUSPEND.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
LODIC CONDITIONALDEFER can cause the entry to lose control.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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Examples
The following example shows how an application program which needs to create 10 entries could use
LODIC to control when the entries are created.

LOOP

LA

R04,2

EQU
LODIC
LTR

*
ECBCREATE,ENTRIES=(R04)
R14,R14
CAN APPLICATION CREATE A
NEW ENTRY?
NOGO
BRANCH IF NOT
...
CREATE A NEW ENTRY
R04,1(,R04)
INCREMENT NUMBER OF ENTRIES
IN USE
R04,=Y(10)
LOOP TO CREATE UP TO 10
ENTRIES
LOOP

BZ
CREMC
LA
CH

NOGO

BL
.
.
.
EQU

SET UP NUMBER OF ENTRIES
IN USE

X

X

X
X

*

Product-sensitive Programming Interface
The following example shows how a utility program can use AV5 to control the number of entries it
creates.
The program must keep two counters: one of entries that it created, and one of entries that it created and
that exited. The difference between the two gives the number of active entries created by the program.
The program can attempt to create more entries if the number of active entries it creates is less than AV5.

LOOP
*

L
R06,CNTCRE
COUNT OF CREATED ECBS
S
R06,CNTEXT
LESS ECBS THAT EXITED
SPACE 1
LODIC DACV
OBTAIN ACV5
C
R06,8*4(,R14) NUMBER OF ECBS LESS THAN ACV5
BNL
DONT
NO, THEN DON'T PERMIT CREMC
SPACE 1
EQU
*
LODIC ECBCREATE,ENTRIES=(R06)
SEE PREVIOUS EXAMPLE

End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
This example shows how you could use LODIC CONDITIONALDEFER to avoid locking out the system in a
long-running loop searching the communication table:
LOOP1

EQU *
COMIC CRI=ICECRI+1,NEXT=YES
BNZ
LOOPEND
...
LODIC CONDITIONALDEFER
B
LOOP1
SPACE 1
LOOPEND EQU *

GET NEXT DEVICE INFORMATION
BRANCH - NO MORE DEVICES
AVOID LOCKOUT
CONTINUE PROCESS
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End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Related information
“CREDC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling” on page 106.
“CREMC - Create an entry for immediate scheduling” on page 111.
“DEFRC - Defer processing” on page 143.
“DLAYC - Delay processing” on page 167.
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LONGC - Set maximum entry life
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS; use SLIMC instead.

Format
[label] LONGC {INDEF|CLEAR|minutes}

label
Any valid assembler label.
INDEF
Remove entry life limit. In ALCS, this sets the entry life to the maximum system limit.
CLEAR
Add one minute to the current entry life.
minutes
Additional entry life in minutes, a decimal number in the range 1 through 254.

Description
In TPF, LONGC sets the maximum entry life.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. However, if you do, note that LONGC has a
request type of SLIMC. In traces and dumps, SLIMC is shown as the macro name instead of LONGC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
LONGC uses general register 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“SLIMC - Set or remove processing limits for the entry” on page 400.
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MALOC - Reserve a storage area
Format
[label]

MALOC SIZE=reg1

label
Any valid assembler label.
SIZE=reg1
Register containing the number of contiguous bytes of storage to be allocated. Use general register 14
(RDA), 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the MALOC macro to obtain variable sized, doubleword aligned storage for exclusive use by this ECB.
The register specified by the SIZE parameter must contain the number of bytes requested for the storage
area.
MALOC stores the address of the beginning of the allocated storage, which may be located above the
16-MB boundary, in the register specified by the SIZE parameter. The address returned is valid in 31-bit
addressing mode only.
Alternatively, MALOC stores hexadecimal zeroes in the register specified by the SIZE parameter if:
• The SIZE parameter contained hex zeroes at input.
• There was not enough storage to satisfy the MALOC macro request.

Register use
MALOC does not use any registers, except the register specified by the SIZE parameter.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use MALOC to reserve a storage area.
LA
MALOC
SPACE
LTR
BZ

R01,1000
SIZE=R01
1
R01,R01
ERROR

NUMBER OF BYTES REQUESTED
RESERVE STORAGE AREA
STORAGE AREA RESERVED
BRANCH IF NOT - ERROR

Related information
“CALOC - Reserve and initialize a storage area” on page 47.
“FREEC - Release a storage area” on page 248.
“RALOC - Change size of reserved storage area” on page 353.
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ALCS Installation and Customization.
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MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support
TPF compatibility:
Do not use the MAP3270 macro in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
Use a sequence of MAP3270 macros to describe the format of the 3270 screen, and to name fields for
subsequent reference by assembler programs.
Each 3270 map description consists of:
• A MAP3270 START macroinstruction, which defines the name of the map.
• One or more MAP3270 POS macroinstructions, one for each field which you are defining on the screen.
These 3 macros are described in the following pages
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Assembling map descriptions
You must place each 3270 map description as a separate member in an MVS PDS library, preferably under
the same name as the mapname. Copy these map descriptions into the application program using the
assembler COPY instruction. When you assemble the application program, the MAP3270 macro creates
three DSECTs for each map description for use by the application program, so that it can refer to the
separate fields in the map.
The format of these DSECTs are as follows:

Input data
This is data received from a terminal. It is passed to the application program as a continuous stream
of data. The mapping support package takes this stream of data, and places it into the relevant fields
described by the input data DSECT.
mapnameI DSECT ,
mapnameIHDR DS
mapnameIBID DS
mapnameICHK DS
mapnameICTL DS
mapnameIPGM DS
mapnameIFCH DS
mapnameILIT DS
mapnameICRI DS
DS
fieldname1L DS
fieldname1I DS
fieldname2L DS
fieldname2I DS
⋮
mapnameICSR DS
mapnameIAID DS

0CL16
XL2
XL1
XL1
CL4
XL4
0XL4
XL3
X
H
XLn
H
XLn

INPUT MAP
MAP HEADER
RECORD ID
RECORD CHECK
RECORD CONTROL
RECORD MODIFYING PROGRAM
FORWARD CHAIN
(LN/IA/TA/CPU-ID -- COMPATIBILITY)
RESOURCE CRI
(RESERVED)
LENGTH OF DATA
INPUT DATA
LENGTH OF DATA
INPUT DATA

XL2
X

CURSOR ADDRESS -- ROW,COLUMN
AID CHARACTER

fieldnameL
The length of the data received in this field. The maximum value is the length of the field. It is zero if
no data was entered in the field. It is a signed 2-byte integer.
fieldnameI
The data entered in this field. If the length of data is less than the length of the field, the field is
justified and padded as specified in the JUSTIFY parameter.
mapnameICRI
The resource CRI from which the datastream was received. The input datastream is in CM1CM format
and contains the resource CRI.
mapnameICSR
The cursor address. The first byte contains the row number and the second byte the column number.
Both numbers are 1-byte unsigned binary.
mapnameIAID
The AID character in the input datastream.

Output data
This is data that is to be written to the terminal. The mapping support package takes the fixed format
data in the output data DSECT, and creates the 3270 datastream ready for transmission by the SENDC D
macro.
mapnameO DSECT ,
mapnameOHDR DS
mapnameOBID DS
mapnameOCHK DS
mapnameOCTL DS
mapnameOPGM DS

0CL16
XL2
XL1
XL1
CL4

OUTPUT MAP
MAP HEADER
RECORD ID
RECORD CHECK
RECORD CONTROL
RECORD MODIFYING PROGRAM
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mapnameOFCH
mapnameOLIT
mapnameOCRI
fieldname1A
fieldname1S
*
fieldname1O
fieldname2A
fieldname2S
*
fieldname2O
⋮

DS
DS
DS
DS

XL4
FORWARD CHAIN
0XL4 (LN/IA/TA/CPU-ID -- COMPATIBILITY)
XL3
RESOURCE CRI
X
(RESERVED)
DS X
FIELD ATTRIBUTE
DS X
SWITCHES
X'80' PLACE CURSOR IN THIS FIELD
DS XLn
OUTPUT DATA
DS X
FIELD ATTRIBUTE
DS X
SWITCHES
X'80' PLACE CURSOR IN THIS FIELD
DS XLn
OUTPUT DATA

fieldnameA
Field attributes. Mapping support does not verify the field attribute, but uses it instead of the
attributes defined for this field in the map. If this field contains X'00', mapping support ignores this
attribute.
fieldnameS
Various bit switches.
B'1xxxxxxx'
Position the cursor at the start of this field. If this switch is set in several fields, the cursor is
positioned at the start of the last field written to the screen which has this switch set.
B'x1111111'
Reserved for use by IBM.
fieldnameO
Contains the data, if any, to be written to the display. This is not checked for invalid characters. If it
contains hexadecimal zeroes (X'00'), this field is ignored.

Extended attribute list
This contains the extended attributes that can be used when an output datastream is created. It is used
only when the 3270 command is Write Structured Field (WSF). The extended attributes are used without
validation or checking.
mapnameE DSECT ,
fieldname1EBIT DS
*
fieldname1ECHR DS
fieldname1ECOL DS
fieldname1EHGH DS
fieldname1EOUT DS
fieldname1EVAL DS
DS
fieldname2EBIT DS
*
fieldname2ECHR DS
fieldname2ECOL DS
fieldname2EHGH DS
fieldname2EOUT DS
fieldname2EVAL DS
DS
⋮

XL1
X'80'
XL1
XL1
XL1
XL1
XL1
XL2
XL1
X'80'
XL1
XL1
XL1
XL1
XL1
XL2

EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE LIST
CONTROL SWITCHES
THIS FIELD CONTAINS ATTRIBUTES
CHARACTER SET
COLOR
HIGHLIGHTING
OUTLINING
VALIDATION
RESERVED
CONTROL SWITCHES
THIS FIELD CONTAINS ATTRIBUTES
CHARACTER SET
COLOR
HIGHLIGHTING
OUTLINING
VALIDATION
RESERVED

Note: Do not use the standard conversational trace facility with MAP3270. Use the remote terminal trace
option or use the ALCS diagnostic trace facility instead.
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MAP3270 END - End 3270 screen mapping support
Format
[mapname]

MAP3270 END

mapname
Name of the 3270 screen format map that you are describing. You can omit this. If you specify a
name, it must be the same as the name you specified on the MAP3270 START macroinstruction.
END
Code as shown. Indicates the end of the map definition.
Note: This instruction must be the last macroinstruction in the 3270 map description. Do not add an
assembler END instruction after the MAP3270 END macroinstruction.

Description
Use the MAP3270 END macro to indicate the end of a sequence of macroinstructions defining a 3270
screen format.

Register use
Not applicable. MAP3270 END does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. MAP3270 END does not generate executable instructions.

Example
See “Example” on page 337.

Related information
“MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on page 330.
“MAP3270 POS - Define fields in 3270 screen mapping support” on page 334.
“MAP3270 START - Start 3270 screen mapping support” on page 339.
IBM 3270 Information Display System: Data Stream Programmer’s Reference.
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MAP3270 POS - Define fields in 3270 screen mapping support
Format
[fieldname]

MAP3270 POS=(row,column)
,LENGTH=nnnn
[,ATT={IN|(attribute,...)}]
[,ALARM={NO|YES}]
[,DATA='data']
[,JUSTIFY={NO|([LEFT|RIGHT],[BLANK|ZERO])}]
[,UPPERCASE={NO|YES}]
[,CURSOR={NO|YES}]
[,EXTATT=(charset,color,highlight,outline,validate)]

fieldname
Name of the field you are describing. This is the name you use to refer to this field in the application
program. It must be a valid assembler symbol, between 1 and 168 characters in length. You can omit
this parameter. If you do, the DSECT created in the application program does not provide a usable
assembler label for this field.
POS=(row,column)
Position of the field on the screen, where:
row
Row number on the screen at which the field starts. It is a 1-digit or 2-digit decimal number. The
first row is row number 1.
column
Column number in the specified row at which the field starts. It is a 1-digit, 2-digit, or 3-digit
decimal number. The first column in a row is column number 1. Note that the character position
immediately preceding the field is occupied by the field attribute.
LENGTH=nnnn
Length of the field in bytes. It is a decimal number. This length does not include the field attribute
character, so the actual length occupied by this field is one greater than the specified length.
ATT={IN|(attribute,...)}
Field attributes for this field. One of:
PROT
Protected field.
UNPROT
Unprotected field.
ALPHA
If the field is unprotected, alphanumeric data can be entered.
NUM
If the field is unprotected, only numeric data can be entered.
DISP
The field is displayed at normal brightness.
NONDISP
The field is not displayed.
INTENSE
The field is displayed at intensified brightness.
NOMDT
Do not set the modified data tag for this field.
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MDT
Set the modified data tag for this field. This field is sent to the host as input data.
DET
The field is light-pen detectable.
NONDET
The field is not light-pen detectable.
OUT
This is the same as specifying PROT, ALPHA,, DISP, NONDET, and NOMDT. The user cannot enter
data into this field.
IN

This is the same as specifying UNPROT, ALPHA,, DISP, NONDET and NOMDT. The user can enter
data into this field.

SKIP
This is the same as specifying PROT and NUM. This field is bypassed when the cursor is moved into
it.
If a later option conflicts with a previously specified option, the later option is effective.
ALARM={NO|YES}
Do (YES) or do not (NO) sound the audible alarm if this field is written to the screen.
DATA='data'
Default data you want to be displayed when this field is written to the display and no data is specified
by the application program. data is a character string. You can omit the single quotes (') if there are no
special characters in the string.
If the length of data is greater than that specified by the LENGTH=, parameter, ALCS truncates the
data. If the length of data is less than that specified by LENGTH, ALCS pads the data as specified by
the JUSTIFY parameter.
JUSTIFY={NO|([LEFT|RIGHT],[BLANK|ZERO])}
Position of the data in the field as it is passed to and received from the application. This parameter
also specifies whether or not the data is padded with the specified character to fill the field.
NO

Not justified, not padded

LEFT
Left justified and padded
RIGHT
Right justified and padded
BLANK
Padded with blanks (X'40')
ZERO
Padded with zeros (X'F0').
If no data is present in the field either on input or output, the field is not filled with any character. If
LEFT or RIGHT is specified, BLANK is the default. If BLANK or ZERO is specified, RIGHT is the default.
UPPERCASE={NO|YES}
Do (YES) or do not (NO) translate input alphabetic characters to uppercase.
CURSOR={NO|YES}
The cursor is (YES) or is not (NO) to be placed in this field when the application does not specify
the cursor position. If more than one field specifies CURSOR=YES then the last field to specify
CURSOR=YES contains the cursor.
EXTATT=(charset,color,highlight,outline,validate)
Extended field attributes. These attributes are used only if a Write Structured Field (WSF) command is
specified. The parameters are position-dependent and must be coded in the specified order. Trailing
parameters may be completely omitted if not required:
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charset
Two hexadecimal characters that identify the character set. These must be 00 or 40 to FE. The
default value is 00
color
Field color. The default value is DFLT. Specify one of the following:
DFLT
Default color
BLACK
Black on display, white on printer
BLUE
Blue
RED
Red
PINK
Pink
GREEN
Green
TURQ
Turquoise
YELLOW
Yellow
WHITE
White on display, black on printer
TBLACK
True black
DBLUE
Deep blue
ORANGE
Orange
PURPLE
Purple
PGREEN
Pale green
PTURQ
Pale turquoise
GREY
Grey
TWHITE
True white.
highlight
Field highlighting. The default value is NORM. Specify one of the following.
NORM
Normal
BLINK
Blinking
REV
Reverse video
UNDER
Underscore.
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outline
Field outlining. The default is no outlining of the field. Specify the outlining required, using one to
four of the following characters:
L
R
O
U
B

Vertical line to the left of the field
Vertical line to the right of the field
Horizontal line above the field
Horizontal line below the field
This is equivalent to specifying LROU.

validate
Field validation. The default is no validation. Specify the validation required using one to three of
the following characters:
F
E
T

Mandatory fill
Mandatory entry
Trigger.

Note: Some facilities may not be available on some 3270s. Use of unsupported facilities can have
undefined effects ranging from being totally ignored by the device to completely disabling the device.

Description
Use the MAP3270 POS macro to define each field on a 3270 screen.

Register use
Not applicable. MAP3270 POS does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. MAP3270 POS does not generate executable instructions.

Example
The following example shows an example definition of a 3270 screen map. This example screen map
(ALCSMAP) is defined with fields FIELD1 through FIELD12.
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ALCSMAP

FIELD1

FIELD2

FIELD3

FIELD4

FIELD5

FIELD6

FIELD7

FIELD8

FIELD9

FIELD10

FIELD11

FIELD12

ALCSMAP

MAP3270 START,
MAXCOL=80,
COMMAND=WSF,
WCC=(ALARM,UNLOCK)
MAP3270 POS=(6,25),
LENGTH=30,
ATT=(OUT,SKIP),
DATA='CHARACTER STRING'
MAP3270 POS=(8,25),
LENGTH=40,
ATT=(OUT,SKIP),
DATA=' '
MAP3270 POS=(8,65),
LENGTH=1,
ATT=(OUT,SKIP),
DATA=' '
MAP3270 POS=(10,25),
LENGTH=30,
ATT=(OUT,SKIP),
DATA='COLOUR'
MAP3270 POS=(10,56),
LENGTH=1,
ATT=(IN),
CURSOR=YES,
DATA=' '
MAP3270 POS=(10,58),
LENGTH=1,
ATT=(SKIP),
CURSOR=NO,
DATA=' '
MAP3270 POS=(12,25),
LENGTH=30,
ATT=(OUT,SKIP),
DATA='HIGHLIGHT'
MAP3270 POS=(12,56),
LENGTH=1,
ATT=(IN),
DATA=' '
MAP3270 POS=(12,58),
LENGTH=1,
ATT=(SKIP),
CURSOR=NO,
DATA=' '
MAP3270 POS=(14,25),
LENGTH=30,
ATT=(OUT,SKIP),
DATA='OUTLINE'
MAP3270 POS=(14,56),
LENGTH=1,
ATT=(IN),
DATA=' '
MAP3270 POS=(14,58),
LENGTH=1,
ATT=(SKIP),
CURSOR=NO,
DATA=' '
MAP3270 END

Related information
“MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on page 330.
“MAP3270 END - End 3270 screen mapping support” on page 333.
“MAP3270 START - Start 3270 screen mapping support” on page 339.
IBM 3270 Information Display System: Data Stream Programmer’s Reference.
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

MAP3270 START - Start 3270 screen mapping support
Format
mapname

MAP3270 START
[,MAXCOL={80|nnn}]
[,COMMAND={W|EW|EAU|EWA|WSF}]
[,WCC={UNLOCK|(option,...)}]

mapname
Name of the 3270 screen format map. The application program uses this name to refer to this
particular layout of the 3270 screen. mapname must be a valid assembler symbol of 1 to 8 characters.
This parameter is mandatory.
START
Indicates the start of the map definition. Code as shown.
MAXCOL={80|nnn}
The number of characters on one screen row. It is normally either 80 or 132.
COMMAND={W|EW|EAU|EWA|WSF}
The default 3270 command used with this map. One of:
W
EW

Write
Erase/Write

EWA
Erase/Write Alternate. The user must be aware of the default and alternate screen sizes.
EAU
Erase All Unprotected
WSF
Write Structured Field.
WCC={UNLOCK|(option,...)}
The default write control character for this map. One or more of:
PRINT
Start-printer. This initiates a local copy operation.
ALARM
Sound-Alarm. Sound the audible alarm.
UNLOCK
Keyboard-restore. The keyboard is unlocked (reset) by this data stream.
LOCK
Keyboard-restore. The keyboard is not unlocked (reset) by this data stream.
RESETMDT
Reset all modified data tags for all fields.
When you specify COMMAND=WSF, the settings for the WCC character for each structured field default
to the value specified by this parameter, except that the PRINT write control character is set only in
the last structured field.

Description
Use the MAP3270 START macro to indicate the start of a 3270 map definition.
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This instruction must be the first macroinstruction in the 3270 map description.

Register use
Not applicable. MAP3270 START does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. MAP3270 START does not generate executable instructions.

Example
See “Example” on page 337.

Related information
“MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on page 330.
“MAP3270 END - End 3270 screen mapping support” on page 333.
“MAP3270 START - Start 3270 screen mapping support” on page 339.
IBM 3270 Information Display System: Data Stream Programmer’s Reference.
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MI0MI - IMSG-format message DSECT
This macro is provided as part of the TPF program. It is not provided as part of ALCS. However, you can
find a definition for this macro, and examples of its use, in "IPARS - ALCS V2", which is included in the
ALCS shipment.
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MODEC - Set PSW addressing mode
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

MODEC MODE={31|24}[,REG=reg]

label
Any valid assembler label.
MODE={31|24}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.
REG=reg
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
In TPF, MODEC can be used to change the addressing mode of the program. In ALCS, MODEC has no effect.
It does not appear in a macro trace.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
MODEC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34 - AMODE= parameter.
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MONTC - Set PSW supervisor state
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

MONTC ,

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
In TPF, MONTC allows an application program to access protected storage (by setting the PSW key to zero)
and to issue privileged instructions (by setting the PSW problem state bit to zero). Under ALCS, MONTC has
no effect. It does not appear in a macro trace.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
MONTC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“LMONC - Set PSW problem state” on page 321.
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MQAWAIT - Wait for one or more asynchronous MQI calls to
complete
Format
[label] CALL

MQAWAIT

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
Use MQAWAIT to wait for completion of one or more asynchronous MQI calls.
MQAWAIT does not wait for the completion of any outstanding I/O operation. The I/O counter and error
indicators are not affected.

Register use
Use the MVS CALL macro to call MQAWAIT from an application program. The CALL macro uses general
registers 1 (RG1), 14 (RDA), and 15 (RDB).

Loss of control
MQAWAIT can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
See ALCS Application Programming Guide.

Related information
“ATAWAIT - Wait for one or more asynchronous calls to complete.” on page 23.
“WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete” on page 525.
ALCS Application Programming Guide - MQI calls.
MVS Assember Services Guide - CALL macro.
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PNAMC - Get name of current program
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

PNAMC FIELD={fieldname|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
FIELD={fieldname|(reg)}
Field where program name is to be copied into. It must be in the ECB or an attached storage block.
fieldname
Assembler label of a 4-byte field.
(reg2)
Register that contains the address of a 4-byte field.

Description
PNAMC copies the application program name from the current program header, into a specified 4-byte
field.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
PNAMC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
None.
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POSTC - Post an event
Format
[label]

POSTC TYPE={CNT|MSK}
,{LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|BLOCK={field|(reg1)}}
,NFOUND={error_routine|(reg2)}
[,ERCODE={0|error_code|(reg3)}]

or, for storage block-type events:
[label]

POSTC TYPE=CB

,LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
,NFOUND={error_routine|(reg2)}
[,ERCODE={0|error_code|(reg3)}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
TYPE={CNT|MSK|CB}
Event type. This must be the same as the event type specified by the EVNTC that defines the event.
Specify one of:
CNT
Counter-type
MSK
Mask-type
CB

Storage block-type.

LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
Data level and storage level. The data level must contain the 8-byte name of the event.
For counter type and mask-type events, there must not be a storage block attached at this level. The
ALCS Application Programming Guide describes how POSTC uses the storage level.
For storage block-type events, LEVEL is mandatory. If there is a storage block attached at this level,
it is the event completion storage block. If there is an event completion storage block, ALCS transfers
the contents of the storage block from the entry that issues POSTC to the entry that issues EVNWC.
That is, it obtains a storage block of the same size and attaches it to the entry that issues EVNWC.
It then copies the block contents from the entry that issues POSTC, then detaches and releases the
block from that entry.
Specify one of:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register that contains the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 1 through
7 (RG1 through RGF).
BLOCK={field|(reg1)}
ALCS resource control block. The EV0BK DSECT macro defines the format of the ALCS resource
control block. The field at displacement zero (label EVNBKN in the EV0BK DSECT) must contain the
8-byte name of the event. “Specifying mask values” on page 347, in the Description section below,
describes how POSTC uses other fields in the resource control block. Specify one of:
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field
Name of a field in the ECB. The field contains the resource control block.
(reg1)
Register that contains the address of the resource control block. Use general register 15 (RDB), or
1 through 7 (RG1 through RGF).
NFOUND={error_routine|(reg2)}
Routine to which POSTC branches if the event does not exist, or if the event type is not the same
as the type specified by EVNTC, or if the event is already complete. In these cases, POSTC does not
detach and release the event completion storage block (if any). Specify one of:
error_routine
Label for the routine.
(reg2)
Register that contains the address of the routine.
Use general register 1 through 7 (RG1 through RGF).
ERCODE={0|error_code|(reg3)}
Event completion code, an 8-bit bit string. A nonzero event completion code completes the event
immediately. Avoid specifying hexadecimal 80 (the value of the symbol CXSGHE). ALCS uses this
value to indicate event timeout. Specify one of:
error_code
1-byte error code: a symbol, expression, or self-defining term. POSTC uses an LA instruction to
load the value into general register 0 (RAC). POSTC uses only the low-order byte of the result.
(reg3)
Register containing the error code in the low-order byte. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).

Description
Use the POSTC macro to complete an event previously defined (in this or another entry) by EVNTC.
You can use EVNTC, EVNWC, and POSTC to synchronize processing by more than one entry in a
multiprogramming or multiprocessing environment.
Depending on the way it has been defined by EVNTC, the event may require one or more POSTCs, or
none at all, for completion. The EVNWC macro makes the program wait for the event to complete before
processing continues.

Specifying mask values
For counter type and mask-type events, POSTC specifies a 16-bit return mask. ALCS computes a
cumulative return mask that is the result of a logical OR operation on all these return masks, up to
and including the POSTC that completes the event. EVNWC returns this cumulative return mask. Different
return masks can distinguish different POSTCs for the same event. Entries that issue EVNWC can then test
the cumulative return mask to identify the POSTCs that complete the event.
For counter-type events, EVNTC specifies an initial counter value. Each POSTC decrements this count
by one, each EVINC increments this count by one. When the counter value becomes zero, the event
completes.
For mask-type events, EVNTC specifies an initial 16-bit mask value. This is the initial value for the event
mask. Each POSTC specifies a 16-bit post mask. The post mask can be the same as or different from
the return mask. If any bits of the post mask are on (binary ones), POSTC turns off (sets to zero) the
corresponding bits of the event mask. When the event mask becomes zero, the event completes.
When you specify an ECB level (with the LEVEL= parameter) for a counter type or mask-type event, there
must not be a storage block attached at the level. Instead, the application must initialize the storage block
address field (CE1CRn) in the storage level before it issues POSTC. This initialization depends on the event
type, as follows:
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CNT
Initialize the low-order 2 bytes (bytes 2 and 3) of CE1CRn to contain the 16-bit return mask. ALCS
does not use the high-order 2 bytes (bytes 0 and 1). Initialize them to binary zero.
MSK
Initialize the high-order 2 bytes (bytes 0 and 1) of CE1CRn to contain the 16-bit post mask. Initialize
the low-order 2 bytes (bytes 2 and 3) of CE1CRn to contain the 16-bit return mask.
When you specify an ALCS resource control block (with a BLOCK= parameter) for a counter type or
mask-type event, the resource control block contains the event name in field EVNBKN. The macro also
uses other fields in the resource control block. The application must initialize these fields in the resource
control block before it issues POSTC. This initialization depends on the event type, as follows:
CNT
Initialize the 2-byte field EVNBKM2 to contain the 16-bit return mask. ALCS does not use the
remaining fields in the resource control block. Initialize them to binary zero.
MSK
Initialize the 2-byte field EVNBKM1 to contain the 16-bit post mask. Initialize the 2-byte field
EVNBKM2 to contain the 16-bit return mask. ALCS does not use the remaining fields in the resource
control block. Initialize them to binary zero.
POSTC sets the condition code as follows:
Condition code

Meaning

0

Event found and processed

1

Event not found
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

The POSTC macro has a request type of CORUC. In traces and dumps, CORUC is shown as the macro name
instead of POSTC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
When you specify a LEVEL= parameter, POSTC loads the level value into general register 14 (RDA), if
required. If you specify a BLOCK= parameter, POSTC loads the address of the resource control block into
general register 15 (RDB), if required. POSTC also loads the event completion code into general register 0
(RAC), if required.
POSTC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
If an entry issues POSTC for a storage block-type event after EVNTC has defined the event and before
EVNWC waits for the event, the entry issuing POSTC loses control until the entry issuing EVNTC issues
EVNWC.
POSTC can also cause the entry to lose control if more than one processor requires access to the ALCS
resource hold table at the same time. This can only happen on a multiprocessor.

Example
The following example shows how you could post a mask-type event. The event name is the character
string GNOME. The example assumes that each bit in the event mask represents a different process that
must complete before the event completes. In this example, POSTC uses the post mask to indicate that
the processes corresponding to bits 0, 1, and 5 are complete. It uses bit 3 of the return mask to identify
this POSTC. Other POSTCs for the same event use a different bit in the return mask.
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If the event is undefined, or already posted, control passes to the routine at label NOGNOME. This is a
normal post, not an error post.
The example assumes that instructions earlier in the program establish addressability for the EV0BK
DSECT. It also assumes that instructions earlier in the program clear the resource control block to zeros.
MVC
MVC
MVC
POSTC

EVNBKN,=CL8'GNOME' SET UP EVENT NAME
EVNBKM1,=B'1100010000000000' SET UP POST MASK
EVNBKM2,=B'0001000000000000' SET UP RETURN MASK
BLOCK=EV0BK,
POST THE EVENT
TYPE=MSK,
MASK TYPE EVENT
NFOUND=NOGNOME,
ERROR IF EVENT NOT FOUND
ERCODE=0
NORMAL (NOT ERROR) POST

X
X
X

Related information
“EVNTC - Define an event” on page 192.
“EVNWC - Wait for an event to complete” on page 197.
“EV0BK - Resource control block DSECT” on page 201.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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RAISA - Compute the file address of a general file record
Format
[label]

RAISA {FIRST|[INCREMENT,]COUNT=reg}
,LEVEL=level
[,SIZE=size]
[,ATYPE=atype]
[,DEV=dev]

label
Any valid assembler label.
{FIRST|[INCREMENT,]COUNT=reg
FIRST
Construct the internal general file address for the first record of the general file. The general file
number is in CE1FMn.
[INCREMENT,]COUNT=reg
Increment the general file address. reg contains the increment. Use general register 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
TPF compatibility:
Do not specify either FIRST or INCREMENT in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
LEVEL=level
For INCREMENT, the data level containing the internal file address to increment: 0 for level D0, 1 for
level D1, and so on, up to F for level D15.
For FIRST, the data level containing the general file number in CE1FMn.
ATYPE=atype
ALCS ignores this parameter.
TPF compatibility:
For TPF compatibility, specify one of the following file address formats:
MCHR
Return a TPF MCHR (module, cylinder, head, record) format file address.
REL
Return a TPF relative record number format file address.
SIZE=size
ALCS ignores this parameter.
TPF compatibility:
For TPF compatibility, specify the size of records in the data set. Choose one of the following:
SMALL
L1 size records
LARGE
L2 size records
4K

L4 size records.

DEV=dev
ALCS ignores this parameter.
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TPF compatibility:
For TPF compatibility, specify the device type of the data set. For example:
3380
IBM 3380 or compatible DASD device.

Description
Use the RAISA macro to calculate the file address of a general file record.
When successful, RAISA returns the file address in EBCFAn. When RAISA detects an error, it returns
binary zeros in EBCFAn and stores an error code in general register 15 (RDB). The error codes are the
same as for the RONIC macro (see “RONIC - Get information about a DASD record or record type” on page
377). Error code symbols are as follows:
RONERRT
Invalid input. Unable to determine file address.
RONERRG
General file address correct, but general file not online.
RONERRO
Relative record number (record ordinal number) too large for this record type.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The RAISA macro has a request type of RAISC. In traces and dumps, RAISC is shown as the macro name
instead of RAISA.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
RAISA uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). RAISA does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could read records consecutively from general file number 7. It
reads the records on level 4 (D4). It does not check the record ID or the record code check.
XC
EBCFA4,EBCFA4
MVI
EBCFA4,7
RAISA FIRST,LEVEL=4
LOOP

EQU
CRUSA
XC
FINWC
.
.
.
LA
RAISA
B

CLEAR FILE ADDRESS
SET UP GENERAL FILE NUMBER
COMPUTE FIRST FILE ADDRESS

*
S0=4
CE1FA4(3),CE1FA4
D4,...

RELEASE BLOCK IF ANY
CLEAR ID AND RCC
READ THE RECORD

R03,1
COUNT=R03,LEVEL=4
LOOP

LOAD RECORD NUMBER INCREMENT
COMPUTE NEXT FILE ADDRESS
AND GO READ NEXT RECORD
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Related information
“RONIC - Get information about a DASD record or record type” on page 377
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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RALOC - Change size of reserved storage area
Format
[label]

RALOC BLOCK=reg1,SIZE=reg2

label
Any valid assembler label.
BLOCK=reg1
Register containing the address of the storage area whose size is to be changed. Use general register
14 (RDA), 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
SIZE=reg2
Register containing the number of contiguous bytes of storage to be allocated. Use general register 14
(RDA), 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the RALOC macro to change the size of a storage area previously reserved by a CALOC, MALOC, or
RALOC. This re-sized area will be doubleword aligned storage for exclusive use by this ECB. The register
specified by the BLOCK parameter must contain the address of the beginning of the storage area to be
re-sized. The register specified by the SIZE parameter must contain the number of bytes requested for
the storage area.
RALOC always copies the contents of the area to the new re-sized storage area. RALOC stores the address
of the beginning of the re-sized storage, which may be located above the 16-MB boundary, in the register
specified by the BLOCK parameter. The address returned is valid in 31-bit addressing mode only.
Alternatively, RALOC stores hexadecimal zeroes in the register specified by the BLOCK parameter if:
• The register specified by the SIZE parameter contained hex zeroes at input.
• There was not enough storage to satisfy the RALOC macro request.
In this case, the original storage area specified by the BLOCK parameter is still available.
If the register specified by the BLOCK parameter contains zeroes at input, then the RALOC is processed in
a similar way to a MALOC.
If the register specified by the SIZE parameter contains zeroes at input, then the RALOC is processed in a
similar way to a FREEC.

Register use
RALOC does not use any registers, except the register specified by the BLOCK parameter.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use RALOC to change the size of a storage area.
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L
LA
RALOC
SPACE
LTR
BZ

R01,EBW000 ADDRESS OF STORAGE AREA
R02,1000
SIZE OF BYTES REQUESTED
BLOCK=R01,SIZE=R02 RE-SIZE AREA
1
R01,R01
STORAGE AREA RE-SIZED
ERROR
BRANCH IF NOT - ERROR

Related information
“CALOC - Reserve and initialize a storage area” on page 47.
“FREEC - Release a storage area” on page 248.
“MALOC - Reserve a storage area” on page 328.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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RCHKA - Record code check generator
This macro is provided as part of the TPF program. It is not provided as part of ALCS. However, you can
find a definition for this macro, and examples of its use, in "IPARS - ALCS V2", which is included in the
ALCS shipment.
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RCRFC - Release a pool-file record address and storage block
Format
[label]

RCRFC {Dn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg)}}

label
Any valid assembler label.
Dn

ECB storage level containing the pool-file record address and associated storage block address to be
released. Use D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

DECB={decb_addr|(reg)}
DECB containing the pool-file record address and associated storage block address to be released,
where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).

Description
Use the RCRFC macro to release a pool-file record address and the associated storage block.
RCRFC Dn is the same as RELFC Dn,BLOCK=YES and RCRFC DECB= is the same as RELFC
DECB=,BLOCK=YES. See the Description sections for RELFC and RELCC.
If you are releasing a whole chain of pool-file records, consider using the RLCHA macro instead of RCRFC.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The RCRFC macro has a request type of RELFC and RELCC. In traces and dumps, RELFC and RELCC are
shown as the macro names instead of RCRFC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
RCRFC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how you could use RCRFC in an ALCS application maintenance program to release a
pool-file record which is no longer needed. ECB level 2 (D2) is used here.
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LOOP

...
LA
SPACE
EQU
...
FINWC
...
RCRFC
BCT
...

R03,50
1
*
D2,ERROR
D2
R03,LOOP

50 RECORDS TO BE PROCESSED
SET UP RECORD ADDRESS
FIND THE OLD RECORD
PROCESS THE OLD RECORD
RELEASE FILE AND STORAGE
PROCESS THE NEXT RECORD IF ANY

Related information
“RELCC - Release a storage block” on page 367.
“RELFC - Release a pool-file record address” on page 369.
“RLCHA - Release a chain of pool-file record addresses” on page 375.
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RCUNC - Release a storage block and unhold a file address
Format
[label]

RCUNC {Dn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg)}}

label
Any valid assembler label.
Dn

ECB storage level containing the storage block to be released and the file addresses to be unheld. Use
D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

DECB={decb_addr|(reg)}
DECB containing the storage block to be released and file addresses to be unheld, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).

Description
Use the RCUNC macro to release a storage block and unhold a file address.
RCUNC Dn is the same as RELCC Dn followed by UNFRC Dn and RCUNC DECB= is the same as RELCC DECB=
followed by UNFRC DECB=. See the Description sections for RELCC and UNFRC.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The RCUNC macro has a request type of RELCC and UNFRC. In traces and dumps, RELCC and UNFRC are
shown as the macro names instead of RCUNC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
This macro does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how an ALCS application program could release and unhold a storage block on
finding an error. ECB level 5 (D5) is used here.
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ERROR
ERROR2

...
FIWHC
SPACE
L
...
BNE
...
EQU
SERRC
...
EQU
SERRC
RCUNC
...

D5,ERROR
1
R03,CE1CR5
ERROR2
*
R,123000
*
R,123001
R05

SET UP RECORD ADDRESS
FIND THE RECORD
LOAD BASE REGISTER
VALIDATE THE RECORD
GO IF INTERNAL ERROR FOUND
PROCESS THE RECORD
REPORT THE ERROR FOR PROBLEM SOLVING
REPORT THE ERROR FOR PROBLEM SOLVING
RELEASE AND UNHOLD THE RECORD

Related information
“RELCC - Release a storage block” on page 367.
“UNFRC - Unhold a file address” on page 522.
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RC0PL - Routing control parameter list DSECT
Format
RC0PL REG=reg[,ORG=address][,FORM={BASE|XPND}]

REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.
ORG=address
This parameter is supplied for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.
FORM={BASE|XPND}
This parameter is supplied for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the rc0pl DSECT to reference information about the origin, destination, and characteristics of input
or output messages.
For input messages, application programs use the routing control parameter list (RCPL) to determine
the message characteristics and the message origin. For output messages, application programs use the
RCPL to provide the information necessary to route the message.
Use rc0pl and ROUTC to send unsolicited messages.
The DSECT name is RC0PL.
Application programs that build RCPLs must clear unused fields to binary zeros. To do this, clear the
whole RCPL to binary zeros before initializing any fields.
Symbols for fields in the RCPL
rc0pl defines the following symbols for fields in the RCPL.
RCPLDES
Destination: 4 bytes containing either the destination application name or the destination CRI in the
high-order 3 bytes.
RCPLORG
Origin: 4 bytes containing either the origin application name or the origin CRI in the high-order 3
bytes.
RCPLCTL0
Control byte 0, one byte containing bit indicators. rc0pl defines symbols for the bits in this byte. To
set these bits, use (for example):
OI RCPCTL0,RCPL0DTY

To test them, use (for example):
TM RCPCTL0,RCPL0DTY

The symbols are as follows:
RCPL0DTY
On (1) if RCPLDES contains the destination
application name.
Off (0) if RCPLDES contains the destination CRI.
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RCPL0OTY
On (1) if RCPLORG contains the origin
application name.
Off (0) if RCPLORG contains the origin CRI.

RCPL0EXT
On (1) if the message is extended format,
(large message in heap storage).
Off (0) if the message is standard format.

RCPL0MTY
On (1) if the message is unsolicited
(not a response).
Off (0) if the message is a response.

RCPL0RET
On (1) if the message is being returned
to the originator.
Off (0) if the message is not being returned
to the originator.

RCPL0FMT
On (1) if the RCPL is expanded format (16 bytes).
Off (0) if the RCPL is basic format (12 bytes).
rc0pl defines the symbols RCPLNSZE and RCPLSIZE
for these two sizes (see below).

RCPLCTL1
Terminal type, one byte containing the terminal type code of the origin or destination resource (if it
is a terminal). The TRMEQ macro (see “TRMEQ - Communication device type equates” on page 508)
defines symbols for the values that this field can contain.
RCPLCTL2
Control byte 2 (output RCPL), one byte containing bit indicators for output RCPLs only. For input
RCPLs, use field name RCPLMSN and the associated bit symbols. rc0pl defines symbols for the bits
in this byte. To set these bits, use (for example):
OI RCPCTL2,RCPL2REL

To test them, use (for example):
TM RCPLCTL2,RCPL2REL

The symbols are:
RCPL2REL
If on (1), ROUTC releases the storage block that
contains the message.
If off (0), ROUTC does not release the block.

RCPL2MFT
If on (1), the message is in OMSG or IMSG format
(depending on the TYPE parameter of the ROUTC macro).
If off (0), the message is in AMSG format.

RCPL2FMO
On (1) if the message text includes a function
management header (FMH).
Off (0) if the message text does not include a function
management header (FMH).
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RCPLMSN
Control byte 2 (input RCPL), one byte containing bit indicators for input RCPLs only. For output RCPLs,
use field name RCPLCTL2 and the associated bit symbols. rc0pl defines symbols for the bits in this
byte. To set these bits, use (for example):
OI RCPMSN,RCPL2REC

To test them, use (for example):
TM RCPLMSN,RCPL2REC

The symbols are:
RCPL2REC
On (1) if the message is recoverable.
Off (0) if the message is not recoverable.

RCPL2POS
On (1) if the message is possibly a duplicate.
Off (0) if the message is not a duplicate.
The originator sets this indicator if it retransmits
a message.

RCPL2FMH
On (1) if the message text includes a function
management header (FMH).
Off (0) if the message text does not include a
function management header (FMH).

The following symbols are valid only for expanded format RCPLs:
RCPLGDD
General data descriptors, one byte containing bit indicators. Bits 0, 1, 2, and 3 are reserved.
Application programs can set and test bits 4, 5, 6, and 7 as required; ALCS does not use them.
RCPLCTR
Length of general data area, one byte. Following the expanded format RCPL, there can be up to 82
bytes of additional data. The area for this data is called the general data area. If there is additional
data, RCPLCTR contains the total length in bytes of the general data area. If there is no additional
data, RCPLCTR contains 0.
RCPLGDA
General data area. Optionally, this can contain one or more data fields. Each data field comprises one
or more bytes of data, immediately following one byte containing the length in bytes of the data. The
total length of these data fields (including the length bytes) must not exceed 82 bytes.
rc0pl defines the following symbols for the length of the RCPL:
RCPLSIZE
Value=12 (size of the basic format RCPL).
RCPLNSZE
Value=16 (size of the expanded format RCPL).
RCPLMAX
Value=98 (size of the expanded format RCPL, plus the maximum size of the general data area).

Register use
Not applicable. rc0pl does not generate executable code.
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Loss of control
Not applicable. rc0pl does not generate executable code.

Example
This example shows an ALCS application program using the rc0pl DSECT with ROUTC to transmit an
unsolicited message to a connected device. The coding is taken from the IPARS program UMS1.
RC0PL
MVC
XC
MVC
MVI
XC
FINWC
LA
MVC
MVI
OI
ROUTC

REG=R01
CE1FM0(4),EBW004
CE1FA0(4),CE1FA0
EBW000(3),EBW001
EBW003,0
EBW008(4),EBW008
D0,UMS1ER
R01,EBW000
RCPLORG(3),CE1OUT
RCPLORG+3,0
RCPLCTL0,RCPL0MTY
RCPL=EBW000,
LEV=D0,
TYPE=OUTPUT
EXITC ,

ROUTING CONTROL PARAMETER LIST
FILE ADDRESS OF MESSAGE
CLEAR RECORD ID/RECORD CODE CHECK
CRI IS ON EBW001
CLEAR RCPL INDICATOR AREA
RETRIEVE MESSAGE
ADDRESS RCPL
ORIGIN CRI
UNSOLICITED MESSAGE INDICATOR
SEND MESSAGE TO RESOURCE

X
X

Related information
“ROUTC - Route a message to a communication resource” on page 380.
“TRMEQ - Communication device type equates” on page 508.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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REGEQ - Register equates
Format
[label]

REGEQ [FP={NO|YES}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
FP={NO|YES}
Floating point register symbols required (FP=YES), or not (FP=NO).

Description
The REGEQ equate macro defines standard ALCS symbols for registers. It is automatically generated by
the BEGIN macro.
BEGIN FP=YES generates REGEQ FP=YES.
BEGIN FP=NO generates REGEQ FP=NO.
Figure 12 on page 364 and Figure 13 on page 365 show the symbols defined by REGEQ.

Figure 12. Notation conventions for general registers
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Figure 13. Notation conventions for floating-point registers
In ECB-controlled programs, REGEQ is generated automatically. You can also use REGEQ in offline
programs.

Register use
Not applicable.

Loss of control
Not applicable.

Example
This example shows the initial setup of an offline ALCS application program. (No online example is given,
since all ECB-controlled programs use the BEGIN macro, which generates REGEQ.)
PRG0

START
SPACE
CPSEQ
EJECT
REGEQ
EJECT
SAVE
LR
USING
...

0
1
,
,
,
,
(R14,R12),,*
R10,R15
PRG0,R10

START STATEMENT FOR PROGRAM PRG0
GET MONITOR EQUATES
SKIP TO NEXT PAGE
GET REGISTER EQUATES
SKIP TO NEXT PAGE
SAVE CALLERS REGISTERS
COPY BASE REGISTER
AND ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY

Related information
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
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REHKA - Rehook a storage block
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

REHKA FIXCEL=name[,LEVEL={6|level}][,GLOB={YES|NO}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
FIXCEL=name
Name of 8-byte global area field where information about the block was saved by UNHKA.
LEVEL={6|level}
Level number of storage level where the block is to be rehooked: 0 for level 0, 1 for level 1, and so on,
up to F for level 15.
GLOB={YES|NO}
The global area field is (YES) or is not (NO) in a protected global area. ALCS ignores this parameter.
ALCS determines whether the global area field is protected or not, when the macro is executed.

Description
In TPF, REHKA rehooks a storage block. That is, it attaches a storage block previously unhooked by the
same entry or by a different entry (using UNHKA). In ALCS, REHKA does not attach the original unhooked
storage block. Instead, it attaches a new block of the same size and with the same contents.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
REHKA loads the address of name into general register 14 (RDA). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“UNHKA - Unhook a storage block” on page 524.
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RELCC - Release a storage block
Format
[label]

RELCC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}[,TYPE=COND]

or positional parameter format:
[label]

RELCC {Dn|(reg1)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

RELCC {Dn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level to which the storage block to be released is attached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB to which the storage block to be released is attached, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
TYPE=COND
Specifies conditional release. ALCS does not terminate the entry if there is no storage block at the
specified level.

Description
Use the RELCC macro to release a storage block from the DECB or ECB storage level.
RELCC releases the block attached at the specified level, and makes the storage level available for reuse.
A block must be attached at the specified level unless you specify the TYPE=COND parameter.
After issuing RELCC, the application program must not reference the released block.

Register use
When you use register notation, RELCC uses general register 14 (RDA), to indicate the ECB level or DECB
if required. RELCC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
RELCC does not cause the entry to lose control.
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Example
The following example shows how you could use RELCC to release the storage block attached to ECB
storage level 12 (DC):
RELCC LEVEL=DC

RELEASE BLOCK

Related information
“RELFC - Release a pool-file record address” on page 369.
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RELFC - Release a pool-file record address
Format
[label]

RELFC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}[,BLOCK={NO|YES}]

or positional parameter format:
[label]

RELFC {Dn|(reg1)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

RELFC {Dn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB storage level containing the file address of the pool-file record to be released, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB containing the file address of the pool-file record to be released, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
BLOCK={NO|YES}
Release the storage block (YES), or do not release the storage block (NO).

Description
Use the RELFC macro to release a pool-file record address for use by other entries. Before issuing RELFC,
ensure that the data in the pool-file record is no longer required.
If the file address which you are releasing is stored in any other record (or records) or in the application
global area, be sure to clear these references before you release the file address.
Attention
After calling RELFC the record contents of the released pool-file address are unpredictable. Application
programs must not issue any DASD input or output macro that references the pool-file address that has
been released by a RELFC macro.
When you specify BLOCK=YES, RELFC issues RELCC to release the storage block.
If you are releasing a whole chain of pool-file records, consider using the RLCHA macro.
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Register use
When you use register notation, RELFC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
RELFC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
RELFC can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use RELFC to release a pool-file record address. The
example assumes that there is only one reference to the file address in the real-time database. That
reference is in the record at ECB level 7 (D7). The DSECT XX00XX describes the record at D7, and the field
XX00REF contains the file address released by this example.
L
R07,CE1CR7
XX00XX REG=R07
MVC
EBCFA0,XX00REF
XC
XX00REF,XX00REF
FILEC D7
DROP R07

LOAD RECORD STORAGE ADDRESS
AND USE AS DSECT BASE
SAVE FILE ADDRESS FOR RELEASE
CLEAR REFERENCE
AND FILE THE RECORD
DROP RECORD BASE

RELFC D0

RELEASE FILE ADDRESS

Related information
“RELCC - Release a storage block” on page 367.
“RLCHA - Release a chain of pool-file record addresses” on page 375.
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RELPC - Unlock a program
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

RELPC {program|(NAME=(reg)}
[,UNLOCK=SPECIAL]
[,ERROR=error_routine]

label
Any valid assembler label.
program
4-character program name.
NAME=(reg)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program name. (Ignored by ALCS except for syntax
checking.)
UNLOCK=SPECIAL
Special unlocking required. (Ignored by ALCS except for syntax checking.)
ERROR=error_routine
Label to which RELPC branches if it detects an error. (Ignored by ALCS except for syntax checking.)

Description
In TPF, RELPC unlocks a program in main storage. In ALCS, this function is not needed, and RELPC has no
effect. It does not appear in macro traces.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
RELPC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“GETPC - Lock an application program or get storage address of an application program” on page 271.
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RIDIC - Get record ID information
TPF compatibility:
Do not use RIDIC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

RIDIC DISPLAY,RIDINFO
,{ID={record_id|(reg1)}|IDSYM=symbol}
[,RTP={record_id_qualifier|(reg2)}]
[,TERM={Short|Long|Fixed}]
[,SIZE={Ln|(reg3)}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
DISPLAY,RIDINFO
Returns the address of a record identity information area in general register 14 (RDA), and a return
code in general register 0 (RAC).
ID={record_id|(reg1)}|(IDSYM=symbol
The record ID. One of:
record_id
Record ID. Two alphanumeric characters or four hexadecimal characters (for example,
ID=C'AB', ID=X'C1C2').
(reg1)
Register containing the record ID in bytes 2 and 3. Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
symbol
Assembler language symbol that ALCS resolves to a 2-byte record ID.
RTP={record_id_qualifier|(reg2)}
The record ID qualifier. One of:
record_id_qualifier
A value between 0 and 9.
(reg2)
Register containing a value between 0 and 9. Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
TERM={Short|Long|Fixed}
Short-term pool record (Short), long-term pool record (Long), or fixed-file record (Fixed).
SIZE={Ln|(reg3)}
Record size, where:
Ln

Size symbol: L0, L1, and so on up to L8.

(reg3)
Register containing the size value (use LA reg3,Ln). Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).

Description
Use the RIDIC macro to extract record ID information.
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RIDIC always sets up the information area at the same address, corrupting any earlier information area
returned by RIDIC or any other macro. Save any required data from the information area before issuing
the RIDIC macro again.
RIDIC generates EQU instructions that define symbols. Use the symbols, as displacements from register
14, to obtain information from the information area, as follows:
RIDBTY
Halfword block type code (L1, L2, ...).
RIDBLN
Halfword logical block length (bytes).
RIDIND
Halfword fixed record type number, pool interval number, or general file number.
RIDFLG
One byte indicator. RIDIC defines symbols for the bits in this byte. To test these bits, use (for
example):
TM

RIDFLG(R14),RIDFLGST

RIDFLGST
Short-term pool record.
RIDFLGLT
Long-term pool record.
RIDFLGR
Database record.
RIDFLGG
General file or general data set record.
RIDFLGP
Pool record.
RIDQUAL
One byte field containing the record ID qualifier (0 through 9).
Successful execution of the RIDIC macro results in return code zero in general register 0 (RAC). Use the
following symbols for error return codes in general register 0 (RAC):
RIDERRNM
Unable to determine unique record type from the parameters.
RIDERRNF
Invalid record ID.

Register use
RIDIC loads the record size value into general register 15 (RDB), if required. It loads the record ID into
general register 14 (RDA), if required.
RIDIC returns the address of the information area in general register 14 (RDA), and the return code in
general register 0 (RAC).
RIDIC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use RIDIC to get the logical block length of L1 size records
with record ID 'TM', and to check whether they are short-term pool:
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ICM
LA
RIDIC
LTR
BNZ

R14,B'0011',=C'TM' LOAD RECORD IDENTITY
R15,L1
LOAD RECORD SIZE
DISPLAY,RIDINFO,SIZE=(R15),ID=(R14)
R00,R00
...
BRANCH IF ID NOT UNIQUE/NOT FOUND

LH
TM
BO

R07,RIDBLN(R14)
EXTRACT LOGICAL BLOCK LENGTH
RIDFLG(R14),RIDFLGST
...
BRANCH IF SHORT TERM POOL

Related information
“GETFC - Get a pool-file record address” on page 266.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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RLCHA - Release a chain of pool-file record addresses
Format
[label]

RLCHA ,

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
Use the RLCHA macro to release a chain of pool-file record addresses.
Set up a 12-byte parameter area as follows:
Bytes
Contents
0-1
2
3
4
5-7

Record ID
Record code check, or zero to inhibit record code checking
Not used
Must be set to hexadecimal 3F for compatibility with TPF (ALCS ignores this)
Not used

8-11
File address of first record in chain.
General register 15 (RDB) must contain the address of this parameter list.
All records in the chain must have the same record ID and RCC, and none should be referenced after
issuing the RLCHA macro.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The RLCHA macro has a request type of RLCHC. In traces and dumps, RLCHC is shown as the macro name
instead of RLCHA.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
Attention
After calling RLCHA the record contents of the released pool-file addresses are unpredictable. Application
programs must not issue any DASD input or output macro that references the pool-file addresses that
have been released by a RLCHA macro.

Register use
RLCHA loads the length of the parameter area into general register 14 (RDA). It does not corrupt any other
registers.
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Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use RLCHA to release the pool-file addresses of all the
records in a chain. The example assumes that there is only one reference to the chain of records in the
real-time database. That reference is in the record at level 7 (D7).
The DSECT XX00XX describes the record at D7, and the field XX00REF contains the file address of the
first record in the chain released by this example. The record ID of the records in the chain is hexadecimal
7070. The example ignores the RCC of the records in the chain. The example builds the parameters for
RLCHA in EBX000.
L
R07,CE1CR7
XX00XX REG=R07
MVC
EBX008(4),XX00REF
XC
XX00REF,XX00REF
FILEC D7
DROP R07

LOAD RECORD STORAGE ADDRESS
AND USE AS DSECT BASE
SAVE FILE ADDRESS FOR RLCHA
CLEAR REFERENCE
AND FILE THE RECORD
DROP RECORD BASE

MVC
MVI
MVI
LA
RLCHA

SET UP RECORD ID
CLEAR RCC
SET UP X'3F'
ADDRESS RLCHA PARAMETERS
AND RELEASE CHAIN

EBX000(2),=X'7070'
EBX002,0
EBX004,X'3F'
R15,EBX000
,

Related information
“RELFC - Release a pool-file record address” on page 369.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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RONIC - Get information about a DASD record or record type
TPF compatibility:
Do not use RONIC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

RONIC [RONINFO|GETNAME|GETRON|EQUATES]

label
Any valid assembler label.
RONINFO
Returns details of the record whose 4-byte file address is in general register 0 (RAC). On return:
R00
Native file address, or 0 if file address is invalid.
R14
Address of information area. Use symbols to refer to the information area (see the Description
section below). If the record type is invalid, general register 14 (RDA) contains 0.
Note:
The data in this information area may be overwritten by subsequent macros.
R15
Record ordinal number, or error code if general register 0 (RAC) contains 0.
GETNAME
Returns a character string indicating the name of the record type whose 4-byte file address is in
general register 0 (RAC). On return:
R00
Native file address, or 0 if file address is invalid.
R14
Address of record type name, or 0 if name cannot be determined. This information may be
overwritten by subsequent macros.
R15
The top byte contains X'40'. This can be used as a padding character for the MVCL instruction. The
lower 3 bytes contain the length of the record type name, or an error code if general register 0
(RAC) contains 0.
GETRON
Returns details of the record whose type is specified by the character string addressed by general
register 14 (RDA). Also returns the record ordinal number at the address specified by general register
15 (RDB).
Note: The character string addressed by general register 14 (RDA) must have a non-alphanumeric
delimiter. The record ordinal addressed by general register 15 (RDB) must have a non-decimal
delimiter. If general register 15 (RDB) is zero, RONIC returns the information for ordinal number zero.
On return:
R00
Native file address, or 0 if the record type, or the relative record number, or both, are invalid.
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R14
Address of information area. Use symbols to refer to the information area (see “Description” on
page 378). If the record type is invalid, general register 14 (RDA) contains 0.
Note: The data in this information area may be overwritten by subsequent macros.
R15
Record ordinal number, or error code if general register 0 (RAC) contains zero.
EQUATES
When you use this option, RONIC only generates equates (see Description for a list of symbols).

Description
Use the RONIC macro to return information about a DASD record or record type.
RONIC always sets up the information area at the same address, corrupting any earlier information area
returned by RONIC. Save any needed data from the information area before issuing RONIC again.
RONIC generates EQU instructions that define symbols. Use the symbols, as displacement from general
register 14 (RDA), to obtain information from the information area, as follows:
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
RONCLS
Record class (halfword). See Register use in “FACE - Compute an online file address” on page 204 for
a list of possible equates.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
RONNBR
Number of records allocated (fullword).
RONTYP
Fixed record type number, pool interval number, or general file number (halfword). See the Register
use section of the FACE macro for a list of possible equates.
RONBTY
Block type code (L1, L2, ...) (halfword).
RONBLN
Logical block length (number of bytes) (halfword).
RONIND
Indicator byte. RIDIC defines symbols for the bits in this byte. To test these bits, use (for example):
TM

RONIND(R14),RONINDG

Use the following symbols to test this byte:
RONINDC
Configuration data set.
RONINDG
General file record.
RONINDR
Real-time database record.
RONINDP
Pool record.
RONINDLT
Long-term pool record.
RONINDST
Short-term pool record.
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If there is an error (general register 0 (RAC) contains 0), an error code is returned in general register 15
(RDB). Error code symbols are:
RONERRT
Invalid input. Unable to determine file address.
RONERRG
General file address correct, but general file not online.
RONERRO
Relative record number (record ordinal number) too large for this record type.

Register use
RONIC uses general registers 0 (RAC), 14 (RDA), and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use RONIC to check that a file address is for a fixed-file
database record, and to obtain the character string record type:
L
RONIC
LTR
BZ

R00,CE1FM2
RONINFO
R00,R00
...

LOAD RECORD ORDINAL
CHECK VALIDITY OF RECORD ORDINAL

TM
BNZ

RONIND(R14),RONINDG+RONINDP
...
BRANCH IF NOT FIXED RECORD

L
L
RONIC
MVCL

R06,...
R07,...
GETNAME
R06,R14

BRANCH IF RECORD ORDINAL INVALID

TARGET NAME
TARGET NAME
GET NAME OF
MOVE RECORD

ADDRESS
LENGTH
RECORD TYPE
TYPE NAME TO TARGET

Related information
“FACE - Compute an online file address” on page 204
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ROUTC - Route a message to a communication resource
Format
[label]

ROUTC RCPL={label|(reg1)}
,LEV={Dn|(reg2)}
[,TYPE={OUTPUT|INPUT}]

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

ROUTC LIST=reg,LEV=Dn

label
Any valid assembler label.
RCPL={label|(reg1)}
Address of the routing control parameter list (RCPL).
label
Assembler label of the first byte of the RCPL. It must be currently addressable.
(reg1)
Register containing the RCPL address. Use general registers 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
LIST=reg
Address of the routing control parameter list (RCPL). reg is the register containing the RCPL address.
Use general registers 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
LEV={Dn|(reg2)}
Level where the message is located:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg2)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg2,Dn). Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF)
When bit RCPL0EXT is off in the RCPL, the message is in a storage block attached on the storage level,
in standard format. When bit RCPL0EXT is on in the RCPL, the data level contains the address of a
heap storage area containing the message, in extended format.
If the message is in a storage block, ROUTC releases it. If the message is in a heap storage area,
ROUTC does not free it.
TPF compatibility:
ROUTC using heap storage is not supported in TPF. Do not use it in programs that must be compatible
with TPF.
OUTPUT
The message is in OMSG format, or in AMSG (output message) format.
INPUT
The message is in IMSG format, or in AMSG (input message) format.
Note: Do NOT specify the local program work area for any of the parameter values for this macro.
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Description
Use the ROUTC macro to route a message to any of the following destinations that are defined in the ALCS
communication tables:
• A terminal or another application. The destination terminal or application can be owned (hosted) by the
same ALCS system as the originating application, or by a system in a different processor.
• An X.25 PVC.
• An LU 6.1 link or parallel session.
• An APPC connection.
• A TCP/IP connection.
• A WAS connection.
ROUTC sends the message in the block attached at the specified level. The block format and the routing
depend on the contents of the RCPL.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
When the destination is a printer terminal that this ALCS owns, ROUTC has a request type of ENTRC (to
CPQS). In traces and dumps, ENTRC is shown as the macro name instead of ROUTC.
When the destination is an LU 6.1 resource, ROUTC has a request type of ENTRC (to CLQS). In traces and
dumps, ENTRC is shown as the macro name instead of ROUTC.
When the destination is a terminal or application that another system owns, and the other system
connects to this ALCS by an LU 6.1 message router link, ROUTC enters program CLQS. In traces and
dumps, macros used by CLQS (and other programs that CLQS calls) are shown after ROUTC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
Functional management headers on transmission
ALCS prefixes the following function management headers (FMHs) to any data transmitted across an LU
6.1 link, if the ROUTC parameter list (RCPL) specifies that there are no functional management headers
already present in the data.
Function Management Header Type 5 - Attach
DC
DC
DC

AL1(10)
AL1(5)
X'0202'

DC

B'00000001'

DC
DC
DC

X'02'
X'00'
X'04'

DC

X'01',X'02'

FMHL - LENGTH OF FMH-5
FMHT - FMH TYPE
FMH5CMD - ATTACH TRANSACTION
PROGRAM
FMH5MOD - BIT 5 (ATTDP) = 0
BIT 6-7 (ATTIU) = 01
FMH5FXCT - ATTACH, DATA DESCRIPTOR
ATTDSP - COMPONENT 1
ATTDBA - DATA HANDLING ALGORITHM
CHAIN OF RU'S
ATTDPN - SCHEDULER

X
X

X

Function Management Header Type 6 - Scheduler
DC
DC
DC

AL1(12)
AL1(6)
X'0802'

DC

B'00000000'

DC
DC
DC

X'01'
X'00'
X'04',C'ISCE'

FMHL - LENGTH OF FMH-6
FMHT - FMH TYPE
FMH6CMD - SCHED. TRANSACTION
X
PROGRAM
FMH6MOD - FMH6LNSZ=0 1-BYTE FIELD
X
FMH6PROT=0, UNRECOVERABLE
FMH6FXCT - LENGTH OF FIXED PARMS.
SCDTIME - NOT SUPPORTED
SCDDPN - INPUT EDITOR

The SCHEDULER FMH is chained from the ATTACH FMH. The function management headers define the
following:
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• Data is transmitted to component number 1 (COMPT=1) on the parallel session.
• The message is processed asynchronously.
• The message is processed as an unrecoverable message.
• The input editor is ISCE. Or, for data transmitted across an LU 6.1 message router link, ALCS puts ROUT
in this field.
• IMS/VS Message Format Services (MFS) is not used.

Register use
ROUTC loads the address of the RCPL into general register 14 (RDA), if required. It also loads the level
value into general register 15 (RDB), if required. ROUTC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how to use the rc0pl DSECT with ROUTC to transmit an unsolicited
message to a connected device. The coding is taken from the IPARS program UMS1.
RC0PL
MVC
XC
MVC
MVI
XC
FINWC
LA
MVC
MVI
OI
ROUTC

REG=R01
CE1FM0(4),EBW004
CE1FA0(4),CE1FA0
EBW000(3),EBW001
EBW003,0
EBW008(4),EBW008
D0,UMS1ER
R01,EBW000
RCPLORG(3),CE1OUT
RCPLORG+3,0
RCPLCTL0,RCPL0MTY
RCPL=EBW000,
LEV=D0,
TYPE=OUTPUT
EXITC ,

ROUTING CONTROL PARAMETER LIST
FILE ADDRESS OF MESSAGE
CLEAR RECORD ID/RECORD CODE CHECK
CRI IS ON EBW001
CLEAR RCPL INDICATOR AREA
RETRIEVE MESSAGE
ADDRESS RCPL
ORIGIN CRI
UNSOLICITED MESSAGE INDICATOR
SEND MESSAGE TO RESOURCE

Related information
“AM0SG - AMSG-format message DSECT” on page 17.
“CM1CM - Application message block format DSECT” on page 63.
“RC0PL - Routing control parameter list DSECT” on page 360.
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X
X

RSECT - Restore CSECT
TPF compatibility:
“RSECT macrodefinition” on page 559 describes how to support this macro compatibly with TPF.

Format
[label]

RSECT ,

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
Use the RSECT macro to restore the CSECT name of the program after an in-line DSECT.
The BEGIN macro sets up the CSECT name. Use RSECT to restore the CSECT name after an in-line DSECT.
RSECT does not generate any executable code. Note that the CSECT name for ALCS application programs
is different from the CSECT name for TPF programs.

Register use
Not applicable. RSECT does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. RSECT does not generate executable instructions.

Example
The following example defines an in-line DSECT called TM7PF.

TM7PF
TM7LAB
TM7FOR

BEGIN
DSECT
DS
DS
⋮
RSECT

NAME=TMP1,VERSION=00
,
INLINE DSECT
A
H
,

RESTORE CSECT

Related information
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
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RS0RS - DASD record control fields DSECT
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
TPF compatibility:
Do not use RS0RS in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

RS0RS [REG=reg]

label
Any valid assembler label.
REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.

Description
Use the RS0RS DSECT macro to reference record control fields in a DASD record which has been read
using a FNDPC macro. The DSECT name is RS0RS.
RS0RS defines symbols for each of the DASD record control fields, as follows:
RS0PFSN
4-byte program name. Contains the name of the application program which last wrote (filed) this
record.
RS0PFST
4-byte TOD clock time stamp (first 4 bytes only). Contains the MVS system time when this record was
last written (filed) by the application program shown in RS0PFSN.
RS0RCLS
1-byte record class. Contains the record class of this record. See the FACE macro Register use for a
list of possible equates.
RS0RORD
4-byte record ordinal. Contains the ordinal number of this record within the record type.
RS0RTYP
2-byte record type. Contains the record type of this record. See the FACE macro Register use for a list
of possible equates.
RS0WTE
8-byte TOD clock time stamp. Contains the MVS system time when the record was last written to
DASD by ALCS.
The following fields are valid only for records which have a record class of long-term pool or allocatable
pool:
RS0PDSN
4-byte program name. Contains the name of the program which last issued a GETFC macro for this
record.
RS0PDST
4-byte TOD clock time stamp (first 4 bytes only). Contains the MVS system time when this record was
last obtained by a GETFC macro, or the monitor equivalent, issued by the application program shown
in RS0PDSN.
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RS0PESN
4-byte program name. Contains the name of the program that last released the record.
RS0PEST
4-byte TOD clock time stamp (first 4 bytes only). Contains the MVS system time when record was
released by the application program shown in RS0PESN.
RS0PRSN
4-byte program name. Contains the name of the Recoup descriptor program that last chain-chased
this record.
RS0PRST
4-byte TOD clock time stamp (first 4 bytes). Contains the MVS system time when this record was last
chain-chased by the Recoup descriptor program shown in RS0PRSN.

Register use
Not applicable. RS0RS does not generate executable code.

Loss of control
Not applicable. RS0RS does not generate executable code.

Example
See the Example in “FNDPC - Read a DASD record with control fields” on page 245.

Related information
“BLKIC - Get information about storage blocks of a specified size” on page 40.
“FACE - Compute an online file address” on page 204.
“FNDPC - Read a DASD record with control fields” on page 245.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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SAVEC - Save to / restore from local save stack
TPF compatibility:
Do not use the SAVEC macro in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

SAVEC {PUSH=(token,...)|POP}

label
Any valid assembler label.
PUSH=(token,...)
Save information in the local save stack. Specify what information you want to save with one or more
of the following tokens:
GPRS
General registers 0 through 8, 14 and 15.
FPRS
Floating-point registers 0, 2, 4, 6.
WKA
ECB work area 1 (CE1WKA).
WKB
ECB work area 2 (CE1WKB).
WKC|LPW
ECB local program work area (CE1WKC).
If you only specify one token then you do not need to include it in parentheses.
POP
Restore the information saved by the most recent SAVEC PUSH and discard that information from
the local save stack. If there is no information in the local save stack, SAVEC POP does not restore
or discard any information. You can check whether or not SAVEC POP restored any information by
testing the return code, which SAVEC POP sets as follows:
0

(BZ taken.) SAVEC POP did not restore information from the local save stack (the local save stack
was empty).

other
(BNZ taken.) SAVEC POP restored information from the local save stack.

Description
Use the SAVEC macro to save and restore the contents of one or more of:
The general purpose registers
The floating point registers 0, 2, 4, 6.
ECB work area 1 (CE1WKA)
ECB work area 2 (CE1WKB)
ECB local program work area (CE1WKC)
SAVEC PUSH calls can be nested. If so, each SAVEC POP restores the information saved by the most
recent SAVEC PUSH. Also, the entire local save stack is saved and restored across ENTER/BACK linkages.
Notes:
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1. You can only use the SAVEC macro in programs that specify LPW=YES on the BEGIN macro.
2. SAVEC uses a last-in first-out (LIFO) stack, called the local save stack, to save your information.
SAVEC PUSH creates a new stack entry and saves all the requested information in the new stack entry.
SAVEC POP checks the local save stack. If the local save stack is empty, it sets condition code 0
and returns. Otherwise it restores the information from the most recent stack entry, deletes the most
recent stack entry, and sets a nonzero return code.
3. The local save stack is "local" to your program. On entry to your program, the local save stack is empty.
To use SAVEC, you must understand how ALCS processes the local save stack for the enter-type
macros and BACKC:
ENTRC
ALCS keeps your program's local save stack when your program issues ENTRC.
ENTNC
ALCS discards your program's local save stack when your program issues ENTNC.
ENTDC
ALCS discards all local save stacks when your program issues ENTDC.
BACKC
ALCS discards your program's local save stack when your program issues BACKC.
Transferring control to a transfer vector has the same effect on the local save stack as described above
(that is, depends on the type of transfer). This is true even if the transfer vector is an entry point in the
same program, because the local save stack actually relates to the program nesting level.
Transferring control to an exit intercept program (set by SXIPC macro) when an entry terminates has
the same effect on the local save stack as ENTDC.
4. SAVEC PUSH uses entry storage to save your information. The total amount of entry storage that
your program can use is limited to the amount that your system programmer specifies in the ALCS
generation.

Register use
SAVEC PUSH does not use or modify any application registers. SAVEC POP can restore application
registers to the contents at the time of the preceding SAVEC PUSH, otherwise it does not use or modify
any application registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use SAVEC to save registers and ECB work area 1:
SAVEC PUSH=WKA
Save work area 1 (CE1WKA)
... (store information in CE1WKA for program XYZ1)
SAVEC PUSH=(GPRS,FPRS)
ENTRC XYZ1

Save general and FP registers
Call program XYZ1

SAVEC POP
Restore general and FP registers
... (examine information returned in CE1WKA by XYZ1)
SAVEC POP

Restore work area 1 (CE1WKA)
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Related information
“BACKC - Return to a calling program” on page 32.
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34
“ENTDC - Enter a program with no return expected to any program” on page 181.
“ENTNC - Enter a program with no return expected to this program” on page 183.
“ENTRC - Enter a program with a return expected to the calling program” on page 185.
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SCANA - Scan for specified characters
This macro is provided as part of the TPF program. It is not provided as part of ALCS. However, you can
find a definition for this macro, and examples of its use, in "IPARS - ALCS V2", which is included in the
ALCS shipment.
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SENDC - Send a message
Note: The use of the BRACKET= parameter is a Product-Sensitive Programming Interface.

Format
[label] SENDC Dn,{A|C|T|X}

or:
[label] SENDC (Dn,Dm),M

or:
[label] SENDC Dn,D[,BRACKET={EB|NEB}]

or:
[label] SENDC Dn,K[,TYPE={USER|QUEUE}][,NCB={NO|YES}]

or:
[label] SENDC Dn,L[,PRIORTY={8|p}][,ACK={NO|YES|application|(reg)}]

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label] SENDC Dn,{A|C|K|L|T}

label
Any valid assembler label.
Dn

Used for a one-block message. Level where the message is located: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for
level 15.
For SENDC A|C|D|K|L|T the message is in a storage block attached on the storage level, in standard
format. For SENDC X the data level contains the address of a heap storage area containing the
message, in extended format.
If the message is in a storage block, SENDC releases it. If the message is in a heap storage area,
SENDC does not free it.
TPF compatibility:
The SENDC Dn,X format is not supported in TPF. Do not use it in programs that must be compatible
with TPF.

(Dn,Dm)
Used for a two-block message. Storage levels where the blocks that contain the message are
attached: D0, D1, and so on up to DF. Dn is the storage level where the first block is attached.
Dm is the storage level where the second block is attached.
A|C|D|K|L|M|T|X
Type of message to be sent:
A
C

Send response to display terminal.
Send response to display terminal (identical to A).
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D
K
L
M
T
X

Send direct to IBM 3270 display terminal (user formatted 3270 message).
Send direct to SLC link.
Send to printer terminal. SENDC L can handle multiple (chained) blocks.
Send two-block message to a display terminal.
Send IATA-format telegram.
Send large message.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface

BRACKET={EB|NEB}
Specify BRACKET only if the TYPE is D.
EB

ALCS sets Not Begin Bracket and End Bracket on this transmission to the 3270 display terminal.

NEB
The end-of-message character in the output message determines how ALCS sets Begin Bracket
and End Bracket on this transmission to the 3270 display terminal:
If the end-of-message character is #EOM, ALCS sets Not Begin Bracket and End Bracket.
If the end-of-message character is #EOU, ALCS sets Begin Bracket and End Bracket.
For any other end-of-message character, ALCS sets Not Begin Bracket and Not End Bracket.
The CPSEQ macro (see “CPSEQ - Monitor-request macro operand equates” on page 99) defines these
end-of-message character symbols.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
TYPE={USER|QUEUE}
Specify TYPE only if the message type is K:
USER
For a type B (conventional) message, the message is not to be secured on file. ALCS does not
acknowledge the message to the application until it has been successfully transmitted on the link.
QUEUE
For a type B (conventional) message, ALCS acknowledges the message to the application as soon
as it has been secured on file, before transmitting the message on the link.
NCB={NO|YES}
Specify NCB only if the message type is K:
NO

Storage block contains a message.

YES
Storage block contains a network control block.
PRIORTY={8|p}
Specify PRIORTY only if the message type is L. Specify the priority p of the message as a decimal
number from 1 through 13 inclusive. (The highest priority is 1. The lowest priority is 13.)
ACK={NO|YES|application|(reg)}
Specify ACK only if the message type is L. Specify whether or not an application is to be notified when
the data has been completely printed.
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NO

Do not notify any application. This is the default.

YES
Notify the application to which the printer is routed when SENDC is issued.
application
Notify the application with CRN application.
(reg)
Register containing the address of a 4-byte field. The field contains the first 4 bytes of the CRN of
the application to be notified.
Note: Do NOT specify the local program work area for any of the parameter values when using the SENDC
K,TYPE=QUEUE or SENDC L form of this macro.

Description
Use the SENDC macro to send a message to display or printer terminals, to WTTY links, or to SLC links.
Note: Use SENDC in output message editor programs only.
The format of the output message must correspond to the CM1CM DSECT macro (see “CM1CM Application message block format DSECT” on page 63).
SENDC detaches the message block or blocks from the ECB.
Description notes for Type D
Normally ALCS formats IBM 3270 displays so that each line (row) is a separate field. This allows the end
user to key in input messages, which ALCS can transform into IMSG format ready for processing by the
application. Similarly, ALCS transforms OMSG format output messages so that each line of the message
occupies one field of the display.
However, if your program issues SENDC D... to the terminal, this reformats the IBM 3270 display so
that ALCS cannot transform subsequent input messages into the standard IMSG format. ALCS passes
subsequent input messages from the display to the application exactly as received (starting with the IBM
3270 identification (AID) character). See “CM1CM - Application message block format DSECT” on page
63 for more information about the input message format for this case.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
If a Read Partition (Query) Structured Field command is sent by SENDC D, ALCS takes special action
to enable this function to execute properly. Normally ALCS sets End Bracket on any transmission to a
resource. If there is a Read Partition (Query) Structured Field command in the data stream, End Bracket is
reset and Change Direction set before transmitting the data to the resource.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
When the Query Reply Structured Field is received by the application, the application must transmit valid
data to the resource to ensure that the resource can subsequently transmit data to ALCS. (See “MAP3270
- 3270 screen mapping support” on page 330.)
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The SENDC macro has a request type of SENDA, SENDD, SENDK, SENDM, SENDX, or SENDT. In traces
and dumps, one of these is shown as the macro name instead of SENDC.
SENDC L has a request type of ENTRC (to CPQS). In traces and dumps, ENTRC is shown as the macro
name instead of SENDC.
For SENDC X the data level contains the address of a heap storage area containing the message that is
not freed by the SENDC X. Note that you must re-use the address of that data level if you want to FREEC
heap storage (as the SENDC X may return with a different heap storage area). See the example for details.
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End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
SENDC uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
The first three examples show how you should end a transaction normally. ALCS transmits a reply to the
terminal, after which the processing of the ECB is complete, and the ECB can be terminated.
SENDC A
In this example, the reply consists of a single block message on ECB level 0 (D0).
⋮
SENDC
SPACE
EXITC
SPACE
LTORG
FINIS
END

D0,A
1
,
1
,
,

SEND THE REPLY TO TERMINAL
ALL PROCESSING DONE, GO EXIT
LITERAL POOL

SENDC C
In this example, the reply consists of a single block message on ECB level 0 (D0).
⋮
SENDC
SPACE
EXITC
SPACE
LTORG
FINIS
END

D0,C
1
,
1
,
,

SEND THE REPLY TO TERMINAL
ALL PROCESSING DONE, GO EXIT
LITERAL POOL

SENDC D
In this example, the reply consists of a single block message on ECB level 0 (D0).
⋮
SENDC
SPACE
EXITC
SPACE
LTORG
FINIS
END

D0,D
1
,
1
,
,

SEND THE REPLY TO TERMINAL
ALL PROCESSING DONE, GO EXIT
LITERAL POOL

SENDC K
This example shows the transmission of IATA-format type B message to an SLC link. The data is in
CCITT#5 format. ECB level 2 (D2) is used for the transmission.
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⋮
CM1CM
L
MVC
MVC
MVI
MVI
SPACE
SENDC
SPACE
⋮

REG=R14
USE R14 FOR ADDRESSABILITY
R14,CE1CR2
LOAD BASE TELEX
CM1LYN(1),ICECRI+3 SET SLC LINE NUMBER
CM1HEX,....
SET UP HEX (NOT MANDATORY)
CM1BCH,L'CM1HII+L'CM1TPB+L'CM1N#5 SET UP INDICATORS
CM1BCH+1,X'00'
CLEAR SECOND INDICATOR BYTE
1
D2,K
TRANSMIT THE TELEX ON TO THE SLC LINK
1
CONTINUE PROCESS

SENDC L
This example shows the transmission of a message to a printer. The data consists of a message chain for
which the prime block can be found on ECB level 2 (D2).
⋮
FILEC
CM1CM
L
MVC
MVC
SPACE
SENDC
SPACE
⋮

D3
REG=R14
R14,CE1CR2
CM1CCT,....
CM1FCH,CE1FM3
1
D2,L
1

FILE THE OVERFLOW
USE R14 FOR ADDRESSABILITY
LOAD BASE OF MESSAGE
SET UP THE RIGHT MESSAGE LENGTH
PUT THE FILE ADDRESS IN PRIME BLOCK
TRANSMIT THE PRINTOUT TO THE PRINTER
CONTINUE PROCESS

SENDC M
In this example, the reply consists of a two-block output on ECB levels 0 (D0) and 1 (D1).
⋮
SENDC
SPACE
EXITC
SPACE
LTORG
FINIS
END

(D0,D1),M
1
,
1
,
,

SEND THE REPLY TO TERMINAL
ALL PROCESSING DONE, GO EXIT
LITERAL POOL

SENDC T
This example shows the transmission of IATA-format telex to the IPARS message switching package for
further processing. ECB level 2 (D2) is used for the transmission.
⋮
CM1CM
L
MVC
SPACE
SENDC
SPACE
⋮

REG=R14
R14,CE1CR2
CM1CCT,....
1
D2,T
1

USE R14 FOR ADDRESSABILITY
LOAD BASE TELEX
SET UP THE RIGHT TELEX LENGTH
PASS THE TELEX TO MESSAGE SWITCHING
CONTINUE PROCESS

SENDC X
This example shows how the reply to SENDC X consists of a heap storage area:
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⋮
MALOC
ST
⋮
SPACE
SENDC
SPACE
⋮
L
FREEC
⋮

SIZE=R01
R01,CE1FA0
1
D0,X
1
R01,CE1FA0
BLOCK=R01

Related information
“CFMT - Format a display terminal screen” on page 55.
“CM1CM - Application message block format DSECT” on page 63.
“COMCC - Alter communication resource information or format screen” on page 71.
“CO3MP - Mapping parameter list DSECT” on page 93.
“MAP3270 - 3270 screen mapping support” on page 330.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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SERRC - Request an error dump
Format
[label]

SERRC {E|R},{error_number|(error_symbol)|Rn}
[,{MSG|MSG={NO|YES}}]
[,LIST=storage_list|,SLIST=storage_list]
[,PROGRAM=prog]
[,OPTION=option]
[,ECB=YES]
[,SYSDUMP=NO]
[,PREFIX=char]

label
Any valid assembler label.
{E|R}
Action after the dump. One of:
E
R

The entry exits.
Control returns to the next sequential instruction following the SERRC macro.

{error_number|(error_symbol)|Rn}
One of:
error_number
Hexadecimal error number (4 to 6 digits).
error_symbol
A symbol enclosed in parentheses. The value of the symbol is the 6-digit hexadecimal error
number.
Rn

Register name, one of the symbols shown in Figure 1 on page 3. The low-order three bytes contain
the 6-digit hexadecimal error number. Use general register 1 through 7 (RG1 through RGF) or 14
(RDA).

Note: Use error numbers in the range X'001000' through X'FFFFFF' (X'000000' through X'000FFF'
are reserved for ALCS). SERRC adds leading zeros, if necessary, to obtain a 6-digit number. X'DBxxxx'
numbers are reserved for TPFDF. Check with your system programmer whether there is a convention
at your installation indicating how error numbers are to be selected.
{MSG|MSG={NO|YES}}
Specify MSG, or MSG=YES, to write a message with the dump header to ROC and to the ALCS
diagnostic file. General register 0 (RAC) contains the address of the message. The message length
is in the first byte of the message; the message text follows it. The maximum message length is 100
bytes; SERRC truncates longer messages to 100 bytes.
TPF compatibility:
The maximum message length supported by TPF is 70 bytes.
You can use the GENMSG macro to generate a suitable message field for SERRC See “GENMSG Generate a message table for WTOPC, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA” on page 259.
LIST=storage_list | SLIST=storage_list
Address of a user storage list. The user storage list specifies areas of storage to be included in the
system error dump. These are in addition to the areas that the dump normally includes.
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Each entry in the user storage list is either 4-fullwords in length or 3-fullwords in length.
The 4-fullword entries are generated by a LISTC macro call. See “LISTC - Generate a storage list for
snapc or SERRC” on page 319.
The 3-fullword entries are user-defined. See the Description section for a detailed description of the
format.
The user storage list may contain a combination of both 4-fullword and 3-fullword entries but IBM
recommends that all entries are generated by the LISTC macro and specified with the LIST=
parameter.
TPF Compatibility:
If your program must be compatible with TPF, your user storage list must contain all 4-fullword
entries specified with the LIST= parameter, or all 3-fullword entries specified with the SLIST=
parameter.
Specify the address of the user storage list as one of:
• A symbolic label. The label on a LISTC macro or the name of a field containing the user storage list
(for example, EBW024).
• A register name (one of the symbols shown in Figure 1 on page 3) containing the address. Use
general register 1 through 7 (RG1 through RGF).
IBM recommends that you do not use the SLIST= parameter in ALCS; use the LIST= parameter
instead.
PROGRAM=prog
Indirect program name. The system error message (that appears at the start of the system error dump
listing, and on ROC) contains this name instead of the name of the program that executes the SERRC
macroinstruction. Specify one of:
• Name of a 4-byte field that contains the program name.
• Register name (one of the symbols shown in Figure 1 on page 3). The register contains the address
of a 4-byte field containing the program name. Use general registers 1 through 7 (RG1 through RGF)
or 15 (RDB).
TPF compatibility:
Do not use the PROGRAM= parameter in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
OPTION=option
option is one of:
NODUMP
Bypass the system error options as set in the ALCS generation, and make this always a NODUMP.
NOGLOBAL
Bypass the system error options as set in the ALCS generation, and do not dump the global area.
TPF compatibility:
Do not use the OPTION= parameter in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
ECB=YES
This parameter is supplied for compatibility with TPF only. It is ignored by ALCS. (ECB=NO, which is
allowed by TPF, is rejected with an MNOTE).
SYSDUMP=NO
This parameter is supplied for compatibility with TPF only. It is ignored by ALCS. (SYSDUMP=YES,
which is allowed by TPF, is rejected with an MNOTE).
PREFIX=char
This parameter is supplied for compatibility with TPF only. It is ignored by ALCS.
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Description
Use the SERRC macro to write an application error dump to the ALCS diagnostic file.
SERRC causes a program exception.
IBM recommends that you use the LISTC macro and the LIST= parameter with SERRC to specify what
areas of storage you want to appear in the dump. See the second example.
Although not recommended, you can use the SLIST= parameter to specify areas of storage to include in
the system error dump. These are in addition to the areas that the dump normally includes. Each area can
be up to 4KB of storage.
Construct the list with one entry for each area to include in the dump. Each area is three fullwords, as
follows:
Byte:

0
4
8
┌───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬────
│ i │
│
start
│
end
⋘───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┘

│

The first fullword contains an indicator (i) in the high-order byte. The low-order three bytes are not used.
The second fullword (start) contains the address of the start (first byte) of the area to include in the
dump.
The third fullword (end) contains either the address of the end (last byte) of the area, or the length of the
area (number of bytes) less one, depending on the value of the indicator (see below).
The indicator specifies whether end is the end address or the length-1 of the area. It also specifies
whether or not the area contains EBCDIC character data. If the area does contain character data, the
dump shows the area in character notation. If not, the dump shows it in hexadecimal notation.
The following table shows the hexadecimal indicator values:
end is
address

end is
length-1

Not character data

00

02

Character data

01

03

If the indicator contains X'F0', the dump routines ignore the complete entry.
A byte that contains X'FF' follows the last entry and delimits the list.
Note that the dump routines dump a whole number of doublewords for each area. The specified start
address is rounded down to the first byte of the doubleword. The specified end address is rounded up to
the last byte of the doubleword.

Register use
When you specify error_number in register notation, SERRC uses general register 14 (RDA). When you use
the PROGRAM= parameter, SERRC corrupts general register 15 (RDB).

Loss of control
SERRC always causes the entry to lose control.

Examples
The following example shows how you could use SERRC to take a system error dump then exit the entry.
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ERRTEXT

LA
SERRC
.
.
.
DC
DC

R00,ERRTEXT-1
E,001ACE,MSG

LOAD ERROR MESSAGE ADDRESS
DUMP AND EXIT

AL1(L'ERRTEXT)
C'INVALID FORWARD CHAIN IN CC RECORD'

The following example shows how you could use LISTC with SERRC to dump specified data areas of
storage.

*
MSGSNIL
MSGSN1
*
MYINFO

⋮
LA
R00,MSGSN1L
SERRC R,FF0006,MSG=YES,LIST=MYINFO
⋮
DC
DC

AL1(L'MSGSN1)
C'**ERROR DUMP FROM SERRC**'

LISTC NAME=MYDATA01,TAG=EBROUT
LISTC END

Related information
“SYSRA - Signal an application program error” on page 428.
“LISTC - Generate a storage list for snapc or SERRC” on page 319.
“GENMSG - Generate a message table for WTOPC, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA” on page 259.
“SXIPC - Set exit intercept program” on page 419.
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SLIMC - Set or remove processing limits for the entry
TPF compatibility:
“SLIMC macrodefinition” on page 559 describes how to implement this macro compatibly with TPF.

Format
[label]

SLIMC [SET|ADD]

[,GFS={gfs_limit|(reg1)}]
[,STPOOL={stp_limit|(reg6)}]
[,LTPOOL={ltp_limit|(reg7)}]
[,SERR={serr_limit|(reg2)}]
[,ECBLIFE=([life_limit|(reg3)},units)]
[,STORAGE=([storage_limit|(reg4)},units)]
[,STORAGE1=([storage_limit1|(reg8)},units)]
[,STORAGE2=([storage_limit2|(reg9)},units)]
[,STORAGE3=([storage_limit3|(reg10)},units)]
[,ECBREAD={read_threshold|(reg11)}]
[,ECBHOLD={hold_limit|(reg5)}]

Note: You must include at least one of these parameters.
or, to deactivate the limit:
[label]

SLIMC [SET]

[,GFS=NONE]
[,STPOOL=NONE]
[,LTPOOL=NONE]
[,SERR=NONE]
[,ECBLIFE=NONE]
[,STORAGE=NONE]
[,STORAGE1=NONE]
[,STORAGE2=NONE]
[,STORAGE3=NONE]
[,ECBREAD=NONE]
[,ECBHOLD=NONE]

label
Any valid assembler label.
SET
Set entry processing limits to those specified by parameters GFS=, STPOOL=, LTPOOL=, SERR=,
ECBLIFE=, STORAGE=, and ECBHOLD=.
ADD
Add amounts specified by parameters GFS=, STPOOL=, LTPOOL=, SERR=, ECBLIFE=, STORAGE=,
and ECBHOLD= to the current entry processing limits.
GFS={gfs_limit|(reg1)}
Maximum number of long-term and short-term pool file dispenses (GETFC monitor-request macro).
For example, a value of 25 limits the entry to 25 long-term pool dispenses and 25 short-term pool
dispenses. Specify a value in the range 1 through 2 147 483 647 (X'7FFFFFFF'); or specify 0 or NONE
for the maximum system limit. One of:
gfs_limit
Assembler expression, not enclosed in parentheses, that resolves to the value.
(reg1)
Register that contains the value. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
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SERR={serr_limit|(reg2)}
Maximum number of system error dumps and nodumps. Specify a value in the range 1 through 65 535
(X'FFFF'); or specify 0 or NONE for the maximum system limit. One of:
serr_limit
Assembler expression, not enclosed in parentheses, that resolves to the value.
(reg2)
Register that contains the value. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
ECBLIFE=([life_limit|(reg3)},units)
Maximum length of entry life. Restrictions for this value depend on units as follows:
Seconds, specify 1 through 2 147 483 647 (X'7FFFFFFF')
Minutes, specify 1 through 35 791 394
Hours, specify 1 through 596 523.
Or specify 0 or NONE for the maximum system limit. One of:
life_limit
Assembler expression, not enclosed in parentheses, that resolves to the value.
(reg3)
Register that contains the value. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF). Do not use
register notation in programs that must be compatible with TPF (see “SLIMC macrodefinition” on
page 559).
units
One of the following:
Seconds
Minutes
Hours.
STORAGE=([storage_limit|(reg4)},units)
Maximum entry storage for ECB, attached and detached storage blocks, automatic storage blocks,
DECBs, and heap storage if an entry storage block can be used. Restrictions for this value depend on
units as follows:
Bytes, specify 1 through 67 107 840
Kilobytes, specify 1 through 65 535 (X'FFFF')
Megabytes, specify 1 through 64.
Or specify 0 or NONE for the maximum system limit. One of:
storage_limit
Assembler expression, not enclosed in parentheses, that resolves to the value.
(reg4)
Register that contains the value. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
units
One of the following:
Bytes
Kilobytes
Megabytes.
IBM recommends that you do not use the STORAGE parameter; use the STORAGE1, STORAGE2, and
STORAGE3 parameters instead.
Note that SLIMC STORAGE=storage_limit
is equivalent to SLIMC STORAGE1=storage_limit, X STORAGE2=storage_limit, X
STORAGE3=storage_limit
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STORAGE1=([storage_limit1|(reg8)},units)
Maximum entry storage for ECB, attached and detached storage blocks, automatic storage blocks,
DECBs, and heap storage (if an entry storage block can be used). Restrictions for this value depend on
units as follows:
Bytes, specify 1 through 67 107 840
Kilobytes, specify 1 through 65 535 (X'FFFF')
Megabytes, specify 1 through 64.
Or specify 0 or NONE for the maximum system limit. One of:
storage_limit1
Assembler expression, not enclosed in parentheses, that resolves to the value.
(reg8)
Register that contains the value. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
units
One of the following:
Bytes
Kilobytes
Megabytes.
STORAGE2=([storage_limit2|(reg9)},units)
Maximum entry storage for high level language (HLL) storage. Restrictions for this value depend on
units as follows:
Bytes, specify 1 through 67 107 840
Kilobytes, specify 1 through 65 535 (X'FFFF')
Megabytes, specify 1 through 64.
Or specify 0 or NONE for the maximum system limit. One of:
storage_limit2
Assembler expression, not enclosed in parentheses, that resolves to the value.
(reg9)
Register that contains the value. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
units
One of the following:
Bytes
Kilobytes
Megabytes.
STORAGE3=([storage_limit3|(reg10)},units)
Maximum entry storage for program heap storage excluding entry storage blocks. Restrictions for this
value depend on units as follows:
Bytes, specify 1 through 67 107 840
Kilobytes, specify 1 through 65 535 (X'FFFF')
Megabytes, specify 1 through 64.
Or specify 0 or NONE for the maximum system limit. One of:
storage_limit3
Assembler expression, not enclosed in parentheses, that resolves to the value.
(reg10)
Register that contains the value. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
units
One of the following:
Bytes
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Kilobytes
Megabytes.
ECBREAD={read_threshold|(reg11)}
Entry read threshold. ALCS calls the USRWAIT installation-wide monitor exit during an implied wait
operation (for example WAITC, FINWC, FIPWC, or FIWHC) each time the number of reads for this entry
exceeds one of the read thresholds. Specify from 1K to 65 535K reads (where K is 1024), or specify 0
or NONE for the maximum threshold. One of:
read_threshold
Assembler expression, not enclosed in parentheses, that resolves to the value.
(reg11)
Register that contains the value. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
STPOOL={stp_limit|(reg6)}
Maximum number of short-term pool file dispenses (GETFC monitor-request macro). Specify a value
in the range 1 through 2 147 483 647 (X'7FFFFFFF'); or specify 0 or NONE for the maximum system
limit.
One of:
stp_limit
Assembler expression, not enclosed in parentheses, that resolves to the value.
(reg6)
Register that contains the value. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
LTPOOL={ltp_limit|(reg7)}
Maximum number of long-term pool file dispenses (GETFC monitor-request macro). Specify a value in
the range 1 through 2 147 483 647 (X'7FFFFFFF'); specify 0 or NONE for the maximum system limit.
One of:
ltp_limit
Assembler expression, not enclosed in parentheses, that resolves to the value.
(reg7)
Register that contains the value. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
ECBHOLD={hold_limit|(reg5)}
Maximum number of records that can be held at the same time. Specify a value in the range 1 through
65 535 (X'FFFF'); or specify 0 or NONE for the maximum system limit. One of:
hold_limit
Assembler expression, not enclosed in parentheses, that resolves to the value.
(reg5)
Register that contains the value. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
Do not specify GFS and LTPOOL or GFS and STPOOL on the same SLIMC macroinstruction.

Description
Use the SLIMC macro to set one or more upper limits for processing an entry, and to remove the limits.
The SLIMC macro enables application programs that use a lot of resources to request exemption from
resource limit checking. ALCS generation parameters define the following entry processing limits:
• Maximum number of short-term pool file dispense requests
• Maximum number of long-term pool file dispense requests
• Maximum number of system error dumps and nodumps
• Maximum entry life
• Maximum total entry storage requirement
• Maximum number of records that can be held at the same time.
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If any entry exceeds one of these limits during execution, ALCS cancels the entry. However, some
application programs need to exceed one or more of these limits. Applications can use SLIMC to increase
or decrease the limits.

Register use
SLIMC generates a call to the ALCS online monitor for each limit that you specify, and loads each limit, in
turn, into general register 14 (RDA). SLIMC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
SLIMC does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example show how you could use SLIMC to reset the entry life limit for the entry to 60 seconds and
the storage limit to 100KB.
SLIMC ECBLIFE=(60,SECONDS), SET ENTRY LIFE LIMIT
STORAGE=(100,K)
AND STORAGE LIMIT

X

Related information
“SXIPC - Set exit intercept program” on page 419
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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SLMTC - Send a message to a printer terminal
Format
[label] SLMTC Dn

label
Any valid assembler label.
Dn

Level symbol where the block containing the message is attached: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level
15.

Description
Use the SLMTC macro to send a message to a printer terminal, bypassing the queueing and error recovery
services provided with SENDC L and CRASC.
SLMTC supports specialized printer terminals for which queueing, or automatic retransmission, or both,
are inappropriate. For example, if a printer is normally loaded with airline ticket stock, you may need
to avoid retransmitting to the printer after a transmission error, since retransmission could result in
duplicate tickets being printed.
The message must be in OMSG format in a single storage block. The CM1CM DSECT defines the output
message block format.
ALCS does not carry out any error recovery for data transmitted using SLMTC. If an error occurs, ALCS
discards the message and does not inform the application of the error. It is assumed that the application
will detect the absence of a response and take the appropriate error recovery action.
When ALCS receives a positive acknowledgement (ALC answerback or SNA positive response) from the
printer, it passes a special answerback message to the application where the printer is routed. This
answerback message is in IMSG format. It consists of a single ALCS end-of-message incomplete (#EOI)
character.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The SLMTC macro has a request type of ENTRC (to CPQS). In traces and dumps, ENTRC is shown as the
macro name instead of SLMTC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
SLMTC uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how you could use SLMTC to transmit a message to a printer. The data consists of a
single block message, on ECB level 2 (D2).
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⋮
CM1CM
L
MVC
XC
SPACE
SLMTC
SPACE
⋮

REG=R14
R14,CE1CR2
CM1CCT,....
CM1FCH,CM1FCH
1
D2
1

USE R14 FOR ADDRESSABILITY
LOAD BASE MESSAGE
SETUP THE RIGHT MESSAGE LENGTH
SLMTC DOES NOT USE OVERFLOW
TRANSMIT THE PRINTOUT TO THE PRINTER
CONTINUE PROCESS

Related information
“CM1CM - Application message block format DSECT” on page 63.
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SNAPC - Request an error dump
Format
[label]

SNAPC {E|R},{error_number|(error_symbol)|Rn}
[,PROG=program_field]
[,REGS={NO|YES}]
[,MSG=message_field
[,ECB={YES|NO}]
[,LIST=storage_list]
[,PREFIX={U|c]
[,SYSDUMP={NO|YES}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
{E|R}
Action after the dump. One of:
E
R

The entry exits.
Control returns to the next sequential instruction following the snapc macro.

{error_number|(error_symbol)|Rn}
One of:
error_number
Hexadecimal error number (4 to 6 digits).
error_symbol
A symbol enclosed in parentheses. The value of the symbol is the 6-digit hexadecimal error
number.
Rn

Register name. A symbol beginning with R (for example, RGF, RG7, R07, R7). The low-order
three bytes contain the 6-digit hexadecimal error number. Use general register 1 through 7 (RG1
through RGF) or 14 (RDA).

Note: Use error numbers in the range X'001000' through X'FFFFFF' (X'000000' through X'000FFF'
are reserved for ALCS). snapc adds leading zeros, if necessary, to obtain a 6-digit number. X'DBxxxx'
numbers are reserved for TPFDF. Check with your system programmer whether there is a convention
at your installation indicating how error numbers are to be selected.
PROG=program_field
Name of a 4-byte field containing the program name.
REGS={NO|YES}
Include (YES) or do not include (NO) general register contents in the RO CRAS message.
TPF compatibility:
ALCS supports this parameter for compatibility with TPF. ALCS always displays the general register
contents.
MSG=message_field
Name of a field containing the message. The message length is in the first byte of the message; the
message text follows it. (The maximum message length is 100 bytes. Longer messages are truncated
to 100.)
TPF compatibility:
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The maximum message length supported by TPF is 70 bytes.
You can use the GENMSG macro to generate a suitable message field for snapc See “GENMSG Generate a message table for WTOPC, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA” on page 259.
ECB={YES|NO}
This parameter is supplied for compatibility with TPF only. It is ignored by ALCS (except that ECB=NO
is rejected with an MNOTE).
LIST=storage_list
User storage list. IBM recommends that storage_list is the label on a LISTC macro. See “LISTC Generate a storage list for snapc or SERRC” on page 319.
SYSDUMP={NO|YES}
This parameter is supplied for compatibility with TPF only. It is ignored by ALCS (except that
SYSDUMP=YES is rejected with an MNOTE).
PREFIX={U|c}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the snapc macro to write an application error dump to the ALCS diagnostic file.
snapc causes a program exception.
See the Description section of the LISTC macro which explains how to create a list of storage locations
for the dump.

Register use
When you specify error_number in register notation, snapc uses general register 14 (RDA). When you use
the PROGRAM= parameter, snapc uses general register 15 (RDB).

Loss of control
snapc always causes the entry to lose control.

Examples
The following example shows how you could use snapc to take an application error dump.

MSGAL
MSGA

⋮
SNAPC R,FF0001,MSG=MSGAL
⋮
DC
AL1(L'MSGA)
DC
C'**ERROR DUMP FROM SNAPC**'

The following example shows how you could use the GENMSG macro to generate a suitable dump
message:

MSGA

DCTMSG REG=R07
⋮
LA
R07,MSGA
SNAPC R,FF0003,MSG=MSGAL
⋮
GENMSG TEXTONLY='**ERROR DUMP FROM SNAPC**'

The following example shows how you could use snapc to dump a data area specified using a LISTC
macro.
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*
MSGSNIL
MSGSN1
*
MYINFO

⋮
SNAPC R,FF0006,MSG=MSGSN1L,LIST=MYINFO
⋮
DC
DC

AL1(L'MSGSN1)
C'**ERROR DUMP FROM SNAPC**'

LISTC NAME=MYDATA01,TAG=EBROUT
LISTC END

Related information
“GENMSG - Generate a message table for WTOPC, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA” on page 259.
“LISTC - Generate a storage list for snapc or SERRC” on page 319.
“SYSRA - Signal an application program error” on page 428.
“SERRC - Request an error dump” on page 396.
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SONIC - Get symbolic file address information
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro for compatibility only. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. It is supported to simplify running TPF applications on ALCS. IBM recommends that
you use this macro in ALCS only for 8-byte file addresses.

Format
[label] SONIC {Dn|(reg1)}[,MCHR=N|Y|E]

or
[label] SONIC ADDR={label1|(reg2)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
Dn|(reg1)
File address. Specify one of:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15. Data level containing the file address.

(reg1)
Register containing the file address. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
MCHR=N|Y|E
TPF MCHR file address (MCHR=Y) or not. ALCS treats MCHR=Y and MCHR=E the same way as an invalid
file address.
ADDR={label1|(reg2)}
Address of an 8-byte file address, where:
label1
Assembler label of an 8-byte field containing the file address.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the file address. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF).

Description
In TPF, SONIC returns information about a symbolic file address. In ALCS, SONIC works as follows:
On return from SONIC, ALCS sets the condition code:
Condition code
Meaning
0
1

File address is valid
File address is not valid

If the file address is valid, SONIC returns 4 bytes of information about the corresponding DASD record. If
the file address is in an ECB data level or ADDR= is used, then SONIC returns the information in general
register 15 (RDB). If the file address is in a register, then SONIC returns the information in the same
register.
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Byte

Bit

Meaning

0

0

Record type indicator:
0 = Fixed
1 = Pool

0

1

Pool file type indicator:
0 = Long-term
1 = Short-term

0

2-6

Zero

0

7

File address validity indicator:
0 = Valid file address
1 = Invalid file address

1

0-7

Zero

2

0-7

Zero

3

0-3

Zero

3

4

Pool file address indicator:
0 = Fixed file address
1 = Pool file address

3

5

Zero

3

6

Always set to 1

3

7

Record size indicator:
0 = Small (less than 1055 bytes)
1 = Large (at least 1055 bytes)

IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
SONIC loads the file address into general register 14 (RDA). If the file address is in an ECB data level or
ADDR= is used, then SONIC returns the information in general register 15 (RDB). If the file address is in a
register, then SONIC returns the information in the same register.
SONIC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“RONIC - Get information about a DASD record or record type” on page 377.
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STDHD - Standard record header DSECT
Format
STDHD REG=reg[,SUFFIX=s]

or format for TPFDF compatibility:
[dsect]

STDHD ORG=org[,SUFFIX=s]

REG=reg
Base register for DSECT addressability.
SUFFIX=s
Suffix for DSECT symbols, a single alphanumeric character. Note that STDHD adds this suffix to all the
symbols that it defines.
dsect
Use this parameter to extend or overlay a previously defined DSECT whose name is dsect. If you omit
this parameter, the DSECT name is STDHD (or STDHDs if there is a suffix).
ORG=org
The name of a field in the previously defined DSECT dsect. STDHD defines fields so that STDHD (or
STDHDs if there is a suffix) overlays the first byte of the field at org.

Description
Use the STDHD DSECT macro to reference the standard ALCS record header.
STDHD defines the following symbols:
STDBID
Record identifier (2 bytes)
STDCHK
Record code check (1 byte)
STDCTL
Record control byte (1 byte)
STDPGM
Last update program name (4 bytes)
STDFCH
Forward chain record address (4 bytes)
STDBCH
Backward chain record address (4 bytes).
The ALCS Application Programming Guide explains the use of these fields in more detail.

Register use
Not applicable. STDHD does not generate executable instructions.

Loss of control
Not applicable. STDHD does not generate executable instructions.
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Example
This example shows the use of the standard header macro. You can use this if no other DSECT describes
the record.
⋮
STDHD REG=R14
USE R14 FOR THE HEADER
SPACE 1
GETFC LEVEL=D4,SIZE=L2,BLOCK=YES GET POOL ADDRESS AND STORAGE BLOCK
L
R14,CE1CR4
LOAD STORAGE ADDRESS
MVC
STDBID,RECID
SETUP THE RECORD ID
MVC
STDCHK,RECRCC
SETUP THE RECORD CODE CHECK
MVC
CE1FA4(3),STDBID
SETUP ID/RCC ON LEVEL
⋮
FILL THE RECORD
FILEC D4
FILE THE NEW POOL RECORD
⋮

Related information
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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STICC - Test or get the system state indicator
TPF compatibility:
“STICC macrodefinition” on page 561 describes how to implement this macro compatibly under TPF.

Format
[label]

STICC TEST

,STATE={state|(state1,state2,...)|(reg)}
[,CHANGE={NONE|TO|FROM|ANY}]

or:
[label]

STICC DISPLAY

TEST
Test the system state indicator for states specified in the STATE= parameter. Also test the state
change indicator for changes currently in progress as specified in the CHANGE= parameter.
STATE={state|(state1,state2,...)|(reg)}
The state(s) that STICC tests, where:
state
State name (IDLE, CRAS, MESW, or NORM).
(state1,state2,...)
A list of state names.
(reg)
The name of a register that contains state indicator bits in the low-order byte. The Description
section below describes state indicator bits.
CHANGE={NONE|TO|FROM|ANY}
The type of change for which a test is to be made, where:
NONE
The test is satisfied if the system state is state, or state1, or state2, and so on, and the system
state is not changing.
TO

The test is satisfied if the system state is state, or state1, or state2, and so on, or if the system
state is changing to one of those states.

FROM
The test is satisfied if the system state is state, or state1, or state2, and so on, or if the system
state is changing from one of those states.
ANY
The test is satisfied if the system state is state, or state1, or state2, and so on, or if the system
state is changing to or from one of those states.
DISPLAY
Return information on the system state or state change in progress.

Description
Use the STICC macro to test or display the system state indicator. On return, general register 14 (RDA)
contains state indicator bits as follows:
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Byte 0
Current system state indicator bits
Byte 1
State change indicator bits
Bytes 2-3
Reserved.
The BEGIN macro defines symbols for the state indicator bits as follows:
CCHALT
ALCS is starting (change from CCHALT) or terminating (change to CCHALT)
CCIDLE
Idle state
CC1052
Idle state (for TPF compatibility)
CCCRAS
CRAS state
CCMESW
MESW state
CCNORM
Normal state.
On return, general register 15 (RDB) contains the return code. Use the following symbols to test the return
code:
DISPLAY
MEANING
STIRDSPY
State change not in progress
STIRDSPC
Change in progress
STIRDSPE
State change entry has abended.
TEST
RESULT
STIRTSTY
Yes, test successful
STIRTSTN
No, test failed.

Register use
STICC loads the state indicator into general register 14 (RDA) and the return code into general register 15
(RDB). STICC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could test whether the system is in idle state or changing to idle
state, and branch in either case.
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STICC TEST,STATE=(IDLE),CHANGE=TO
C
R15,=A(STIRTSTY)
BE
LABEL

Related information
See the description of ZASYS command in the ALCS Operation and Maintenance.
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SWISC - Switch entry to another I stream
TPF compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility with TPF. It occurs in some existing application programs
originally developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS.

Format
[label] SWISC {program|(PROGRAM={program|(reg1)}}
[,IS={MAIN|MPIF|(reg2)}]
[,LEV={NONE|Dn|Rxx}]
[,LIST={#CLHINP|#CLHRDY|#CLHDEF}]
[,TYPE={ENTER|CREATE}]
[,BYPASS={NO|YES}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
program|(PROGRAM={program|(reg1)}
Program or transfer vector to which SWISC transfers control (TYPE=ENTER) or which processes the
new entry (TYPE=CREATE), where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg1)
Register containing the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use general
register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
IS={MAIN|MPIF|(reg2)}
Target I-stream. ALCS ignores this parameter.
LEV={NONE|Dn|Rxx}
Storage level where there is a storage block to pass to the new entry (TYPE=CREATE), where:
NONE
Do not pass a storage block to the new entry.
Dn

Storage level: D0, D1, and so on up to DF (level 15).

SWISC ignores this parameter for TYPE=ENTER.
LIST={#CLHINP|#CLHRDY|#CLHDEF}
Type of create (TYPE=CREATE), where:
#CLHINP
New entry has input list priority. In ALCS, this is equivalent to CREDC.
#CLHRDY
New entry has ready list priority (CREMC).
#CLHDEF
New entry has defer list priority (CREDC).
SWISC ignores this parameter for TYPE=ENTER.
TYPE={ENTER|CREATE}
Type of linkage, where:
ENTER
SWISC generates an ENTDC linkage.
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CREATE
SWISC generates a CREMC or CREDC linkage, depending on the LIST= parameter.
Note: For TYPE=CREATE, you can provide data which SWISC places in EBW000 of the new ECB.
General register 15 (RDB) contains the address of the data. General register 14 (RDA) contains the
length in bytes of the data (maximum is 104). If the length of the data is zero then SWISC does not use
the contents of general register 15 as an address.
BYPASS={NO|YES}
ALCS ignores this parameter. Refer to the TPF publications for information about its meaning in TPF.

Description
The TPF SWISC macro behaves like an ENTDC, CREMC, or CREDC macro (depending on the parameters
you specify), with the extra capability of switching from one to another of the processors within a
multiprocessor. This extra function is not provided by the ALCS SWISC because ALCS automatically
balances work across all processors of a multiprocessor installation.

Register use
SWISC loads the address of the program name into general register 0 (RAC). It does not corrupt any other
registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“CREDC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling” on page 106
“CREEC - Create an entry with an attached storage block” on page 109
“CREMC - Create an entry for immediate scheduling” on page 111
“CRETC - Create an entry for scheduling after a time delay” on page 114
“CREXC - Create an entry for deferred scheduling” on page 117
“ENTDC - Enter a program with no return expected to any program” on page 181
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SXIPC - Set exit intercept program
TPF compatibility:
Do not use SXIPC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

SXIPC NAME={program|(reg)|CANCEL}

or format for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

SXIPC PROGRAM={program|(reg)|CANCEL}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

SXIPC {program|(reg)|CANCEL}

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={program|(reg)}
Set exit intercept program or transfer vector, where:
program
4-character program or transfer vector name.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the 4-character program or transfer vector name. Use
general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
PROGRAM={program|(reg)}
Set exit intercept program or transfer vector. The same rules as for the NAME= parameter. IBM
recommends that you do not use this parameter; use the NAME= parameter instead.
CANCEL
Cancel exit intercept program.

Description
Use the SXIPC macro to set or cancel an exit intercept program for the entry. ALCS passes control to
the program or transfer vector whenever the entry terminates normally (EXITC) or abnormally (SERRC or
other system error).
Typically, processing in the exit intercept program includes unholding held resources, sending error
messages, and so on. Processing in the exit intercept program can be considered a "user extension" of
the entry termination process. Therefore, after processing in the exit intercept program has started, ALCS
ignores any subsequent SXIPC macro calls for the entry.
Note: Before passing control to the exit intercept program, ALCS increases both the absolute and default
maximum life limits for the entry by the amounts defined by the ALCS generation parameters (or removes
the limit if the resulting value is greater than 65 535), to ensure that the exit intercept program can
complete.
On return from SXIPC, general register 0 (RAC) contains the address of the previous exit intercept
program (if any) or four bytes of binary zeros (if none). You can save this 4-byte field in the ECB and use it
to restore the previous exit intercept program. (Setting an exit intercept program name of binary zeros is
the same as cancelling the exit intercept program.)
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On entry to the exit intercept program, fullword field CE1SXD in the ECB contains the same data that was
in general register 15 (RDB) when the SXIPC macro was issued. This field can be inspected by the exit
intercept program.
When the entry terminates abnormally, fields in the ECB (CE1SXI, CE1SXP, CE1SXE) contain information
about the terminating error. These fields can be inspected by the exit intercept program.

Register use
When you use register notation, SXIPC loads the address of the program name into general register 0
(RAC), if required. SXIPC does not corrupt any other registers.
SXIPC passes the contents of general register 15 (RDB) to the exit intercept program.

Loss of control
SXIPC does not cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
This example shows an application program that sets a switch in the global area while it is performing a
function. It uses SXIPC to reset the switch if the entry exits during the function:
BEGIN NAME=TTT1,...
TRANV NAME=TTT1,ENTRY=TTT1000
TRANV NAME=TTT2,ENTRY=TTT2000
******** NORMAL ENTRY POINT
TTT1000 EQU
*
SXIPC TTT2
SET UP EXIT INTERCEPT
GLOBZ REGR=R14
ADDRESS GLOBAL AREA
GLMOD GLOBAL1
ACCESS PROTECTED GLOBALS
OI
@SWITCH,X'80'
SET FUNCTION ACTIVE
FILKW R
RESET KEY
⋮
******** EXIT INTERCEPT ENTRY POINT
TTT2000 EQU
*
GLOBZ REGR=R14
ADDRESS GLOBAL AREA
GLMOD GLOBAL1
ACCESS PROTECTED GLOBALS
NI
@SWITCH,X'FF'-X'80' SET FUNCTION INACTIVE
FILKW R
RESET KEY
EXITC ,
AND EXIT

This example uses SXIPC to set an exit intercept program in a subroutine. Before returning, the
subroutine resets the previous exit intercept program (if any):
SXIPC
LR
MVC
⋮
LA
SXIPC

TEMP
R01,R00
EBW000(4),0(R01)

SET EXIT INTERCEPT
COPY PREVIOUS ROUTINE ADDRESS
SAVE PREVIOUS ROUTINE

R00,EBW000
PROGRAM=(R00)

ADDRESS PREVIOUS EXIT ROUTINE
AND RESTORE PREVIOUS EXIT INTERCEPT

Related information
“SLIMC - Set or remove processing limits for the entry” on page 400.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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SYNCC - Serialize access to global area fields
Format
[label] SYNCC LOCK,{global|(reg1)}[,ERRTN=error_routine]

or:
[label] SYNCC UNLOCK,{global|(reg1)}[,ERRTN=error_routine]

or:
[label] SYNCC SYNC,{global|(global,length)|((reg1),(reg2))}[,ERRTN=error_routine]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LOCK
Holds the resource (in the same way as CORHC). LOCK must always be followed by a matching UNLOCK
or a matching SYNC.
UNLOCK
Unholds the resource (in the same way as CORUC). UNLOCK must always be preceded by a matching
LOCK.
SYNC
Keypoints the resource (in the same way as KEYUC), then unholds the resource (in the same way as
CORUC). SYNC must always be preceded by a matching LOCK.
global
Name of the global field being accessed. This can be the name of a field in a global record or the name
of a global directory slot.
length
Length of the field being accessed. If the field name is a global directory slot, SYNCC takes the record
length as the length and ignores this length operand.
This is not a required parameter. If it is supplied then it is loaded into R15 but is otherwise ignored.
reg1
Register containing the address of the field being accessed.
reg2
Register containing the length of the field being accessed.
This is not a required parameter. If it is supplied then it is loaded into R15 but is otherwise ignored.
error_routine
Label of a routine to branch to, under error conditions.
TPF compatibility:
The branch to error_routine is provided for compatibility with TPF. Current versions of ALCS do not take
this branch.

Description
Use the SYNCC macro to serialize access to global area fields in both loosely-coupled and tightly-coupled
environments.
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To be compatible with loosely-coupled systems, ALCS application programs can use SYNCC to serialize
access to the application global area. In a loosely-coupled configuration (or in a TPF tightly-coupled
configuration), there are multiple copies of the application global area. SYNCC provides services to ensure
that updates are correctly and consistently applied to all copies. These services also serialize global area
updates in tightly-coupled and uniprocessor configurations. They are:
LOCK
This service gives the requesting entry exclusive control of the specified global field. Entries that use
this service are forced to run serially, even if they execute in different CECs of a loosely-coupled
configuration.
In a TPF loosely-coupled configuration, this service also ensures that any updates to the field
complete before returning to the requesting entry. This includes updates made to other CECs in the
complex.
After requesting the LOCK service, the entry can update the locked field.
If global area protection is specified, this service sets the current PSW protect key to that of the
requested global field.
SYNC
After updating the global area field, the entry must request this service to:
1. Inform ALCS that the field has changed. If the record containing the field is keypointable, ALCS
updates the file copy of the record.
In a TPF loosely-coupled configuration, this service starts the process of updating the field in other
CECs of the complex.
Note: The implied length of the global area field is used as the length of the data to be
synchronized, unless the field name is a global directory slot, in which case the record length
is used as the length.
2. Unlock the global field. This allows the next entry (if any) that is waiting to access the field to
proceed.
3. If global area protection is specified, reset the current PSW protect key to that of entry storage.
An entry can use the LOCK service of SYNCC even when the entry does not update the global area field.
For example, an entry can use the LOCK service to prevent any other entry from updating a field during
some process. An entry may also use the LOCK service to be sure that it accesses updated field contents,
even in a loosely-coupled configuration.
If an entry uses the LOCK service without updating the global field, it cannot use the SYNC service to
unlock the field. Because of this, SYNCC provides the following additional service:
UNLOCK
This service unlocks the global field. This allows the next entry (if any) that is waiting to access the
field to proceed.
If global area protection is specified, this service resets the current PSW protect key to that of entry
storage.
Note: If global area protection is specified, and the SYNCC macro specifies a global directory slot relating
to a logical global control item (whether one slot is used for the logical global OR individual slots are used
for each record that makes up the logical global), and the logical global resides in a protected global area,
SYNCC sets the PSW protect key to that of the logical global.

Register use
SYNCC loads the global field address into general register 14 (RDA), if required. SYNCC SYNC also loads
the global field length into general register R15 (RDB), if required. SYNCC does not corrupt any other
registers.
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Loss of control
If another entry is holding the resource, SYNCC LOCK causes the current entry to lose control.
If another entry has the resource hold table locked, SYNCC causes the current entry to lose control. This
can only happen on a multiprocessor system.

Examples
The following example shows how to use SYNCC without keypointing:
SYNCC LOCK,@SWITCH
MVI
@SWITCH+3,X'FF'
SYNCC UNLOCK,@SWITCH

LOCK THE GLOBAL FIELD @SWITCH
INSTRUCTIONS REFERRING TO
OR UPDATING @SWITCH
UNLOCK THE GLOBAL FIELD @SWITCH,
WITHOUT KEYPOINTING OF RECORD

X
X

The following example shows SYNCC with keypointing:
SYNCC LOCK,@TTYFM
MVI
@TTYFM+3,X'EE'
SYNCC SYNC,@TTYFM
*
*

LOCK THE GLOBAL FIELD @TTYFM
INSTRUCTIONS REFERRING TO
OR UPDATING @TTYFM
UNLOCK THE GLOBAL FIELD @TTYFM
WITH KEYPOINTING OF RECORD
(AND SYNCHRONIZE 4-BYTE FIELD IF A
LOOSELY-COUPLED SYSTEM)

X
X

Related information
“CORHC - Define and hold a resource” on page 82.
“CORUC - Unhold a resource” on page 84.
“KEYUC - Write a keypointable global record” on page 316.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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SYSCC - Get information about the system
TPF compatibility:
“SYSCC macrodefinitions for TPF” on page 563 describes how to implement some functions of this macro
compatibly under TPF.

Format
[label]

SYSCC DISPLAY,{PRCODE={field|(reg)}
|PRNAME={field|(reg)}
|PRLEVEL={field|(reg)}
|ALCSID={field|(reg)}
|ALCSVER={field|(reg)}
|ALCSNAME={field|(reg)}
|GMMSG={field|(reg)}}

Where:
label
Any valid assembler label.
PRCODE={field|(reg)}
Return the product code. This is the 3-character code that identifies the product in error messages,
and so on. For ALCS, this is 'DXC'.
PRNAME={field|(reg)}
Return the product name. For ALCS Version 2, this is 'ALCS V2'.
PRLEVEL={field|(reg)}
Return the version, release, and modification level of the ALCS software. This is an 8-character code
which for ALCS Version 2 Release 4.1 is '02.04.01'.
ALCSID={field|(reg)}
Return the system ID. The system programmer specifies this 1-character system identifier during
ALCS generation.
ALCSVER={field|(reg)}
Return the system version. The system programmer specifies this 1-character version number during
ALCS generation.
ALCSNAME={field|(reg)}
Return the system name. ALCS displays this system name on the last line (row) of IBM 3270 display
terminals that are logged on to ALCS. It also includes this system name in some messages. The
system programmer specifies this system name (up to 32 characters) during ALCS generation.
GMMSG={field|(reg)}
Return the logon response message. This is the message sent to an IBM 3270 display when it
establishes a session with ALCS (up to 64 characters). The system programmer specifies this message
during ALCS generation.

Description
Use the SYSCC macro to get information about the ALCS system on which the program is running.
You specify the field where SYSCC returns information. This field consists of two parts: a 2-byte size
part and a part to contain the information provided by SYSCC. Specify the field 2 bytes longer than the
maximum length of the requested data, and store into these first 2 bytes the length (bytes) in binary of
the rest of the field.
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For example, the maximum length of the product code is 3 bytes. In this case you must specify a 5-byte
field with X'0003' in the first two bytes.
The maximum length of the field depends on the type of system data you want to display, as follows:
Data
Maximum length
PRCODE
3 bytes
PRNAME
16 bytes
PRLEVEL
8 bytes
ALCSID
1 byte
ALCSVER
1 byte
ALCSNAME
32 bytes
GMMSG
64 bytes
When the field is long enough, SYSCC returns the actual data length (bytes) in binary in the first two bytes.
The requested system data follows the 2-byte length field. For example, for the product code SYSCC
returns five bytes with X'0003' in the first two bytes and the characters 'DXC' in the following three bytes.
If the field is not long enough, SYSCC does not return any data. Instead, it sets the error return code for
too much data (symbol SYCRLEN) in general register 15 (RDB).
Use the following symbols to test the return code:
SYCROK
Normal return
SYCRINV
Invalid action code or keyword
SYCRLEN
Too much data
SYCRDAT
Invalid characters in data

Register use
SYSCC loads the address of the field into general register 14 (RDA), if required. On return, general register
15 (RDB) contains a return code.

Loss of control
SYSCC does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use SYSCC to check if the application program is running
under ALCS Version 2:
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MVC
SYSCC
CLC
BNE

EBW000(2),=Y(16)
SET UP DATA LENGTH
DISPLAY,PRNAME=EBW000 DISPLAY NAME
=C'ALCS V2',EBW002 RUNNING UNDER ALCS
...
BRANCH IF NOT

Related information
None.
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SYSEQ - Application system equates
This macro is provided as part of the TPF program. It is not provided as part of ALCS. However, you can
find a definition for this macro, and examples of its use, in "IPARS - ALCS V2", which is included in the
ALCS shipment.
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SYSRA - Signal an application program error
TPF compatibility:
There are two versions of the SYSRA macro in use by existing application programs developed for use with
TPF and ALCS.
The version that ALCS implements ignores P4= and supports P7=.
The version that TPF implements uses P4= and does not support P7=.
If you have, or plan to acquire, applications that use SYSRA, you must check which version of SYSRA they
use. Do not assume that applications developed for use with TPF use the "TPF version" - some TPF users
modify the TPF SYSRA macro to support the "ALCS version".
IBM recommends that you do not change either the TPF or the ALCS SYSRA macros. Instead, you are
recommended to change the application programs to avoid using the P4= and P7= parameters.

Format
[label]

SYSRA EXIT={Yes|No|Exit|Return}
,ERRNUM=errnum
[,MSG={(reg)|'text'}]
[,HWERR=name1]
[,FAERR=name2]
[,UNHOLD={NO|YES}]

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

SYSRA P1={E|R|EM|RM}
,P2=errnum
[,P3=MSG]
[,P4=pgm]
[,P5=name1]
[,P6=name2]
[,P7=UNHOLD]

label
Any valid assembler label.
EXIT={Yes|No|Exit|Return}
Where:
Yes|Exit
The macro exits the entry.
No|Return
The macro returns to the next sequential instruction. (But see HWERR= and FAERR= below.)
ERRNUM=errnum
Hexadecimal error number (4 to 6 digits). Use error numbers in the range X'001000' through
X'FFFFFF' (X'000000' through X'000FFF' are reserved for ALCS).
Note: X'DBxxxx' numbers are reserved for TPFDF. Your installation probably has a convention that
indicates how error numbers are to be selected.
MSG={(reg)|'text'}
There is additional text for the dump message. Either:
(reg)
Register containing the address of the message. The first byte of the message must contain the
message length; maximum length is 100 bytes.
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TPF compatibility:
The maximum message length supported by TPF is 70 bytes.
Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
'text'
Message text included in single quotes.
You can use the GENMSG macro to generate a suitable message field for SYSRA. See “GENMSG Generate a message table for WTOPC, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA” on page 259.
HWERR=name1
Label where SYSRA branches if an I/O hardware error is detected. Do not specify this parameter if
EXIT=Yes or EXIT=Exit.
FAERR=name2
Label where SYSRA branches if it detects an invalid file address. Do not specify this parameter if
EXIT=Yes or EXIT=Exit.
UNHOLD={NO|YES}
When you specify UNHOLD=YES, ALCS unholds the file addresses in all data levels where errors are
detected. Otherwise, ALCS does not unhold the file addresses in all data levels where errors are
detected. SYSRA ignores data levels that do not contain file addresses.
P1={E|R|EM|RM}
ALCS processes E and EM in the same way as it processes EXIT=Yes. It processes R and RM in the
same way as it processes EXIT=No.
P2=errnum
Same as ERRNUM=errnum (including the Note).
P3=MSG
General register 0 (RAC) contains the address of additional text for the dump message. The first byte
of the message must contain the message length (number of bytes) in binary. The maximum length is
100 bytes.
TPF compatibility:
The maximum message length supported by TPF is 70 bytes.
You can use the GENMSG macro to generate a suitable message field for SYSRA. See “GENMSG Generate a message table for WTOPC, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA” on page 259.
P4=pgm
Last three characters of the name of the data record fix program. ALCS ignores this parameter.
TPF compatibility:
Do not use this parameter in programs that must be compatible with TPF. See comments on P4 and
P7 usage on page “#unique_151/unique_151_Connect_42_SPTP4P7” on page 428.
P5=name1
Same as HWERR=name1.
P6=name2
Same as FAERR=name2.
P7=UNHOLD
Same as UNHOLD=YES. When you omit P7=UNHOLD, the effect is the same as UNHOLD=NO. ALCS
supports this parameter for compatibility with some existing application programs.
TPF compatibility:
Do not use this parameter in programs that must be compatible with TPF. See comments on P4 and
P7 usage on page “#unique_151/unique_151_Connect_42_SPTP4P7” on page 428.
Note: Do NOT specify the local program work area for any of the parameter values for this macro.
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Description
Use the SYSRA macro to signal an application program or data error.
SYSRA generates a dump when an implied wait macro detects an I/O error. In addition SYSRA releases
any storage blocks attached at levels where errors are detected.
Code the SYSRA macro in the error exit routine. Code only one SYSRA macro, even if more than one error
is detected.
When you specify the exit option (EXIT=Yes or EXIT=Exit), the entry dumps and exits. SYSRA ignores
parameters HWERR=name1 and FAERR=name2.
When you specify the return option (EXIT=No or EXIT=Return), SYSRA branches to name1 if a
hardware error is detected, and to name2 if an invalid file address is detected. Otherwise processing
resumes at the instruction following SYSRA. If you omit a HWERR=name1, or FAERR=name2 parameter, or
both, processing resumes at the instruction following SYSRA.
Specify the unhold option (UNHOLD=YES) only if all the data levels where there are I/O errors contain held
file addresses (held by FINHC or FIWHC). SYSRA checks all data levels where there are DASD I/O errors. If
a storage block is attached at the corresponding storage level, the file address is assumed to be held, and
SYSRA unholds it.
Use SYSRA when a program logic or wait completion error has been detected by an application program.
The primary purpose of SYSRA is to generate a dump of the relevant parts of main storage, to help identify
the cause of the error. In order to identify the nature of the error, a 6-character hexadecimal code (the
error number) is printed with the dump.
The error number is specified as a parameter. In general, every SYSRA macroinstruction should specify a
unique error number, but in some instances an identical error may be detected in two different programs.
In such a case, the same error number can be used. Do not use error numbers with the first three
hexadecimal characters 0; they are reserved for ALCS.
As well as generating a dump, SYSRA can send an error message and the error number to the RO CRAS
terminal.
SYSRA can, optionally, specify additional text describing the error, or indicating any required operator
action, or both. This text can be read by the operator and the person responsible for analyzing the dump.
Specify additional text to help either the dump analyzer or the operator.
Note the difference between the text specified in the SYSRA macro, which is technical and received by
people responsible for fixing the error, and the non-technical error message transmitted to the person
entering the original input message.
Note: Some application programs use the SERRC or snapc macro instead of SYSRA.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
The SYSRA macro has a request type of ENTRC (to CEA1) or SERRC. In traces and dumps, ENTRC or SERRC
is shown as the macro name instead of SYSRA.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
When you specify the MSG= parameter, SYSRA loads the address of the message into general register 0
(RAC), if required. The maximum length of the message is 44 bytes. SYSRA truncates longer messages to
44 bytes. SYSRA saves general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB) in the ECB field CE1FAP. SYSRA does not
corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.
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Example
This example shows how an error handling routine might issue a dump following a record find error.

FINDERR

MVC
MVC
FINWC
L
...
EQU
SYSRA
...

CE1FA0(3),EBW004
CE1FM0,EBW008
D0,FINDERR
R01,CE1CR0

SETUP RECORD ID/RCC
SETUP FILE ADDRESS
RETRIEVE THE DATA RECORD
LOAD RECORD BASE
PROCESS THE RECORD DATA

*
ERRNUM=FF0011,
ISSUE AN ERROR NUMBER FF0011
EXIT=R,
RETURN TO RECOVER THE DATA
MSG='FIND ERROR RETRIEVING PASSENGER DATA'

X
X

Related information
“SERRC - Request an error dump” on page 396.
“SNAPC - Request an error dump” on page 407.
“GENMSG - Generate a message table for WTOPC, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA” on page 259.
IBM 3270 Information Display System: Data Stream Programmer’s Reference.
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TASBC - Turn off the time-available supervisor
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some message switching application
programs originally developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to
ALCS. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

TASBC ,

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
In TPF, you can use the TASBC macro to turn off the time-available supervisor (TAS).
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
TASBC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“TASTC - Turn on the time-available supervisor” on page 435.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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TASNC - Assign a general sequential file
Format
[label]

TASNC NAME={seq|(reg)}

Or, for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

TASNC TAPE={field|(reg)}

or for compatibility with old versions of TPF:
[label]

TASNC seq

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={seq|(reg)}
Where:
seq

Three-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

(reg)
Register containing the address of a field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general
sequential file. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
TAPE={field|(reg)}
Field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file, where:
field
Name of the field.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general registers 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the TAPE= parameter; use the NAME= parameter instead.
seq

Three-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

Description
Use the TASNC macro to assign (acquire exclusive use of) a general sequential file which has been
unassigned by TRSVC.
TASNC assigns the sequential file to the entry. If the sequential file is reserved, the entry is assigned
immediately, and does not lose control. Otherwise, the entry waits until the sequential file is reserved.
This macro is for general sequential files only. You do not need to assign real-time sequential files.
The TASNC macro must specify a general sequential file that is not assigned to the entry. The sequential
file must be open (TOPNC). For further information on assigning and reserving sequential files, see the
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
Deadlocks
Deadlocks can arise when two or more entries assign two or more general sequential files. For example:
Entry 1 requests ALCS to assign general sequential file A
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Entry 2 requests ALCS to assign general sequential file B
Entry 1 requests ALCS to assign general sequential file B
Entry 2 requests ALCS to assign general sequential file A.
To avoid deadlocks, try to avoid assigning two or more general sequential files at the same time. If this is
unavoidable, ensure that all entries assign the two or more general sequential files in the same order.

Register use
When you specify the NAME= or TAPE= parameter, TASNC loads the address of the symbolic tape name
into general register 15 (RDB), if required.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
This example shows how two programs, TTT1 and TTT2 can share their use of the general sequential file
TTT. Program TTT1 opens the TTT file, and creates a new entry that program TTT2 processes. Program
TTT2 issues TASNC to get control of the TTT file. However, TASNC does not return control to program
TTT2 until program TTT1 reserves the file using TRSVC. Program TTT1 is as follows:
BEGIN
...
TOPNC
...
SR
CREMC
...
TWRTC
TWRTC
TWRTC
...
TRSVC

NAME=TTT1,...
NAME=TTT,STATUS=O

OPEN THE FILE

R14,R14
TTT2

NO DATA FOR THE NEW ENTRY
CREATE THE NEW ENTRY

NAME=TTT,...
NAME=TTT,...
NAME=TTT,...

WRITE RECORDS TO THE FILE

NAME=TTT

RESERVE THE FILE

Program TTT2 is as follows:
BEGIN
...
TASNC
...
TWRTC
TWRTC
TWRTC
...
TCLSC

NAME=TTT2,...
NAME=TTT

ASSIGN THE FILE

NAME=TTT,...
NAME=TTT,...
NAME=TTT,...

WRITE RECORDS TO THE FILE

NAME=TTT

CLOSE THE FILE

Related information
“TCLSC - Close a general sequential file” on page 436.
“TOPNC - Open and assign a general sequential file” on page 454.
“TRSVC - Reserve a general sequential file” on page 511.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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TASTC - Turn on the time-available supervisor
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility with TPF. It occurs in some message switching
application programs originally developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these
applications to ALCS. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

TASTC ,

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
In TPF, you can use the TASTC macro to turn on the time-available supervisor (TAS).
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
TASTC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“TASBC - Turn off the time-available supervisor” on page 432.
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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TCLSC - Close a general sequential file
Format
[label]

TCLSC NAME={seq|(reg)}

or for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

TCLSC TAPE={field|(reg)}

or for compatibility with old versions of TPF:
[label]

TCLSC seq

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={seq|(reg)}
Where:
seq

Three-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

(reg)
Register containing the address of a field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general
sequential file. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
TAPE={field|(reg)}
Field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file, where:
field
Name of the field.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the TAPE= parameter; use the NAME= parameter instead.
seq

Three-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

Description
Use the TCLSC macro to close a general sequential file.
TCLSC closes the general sequential file. That is, it:
1. Unassigns the sequential file from the entry
2. Closes and deallocates the data set ( MVS CLOSE macro).
This macro is used for general sequential files only. You do not need to close real-time sequential files.
The sequential file must be assigned to the entry that issues the macro. For further information on
assigning and reserving sequential files, see the ALCS Application Programming Guide.

Register use
When you use the NAME= or TAPE= parameter, TCLSC loads the address of the symbolic name into
general register 15 (RDB), if required.
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Loss of control
This macro always causes the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use TCLSC to close the ZAP general sequential file:
TCLSC NAME=ZAP

CLOSE THE FILE

Related information
“TASNC - Assign a general sequential file” on page 433.
“TOPNC - Open and assign a general sequential file” on page 454.
“TRSVC - Reserve a general sequential file” on page 511.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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TDSPC - Get information about any type of sequential file
Format
[label]

TDSPC NAME={seq|(reg1)}
,{LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}|AREA={area|(reg3)}}
[,STATUS={A|S}]

or for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

TDSPC TAPE={field|(reg1)}
,{LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}|AREA={area|(reg3)}}
[,DISPLAY={Active|Standby}]

or positional parameter format:
[label]

TDSPC seq,[A|S],{Dn|(reg2)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

TDSPC NAME={seq|(reg1)}
,LEVEL=Dn
[,STATUS={A|S}]
[,FORMAT=TPIND]

or for compatibility with old versions of TPF:
[label]

TDSPC seq,[A|S],Dn

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={seq|(reg1)}
Where:
seq

3-character symbolic name of a sequential file.

(reg1)
Register containing the address of a field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a
sequential file. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
TAPE={field|(reg1)}
Field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a sequential file, where:
field
Name of the field.
(reg1)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the TAPE= parameter; use the NAME= parameter instead.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}
Data level where TDSPC returns data about the sequential file, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.
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(reg2)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg2,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
AREA={area|(reg3)}
Field (70 bytes) where TDSPC returns data about the sequential file, where:
area
Name of the field.
(reg3)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
TPF compatibility:
Do not use the AREA= parameter in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
STATUS={A|S}
Display entries, where:
A
S

Active entry.
Standby entry.

DISPLAY={Active|Standby}
Display entries, where:
Active
Active entry.
Standby
Standby entry.
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the DISPLAY= parameter, use the STATUS= parameter
instead.
A|S

Display entries, where:
A
S

seq

Active entry.
Standby entry.

3-character symbolic name of any sequential file.

FORMAT=TPIND
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the TDSPC macro to get information from the sequential file configuration table.
TDSPC extracts information about a sequential file from the sequential file configuration table and makes
the information available to the application program. TDSPC works for any type of sequential file, that is:
General sequential file
Real-time sequential file
System sequential file.
When you specify a 3-character symbolic name that is a synonym, TDSPC returns information from the
base entry. For example, if the ALCS generation defines ABC with SEQGEN USE=XYZ, TDSPC ABC returns
information about XYZ.
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TDSPC can extract 8 bytes of information (into a data level) or 70 bytes of information (into an area that
the caller provides). The format of the data is:
Bytes
Contents
0

Primary status indicators. Test only the following bits:
Bit
3
4
7

1

Meaning if on (1)
Standby
Reserved
Closed

Sequential file type indicators. Test only the following bits:
Bit
0
1
3
4
5
6

Meaning if on (1)
Data collection
User
Real-time
Log
Diagnostic
General

TPF compatibility:
Do not test the sequential file type indicators in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
2-3
4

Reserved.
Secondary status indicators. Test only the following bits:
Bit
1
6

5-7

Meaning if on (1)
The file is owned by the ECB requesting the information.
Input

3-character symbolic name.
and for long displays (AREA=) only:

8

Status, one of:
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Contents
Meaning
X'00'
Default
X'01'
OLD
X'02'
MOD
X'04'
NEW
X'08'
SHR
9-10
Normal disposition (byte 9) and conditional disposition (byte 10). Each disposition is one of:
Contents
Meaning
X'00'
Default
X'01'
UNCATLG
X'02'
CATLG
X'04'
DELETE
X'08'
KEEP
Refer to the description of the DD statement DISP parameter in the MVS JCL Reference manual.
11

Reserved.

12-19
Device type, "USES seq", "SYSOUT=s", or "*DUMMY*".
20-25
Volume serial, blanks, or binary zeros.
26-69
Data set name, blanks, or binary zeros.
If the sequential file is not defined, then bytes 0 through 7 contain binary zeros.
Note: In a multiprocessing environment, the status of a sequential file can change while your program is
executing. For example, you might use TDSPC to check whether a sequential file is open or not. If it is
open, issue a TRSVC. If it is not open, issue a TOPNC. However, another entry could open the sequential
file between your TDSPC and your TOPNC. You can avoid this specific problem by using TOPNC with
TYPE=COND. For further information, see “TOPNC - Open and assign a general sequential file” on page
454.

Register use
When you specify the NAME= or TAPE= parameter, TDSPC loads the address of the symbolic name into
general register 15 (RDB), if required. If you use register notation, it loads the level number or the area
address into general register 14 (RDA), if required.
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Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use TDSPC to check the status of the ZAP sequential file. It
uses data level 3 (D3) to contain the status information. It requests information about the active (not the
standby) file:
TDSPC NAME=ZAP,STATUS=A,LEVEL=D3
DISPLAY STATUS
OC
CE1FA3(8),CE1FA3
TEST IF THE FILE IS DEFINED
BZ
...
BRANCH IF NOT
TM
BO

CE1FA3+4,B'00000010' TEST IF FILE IS OUTPUT
...
BRANCH IF NOT

TM
BO

CE1FA3+0,B'00000001' TEST IF FILE IS OPEN
...
BRANCH IF NOT

Related information
“TASNC - Assign a general sequential file” on page 433.
“TCLSC - Close a general sequential file” on page 436.
“TOPNC - Open and assign a general sequential file” on page 454.
“TRSVC - Reserve a general sequential file” on page 511.
The SEQGEN macro in the ALCS Installation and Customization.
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TDTAC - Read data from, or write data to, a general sequential file
Format
[label] TDTAC LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)},NAME={seq|(reg2)}.inwidth on pk '[]
[,CCW1={NO|YES}]

TDTAC '

or for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

TDTAC LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)},TAPE={field|(reg2)}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

TDTAC seq,{Dn|(reg1)}

or for compatibility with earlier versions of TPF:
[label]

TDTAC seq,Dn

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
Data level containing an 8-byte field that defines the I/O operation. For details, see the Description
section below.
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general registers 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
NAME={seq|(reg2)}
Where:
seq

3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

(reg2)
Register containing the address of a field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general
sequential file. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
CCW1={NO|YES}
This specifies the channel command word (CCW) format, as follows:
NO

TDTAC determines the CCW format from the high-order bit of the CCW operation code.
TPF compatibility:
TPF does not support the use of the high-order bit of the CCW operation code to specify the CCW
format. In TPF, CCW1=NO specifies that the CCW is a format-0 CCW.

YES
The CCW is a format-1 CCW.
TAPE={field|(reg2)}
Name of the general sequential file, where:
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field
Field containing the 3-character symbolic name of the general sequential file.
(reg2)
Name of the register that points to an address containing the 3-character symbolic name of the
general sequential file. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the TAPE= parameter; use the NAME= parameter instead.
seq

3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

Description
Use the TDTAC macro to execute a channel command to read data from or write data to a general
sequential file. The corresponding macro for real-time sequential files is TOUTC.
The general sequential file must be open and assigned to the entry before the TDTAC macro is issued.
The 8-byte field that defines the I/O operation has one of the following formats, depending on the
high-order bit:
If the high-order bit is off (0) (AMODE 24 only), then:
Byte 0
X'01' (write) or X'02' (read)
Bytes 1-3
Data address (24-bit)
Bytes 4-5
Not used
Bytes 6-7
Count (maximum 32767).
If the high-order bit is on (1) (AMODE 31 or AMODE 24), then:
Byte 0
X'81' (write) or X'82' (read)
Byte 1
Not used
Bytes 2-3
Count (maximum 32767)
Bytes 4-7
Data address (31-bit).
TPF compatibility:
Do not use the second format (with the high-order bit on) in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
The ALCS Application Programming Guide describes how to write an error routine.

Register use
If you specify the NAME= or TAPE= parameter, TDTAC loads the address of the symbolic name into general
register 15 (RDB), if required. If you use register notation, it loads the level number or the area address
into general register 14 (RDA), if required.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control. Subsequently the entry must issue an implied wait macro
to test for completion of the I/O.
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If an I/O error occurs, this macro sets indicators in the ECB I/O error indicator fields EBCSDn and
CE1SUG. These are described in the ALCS Application Programming Guide, which also describes how your
program should check these indicators.

Examples
The following examples show how you could write a single 100-byte record to the general sequential file
COW. The examples build the record in a storage block attached to level 13 (DD), but set up the TDTAC
parameters in data level 7 (D7):
AMODE 24 example:
TOPNC NAME=COW,STATUS=O
OPEN THE FILE
GETCC DD,L2
GET BLOCK ON LEVEL D
ST
R14,CE1FA7
SAVE ADDRESS FOR TDTAC
.
. (instructions that move data into the block on DD)
.
LA
R00,100
LOAD RECORD LENGTH
STH
R00,CE1FA7+6
SET UP FOR TDTAC
MVI
CE1FA7,X'01'
SET UP WRITE OPERATION CODE
TDTAC NAME=COW,LEVEL=D7
WRITE THE RECORD
WAITC ...
WAIT FOR WRITE TO COMPLETE
RELCC DD
RELEASE THE BLOCK
TCLSC NAME=COW
CLOSE THE FILE

AMODE 31 example:
TOPNC NAME=COW,STATUS=O
OPEN THE FILE
GETCC DD,L2
GET BLOCK ON LEVEL D
ST
R14,CE1FA7+4
SAVE ADDRESS FOR TDTAC
.
. (instructions that move data into the block on DD)
.
LA
R00,100
LOAD RECORD LENGTH
STH
R00,CE1FA7+2
SET UP FOR TDTAC
MVI
CE1FA7,X'81'
SET UP WRITE OPERATION CODE
TDTAC NAME=COW,LEVEL=D7,CCW1=YES
WRITE THE RECORD
WAITC ...
WAIT FOR WRITE TO COMPLETE
RELCC DD
RELEASE THE BLOCK
TCLSC NAME=COW
CLOSE THE FILE

Related information
“TASNC - Assign a general sequential file” on page 433.
“TCLSC - Close a general sequential file” on page 436.
“TDSPC - Get information about any type of sequential file” on page 438.
“TOPNC - Open and assign a general sequential file” on page 454.
“TOUTC - Write a record to a real-time sequential file” on page 458.
“TPRDC - Read a record from a general sequential file” on page 503.
“TRSVC - Reserve a general sequential file” on page 511.
“TWRTC - Write a record to a general sequential file” on page 518.
“WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete” on page 525.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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THRTC - ALCS throttle interface request macro
Format
[label]

THRTC LOAD,NAME={throttle-name|(reg)}

or
[label]

THRTC WAIT,NAME={throttle-name|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={throttle_name|(reg)}
ALCS throttle name, where:
throttle_name
1-4 character ALCS throttle application name.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the throttle application name. Use general register 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF), or 14 (RDA), or 15 (RDB).
LOAD
Return the NLOOP value defined for this throttle application in the ALCS throttle table in register R14.
WAIT
Wait the number of seconds defined for this throttle application in the ALCS throttle table. (When you
use THRTC WAIT, you must avoid exceeding the entry life limit.) On return, register R14 contains the
value returned by LODIC ECBCREATE, the maximum number of entries that the application can create.
Values in the throttle table are based on rules designed by you. See "ALCS Throttle" in ALCS Operation and
Maintenance for more details.

Description
Use the THRTC macro to control resources used by batch-like applications. The THRTC macro will either
return a value or will wait a number of seconds or milliseconds.
On return register R15 will contain:
0
4

8

Successful
ALCS Performance monitor is not enabled (see the SCTGEN PERFMON parameter in ALCS Installation
and Customization)
ALCS Throttle application name is not defined in the ALCS throttle table

Register use
THRTC uses general register 14 (RDA) and register 15 (RDB). THRTC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro may cause the entry to lose control.
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Example
This example shows how you could use THRTC.
THRTC
SPACE
LTR
BNZ

WAIT,NAME=ABCD
1
R15,R15
TEST RETURN CODE
ERROR
BRANCH IF NOT SUCCESSFUL

Related information
ALCS Operation and Maintenance ("ALCS Throttle" and ZCTHR command)
ALCS Installation and Customization (SCTGEN macro and ATH1 installation-wide exit program)
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TIMEC - Get ALCS time and date
Format
[label]

TIMEC [DISPLAY,{TIME|field}]
[,AREA={area|(reg)}]
[,FORMAT=({24,12],{JULIAN|DMY|MDY|YMD|INSTALLATION|CUSTOM})]
[,ZONE=({LOCAL|GMT],[ALCS|HOST])]

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

TIMEC [AREA=0(R7)][,SYS={YES|NO}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
DISPLAY,{TIME|field}
Retrieve field and store it in the area specified in the AREA parameter.
field is one of the following:
TIMEDATE
Time and date, separated by one blank, in character form. The FORMAT parameter specifies the
time and date formats.
TIME
Time in character form. The FORMAT parameter specifies the time format.
DATE
Date in character form. The FORMAT parameter specifies the date format.
TIMEDIFF
Difference in minutes between GMT and local time, expressed as a fullword binary value. The first
operand of the ZONE parameter is ignored.
SECONDS
Perpetual seconds clock, expressed as a fullword binary value. The seconds clock starts at zero at
ALCS restart, and increases by one every second. Operands of the ZONE parameter are ignored.
MINUTES
Perpetual minutes clock, expressed as a fullword binary value. The minutes clock starts at zero at
00.00 hours on 3 January 1966 local time, and increases by one every minute. Operands of the
ZONE parameter are ignored.
AREA={area|(reg)} or AREA=0(R7)
Target area for the retrieved item. If you omit this parameter, TIMEC returns the data in a reserved
area, and puts the address in general register 14 (RDA).
area
Symbolic name of the target area.
(reg)
Register that contains the address of the target area. Use general register 14 (RDA), 15 (RDB) or 0
through 7 (RAC through RGF).
If you specify FORMAT=CUSTOM, or FORMAT=INSTALLATION, you must specify the AREA= parameter.
See the description for FORMAT=CUSTOM and FORMAT=INSTALLATION for details of the required
format for the target area.
FORMAT=({24,12],{JULIAN|DMY|MDY|YMD|INSTALLATION|CUSTOM})
The clock and/or date format, where:
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24
12

24-hour clock hh.mm.ss
12-hour clock hh.mm.ss

JULIAN
Julian date format YYDDD
DMY
Day-month-year date format DD.MM.YY
MDY
Month-day-year date format MM.DD.YY
YMD
Year-month-day date format YY.MM.DD
INSTALLATION
Installation default date, or the time or both the time and date.
The formats are defined at system generation time (see the description of the SCTGEN macro in
the ALCS Installation and Customization). There are three installation default formats:
TIME
Use the time format.
DATE
Use the date format.
TIMEDATE
Use the time/date format.
You must use the AREA= parameter with the INSTALLATION= parameter. to provide a target area.
The target area comprises a 2-byte length field (in binary) immediately followed by the target field
where the time or time and date will be placed. The length field indicates only the length of the
target field (not the length field + the target field).
The length field is updated to contain the true length of the time and date returned. If the length
field is too small, the installation default format string is truncated.
CUSTOM
Customized date and time format.
You must use the AREA= parameter with the CUSTOM= parameter to provide a target area.
The target area comprises a 2-byte length field immediately followed by the format string field.
The format string field becomes the target field where the time (or time and date) is placed.
The length is the binary length of the format string. The maximum length is 255 bytes. For
example:
DC

AL2(10),C'DD-MM-YYYY'

The format string can contain one or more of the following tokens separated (optionally) by
delimiter characters:
DD
MM

Decimal day number, 2 characters
Decimal month number, 2 characters

LLL...
Month name. These are defined at system generation (see the description of the SCTGEN
macro in ALCS Installation and Customization). The number of 'L' characters must be at least
three and should be at least equal to the number of characters in the longest month name.
Any additional 'L' characters will be truncated. If you use too few 'L' characters then the month
name will be truncated.
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SSS...
Abbreviated month name. These are defined at system generation (see the description of the
SCTGEN macro in ALCS Installation and Customization). The number of 'S' characters should
be at least three and should be at least equal to the number of characters in the longest
abbreviated month name. Any additional 'S' characters will be truncated. If you use too few 'S'
characters then the abbreviated month name will be truncated.
YY

Decimal year, 2 characters

YYYY
Decimal year, 4 characters
JJJ
hh

Julian day, 3 characters
Hour, 2 digits

mm
Minutes, 2 digits
ss
am

Seconds, 2 digits
Time of day before or after 12:00h (expressed as am or pm), 2 characters
If you use the FORMAT=CUSTOM parameter then the field values for TIME, DATE and
TIMEDATE are ignored.
ALCS interprets any other character including space characters as delimiters. Any other
user-defined tokens may be used provided that you have the installation-wide user exit
USRDFMT installed (see ALCS Installation and Customization for a description of the USRDFMT
installation-wide exit program).

Note: When you use FORMAT=CUSTOM or FORMAT=INSTALLATION TIMEC returns the formatted
request in the target area, preceded by a 2-byte binary length field containing the length of the
formatted request. For example the formatted request for the 12th June 1982:
DC

AL2(15),C'DD LLLLLLLLL YY'

would return
DC

AL2(10),C'12 June 82'

ZONE=({LOCAL|GMT],[ALCS|HOST])]
Where:
LOCAL
Local time.
GMT
Greenwich Mean time.
ALCS
ALCS time.
HOST
Host operating system (MVS) time.
SYS={YES|NO}
When SYS=NO (or when you omit the SYS= parameter) the effect is the same as specifying
ZONE=(LOCAL,ALCS). When you specify SYS=YES the effect is the same as specifying
ZONE=(GMT,HOST).
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Description
Use the TIMEC macro to get the current time, or date, or both. See “Format” on page 448 for details of the
parameters.
TIMEC with no parameters is the same as the following:
TIMEC DISPLAY,TIME,FORMAT=(24,JULIAN),ZONE=(LOCAL,ALCS)

Product-sensitive Programming Interface
Some restrictions apply when you use TIMEC in installation-wide monitor exits. See the sections on using
callable services in installation-wide monitor exits in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Register use
TIMEC always returns the address of the requested data in general register 14 (RDA). It does not corrupt
any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
The following example shows how you could code the TIMEC macro to get the time in the installation
defined format.

MVC

EBW000(2),=Y(8)

TIMEC DISPLAY,TIME,
FORMAT=INSTALLATION,
AREA=EBW000
ZONE=(GMT,HOST)

INSERT TARGET AREA LENGTH
DISPLAY THE TIME
IN THE INSTALLATION FORMAT
AREA FOR INSERT
GMT HOST TIME

The following example shows how you could code the TIMEC macro to get the date in the following
customized format - 'DD LLLLLLLLL YYYY' for example '12 June 1997'.
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MVC

EBW000(2),=Y(L'FORMAT)

INSERT TARGET AREA LENGTH

MVC

EBW002(L'FORMAT),FORMAT

INSERT FORMAT STRING

TIMEC

DISPLAY,DATE,
FORMAT=(24,CUSTOM),
AREA=EBW000,
ZONE=(GMT,ALCS)

DISPLAY THE DATE
24 HOUR CUSTOMIZED FORMAT
AREA FOR INSERT
GMT ALCS TIME

.
.
.
FORMAT DC

C'DD LLLLLLLLL YYYY'

DATE FORMAT STRING

Related information
“GTIMC - Get time and date” on page 296.
ALCS Installation and Customization
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TMCNA - Convert time presentation
This macro is provided as part of the TPF program. It is not provided as part of ALCS. However, you can
find a definition for this macro, and examples of its use, in "IPARS - ALCS V2", which is included in the
ALCS shipment.
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TOPNC - Open and assign a general sequential file
Format
[label]

TOPNC NAME={seq|(reg)},STATUS={I|O}[,TYPE=COND][,BUF=value]

or for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

TOPNC TAPE={field|(reg)},INOUT={I|O}[,TYPE=COND]

or for compatibility with old versions of TPF:
[label]

TOPNC seq,{I|O}

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={seq|(reg)}
Where:
seq

3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

(reg)
Register containing the address of a field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general
sequential file. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
STATUS={I|O}
Type of sequential file: either input (I) or output (O).
TYPE=COND
Conditional open. If the sequential file is not already open, open and assign it. If it is already open,
assign it (equivalent to TASNC).
TPF compatibility:
The TYPE= parameter is not supported in TPF. Do not use it in programs that must be compatible with
TPF.
BUF=value
This parameter is used in TPF for 3480 buffering. It is ignored in ALCS.
TAPE={field|(reg)}
Field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a sequential file. One of:
field
Name of the field
(reg)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general register 15 (RDB) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the TAPE= parameter; use the NAME= parameter instead.
INOUT={I|O}
Type of sequential file: either input (I) or output (O).
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the INOUT= parameter; use the STATUS= parameter
instead.
seq

3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.
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{I|O}
Type of sequential file: either input (I) or output (O). ALCS does not support sequential files in update
mode. (Update mode allows both input and output access.)

Description
Use the TOPNC macro to open and assign a general sequential file.
This macro is for general sequential files only. You do not need to open or assign real-time
sequential files. For further information on assigning and reserving sequential files, see ALCS Application
Programming Guide.
Any general sequential file opened by TOPNC must eventually be closed by TCLSC.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
TOPNC opens the general sequential file for either input or output, by:
1. Allocating the data set (MVS DYNALLOC macro).
2. Opening the data set (MVS OPEN macro).
3. Assigning the sequential file to the entry.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface

Register use
If you specify the NAME= or TAPE= parameter, TOPNC loads the address of the symbolic name into general
register 15 (RDB), if required. TOPNC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use TOPNC to open the ZAP general sequential file for input:
TOPNC NAME=ZAP,STATUS=I
OPEN THE FILE FOR INPUT
.
. (instructions read and process the records)
.
TCLSC NAME=ZAP
CLOSE THE FILE

Related information
“TASNC - Assign a general sequential file” on page 433.
“TCLSC - Close a general sequential file” on page 436.
“TRSVC - Reserve a general sequential file” on page 511.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
ALCS Installation and Customization (SCTGEN macro and USRSEQ1 installation-wide monitor exit).
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TOURC - Write a storage block to a real-time sequential file
Format
[label]

TOURC NAME={seq|(reg1)},LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}

or for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

TOURC TAPE={field|(reg1)},LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

TOURC seq,{Dn|(reg2)}

or format for compatibility with old versions of TPF:
[label]

TOURC seq,Dn

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={seq|(reg1)}
Where:
seq

3-character symbolic name of a real-time sequential file.

(reg1)
Register containing the address of the field that contains the name of a real-time sequential file.
Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}
Storage level where the block is attached. One of:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg2)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg2,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
TPF compatibility:
The register format with this parameter is not supported in TPF. Do not use it in programs that must
be compatible with TPF.
TAPE={field|(reg1)}
Field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a real-time sequential file. One of:
field
Name of the field.
(reg1)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the TAPE= parameter; use the NAME= parameter instead.
seq

3-character symbolic name of a real-time sequential file.
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Description
Use the TOURC macro to write a storage block to a real-time sequential file. The corresponding macro for
general sequential files is TWRTC.
The TOURC macro writes a storage block to a real-time sequential file. TOURC detaches the block from the
level. Do not reference the detached block.
As the records on a real-time sequential file can be mixed with records generated by other application
programs, each record must contain a code that identifies the record contents. Normally the first 2 bytes
of the record contain a 2-character record ID.
TPF compatibility:
In TPF, the entry that issues this macro does not wait for the actual I/O operation to complete. This
allows the entry to initiate large numbers of I/O operations in a relatively short time. This can degrade the
performance of all entries. For a more detailed explanation of this effect, see the Description section
of the FILEC macro (“FILEC - Write a DASD record” on page 213).

Register use
If you specify the NAME= or TAPE= parameter, TOURC loads the address of the symbolic name into general
register 15 (RDB), if required. If you use register notation, TOURC loads the level number or the area
address into general register 14 (RDA), if required. TOURC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control. The application program cannot check that the sequential
file I/O completes. TOURC does not increment the I/O counter and a subsequent implied wait macro does
not wait for the I/O to complete.

Example
The following example shows how you could use TOURC to write a size L2 block to the real-time
sequential file RAT. It sets the first two characters of the record (the record ID) to the characters RR
to distinguish the record from other records on the RAT sequential file.
GETCC DD,L2
GET BLOCK ON LEVEL D
MVC
0(2,R14),=C'RR'
SET UP RECORD ID
.
. (instructions that move data into the block on DD)
.
TOURC NAME=RAT,LEVEL=DD
WRITE THE BLOCK

Related information
“TWRTC - Write a record to a general sequential file” on page 518.
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TOUTC - Write a record to a real-time sequential file
Format
[label]

TOUTC NAME={seq|(reg1)},LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}[,BUF=value]

or, for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

TOUTC TAPE={field|(reg1)},LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

TOUTC seq,{Dn|(reg1)}

or for compatibility with old versions of TPF:
[label]

TOUTC seq,Dn

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={seq|(reg1)}
Where:
seq

3-character symbolic name of a real-time sequential file.

(reg1)
Register containing the address of the field that contains the name of a real-time sequential file.
Use general register 15 (RDB) or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}
Data level containing the storage address and data length, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg2)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg,Dn). Use general registers 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
TPF compatibility:
The register format with this parameter is not supported in TPF. Do not use it in programs that must
be compatible with TPF.
BUF=value
This parameter is used in TPF for 3480 buffering. It is ignored in ALCS.
TAPE={field|(reg1)}
Field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a real-time sequential file, where:
field
Name of the field.
(reg1)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the TAPE= parameter; use the NAME= parameter instead.
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seq

3-character symbolic name of a real-time sequential file.

Description
Use the TOUTC macro to write a record to a real-time sequential file. The corresponding macro for general
sequential files is TDTAC.
The TOUTC macro writes data to a real-time sequential file. Specify the address of the data in CE1FAn
(EBCIDn) and the length in the halfword CE1FHn (EBCFHn), where n is the data level.
As the records on a real-time sequential file can be mixed with records generated by other application
programs, each record must contain a code that identifies the record contents. Normally the first 2 bytes
of the record contain a 2-character record ID.

Register use
If you specify the NAME= or TAPE= parameter, TOUTC loads the address of the symbolic name into general
register 15 (RDB), if required. If you use register notation, TOUTC loads the level number or the area
address into general register 14 (RDA), if required. TOUTC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control. Because of this, after issuing TOUTC, the entry must issue
an implied wait macro to test for I/O completion.
If an I/O error occurs, this macro sets indicators in the ECB I/O error indicator fields EBCSDn
and CE1SUG. See ALCS Application Programming Guide for a description of these indicators and an
explanation of how you should use them.

Example
The following example shows how you could use TOUTC to write a 100-byte record to the real-time
sequential file RAT. It sets the first two characters of the record (the record ID) to the characters RR to
distinguish the record from other records on the RAT. The example builds the record in a storage block
attached to level 13 (DD). However, it sets up the TOUTC parameters in data level 7 (D7):
GETCC DD,L2
GET BLOCK ON LEVEL 13
ST
R14,CE1FA7
SAVE ADDRESS FOR TOUTC
MVC
0(2,R14),=C'RR'
SET UP RECORD ID
.
... (instructions that move data into the block on DD)
.
LA
R00,100
LOAD RECORD LENGTH
STH
R00,CE1FA7+6
SET UP FOR TOUTC
TOUTC NAME=RAT,LEVEL=D7
WRITE THE RECORD
WAITC ERRRTN
AND WAIT FOR I/O
RELCC DD
RELEASE THE BLOCK

Related information
“TDTAC - Read data from, or write data to, a general sequential file” on page 443.
“WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete” on page 525.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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TPPCC - Communicate with other resources
Compatibility:
ALCS supports the TPPCC macro only for compatibility with TPF. If your program does not need to be
compatible with TPF, IBM recommends that you do not use TPPCC in ALCS programs; use CPI-C or
APPC/MVS calls instead.
ALCS provides the TPPCC (TPF/APPC) interface as part of the LU 6.2 communication facility. ALCS
converts all TPPCC macro calls into APPC/MVS calls in the ALCS program CLU6.

Forms of the macro
The TPPCC macro has 16 forms. Each form provides the equivalent of an LU6.2 verb, or provides an
extension to the LU6.2 architecture, as follows:
ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION (extension to LU6.2)
ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT (extension to LU6.2)
ALLOCATE
CONFIRM
CONFIRMED
DEALLOCATE
FLUSH
GET_ATTRIBUTES
POST_ON_RECEIPT
PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE
RECEIVE
REQUEST_TO_SEND
SEND_DATA
SEND_ERROR
TEST
WAIT
Each form of the TPPCC macro is referred to as a TPPCC "verb". Each verb is described separately on the
following pages.

Using the TPPCC macro
IBM recommends that you do not use the TPPCC macro in ALCS programs, however, if you do, note the
following points:
• ALCS supports the default logmode (TPFLU62) and also other logmodes.
• Parameters such as RESID, RESIDL, and RESPSTD are 8-byte fields.
• In TPF, it is recommended that data level 15 (DF) be available when the TPPCC macro is executed. In
ALCS, this level must always be available when any TPPCC verb is executed.
• Some TPF return codes are not included, as they cannot occur in ALCS.
• During ALCS generation, ensure that one of the record sizes is at least 32KB. (The record size is defined
by the RECSIZE parameter of the ALCS generation macro.) This minimum size ensures that there is no
truncation when the TPPCC RECEIVE verb is executed.
• There is no PARM=DL parameter in either the ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION verb or the
ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT verb.
• The TPPCE equate macro defines symbols for the TPPCC macro return codes, including passed return
codes. (Refer to “TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.)
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• Inbound attach requests contain the resource ID in the RPCL field CE1RGDA. (The resource ID is also
called the conversation ID.) Refer to “RC0PL - Routing control parameter list DSECT” on page 360.
• In TPF, data and conversation status information are always received by different TPPCC RECEIVE
verbs. In ALCS, however, if data and conversation status information arrive on a conversation at the
same time, they can be received by the same TPPCC RECEIVE verb (if the data is complete). In this
case, the TPPCC RECEIVE verb returns the conversation status but not the data information in its
WHAT_RECEIVED indication.
This can happen, for example, if the remote program issues SEND_DATA followed by
PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE and then the local program issues RECEIVE. Depending on timing and other
factors, the local program can receive the data and conversation status information on the same
RECEIVE verb, or two RECEIVE verbs can be required.
To allow for both these possibilities, a suitable design for the local program can be:
⋮
⋮
⋮

LAB3

⋮

TPPCC RECEIVE,WHATRCV=EBX099,...
test return codes
CLI
BE
SPACE
LEVTA

EBX099,LU62WR_DATAINCOMPLETE IS IT INCOMPLETE DATA
LAB1
YES - BRANCH
1
LEVEL=D0,INUSE=LAB2 BRANCH IF DATA RECEIVED
(AND AFTERWARDS, RETURN TO LAB3)
SPACE 1
DC
0H'0'
CLI
EBX099,LU62WR_SEND REMOTE PROGRAM ENTERED SEND STATE
BE
LAB4
YES - BRANCH
SPACE 1

X

Parameters
With most parameters of the TPPCC verbs, you supply any parameter values required, usually by storing
the value in a named field.
However, TPPCC returns some parameter values, for example, the return code (described below). In
this case, you supply a correctly-sized field for TPPCC to store the parameter value.
Note: Do NOT specify the local program work area for any of the parameter values for this macro.

Return codes
The return code that TPPCC returns always consists of a 2-byte primary return code followed by
a 4-byte secondary return code. You supply the 6-byte field where TPPCC stores the return code,
using a RCODE= parameter.
The application program must normally test this return code to discover if the TPPCC call was successful.

Request type
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
All forms of the TPPCC macro have a request type of ENTRC (to CLU6). In traces and dumps, ENTRC is
shown as the macro name instead of TPPCC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
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Examples
No examples of the TPPCC macro is provided in this book. IBM recommends that you do not use the
macro in ALCS programs.
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TPPCC ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION
Format
[label]

TPPCC ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION
,RESID={resource|(reg)}
,VERB={CONFIRM|DEALLOCATE|PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE}
,PARM=(TOKEN,{parminfo|(reg)})
,PGM={pgmname|(reg)}
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
VERB={CONFIRM|DEALLOCATE|PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE}
Verb function you want to be executed. Specify one of:
CONFIRM
Perform the function of the CONFIRM verb.
DEALLOCATE
Perform the function of the DEALLOCATE verb with TYPE=CONFIRM.
PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE
Perform the function of the PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE verb with TYPE=CONFIRM.
PARM=(TOKEN,{parminfo|(reg)})
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store any data you want to
pass to the new entry in this field. TPPCC stores the data starting at EBX000 in the new ECB that it
creates. (ALCS supports only the PARM=TOKEN parameter, not the PARM=DL parameter.)
PGM={pgmname|(reg)}
Symbolic name of 4-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the name of the ECBcontrolled program which you want ALCS to activate when it has received and processed the reply to
the CONFIRM request in this field.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register that points to such a field. TPPCC stores the return
code in this field.

Description
Use the ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION verb to suspend the entry until TPPCC receives a CONFIRM
from the remote application. You can use the ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION verb instead of any of the
following verbs:
CONFIRM
DEALLOCATE TYPE=CONFIRM
PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE TYPE=CONFIRM
In addition to suspending and activating the calling entry, TPPCC ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION creates
a new entry and passes control to the program specified with the PGM= parameter.
The conversation must be in send state.
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Note: Do not use this verb when posting is active for the conversation involved.
The ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION verb is an extension to the LU6.2 architecture.

Return codes
Table 7 on page 464 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issues the TPPCC ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION request.
Table 7. Return codes for ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_AOC_INCOMPLETE

....

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

00000002

LU62RC_PKDLLOC_BADTYPE

....

00000051

LU62RC_PKPTRCV_INVTYPE

....

000000A1

LU62RC_PK_BAD_PROG

....

000000F2

LU62RC_PK_BAD_PARM

....

000000F3

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKCNFRM_BADSTATE

....

00000032

LU62RC_SKCNFRM_INVALID

....

00000033

LU62RC_SKDLLOC_CONFIRM

....

00000053

LU62RC_SKPTRCV_BADSTATE

....

000000A3

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

00000009

If the return code is LU62RC_OK, the entry is no longer connected to the transaction program or the
conversation, and the entry cannot issue any further TPPCC verbs. If the return code is not LU62RC_OK,
the entry is still connected.

Return codes passed to the created entry
TPPCC ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION also stores a return code in the new ECB at EBX008. It stores the
resource ID in the RCPL field CE1RGDA in the new ECB.
Table 8 on page 464 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes that TPPCC can pass to the
program specified by PGM= when it is activated.
Table 8. Passed return codes for ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

00000002

LU62RC_PKDLLOC_BADTYPE

....

00000051
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Secondary code (4
bytes)

Table 8. Passed return codes for ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION (continued)
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_PKPTRCV_INVTYPE

....

000000A1

LU62RC_PK_BAD_PROG

....

000000F2

LU62RC_PK_BAD_PARM

....

000000F3

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKCNFRM_BADSTATE

....

00000032

LU62RC_SKCNFRM_INVALID

....

00000033

LU62RC_SKDLLOC_CONFIRM

....

00000053

LU62RC_SKPTRCV_BADSTATE

....

000000A3

LU62RC_ALLOC_ERROR

0003

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_RETRY

....

084B6031

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_NO_RETRY

....

084C0000

LU62RC_TPN_NOT_RECOGNIZED

....

10086021

LU62RC_CONVTYPE_MISMATCH

....

10086034

LU62RC_SYNLVL_NOTSUPORT

....

10086041

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_PGM

0006

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_SVC

0007

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_TMR

0008

LU62RC_PGMERR_PURGING

000E

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_RETRY

000F

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NO_RETRY

0010

LU62RC_SVCERR_PURGING

0013

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT
Format
[label]

TPPCC ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT
,RESID={resource|(reg)}
,PARM=(TOKEN,{parminfo|(reg)})
,PGM={pgmname|(reg)}
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
PARM=(TOKEN,{parminfo|(reg)})
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the data you want
TPPCC to pass to the new entry in this field. TPPCC stores the data starting at EBX000 in the new ECB
that it creates.
(ALCS only supports the PARM=TOKEN parameter, not the PARM=DL parameter.)
PGM={pgmname|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 4-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the name of the
ECB-controlled program which you want to process the new entry in this field.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.

Description
Use the ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT verb to suspend an entry until TPPCC receives information from the
remote application. The information can be data, conversation status, or a CONFIRMATION request.
You can use the ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT verb instead of the RECEIVE verb.
In addition to suspending and activating the calling entry, TPPCC ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT creates a new
entry and passes control to the program specified with the PGM= parameter.
The conversation must be in send or receive state.
Note: Do not use this verb when posting is active for the conversation involved.
The ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT verb is an extension to the LU 6.2 architecture.

Return codes
Table 9 on page 467 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the TPPCC ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT request.
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Table 9. Return codes for ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_AOR_INCOMPLETE

....

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

00000002

LU62RC_PK_BAD_PROG

....

000000F2

LU62RC_PK_BAD_PARM

....

000000F3

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKRECEV_BADSTATE

....

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

00000009

000000B1

If the return code is LU62RC_OK, the entry is no longer connected to the transaction program or the
conversation, and the entry cannot issue any further TPPCC verbs. If the return code is not LU62RC_OK,
the entry is still connected.

Return codes passed to the created entry
TPPCC ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT also stores a return code in the new ECB at EBX008. It stores the
resource ID in the RCPL field CE1RGDA in the new ECB.
Table 10 on page 467 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes that TPPCC passed to the
program specified by PGM= when it is activated. (The return codes are based upon the processing of the
RECEIVE verb.)
Table 10. Passed return codes for ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

00000002

LU62RC_PK_BAD_PROG

....

000000F2

LU62RC_PK_BAD_PARM

....

000000F3

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKRECEV_BADSTATE

....

LU62RC_ALLOC_ERROR

0003

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_RETRY

....

084B6031

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_NO_RETRY

....

084C0000

LU62RC_TPN_NOT_RECOGNIZED

....

10086021

LU62RC_SYNLVL_NOTSUPORT

....

10086041

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_PGM

0006

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_SVC

0007

000000B1
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Table 10. Passed return codes for ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT (continued)
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_TMR

0008

LU62RC_DLLOC_NORMAL

0009

LU62RC_PGMERR_NOTRUNC

000C

LU62RC_PGMERR_TRUNC

000D

LU62RC_PGMERR_PURGING

000E

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_RETRY

000F

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NO_RETRY

0010

LU62RC_SVCERR_NOTRUNC

0011

LU62RC_SVCERR_TRUNC

0012

LU62RC_SVCERR_PURGING

0013

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

Secondary code (4
bytes)

Check the return codes TPPCC passes to the program at EBX008 to determine the success of the
RECEIVE. If the return code is LU62RC_OK, then check the WHAT_RECEIVED field (TPPCC passed at
EBX014) to see what was received.
If WHAT_RECEIVED is DATA (COMPLETE or INCOMPLETE), the data is TPPCC passed to the program on
level 0 (D0).

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC ALLOCATE
Format
[label]

TPPCC ALLOCATE

,LUNAME={name|(reg)}
,TPN={tpname|(reg)}
[,RCONTROL=WSA]
[,MODE={TPLU62|modename|(reg)}]
[,TYPE=BASIC]
[,PIP=NO]
[,SYNC=NONE|CONFIRM]
[,SECURITY=NO]
,RESID={resource|(reg)}
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
ALLOCATE
Required verb function.
LUNAME={name|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 16-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the fully qualified
network name of the remote LU with which this local transaction program wants to start a
conversation. The first 8 bytes contain the left-justified network name padded with blanks, or all
blanks if the LU name is unqualified. The second 8 bytes contain the left-justified LU name padded
with blanks.
TPN={tpname|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a variable-length field, or of a register pointing to a field. Store in this field:
• 1-byte length of the remote transaction program name.
• A remote transaction program name, which can be from 4 to 64 characters long.
RCONTROL=WSA
Specifies that control is returned to the issuing entry when the conversation is allocated.
MODE={modename|(reg)}
Name used to designate the type of session to be allocated. It is either the symbolic name of a field,
or of a register pointing to that field. The default is TPFLU62.
TYPE=BASIC
Type of conversation. BASIC is the only allowable value. TPPCC provides support for the
BASIC_CONVERSATON option defined by the LU 6.2 architecture.
PIP=NO
NO is the only allowable value. (TPPCC does not support program initialization parameters.)
SYNC=NONE|(CONFIRM
Synchronization level allowed on this conversation. Specify one of:
NONE
The programs cannot perform confirmation processing on this conversation. This is the default
value.
CONFIRM
The programs can perform confirmation processing on this conversation.
SECURITY=NO
Security level allowed on this conversation. NO is the only allowed value.
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RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores a resource
ID value in this field. You must specify this resource ID on all subsequent TPPCC verbs for this
conversation.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.

Description
Use the ALLOCATE verb to allocate a conversation between a program in the local LU and a program in a
remote LU.

Return codes
Table 11 on page 470 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the ALLOCATE verb.
Table 11. Return codes for ALLOCATE
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_ALLOC_ERROR

0003

LU62RC_ALLOCERR_NORETRY

....

00000004

LU62RC_ALLOCERR_RETRY

....

00000005

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC CONFIRM
Format
[label]

TPPCC CONFIRM

,RESID={resource|(reg)}
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}
,RTSRCVD={rtsr|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
CONFIRM
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.
RTSRCVD={rtsr|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 1-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC returns a code in this
field to indicate if it has received a REQUEST_TO_SEND. If it has received a REQUEST_TO_SEND, the
value is LU62_RTSND_RCVDYES (X'80'). (Other values indicate no REQUEST_TO_SEND.)

Description
Use the CONFIRM verb to send a confirmation request to the remote transaction program, and wait for
the confirmation reply. This allows the two programs to synchronize their processing.
The conversation must be in send state.

Return codes
Table 12 on page 471 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the CONFIRM verb.
Table 12. Return codes for CONFIRM
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKCNFRM_BADSTATE

....

LU62RC_ALLOC_ERROR

0003

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_RETRY

....

084B6031

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_NO_RETRY

....

084C0000

00000002
00000032
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Table 12. Return codes for CONFIRM (continued)
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_TPN_NOT_RECOGNIZED

....

10086021

LU62RC_CONV_TYPE_MISMATCH

....

10086034

LU62RC_SYNLVL_NOTSUPORT

....

10086041

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_PGM

0006

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_SVC

0007

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_TMR

0008

LU62RC_PGMERR_PURGING

000E

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_RETRY

000F

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_SVCERR_PURGING

0013

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). No other registers are corrupted.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC CONFIRMED
Format
[label]

TPPCC CONFIRMED

,RESID={resource|(reg)}
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
CONFIRMED
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.

Description
Use the CONFIRMED verb to send a confirmation reply to the remote transaction program. This allows the
two programs to synchronize their processing. The local transaction program can issue this verb when it
receives a confirmation request from the remote transaction program.
The conversation must be in one of the following states:
confirm
confirm send
confirm deallocate

Return codes
Table 13 on page 473 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the CONFIRMED verb.
Table 13. Return codes for CONFIRMED
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKCNFMD_BADSTATE

....

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

Secondary code (4
bytes)

00000002
00000041
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Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC DEALLOCATE
Format
[label]

TPPCC DEALLOCATE

,RESID={resource|(reg)}
[,TYPE={SYNC|FLUSH|CONFIRM|LOCAL|ABENDP|ABENDS|ABENDT}]
[,LOGDATA=NO]
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
DEALLOCATE
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
TYPE={SYNC|FLUSH|CONFIRM|LOCAL|ABENDP|ABENDS|ABENDT}
Type of deallocation to be performed. Specify one of the following:
SYNC
Either the FLUSH or the CONFIRM function should be performed before the conversation is
deallocated, depending on the SYNC level specified at ALLOCATE time.
FLUSH
The function of the FLUSH verb should be executed, and the conversation should then be
deallocated.
CONFIRM
The function of the CONFIRM verb should be executed, and the conversation should then be
deallocated.
LOCAL
The conversation should be deallocated locally. This type of deallocation can be specified only if
the conversation is already in end conversation state.
ABENDP|ABENDS|ABENDT
The conversation should be unconditionally deallocated. (In TPF, ABENDS and ABENDT are
intended to be used by the support routines.)
LOGDATA=NO
Specifies whether error information should be logged. NO is the only option supported.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.

Description
Use the DEALLOCATE verb to deallocate the specified conversation from the transaction program.
When the DEALLOCATE is complete, the conversation identified by the resource ID is completed. No
further verbs can be issued for that conversation.
The conversation must be one of the states shown below, depending on the type of deallocation
requested:
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Type
State required
FLUSH
send
CONFIRM
send
LOCAL
end conversation
ABEND
send, receive, confirm, confirm send, or confirm deallocate

Return codes
Table 14 on page 476 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the DEALLOCATE verb.
Table 14. Return codes for DEALLOCATE
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

00000002

LU62RC_PKDLLOC_BADTYPE

....

00000051

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKDLLOC_FLUSH

....

00000052

LU62RC_SKDLLOC_CONFIRM

....

00000053

LU62RC_SKDLLOC_ABEND

....

00000056

LU62RC_SKDLLOC_LOCAL

....

00000057

LU62RC_ALLOC_ERROR

0003

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_RETRY

....

084B6031

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_NO_RETRY

....

084C0000

LU62RC_TPN_NOT_RECOGNIZED

....

10086021

LU62RC_CONV_TYPE_MISMATCH

....

10086034

LU62RC_SYNLVL_NOTSUPORT

....

10086041

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_PGM

0006

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_SVC

0007

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_TMR

0008

LU62RC_PGMERR_PURGING

000E

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_RETRY

000F

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_SVCERR_PURGING

0013

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF
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Secondary code (4
bytes)

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range general register 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC FLUSH
Format
[label]

TPPCC FLUSH

,RESID={resource|(reg)}
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
FLUSH
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.

Description
Use the FLUSH verb to flush any data from the data buffer of the local LU.
The conversation must be in send state.

Return codes
Table 15 on page 478 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the FLUSH verb.
Table 15. Return codes for FLUSH
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKFLUSH_BADSTATE

....

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

Secondary code (4
bytes)

00000002
00000061

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.
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Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC GET_ATTRIBUTES
Format
[label]

TPPCC GET_ATTRIBUTES
,RESID={resource|(reg)}
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}
{[,OWNAME={local|(reg)}]}
[,PLUNAME={partner|(reg)}]
[,MODE={modename|(reg)}]
[,SYNC={synclvl|(reg)}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
GET_ATTRIBUTES
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.
OWNAME={local|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 16-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store in this field the fully
qualified network name of the local LU is returned. The first 8 bytes contain the left-justified network
name padded with blanks, or all blanks if the LU name is unqualified. The second 8 bytes contain the
left-justified LU name padded with blanks.
PLUNAME={partner|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 16-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC returns the fullyqualified network name of the partner LU in this field. The first 8 bytes contain the left-justified
network name padded with blanks, or all blanks if the LU name is unqualified. The second 8 bytes
contain the left-justified partner LU name padded with blanks. This returned LU name is the name of
the LU in which the remote transaction program is located.
MODE={modename|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the name of
the conversation in this field.
SYNC={synclvl|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 1-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC returns a value in this
field to indicate the synchronization level of this conversation. The possible values are:
LU62_SYNCLVL_NONE (X'01')
Synchronization is not allowed on this conversation.
LU62_SYNCLVL_CONFIRM (X'02')
CONFIRM synchronization is allowed on this conversation.

Description
Use the GET_ATTRIBUTES verb to return information about a conversation.
The conversation can be in any state except pending_deallocate.
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Return codes
Table 16 on page 481 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the GET_ATTRIBUTES verb.
Table 16. Return codes for GET_ATTRIBUTES
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

LU62RC_CONFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

Secondary code (4
bytes)

00000002

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC POST_ON_RECEIPT
Format
[label]

TPPCC POST_ON_RECEIPT
,RESID={resource|(reg)}
[,FILL=LL]
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
POST_ON_RECEIPT
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
FILL=LL
LL is the only supported option. It specifies that the conversation should be posted when a complete
logical record is available for receipt.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.

Description
Use the POST_ON_RECEIPT verb to cause the conversation to be posted when available data or
conversation information can be received by the transaction program.
You must follow POST_ON RECEIPT with a WAIT or TEST verb. When you follow POST_ON_RECEIPT with
a WAIT verb, the transaction program can perform synchronous receiving from multiple conversations.
For each conversation, the program issues POST_ON_RECEIPT, followed by WAIT. Each conversation
waits until information is available to be received.
Use POST_ON_RECEIPT followed by a TEST verb to allow a transaction program to continue processing.
You can then use these verbs to test the conversation, to determine when information is available to be
received.
Posting occurs when information that the transaction program can receive is available for receipt.
Examples of this information include data, conversation states, or requests for confirmation.
The conversation must be in receive state.

Return codes
Table 17 on page 482 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the POST_ON_RECEIPT verb.
Table 17. Return codes for POST_ON_RECEIPT
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001
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Secondary code (4
bytes)

Table 17. Return codes for POST_ON_RECEIPT (continued)
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

00000002

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKPOSTR_BADSTATE

....

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

00000092

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb does not cause the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE
Format
[label]

TPPCC PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE
,RESID={resource|(reg)}
,TYPE={SYNC|FLUSH|CONFIRM}
[,LOCKS=SHORT]
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
TYPE={SYNC|FLUSH|CONFIRM}
Specifies the type of PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE to be done on this conversation. The allowed values are:
CONFIRM
Executes the function of the CONFIRM verb.
FLUSH
Executes the function of the FLUSH verb.
SYNC
Executes the function of the FLUSH verb or the CONFIRM verb based on the synchronization
level of the conversation. If the synchronization level is NONE, a FLUSH is performed. If the
synchronization level is CONFIRM, a CONFIRM is performed. NONE and CONFIRM are defined by
the SYNC parameter of the ALLOCATE verb.
LOCKS=SHORT
SHORT is the only allowed value. This parameter has meaning only when you specify TYPE=CONFIRM.
It causes control to be returned only after the confirmation reply has been received.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.

Description
Use the PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE verb to change the conversation from send to receive state in preparation
for receiving data. The change to receive state is completed as part of this verb. The execution of this verb
includes the function of the FLUSH or CONFIRM verb.
The conversation must be in send state.

Return codes
Table 18 on page 485 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE verb.
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Table 18. Return codes for PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKPTRCV_BADSTATE

....

LU62RC_ALLOC_ERROR

0003

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_RETRY

....

084B6031

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_NO_RETRY

....

084C0000

LU62RC_TPN_NOT_RECOGNIZED

....

10086021

LU62RC_CONV_TYPE_MISMATCH

....

10086034

LU62RC_SYNLVL_NOTSUPORT

....

10086041

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_PGM

0006

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_SVC

0007

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_TMR

0008

LU62RC_PGMERR_PURGING

000E

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_RETRY

000F

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_SVCERR_PURGING

0013

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

00000002
000000A3

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC RECEIVE
Format
[label]

TPPCC RECEIVE

,RESID={resource|(reg)}
[,FILL=LL]
[,WAIT=YES]
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}
,WHATRCV={whatreceived|(reg)}
,RTSRCVD={rtsr|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
RECEIVE
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
FILL=LL
The program will receive a complete or truncated logical record.
WAIT=YES
YES is the only supported option. It performs the function of RECEIVE_AND_WAIT.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.
WHATRCV={whatreceived|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 1-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC returns in this field a
value indicating what has been received (a WHAT_RECEIVED indication). WHAT_RECEIVED can have
one of the following values:
LU62WR_DATACOMPLETE (X'03')
The local transaction program has received a complete logical record, or the last remaining
portion of a logical record.
LU62WR_DATAINCOMPLETE (X'04')
The local transaction program has received less than a complete logical record.
LU62WR_CONFIRM (X'05')
The remote program has issued CONFIRM.
LU62WR_CONFIRMSEND (X'06')
The remote program has issued PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE with TYPE=CONFIRM.
LU62WR_SEND (X'02')
The remote program has entered receive state, placing the local program in send state. The local
transaction program can now issue SEND_DATA.
LU62WR_CONFIRMDLLOC (X'07')
The remote program has issued DEALLOCATE with TYPE=CONFIRM.
RTSRCVD={rtsr|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 1-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC returns a value in this
field to indicate if it has received a REQUEST_TO_SEND. The REQUEST_TO_SEND_RECEIVED indication
is:
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LU62_RTSND_RCVDYES (X'80')
The remote program has issued a REQUEST_TO_SEND, requesting the local transaction program to
enter receive state and placing the remote transaction program in send state.
Any other value indicates that a REQUEST_TO_SEND notification has not been received.

Description
Use the RECEIVE verb to wait for information to arrive on the specified conversation, and then receive the
information. The information can be data, conversation status, or a confirmation request.
When WHAT_RECEIVED indicates that data is returned to the transaction program, TPPCC stores the data
in a storage block attached to the ECB on storage level 0 (D0), in AMSG format (defined by the AM0SG
DSECT). TPPCC stores the logical record length of the complete data message (the LL or logical length) in
the first 2 bytes of the logical record (AM0TXT), followed by the text of the message.
Storage level 0 (D0) must be available for use when you call TPPCC RECEIVE.
The conversation must be in send or receive state.

Return codes
Table 19 on page 487 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the RECEIVE verb.
Table 19. Return codes for RECEIVE
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKRECEV_BADSTATE

....

LU62RC_ALLOC_ERROR

0003

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_RETRY

....

084B6031

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_NO_RETRY

....

084C0000

LU62RC_TPN_NOT_RECOGNIZED

....

10086021

LU62RC_CONV_TYPE_MISMATCH

....

10086034

LU62RC_SYNLVL_NOTSUPORT

....

10086041

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_PGM

0006

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_SVC

0007

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_TMR

0008

LU62RC_DLLOC_NORMAL

0009

LU62RC_PGMERR_NOTRUNC

000C

LU62RC_PGMERR_TRUNC

000D

LU62RC_PGMERR_PURGING

000E

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_RETRY

000F

00000002
000000B1
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Table 19. Return codes for RECEIVE (continued)
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_SVCERR_NOTRUNC

0011

LU62RC_SVCERR_TRUNC

0012

LU62RC_SVCERR_PURGING

0013

LU62RC_LLRCV_UNSUCESFUL

0014

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

Secondary code (4
bytes)

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC REQUEST_TO_SEND
Format
[label]

TPPCC REQUEST_TO_SEND
,RESID={resource|(reg)}
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
REQUEST_TO_SEND
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.

Description
Use the REQUEST_TO_SEND verb to notify the remote transaction program that the local transaction
program is requesting to enter send state for the conversation. The conversation is changed to send state
when the local program subsequently receives a SEND indication from the remote program.
The conversation must be in receive or confirm state.

Return codes
Table 20 on page 489 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the REQUEST_TO_SEND verb.
Table 20. Return codes for REQUEST_TO_SEND
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKRTSND_BADSTATE

....

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

Secondary code (4
bytes)

00000002
000000E1

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
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This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC SEND_DATA
Format
[label]

TPPCC SEND_DATA

,RESID={resource|(reg)}
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}
,RTSRCVD={rtsr|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
SEND_DATA
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.
RTSRCVD={rtsr|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 1-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC returns in this
field a value indicating if it has received a REQUEST_TO_SEND. This REQUEST_TO_SEND_RECEIVED
indication can contain:
LU62_RTSND_RCVDYES (X'80')
The remote program has issued REQUEST_TO_SEND requesting the local transaction program to
enter receive state and placing the remote transaction program in send state.
Any other value indicates that TPPCC has not received a REQUEST_TO_SEND notification.

Description
Use the SEND_DATA verb to send data to the remote transaction program.
The data to be sent must be in the storage block attached to the ECB on level 0 (D0), in AMSG format. The
block can be any size.
The data must be in logical record format, that is, the first two bytes of text must contain the length of
the logical record followed by the data. The storage block can contain one or more full logical records.
The transaction program must check the accuracy of both the logical record length field (LL preceding the
text) and the storage block length field (AM0CCT).
Only one complete logical record can be sent with SEND_DATA. If the complete logical record does not fit
into one block, the message can be forward chained. The number of bytes of text for each of the chained
segments is placed in the AMSG length field (AM0CCT), and the file address of the next segment is placed
in the standard forward chain field. A forward chain field containing zeros indicates the last segment of a
chained logical record.
The maximum logical record length allowed is 32 767 bytes.
The conversation must be in send state.

Return codes
Table 21 on page 492 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the SEND_DATA verb.
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Table 21. Return codes for SEND_DATA
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

00000002

LU62RC_PKSENDD_BADLL

....

000000F1

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKSENDD_BADSTATE

....

LU62RC_ALLOC_ERROR

0003

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_RETRY

....

084B6031

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_NO_RETRY

....

084C0000

LU62RC_TPN_NOT_RECOGNIZED

....

10086021

LU62RC_CONV_TYPE_MISMATCH

....

10086034

LU62RC_SYNLVL_NOTSUPORT

....

10086041

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_PGM

0006

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_SVC

0007

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_TMR

0008

LU62RC_PGMERR_PURGING

000E

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_RETRY

000F

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_SVCERR_PURGING

0013

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

000000F2

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC SEND_ERROR
Format
[label]

TPPCC SEND_ERROR

,RESID={resource|(reg)}
[,TYPE={PROG|SVC}]
[,LOGDATA=NO]
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}
,RTSRCVD={rtsr|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
SEND_ERROR
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
TYPE={PROG|SVC}
The type of error condition to be sent. The valid types are:
PROG
The transaction program has detected an error that will be reported to the remote transaction
program.
SVC
A service program has detected an error that will be reported to the remote LU service program.
(In TPF, SVC is intended to be used by the support routines.)
LOGDATA=NO
Specifies whether the error indication is logged. NO is the only supported option.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.
RTSRCVD={rtsr|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a field, or of a register pointing to a field that contains a value indicating whether a
REQUEST_TO_SEND has been received. The REQUEST_TO_SEND_RECEIVED indication can contain:
LU62_RTSEND_RCVDYES (X'80')
The remote program has issued REQUEST_TO_SEND requesting the local transaction program to
enter receive state and placing the remote transaction program in send state.
Any other value indicates that a REQUEST_TO_SEND notification has not been received.

Description
Use the SEND_ERROR verb to inform the remote program that the local transaction program has detected
an error.
Upon successful completion of this verb, the local transaction program is in send state, and the remote
program is in receive state. The transaction program's logic defines any further action.
The conversation must be in one of the following states:
send
receive
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confirm
confirm send
confirm deallocate

Return codes
Table 22 on page 494 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the SEND_ERROR verb.
Table 22. Return codes for SEND_ERROR
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_POSTED_DATA

....

00000000

LU62RC_POSTED_NODATA

....

00000001

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_SKSENDE_BADSTATE

....

LU62RC_ALLOC_ERROR

0003

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_RETRY

....

084B6031

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_NO_RETRY

....

084C0000

LU62RC_TPN_NOT_RECOGNIZED

....

10086021

LU62RC_CONV_TYPE_MISMATCH

....

10086034

LU62RC_SYNLVL_NOTSUPORT

....

10086041

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_PGM

0006

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_SVC

0007

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_TMR

0008

LU62RC_DLLOC_NORMAL

0009

LU62RC_PGMERR_PURGING

000E

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_RETRY

000F

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_SVCERR_PURGING

0013

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

00000002
00000111

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.
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Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC TEST
Format
[label]

TPPCC TEST

,RESID={resource|(reg)}
,TEST={POSTED|RTSRCVD}
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
TEST
Required verb function.
RESID={resource|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. Store the resource ID from a
previous ALLOCATE verb in this field.
TEST={POSTED|RTSRCVD}
The type of test to be performed. The valid types are:
POSTED
Tests whether the conversation has been posted.
RTSRCVD
Tests whether the REQUEST_TO_SEND notification has been received from the remote transaction
program.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.

Description
Use the TEST verb to test the conversation for a specified condition. The results of the test are indicated in
the return code.
The TEST=POSTED option is used with the POST_ON_RECEIPT verb. The transaction program issues
POST_ON_RECEIPT for one or more conversations. It then issues TEST for each conversation to
determine when information is available to be received.
For the TEST=POSTED option, the transaction program must issue the RECEIVE verb to receive the
information for a conversation that has been posted.
If the conversation has not been posted, the TEST=POSTED option returns LU62RC_LLRCV_UNSUCESFUL.
If the REQUEST_TO_SEND has been received, the TEST=RTSRVCD option returns LU62RC_OK. If
the REQUEST_TO_SEND indication has not been received from the remote transaction program,
LU62RC_LLRCV_UNSUCESFUL is returned.
The conversation must be in one of the following states, depending on the type of test requested:
Type
State required
POSTED
receive
RTSTRCVD
send or receive
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Return codes
Table 23 on page 497 and Table 24 on page 498 contain a list of the primary and secondary return codes
which TPPCC can return to the program that issued the TEST verb.
Table 23. Return codes for TEST=POSTED
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_POSTED_DATA

....

00000000

LU62RC_POSTED_NOTDATA

....

00000001

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_NOT_RCV_STATE

....

LU62RC_ALLOC_ERROR

0003

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_RETRY

....

084B6031

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_NO_RETRY

....

084C0000

LU62RC_TPN_NOT_RECOGNIZED

....

10086021

LU62RC_CONV_TYPE_MISMATCH

....

10086034

LU62RC_SYNLVL_NOTSUPORT

....

10086041

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_PGM

0006

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_SVC

0007

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_TMR

0008

LU62RC_DLLOC_NORMAL

0009

LU62RC_POSTING_NOTACTIV

000B

LU62RC_PGMERR_NOTRUNC

000C

LU62RC_PGMERR_TRUNC

000D

LU62RC_PGMERR_PURGING

000E

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_RETRY

000F

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_SVCERR_NOTRUNC

0011

LU62RC_SVCERR_TRUNC

0012

LU62RC_SVCERR_PURGING

0013

LU62RC_LLRCV_UNSUCESFUL

0014

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

00000002
00000122
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Table 24. Return codes for TEST=RTSRCVD
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_LLRCV_UNSUCESFUL

0014

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

Secondary code (4
bytes)

00000002

Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCC WAIT
Format
[label]

TPPCC WAIT

,RESIDL={reslist|(reg)}
,RCODE={rc|(reg)}
,RESPSTD={resposted|(reg)}

label
Any valid assembler label.
WAIT
Required verb function.
RESIDL={reslist|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a variable-length field, or of a register pointing to such a field. This field contains
the resource IDs of the conversations for which posting is expected. The variable length field is in the
format:
• Resource ID: 8 bytes repeated for each conversation.
• Delimiter: 8 bytes of binary zeroes.
Note: This list can contain up to twenty entries, which allows space for 19 resource IDs and the
delimiter.
RCODE={rc|(reg)}
Symbolic name of a 6-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the return code
in this field.
RESPSTD={resposted|(reg)}
Symbolic name of an 8-byte field, or of a register pointing to such a field. TPPCC stores the resource
ID of a posted conversation in this field.

Description
Use the WAIT verb to wait for posting to occur on any basic conversation from a list of conversations that
you specify with the RESIDL= parameter.
Posting of a conversation occurs when posting is active for the conversation and information is available
that the conversation can receive. Examples of this information include data, conversation status, or
requests for confirmation.
This verb is intended for use with the POST_ON_RECEIPT verb. These verbs allow a program to perform
synchronous receiving from multiple conversations. The program issues POST_ON_RECEIPT for each
conversation, and then issues WAIT for all the conversations in the resource ID list. The WAIT is satisfied
when any conversation in the list has information available to be received.
TPPCC returns, in the field specified in the RESPSTD= parameter, one of the resource IDs specified in
RESIDL. This returned resource ID is the conversation that has been posted.
Posting is reset for the conversation returned in the RESPSTD parameter. The application program must
issue the RECEIVE verb in order to receive the available information.
The conversations must be in receive state.
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Return codes
Table 25 on page 500 shows a list of the primary and secondary return codes which TPPCC can return to
the program that issued the WAIT verb.
Table 25. Return codes for WAIT
Symbol (defined by TPPCE)

Primary code (2
bytes)

Secondary code (4
bytes)

LU62RC_OK

0000

LU62RC_POSTED_DATA

....

00000000

LU62RC_POSTED_NOTDATA

....

00000001

LU62RC_PARAMETER_CHECK

0001

LU62RC_PK_BAD_CONVID

....

00000002

LU62RC_PK_EMPTY_RESIDL

....

00000003

LU62RC_STATE_CHECK

0002

LU62RC_NOT_RCV_STATE

....

LU62RC_ALLOC_ERROR

0003

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_RETRY

....

084B6031

LU62RC_TP_NOT_AVAIL_NO_RETRY

....

084C0000

LU62RC_TPN_NOT_RECOGNIZED

....

10086021

LU62RC_CONV_TYPE_MISMATCH

....

10086034

LU62RC_SYNLVL_NOTSUPORT

....

10086041

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_PGM

0006

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_SVC

0007

LU62RC_DLLOC_ABEND_TMR

0008

LU62RC_DLLOC_NORMAL

0009

LU62RC_PGMERR_NOTRUNC

000C

LU62RC_PGMERR_TRUNC

000D

LU62RC_PGMERR_PURGING

000E

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_RETRY

000F

LU62RC_CONVFAIL_NORETRY

0010

LU62RC_SVCERR_NOTRUNC

0011

LU62RC_SVCERR_TRUNC

0012

LU62RC_SVCERR_PURGING

0013

LU62RC_TPF_ABEND

FFFF

00000122

The return code indicates the posting state for the conversation identified in the RESPSTD parameter. A
secondary return code of LU62RC_POSTED_DATA indicates that a data message is available for receipt.
A secondary return code of LU62RC_POSTED_NOTDATA indicates that information other than a data
message is available, (for example, a confirmation request of a SEND indication).
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Register use
If you specify a register for a keyword value, the register must be contained in parentheses and must be in
the range of general registers 1 (RG1) through 7 (RGF).
This verb uses general registers 14 (RDA) and 15 (RDB). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This verb always causes the entry to lose control.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
“TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC” on page 502.
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TPPCE - Return code symbols for TPPCC
Format
TPPCE ,

Description
Use the TPPCE equate macro to define symbols for testing the return codes from the TPPCC macro.
The TPPCC macro provides return codes that you can test using the symbols defined by TPPCE. “TPPCC Communicate with other resources” on page 460 lists the appropriate symbols for each TPPCC verb.

Register use
Not applicable. TPPCE does not generate executable code.

Loss of control
Not applicable. TPPCE does not generate executable code.

Example
No example provided.

Related information
“TPPCC - Communicate with other resources” on page 460.
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TPRDC - Read a record from a general sequential file
Format
[label]

TPRDC NAME={seq|(reg1)}
,LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}
,BLOCK={Ln|(reg3)}

or for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

TPRDC TAPE={field|(reg1)}
,LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}
,SIZE={Ln|(reg3)}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

TPRDC seq,{Dn|(reg2)},{Ln|(reg3)}

or format for compatibility with old versions of TPF:
[label]

TPRDC seq,Dn,Ln

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={seq|(reg1)}
Where:
seq

Three-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

(reg1)
Register containing the address of a field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general
sequential file. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}
Storage level to attach block, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg2)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg2,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
TPF compatibility:
The register format with this parameter is not supported in TPF. Do not use it in programs that must
be compatible with TPF.
BLOCK={Ln|(reg3)}
Block size. The sizes that ALCS supports are an ALCS generation option. Specify one of:
Ln

Size symbol: L0, L1, and so on up to L8, or LX. LX requests the largest block size that ALCS
supports.

(reg3)
Register containing the size value (use LA reg3,Ln). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
TPF compatibility:
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The register format with this parameter is not supported in TPF. Do not use it in programs that must
be compatible with TPF.
TAPE={field|(reg1)}
Field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file, where:
field
Name of the field.
(reg1)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the TAPE= parameter; use the NAME= parameter instead.
SIZE={Ln|(reg3)}
Block size. The sizes that ALCS supports are an ALCS generation option. Specify one of:
Ln

Size symbol: L0, L1, and so on up to L8, or LX. LX requests the largest block size that ALCS
supports.

(reg3)
Register containing the size value (use LA reg,Ln). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the SIZE= parameter; use the BLOCK= parameter
instead.
seq

3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

Description
Use the TPRDC macro to read a record from a general sequential file.
TPRDC reads a record from a general sequential file into a storage block of the specified size, and attaches
the block at the specified level.
The general sequential file must be open (TOPNC) for input, and must be assigned to the entry.
Issue an implied wait to check that the sequential file I/O completes correctly before referring to the
storage level.
Do not use register notation for both storage level and block size. That is, do not specify LEVEL=(reg2)
and BLOCK=(reg3)
If the record size is not the same as the block size, TPRDC returns an "incorrect length long" or "incorrect
length short" error at wait. The storage level byte count (CE1CCn) contains the length of data within the
storage block.
The ALCS Application Programming Guide describes how to write an error routine.

Register use
When you use register notation, TPRDC loads the level number into general register 14 (RDA), if required.
If you specify NAME=(reg1) or use the TAPE= parameter, TPRDC loads the address of the sequential file
name into general register 15 (RDB), if required. When you use register notation, TPRDC loads the size
code into general register 14 (RDA), if required. TPRDC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control. Because of this, after issuing TPRDC, the entry must issue
an implied wait macro to test for I/O completion.
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If an I/O error occurs, this macro sets indicators in the ECB I/O error indicator fields EBCSDn
and CE1SUG. See ALCS Application Programming Guide for a description of these indicators and an
explanation of how you should use them.

Example
The following example shows how you could read a record from the general sequential file HOT into a size
L2 storage block. The example tests for and accepts records that are smaller than the L2 block.
TOPNC NAME=HOT,STATUS=I
...

OPEN THE FILE FOR INPUT

TPRDC NAME=HOT,LEVEL=DD,BLOCK=L2 READ A BLOCK
WAITC ERRRTN
AND WAIT FOR I/O
SHORT

EQU
L
LH
...

*
R2,CE1CRD
R3,CE1CCD

EOF

EQU
*
TCLSC HOT
...

ERRRTN

EQU
TM
BO

*
EBCSDD,CXSGSE
SHORT

SHORT RECORD
BRANCH IF YES - ACCEPT IT

TM
BO
...

EBCSDD,CXSGEE
EOF

END-OF-FILE
BRANCH IF YES - CLOSE THE FILE

LOAD RECORD ADDRESS
LOAD RECORD LENGTH

CLOSE THE FILE

Related information
“TASNC - Assign a general sequential file” on page 433.
“TCLSC - Close a general sequential file” on page 436.
“TDTAC - Read data from, or write data to, a general sequential file” on page 443.
“TOPNC - Open and assign a general sequential file” on page 454.
“TRSVC - Reserve a general sequential file” on page 511.
“WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete” on page 525.
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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TRANV - Define a transfer vector
TPF compatibility:
Do not use the TRANV macro in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

TRANV NAME=transfer_vector_name,ENTRY=entry_point_name

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME=transfer_vector_name
4-character name assigned to the transfer vector. This is the name used in program linkage type
macros.
ENTRY=entry_point_name
The assembler label assigned to the entry point within the program segment. A call to the transfer
vector results in a branch to this label.

Description
Use the TRANV macro to define a transfer vector within a program. Code the TRANV macros immediately
following the BEGIN macro.
TRANV does not generate any executable code. It generates an 8-byte transfer vector definition that
consists of the name and entry-point offset.
The name of the first transfer vector must be the same as the name of the program. The names of the
rest of the transfer vectors must be different from the name of the program (and different from the name
of any other program or transfer vector).

Register use
Not applicable. TRANV does not generate executable code.

Loss of control
Not applicable. TRANV does not generate executable code.

Example
The following example shows the first few instructions of the application program NEWT. The application
program has entry points (transfer vectors) NEW1 and NEW2 as well as NEWT:
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BEGIN
TRANV
TRANV
TRANV

NAME=NEWT,...
NAME=NEWT,ENTRY=NEWT000
NAME=NEW1,ENTRY=NEW1000
NAME=NEW2,ENTRY=NEW2000

NEWT000

EQU
.
.
.

*

NEW1000

EQU
.
.
.

*

NEW2000

EQU
.
.
.

*

Related information
See program naming conventions in ALCS Application Programming Guide.
“BEGIN - Begin an application program” on page 34.
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TRMEQ - Communication device type equates
Format
TRMEQ ,

Description
TRMEQ defines symbols for communication device types.
Symbols defined by TRMEQ
The following list shows the symbols defined by TRMEQ.
Symbol

Value

Description

TPTYPE

X'F0'

Mask to isolate generic type

TPMODEL

X'0F'

Mask to isolate model or feature within generic type

TPHCOPY

X'80'

When on (1), this bit indicates a hardcopy device

Generic device types
Symbol

Value

Description

TP4505

X'00'

IBM 2915, 4505 displays

TP3270C

X'10'

IBM 3270 displays

TP3270CD

X'20'

IBM 3278 displays (in default mode)

TP3270CA

X'30'

IBM 3278 displays (in alternate mode)

TP1977

X'80'

IBM 1977 printers

TP1980

X'90'

IBM 1980 printers

TP3270P

X'A0'

IBM 3270 printers

TP1052

X'B0'

IBM 1052, 3215 (supplied for TPF compatibility)

TPNVIEW

X'B0'

NetView devices

TP3270PD

X'C0'

IBM 3287, 3289 printers

TP3270PA

X'C0'

IBM 3287, 3289 printers

TPWTTY

X'E0'

WTTY line, ALCS link, ALCS application, SLC link

TPNEF

X'F0'

ALCI TI or BSC line

Communication device types
Symbol

Value

Description

TP1512

X'00'

IBM 2915, 4505 (12 line screen)

TP1515

X'01'

IBM 2915, 4505 (15 line screen)
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Symbol

Value

Description

TP1530

X'02'

IBM 2915, 4505 (30 line screen)

TP77M1

X'10'

IBM 3277-1 (CU=IBM 3271) (480 buffer)

TP77M2

X'11'

IBM 3277-2 (CU=IBM 3271) (1920 buffer)

TP75M1

X'12'

IBM 3275-1 (CU=IBM 3275) (480 buffer)

TP75M2

X'13'

IBM 3275-2 (CU=IBM 3275) (1920 buffer)

TP77L1

X'14'

IBM 3277-1 (CU=IBM 3272) (480 buffer)

TP77L2

X'15'

IBM 3277-2 (CU=IBM 3272) (1920 buffer)

TPBMAL

X'18'

BSC station - alternate line selection allowed

TPBMNA

X'19'

BSC station - no alternate line selection allowed

TP78M1

X'20'

IBM 3278-1 in default mode (480 buffer)

TP78M2

X'21'

IBM 3278-2 in default mode (1920 buffer)

TP78M3

X'22'

IBM 3278-3 in default mode (1920 buffer)

TP78M4

X'23'

IBM 3278-4 in default mode (1920 buffer)

TP78M1A

X'30'

IBM 3278-1 in alternate mode (960 buffer)

TP78M2A

X'31'

IBM 3278-2 in alternate mode (1920 buffer)

TP97UN

X'81'

IBM 1977 with unsolicited message light

TP97WT

X'82'

IBM 1977 with tab

TP97UT

X'83'

IBM 1977 with tab and unsolicited message light

TP8021

X'90'

IBM 1980-21

TP8024

X'91'

IBM 1980-24

TP8009

X'92'

IBM 1980-9

TP84M1

X'A0'

IBM 3284-1, 3286-1 (CU=IBM 3271) (480 buffer)

TP84M2

X'A1'

IBM 3284-2, 3286-2, 3288-2 (CU=IBM 3271) (1920 buffer)

TP88FF

X'A1'

IBM 3288-2 with forms feed control

TP8431

X'A2'

IBM 3284-3 (CU=IBM 3275-1) (480 buffer)

TP8432

X'A3'

IBM 3284-3 (CU=IBM 3275-2) (1920 buffer)

TP84L1

X'A4'

IBM 3284-1, 3286-1 (CU=IBM 3272) (480 buffer)

TP84L2

X'A5'

IBM 3284-2, 3286-2 (CU=IBM 3272) (1920 buffer)

TP87M1

X'C0'

IBM 3287-1, 3289-1 in default mode (480 buffer)

TP87M2

X'C1'

IBM 3287-2, 3289-2 in default mode (1920 buffer)

TP87M3

X'C2'

IBM 3287-3, 3289-3 in default mode (1920 buffer)

TP87M4

X'C3'

IBM 3287-4, 3289-4 in default mode (1920 buffer)

TP87M1A

X'C4'

IBM 3287-1, 3289-1 in alternate mode (960 buffer)
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Symbol

Value

Description

TP87M2A

X'C5'

IBM 3287-2, 3289-2 in alternate mode (1920 buffer)

TPLU1M1

X'C8'

SLU Type 1 (2K buffer)

TPLU1M2

X'C9'

SLU Type 1 (4K buffer)

TPWTTYSI

X'E1'

WTTY simplex in

TPWTTYSO

X'E2'

WTTY simplex out

TPWTTYHD

X'E3'

WTTY half duplex

TPWTTYFD

X'E4'

WTTY full duplex

TPALCLNK

X'EC'

ALCS link

TPALCAPL

X'EE'

ALCS application

TPSLCLNK

X'EF'

SLC link

TP1NEFA

X'FD'

ALCI TI in ALC format

TP1NEFE

X'FE'

ALCI TI in EBCDIC format

TP1BSC

X'FF'

BSC line

IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
Not applicable. TRMEQ does not generate any executable code.

Loss of control
Not applicable. TRMEQ does not generate any executable code.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“CO0IC - Communication resource data DSECT” on page 86.
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TRSVC - Reserve a general sequential file
Format
[label]

TRSVC NAME={seq|(reg)}

or for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

TRSVC TAPE={field|(reg)}

or positional parameter format, compatible with TPF:
[label]

TRSVC seq

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={seq|(reg)}
Where:
seq

Three-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

(reg)
Register containing the address of a field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general
sequential file. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
TAPE={field|(reg)}
Field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file, one of:
field
Name of the field.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the TAPE= parameter; use the NAME= parameter instead.
seq

3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

Description
Use the TRSVC macro to reserve (unassign) a general sequential file from an entry, and make it available
for other entries. (In ALCS, the words "unassign" and "reserve" are synonymous.)
TRSVC unassigns a general sequential file but does not close it. Another entry can then assign the general
sequential file.
This macro is for general sequential files only. You do not need to unassign real-time sequential files.
TRSVC must specify a general sequential file that is assigned to the entry that issues the macro. For
further information on assigning and reserving sequential files see ALCS Application Programming Guide.

Register use
When you specify NAME=(reg) or use the TAPE= parameter, TRSVC loads the address of the sequential file
name into general register 15 (RDB), if required. TRSVC does not corrupt any other registers.
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Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
See the Example supplied with the TASNC macro (“Example” on page 434).

Related information
“TASNC - Assign a general sequential file” on page 433.
“TCLSC - Close a general sequential file” on page 436.
“TOPNC - Open and assign a general sequential file” on page 454.
ALCS Application Programming Guide.
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TSQCC - Change the definition of a general sequential file
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
TPF compatibility:
Do not use TSQCC in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

TSQCC NAME={seq|(reg)},{VSN=vsn|DISP=disp|DSN=dsn}

or for compatibility with predecessor versions and releases:
[label]

TSQCC FILE=file,{VSN=vsn|DISP=disp|DSN=dsn}

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={seq|(reg)}
Where:
seq

3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

(reg)
Register containing the address of a field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general
sequential file. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
VSN=vsn
Address of a field containing the new volume serial number for this sequential file, preceded by a
count of the number of characters in the volume serial number (maximum 6 characters).
DISP=disp
Address of a 3-byte field containing the following:
byte 1
Status subparameter. Set to one of the following values:
X'00'
MVS system default
X'01'
OLD
X'02'
MOD
X'04'
NEW
X'08'
SHR
X'FF'
Do not change this subparameter.
byte 2
Normal termination disposition subparameter. Set to one of the following values:
X'00'
MVS system default
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X'01'
UNCATLG
X'02'
CATLG
X'04'
DELETE
X'08'
KEEP
X'FF'
Do not change this subparameter.
byte 3
Abnormal termination disposition subparameter. Set to one of the following values:
X'00'
MVS system default
X'01'
UNCATLG
X'02'
CATLG
X'04'
DELETE
X'08'
KEEP
X'FF'
Do not change this subparameter.
FILE=file
Label of a 3-byte field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a sequential file
DSN=dsn
Address of a field containing the new data-set name for this sequential file, preceded by a count of
characters in the data-set name (maximum 44 characters).
Note: See the restrictions and formats of data-set names in the description of the ZASEQ DSNAME=
command in ALCS Operation and Maintenance.
The first byte is a count of characters in the data-set name. If you want no data set to be assigned to
the sequential file, use a data-set name of 'NULLFILE' to indicate a dummy data set.

Description
Use the TSQCC macro to change the data-set name, disposition, or volume serial number in a general
sequential file definition.
TSQCC sets a return code of zero if the request completed successfully and nonzero otherwise. If the
sequential file is open, ALCS does not effect the changes until the sequential file is closed.

Register use
TSQCC loads the address of the DSN=, DISP=, or VSN= parameter into general register 14 (RDA). On
return, general register 15 contains the return code - zero if the general sequential file definition has been
changed, nonzero if the change request failed. TSQCC defines the following symbols that you can use to
test the return code:
TSQOK
Update successful
TSQOK
Invalid parameter
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TSQNU
Update not allowed with this sequential file
TSQOK
Sequential file is not in known to ALCS.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
1. The following example shows how you could use TSQCC to set the data-set name, disposition, and
volume serial number of a general sequential file TAP.

⋮
TAPDSNL
TAPDSN
TAPDISP
TAPVSNL
TAPVSN

TSQCC NAME=TAP,DSN=TAPDSNL SET DSN=XAN.XA3MNT.SEQF.IN
TSQCC NAME=TAP,DISP=TAPDISP SET DISP=(OLD,KEEP,KEEP)
TSQCC NAME=TAP,VSN=TAPVSNL SET VOLSER=IAL817
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC

AL1(L'TAPDSN)
C'XAN.XA3MNT.SEQF.IN'
XL3'010808'
AL1(L'TAPVSN)
C'IAL817'

2. The following example makes the general data set TAP a dummy data set.

⋮
TAPNULL

TSQCC NAME=TAP,DSN=TAPNULL
DC

SET AS DUMMY FILE

AL1(8),C'NULLFILE'

Related information
“TASNC - Assign a general sequential file” on page 433.
“TCLSC - Close a general sequential file” on page 436.
“TOPNC - Open and assign a general sequential file” on page 454.
“TRSVC - Reserve a general sequential file” on page 511.
ALCS Operation and Maintenance - ZASEQ command.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
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TSYNC - Synchronize tape
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
The following parameter explanations are for use of TSYNC within TPF. In ALCS, TSYNC is a dummy macro.
[label]

TSYNC NAME={seq|(reg)}[,AUTO={NO|YES}]

or for compatibility with old versions of TPF:
[label]

TSYNC seq[,AUTO={NO|YES}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={seq|(reg)}
Where:
seq

3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

(reg)
Register containing the address of a field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general
sequential file. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
AUTO={NO|YES}
Switch the tape on error (YES) or do not switch it on error (NO).
seq

3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

Description
In TPF, the TSYNC macro is used to synchronize IBM 3480 magnetic tape. TSYNC has no effect under
ALCS. It does not appear in macro traces.
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Register use
TSYNC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.
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Related information
None.
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TWRTC - Write a record to a general sequential file
Format
[label]

TWRTC NAME={seq|(reg1)},LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}

or for compatibility with previous versions of ALCS:
[label]

TWRTC TAPE={field|(reg1)},LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}

or positional parameter format:
[label]

TWRTC seq,{Dn|(reg2)}

or for compatibility with old versions of TPF:
[label]

TWRTC seq,Dn

label
Any valid assembler label.
NAME={seq|(reg1)}
Where:
seq

3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file.

(reg1)
Register containing the address of a field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general
sequential file. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
LEVEL={Dn|(reg2)}
Storage level where block is attached, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg2)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg2,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
TPF compatibility:
The register format with this parameter is not supported in TPF. Do not use it in programs that must
be compatible with TPF.
TAPE={field|(reg1)}
Field containing the 3-character symbolic name of a general sequential file, where:
field
Name of the field.
(reg1)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general register 15 (RDB), or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
Note: IBM recommends that you do not use the TAPE= parameter; use the NAME= parameter instead.
seq

3-character symbolic name of the general sequential file.
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Description
Use the TWRTC macro to write a record to a general sequential file. The corresponding macro for real-time
sequential files is TOURC.
TWRTC writes a record to a general sequential file from the storage block that is attached at the specified
level. The size of the record is the same as the size of the attached block (this must be the correct size
for the sequential file). TWRTC detaches the block from the level. Do not refer to the detached block after
calling TWRTC.
The sequential file must be assigned to the entry and must be open for output.
TPF compatibility:
In TPF, the entry that issues this macro does not wait for the actual I/O operation to complete. This
allows the entry to initiate large numbers of I/O operations in a relatively short time. This can degrade the
performance of all entries.

Register use
When you specify NAME=(reg1) or use the TAPE= parameter, TWRTC loads the address of the sequential
file name into general register 15 (RDB), if required. When you use register notation, TWRTC loads the
level value into general register 14 (RDA), if required. TWRTC does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control. The application program cannot check that the sequential
file I/O completes correctly. TWRTC does not increment the I/O counter, and subsequent implied wait
macros do not wait for the I/O to complete.

Example
The following example shows how you could use TWRTC to write a single size L2 block to the general
sequential file WWW:
TOPNC NAME=WWW,STATUS=O
OPEN THE FILE FOR OUTPUT
GETCC DD,L2
GET BLOCK ON LEVEL 2
.
. (instructions that move data into the block on DD)
.
TWRTC NAME=WWW,LEVEL=DD
WRITE THE BLOCK
TCLSC NAME=WWW
CLOSE THE FILE

Related information
“TASNC - Assign a general sequential file” on page 433.
“TCLSC - Close a general sequential file” on page 436.
“TDTAC - Read data from, or write data to, a general sequential file” on page 443.
“TOPNC - Open and assign a general sequential file” on page 454.
“TOURC - Write a storage block to a real-time sequential file” on page 456.
“TPRDC - Read a record from a general sequential file” on page 503.
“TRSVC - Reserve a general sequential file” on page 511.
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TYCVA - Convert time presentation
This macro is provided as part of the TPF program. It is not provided as part of ALCS. However, you can
find a definition for this macro, and examples of its use, in "IPARS - ALCS V2", which is included in the
ALCS shipment.
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UI0OM - OMSG-format message DSECT
This macro is provided as part of the TPF program. It is not provided as part of ALCS. However, you can
find a definition for this macro, and examples of its use, in "IPARS - ALCS V2", which is included in the
ALCS shipment.
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UNFRC - Unhold a file address
Format
[label]

UNFRC {LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}[,TYPE=COND]

or positional parameter format:
[label]

UNFRC {Dn|(reg1)}

or format for TPF compatibility:
[label]

UNFRC {Dn|DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}}[,GDS={Y|N}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL={Dn|(reg1)}
ECB data level containing the file address to be unheld, where:
Dn

Level symbol: D0, D1, and so on up to DF for level 15.

(reg1)
Register containing the level value (use LA reg1,Dn). Use general register 14 (RDA), or 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF).
DECB={decb_addr|(reg2)}
DECB containing the file address to be unheld, where:
decb_addr
Assembler label of a 4-byte field containing the address of the DECB.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the DECB. Use general register 14 (RDA) or 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
TYPE=COND
The request is conditional. If the record is not held, UNFRC ignores the request. If TYPE=COND is
omitted, the file address must be held, otherwise, UNFRC causes a system error.
GDS={Y|N}
This parameter is provided for compatibility with TPF. ALCS ignores it.

Description
Use the UNFRC macro to unhold a previously held file address.
UNFRC unholds a file address that was previously held by a FINHC or FIWHC macro.
UNFRC does not initiate any I/O. UNFRC does not check or modify the associated ECB or DECB storage
level.

Register use
When you use register notation, UNFRC uses general register 14 (RDA) to indicate the ECB level or DECB.
UNFRC does not corrupt any other registers.
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Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
The following example shows how you could use UNFRC to unhold the file address in ECB data level 13
(DD); that is, in EBCFAD. The example assumes that previous instructions hold the file address (FINHC or
FIWHC macro):
UNFRC DD

UNHOLD RECORD ON DD

Related information
“FINHC - Read a DASD record and hold the file address” on page 228
“FIWHC - Read a DASD record, hold the file address, and wait for I/O completion” on page 240.
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UNHKA - Unhook a storage block
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

UNHKA LEVEL={6|level},FIXCEL=name[,GLOB={YES|NO}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
LEVEL= {6|level}
Level number of storage level from where the block is to be unhooked, 0 for level 0, 1 for level 1, and
so on, up to F for level 15.
FIXCEL=name
Name of 8-byte global area field where UNHKA saves information about the block which is unhooked.
GLOB={YES|NO}
The global area field is (YES) or is not (NO) in a protected global area. ALCS ignores this parameter.
ALCS determines whether the global area field is protected or not, when the macro is executed.

Description
In TPF, UNHKA unhooks a storage block. That is, it detaches a storage block from the entry. Subsequently
the same entry or a different entry can reattach the block (using REHKA). In ALCS, REHKA does not attach
the original unhooked storage block. Instead, it attaches a new block of the same size and with the same
contents.
Attention
IBM recommends that you do not use UNHKA in ALCS. UNHKA uses a significant amount of ALCS resource
(both processor instructions and storage). Storage used for unhooked blocks can seriously reduce
the capacity of ALCS to process other transactions. ALCS cannot recover the storage unless exactly
corresponding REHKAs rehook the storage blocks. If an application fails to rehook storage blocks, the
operator must cancel and restart ALCS.

Register use
UNHKA loads the address of name into general register 14 (RDA) UNHKA does not corrupt any other
registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
“REHKA - Rehook a storage block” on page 366.
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WAITC - Wait for all outstanding I/O requests to complete
Format
[label]

WAITC error_routine

label
Any valid assembler label.
error_routine
Label to which WAITC branches if it detects an error.

Description
Use the WAITC macro to force an entry to lose control until all outstanding I/O requests for that entry are
complete.
Do not use WAITC to prevent an application loop timeout. To be certain of losing control, use DLAYC
or DEFRC (if I/O is in progress, use WAITC to ensure that the I/O is complete on return from DLAYC or
DEFRC).
The ALCS Application Programming Guide describes how to write the routine at error_routine.

Register use
WAITC does not corrupt any registers.

Loss of control
This macro is an implied wait.
WAITC stops the issuing entry until outstanding I/O requests for this entry are complete. It is only an
implied wait. That is, it does nothing more than wait for the completion of any I/O macro for which an
implied wait is required (for example, FINDC or FILNC).

Example
The following example shows how you could use WAITC to check the completion of a FINHC at level 3
(D3), and a FINDC at level 4 (D4):
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ERRRTN

FINHC
.
.
.
FINDC
.
.
.
WAITC
.
.
.
EQU
CRUSA
LEVTA

D3

FIND AND HOLD RECORD ON LEVEL 3

D4

FIND RECORD ON D4

ERRRTN

WAIT FOR I/O ON D3 AND D4

*
S0=4
D3,
NOTUSED=ERRRTN1

RELEASE BLOCK ON D4, IF ANY
ANY BLOCK ON LEVEL 3
X
BRANCH IF NOT

RCUNC D3
ERRRTN1

EQU
.
.
.

UNHOLD FILE ADDRESS AND
RELEASE BLOCK

X

*

Related information
“DEFRC - Defer processing” on page 143
“DLAYC - Delay processing” on page 167
“FILNC - Write a DASD record and retain the attached storage block” on page 217
“FINDC - Read a DASD record” on page 225
“FINHC - Read a DASD record and hold the file address” on page 228. ALCS Application Programming
Guide
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WHOCC - Identify a calling program
TPF compatibility:
Do not use the WHOCC macro in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

WHOCC [NESTLVL={-1|lev|(reg)|CURRENT}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
NESTLVL={-1|lev|(reg)|CURRENT}
Information to be returned, where:
lev

Nesting level, a signed decimal integer. WHOCC returns the base address of the program that
issued the ENTRC at this nesting level. See Description.

(reg)
Register containing the relative or absolute nesting level. Use general register 0 (RAC) through
general register 7 (RGF), or general register 15 (RDB).
CURRENT
WHOCC returns the current nesting level.

Description
Use the WHOCC macro to identify the program that called this program.
You can optionally specify a nesting level. (See ALCS Application Programming Guide for an
explanation of nesting levels.)
When you specify a negative value, WHOCC regards this as a relative nesting level. (For example, -1
specifies the immediately previous calling program.) If you specify a positive or zero value, WHOCC regards
this as an absolute nesting level. (For example, 0 means the first program that issued ENTRC with no
subsequent ENTDC.)

Register use
WHOCC CURRENT returns the current nesting level in general register 14 (RDA). Otherwise, WHOCC returns
the base address of the program that called ENTRC at the specified nesting level in general register 14
(RDA). It returns the listing address of this same program in general register 15 (RDB).
If there is no calling program at the specified level, WHOCC returns zero in general register 14 (RDA).

Loss of control
WHOCC does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
In this example, an error condition due to FIWHC is created in program TS01. The dump is generated in
program TS02.
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TS01AA

*

*

FIERR
*

TS02AA
TS02AB
*
*

*

*******
MSGA
MSGA1
MSGAB
MSGA2
MSGAZ

BEGIN
...
EQU
...
LA
LA
LA

NAME=TS01,VERSION=00,TYPE='IPARS',AMODE=31
*
R00,ordno
R06,#RECTYPE
R07,CE1FA1

LOAD ORDINAL NO
LOAD FIXED-FILE RECORD TYPE
ADDRESS DATA LEVEL

ENTRC FACE
LTR
R00,R00
BZ
ERR

CALCULATE FILE ADDRESS
FILE ADDRESS OK
BRANCH TO ERROR RTN.

MVC
EBCID1(3),C'AB00'
FIWHC LEVEL=D1,ERROR=FIERR
...
EQU
*

SETUP RECORD ID
BR. TO FIERR IN CASE OF ERROR

ENTRC TS02
* * *

CALL TS02 TO CREATE DUMP

X

BEGIN NAME=TS02,VERSION=00,TYPE='IPARS',AMODE=31
...
EQU
*
...
EQU
*
GETCC LEVEL=D5,SIZE=L1
L
R06,CE1CR5

GET BLK TO BUILD MSG

WHOCC NESTLVL=-1
MVC
MVC

0(MSGAZ-MSGA,R06),MSGA
MSGAB-MSGA(L'MSGAB,R06),4(R14)

SYSRA EXIT=R,
ISSUE DUMP AND RETURN
ERRNUM=FF004C,
MSG=(R06)
...
BACKC ,
...
CONSTANTS
EQU
*
DC
AL1(MSGZ-MSGA1)
DC
C'PROGRAM '
DC
CL4' '
DC
C' GENERATED THIS DUMP'
EQU
*

Related information
ALCS Application Programming Guide
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X
X

WILDC - String pattern matching
TPF compatibility:
Do not use the WILDC macro in programs that must be compatible with TPF.

Format
[label]

WILDC STRING={string|(reg1)}
,PATTERN={pattern|(reg2)}
[,WORKAREA={workarea|(reg3)}]
[,TERM={40|term}]
[,WILDCARDS={(*,?)|(char1,char2)}]

label
Any valid assembler label.
STRING={string|(reg1)}
String where:
string
Label of field containing the string to be tested.
(reg1)
Register containing the address of the string to be tested. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF).
You must provide a string that is left justified and terminated with the character defined by the TERM=
parameter. .
PATTERN={pattern|(reg2)}
Pattern string where:
pattern
Label of field containing the pattern string.
(reg2)
Register containing the address of the pattern string. Use general register 15 (RDB) or 1 through 7
(RG1 through RGF).
You must provide a pattern string that is left justified and terminated with the character defined by the
TERM= parameter.
WORKAREA={workarea|(reg3)}
Work area used by the search routine, where:
workarea
Label of field containing the work area.
(reg3)
Register containing the address of the work area, Use general register 14 (RDA) or 1 through 7
(RG1 through RGF).
In the first two bytes of the work area, insert its binary length. This length includes the 2-byte length
field itself.
If the pattern string is greater than 148 characters, you must provide a work area with a length of at
least: 4 + (2 * length of reduced pattern string).
A reduced pattern string is one in which adjacent '*' wildcard characters are reduced to single '*'
characters. WILDC does this reduction before the matching process.
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TERM={40|term}
String termination character, where:
term
Two hexadecimal digits representing a character byte in EBCDIC form.
For example, TERM=40 states that the strings are terminated with X'40' characters. The digits must
not represent the alphabetic characters 'a-z' or 'A-Z', for example, TERM=A2 (character 's') is not
allowed.
WILDCARDS={(*,?)|(char1,char2)}
Valid wildcard characters, where:
char1
One character representing the wildcard that is to match any number of characters (including no
characters). The default is '*'.
char2
One character representing the wildcard that is to match exactly one character. The default is '?'.
The wildcards may be in quotes for example, (' ','%'). The wildcards must not be the alphabetic
characters 'a-z' or 'A-Z'

Description
WILDC attempts to match a string against a generic pattern string. The pattern string may contain any
number of wildcard and non-wildcard characters in any order. Wildcard characters either match any
number of characters (including no characters) or exactly one character. Some examples follow. They use
the wildcards '*' (any number of characters) and '?' (exactly one character).
String

Pattern

Result

ALCS

A*C*

Match

ALCS

A**

Match

ALCS

L*

No match

ALCS

A?S

No match

ALCS

A??S

Match

Return conditions
WILDC sets the condition code as follows:
Condition Code

Meaning

0

The pattern matches the string

1 or 2

The pattern does not match the string

3

The work area is too small

Therefore on return, the following branches could be taken:
WILDC ....
....
BE
MATCH
BO
ERROR
B
NOMATCH

MATCH FOUND
WORKAREA TOO SMALL
NO MATCH FOUND

Register use
WILDC corrupts general registers 0, 14 and 15 (RAC, RDA and RDB). It does not corrupt any other
registers.
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Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.
If many WILDC macros are issued in succession, processing may have to be deferred using DEFRC or
DLAYC macros to avoid application loop timeout.

Example

PATTN

GETCC
LH
STH
.
.
WILDC

D2,L1
R15,CE1CC2
R15,0(,R14)

GET WORK AREA
GET WORK AREA SIZE
STORE WORK AREA SIZE IN BLOCK

STRING=(R01),
PATTERN=PATTN,
WORKAREA=(R14),
WILDCARDS=(*,.)

STRING ADDRESS
PATTERN STRING
WORK AREA ADDRESS
WILDCARDS

BE
BO
B
.
.

MATCH
ERROR
NOMATCH

MATCH FOUND
WORK AREA TOO SMALL
NO MATCH FOUND

DC

C'A*.',C' '

PATTERN STRING + TERMINATION CHAR

X
X
X

Related information
None.
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WTOPC - Write to operator
Note: Do NOT specify the local program work area for any of the parameter values for this macro.
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Format
Format with user-provided text:
[label] WTOPC {TEXT='message_text'|TEXTA=message_address}
[,COMP={NO|YES}]
[,DOT={NO|YES}]
[,SUB=(sub_spec,...)]
[,HEADER=YES
[,PREFIX={prefix|(reg)}|PREFIXA={0(8)|prefix_address}]
[,NUM={1|number|symbol|(reg)}|NUMA=number_address]
[,XNUM={NO|YES}]
[,LET={I|letter|(reg)}|LETA=letter_address]
[,TIME={YES|SYS|NO}]
|,HEADER=NO]
[,CHAIN=NO
[,BUFFA=buffer_address[,DISP={ERRMSG|NONE}]]
[,ENDOFM={YES|NO}|ENDOFMR=reg]
|,CHAIN=YES
[,ENDOFM={YES|NO}|ENDOFMR=reg]
[,PAGE=NO
|,PAGE=YES,PAGESTOP=routine1[,NEXTPAGE=routine2]]]
[,EBROUT=YES[,ROUT=(dest,...)]
|,EBROUT=NO,ROUT=(dest,...)]
[,MF={plist|(E,plist)|I}]
[,RENT={YES|NO}]

Format with user-provided output message:
[label] WTOPC LEVEL=Dn
[,MFORMAT={AMSG|OMSG|IMSG}]
[,HEADER=YES
[,PREFIX={prefix|(reg)}|PREFIXA={0(8)|prefix_address}]
[,NUM={1|number|symbol|(reg)}|NUMA=number_address]
[,XNUM={NO|YES}]
[,LET={I|letter|(reg)}|LETA=letter_address]
[,TIME={YES|SYS|NO}]
|,HEADER=NO]
[,CHAIN=NO
[,ENDOFM={YES|NO}|ENDOFMR=reg]
|,CHAIN=YES
[,ENDOFM={YES|NO}|ENDOFMR=reg]
[,PAGE=NO
|,PAGE=YES,PAGESTOP=routine1[,NEXTPAGE=routine2]]]
[,ROUT=(dest,...)]
[,MF={plist|(E,plist)|I}]

Format with centralized message text (TPF does not support this format):
[label] WTOPC {PREFIX={prefix|(reg)}|PREFIXA=prefix_address}
,{NUM={number|symbol|(reg)}|NUMA=number_address}
[,XNUM={NO|YES}]
[,TIME={YES|SYS|NO}]
[,HEADER={YES|NO}]
[,BUFFA=buffer_address[,DISP={ERRMSG|NONE}]]
[,MF={plist|(E,plist)|I}]

Parameter list format:
[label] WTOPC MF=L

[,SUB=(sub_spec,...)]
[,MAXSUBS=cccc]

Note: Do not specify the local program work area for any of the parameter values for this macro.
label
Any valid assembler label.
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TEXT='message_text'|(TEXTA=message_address
Text of the message, where:
'message_text'
Text of the message, in quotes. The text must follow the normal rules for quoted character strings
in assembler language. The length of the string (excluding the enclosing quotes) must not exceed
255 characters.
message_address
Address of the text specification. The text specification is a 1-byte field containing the text length
(in binary), followed by the text itself. Specify message_address as one of:
address
Label or S-type address of the text specification. You must not use an S-type address if you
specify MF=I.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the text specification. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC
through RGF). You must not use this format if you specify MF=I.
For example, the following WTOPC macroinstructions are equivalent:
WTOPC TEXT='There''s a bug in this program',...
WTOPC TEXTA=MSG,...
LA
R06,MSG
WTOPC TEXTA=0(R06),...
LA
R06,MSG
WTOPC TEXTA=(R06),...
MSG
MSGT

DC
DC

AL1(L'MSGT)
C'There''s a bug in this program'

You can use the GENMSG macro to build message specifications for WTOPC and the DCTMSG macro to
refer to them (see “GENMSG - Generate a message table for WTOPC, SERRC, snapc, or SYSRA” on
page 259 and “DCTMSG - Message table DSECT for WTOPC” on page 138). If you do this, specify
TEXTA=MSGLEN.
You can use WTOPC to build a message that includes variables in the text. To do this, you include
strings of period (X'4B') characters in your message text. WTOPC replaces each string of periods with
the corresponding sub_spec from the SUB= parameter. For example:
WTOPC TEXT='A ....... has .. legs',
SUB=(CHARA,CREATURE,DECA,LEGS),...
CREATURE DC
LEGS
DC

X

C'decapod'
F'10'

builds the message text:
A decapod has 10 legs

Each period in a string acts as a placeholder for a single character of variable text. For example, if the
substitution text is 8 characters, include a string of 8 periods. If the substitution text is variable length,
the string of periods must be as long as the maximum substitution text. Note that your string must
contain at least two periods; WTOPC does not replace single periods.
LEVEL=Dn
ECB storage level. The storage block attached at this level contains the output message text. By
default, the storage block is in AMSG format (see “AM0SG - AMSG-format message DSECT” on page
17). You can specify a different format for the storage block using the MFORMAT parameter.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
TPF compatibility:
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Do not use the WTOPC MFORMAT parameter in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
MFORMAT=AMSG
The storage block is in AMSG format (see “AM0SG - AMSG-format message DSECT” on page 17).
Your AMSG block must contain the CRI of the destination terminal in field AM0LIT. The message
text must start in field AM0TXT+2. This is the default format.
MFORMAT=OMSG
The storage block is in OMSG format (see “CM1CM - Application message block format DSECT” on
page 63). Your OMSG block must contain the CRI of the destination terminal in field CM1CRI. The
message text must start in field CM1TXT.
MFORMAT=IMSG
The storage block is in IMSG format (see “CM1CM - Application message block format DSECT” on
page 63). Your IMSG block must contain the CRI of the destination terminal in field CM1CRI. The
message text must start in field CM1TXI.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
COMP={NO|YES}
Control how WTOPC treats consecutive space (X'40') characters in the text, where:
NO

Do not modify strings of space characters.

YES
Replace any string of two or more space characters with a single space character. This is called
"compressing" spaces.
For example:
WTOPC TEXT='A ....... has .. legs',
SUB=(CHARA,CREATURE,DECA,LEGS),
COMP=NO,...
CREATURE DC
LEGS
DC

C'cat
F'4'

X
X

'

builds the message text:
A cat

has

4 legs

But:
WTOPC TEXT='A ....... has .. legs',
SUB=(CHARA,CREATURE,DECA,LEGS),
COMP=YES,...
CREATURE DC
LEGS
DC

C'cat
F'4'

X
X

'

builds the message text:
A cat has 4 legs

DOT={NO|YES}
Do (YES) or do not (NO) add a dot (period) character to the end of the message text. For example:
WTOPC TEXT='The answer is .......',
SUB=(DECA,ANSWER),
COMP=YES,DOT=YES,...
ANSWER

DC

X
X

F'42'

builds the message text:
The answer is 42.
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Note that DOT=YES does not add a second dot if the last character of the message is already a dot.
SUB=(sub_spec,...)
One or more "substitution specifications". Each substitution specification (sub_spec) identifies
variable text that replaces a string of two or more periods in the message text (TEXT= or TEXTA=).
The first sub_spec identifies text to replace the first string of periods and so on.
Code each sub_spec in one of the following formats:
DEC,{expression|(regv)}
Substitute the value of expression or the contents of regv as a decimal number. WTOPC removes
leading zeros from the decimal number. If the value is negative, WTOPC prefixes the decimal
number with a minus sign (-). Nine periods are required to allow for the largest possible positive
number and ten for the largest negative number. If there are not enough periods, WTOPC truncates
to the left (removes leading digits). Specify expression as for operand 2 of the LOAD ADDRESS (LA)
instruction.
DECA,{location|(rega)}
Substitute the contents of the fullword at the specified location as a decimal number, where:
location
Label of the fullword.
(rega)
Register containing the address of the fullword.
WTOPC removes leading zeros, prefixes with a minus sign (-), and truncates as for DEC.
HEX,{expression|(regv)}
Substitute the value of expression or the contents of regv as an 8-digit hexadecimal number.
WTOPC does not remove leading zeros from the hexadecimal number. If the number of periods to
be replaced is less than 8, WTOPC truncates to the left (removes leading digits). Specify expression
as for operand 2 of the LOAD ADDRESS (LA) instruction.
HEXA,{location|(rega)}
Substitute the contents of the fullword at the specified location as an 8-digit hexadecimal number,
where:
location
Label of the fullword.
(rega)
Register containing the address of the fullword.
WTOPC does not remove leading zeros from the hexadecimal number. If the number of periods to
be replaced is less than 8, WTOPC truncates to the left (removes leading digits).
HEX4A,{location|(rega)}
Substitute the contents of the storage at the specified location as hexadecimal digits, inserting a
blank (space) character following each group of eight digits, where:
location
Label of the storage.
(rega)
Register containing the address of the storage.
WTOPC determines how much data to display from the number of periods in the corresponding
string. Note that you must include a period for each digit and a period for the blank (space)
following each eight digits. For example, to display five bytes using HEX4A, include eleven periods.
HEX4A,([location|(rega)},{length|(regl)})
Same as above, except that WTOPC determines how much data to display from the length, in bytes,
specified as one of:
length
Length of the storage.
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(regl)
Register containing the length of the storage.
HEXBA,{location|(rega)}
Substitute the contents of the storage at the specified location as hexadecimal digits, without
inserting blank characters, where:
location
Label of the storage.
(rega)
Register containing the address of the storage.
WTOPC determines how much data to display from the number of periods in the corresponding
string. Include a period for each digit to be displayed.
HEXBA,([location|(rega)},{length|(regl)})
Same as above, except that WTOPC determines how many characters to display from the length, in
bytes, specified as one of:
length
Length of the storage.
(regl)
Register containing the length of the storage.
CHARA,{location|(rega)}
Substitute the characters at the specified storage location. WTOPC assumes that the storage
contains displayable EBCDIC characters, where:
location
Label of the storage.
(rega)
Register containing the address of the storage.
WTOPC determines how many characters to display from the number of periods in the
corresponding string. Include a period for each character (byte) to be displayed.
CHARA,([location|(rega)},{length|(regl)})
Same as above, except that WTOPC determines how many characters to display from the length, in
bytes, specified as one of:
length
Length of the storage.
(regl)
Register containing the length of the storage.
CHAR8A,{location|(rega)}
Substitute the characters at the specified storage location by inserting a blank (space) character
following each group of eight characters. WTOPC assumes that the storage contains displayable
EBCDIC characters, where:
location
Label of the storage.
(rega)
Register containing the address of the storage.
WTOPC determines how many characters to display from the number of periods in the
corresponding string. Include a period for each character (byte) to be displayed, and a period
for the blank (space) following each eight characters. For example, to display ten characters using
CHAR8A, include eleven periods.
CHAR8A,([location|(rega)},{length|(regl)})
Same as above, except that WTOPC determines how many characters to display from the length, in
bytes, specified as one of:
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length
Length of the storage.
(regl)
Register containing the length of the storage.
HEADER={YES|NO}
Do (YES) or do not (NO) prefix the message with a standard "header". The header is a character string
of the form ppppnnnns hh.mm.ss, where:
pppp
Message prefix.
nnnn
Message number.
s

Message severity.

hh.mm.ss
Time, 24-hour clock format.
Note: When WTOPC sends a centralized message to a terminal it always includes the header. However
you can use HEADER=NO to request that WTOPC remove the header when it places a copy of the
message in your buffer (see the description of the BUFFA= parameter).
PREFIX={prefix|(reg)}|(PREFIXA=prefix_address
3- or 4-character message prefix, where:
prefix
3- or 4-character prefix. You must use this format if you specify MF=I.
(reg)
Register containing 4-character prefix or 3-character prefix, left aligned and padded with a space
(X'40').
prefix_address
Address of 4-byte field containing the message prefix (for a 3-character prefix, include a space
(X'40') as the fourth character). Specify one of:
address
Label or S-type address of the field.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF).
If you specify TEXT=, TEXTA=, or LEVEL= then the message prefix defaults to the 4-character
program name (equivalent to PREFIXA=4(8)).
TPF compatibility:
Do not use 3-character message prefixes if your program must be compatible with TPF.
NUM={number|symbol|(reg)}|(NUMA=number_address
Message number in the range 0-99 if you are not using the extended message format, or 0-9999 if
you are using the extended message format (see the description of the XNUM= parameter), where:
number
Decimal message number.
symbol
Assembler symbol whose value is the message number.
TPF compatibility:
Do not use a symbol for the message number if your program must be compatible with TPF.
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(reg)
Register containing the message number in binary. You must not use this format if you specify
MF=I.
number_address
Address of 1-byte field containing the message number if you are not using the extended message
format, or of 2-byte field containing the message number if you are using the extended message
format. You must not use this format if you specify MF=I. Specify one of:
address
Label or S-type address of the field.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF).
If you specify TEXT=, TEXTA=, or LEVEL= then the message number defaults to 1 (equivalent to
NUM=1).
XNUM={NO|YES}
Extended message format. Where:
NO

The macro expansion includes 1 byte for the message number, allowing message numbers
in the range 0-99 (decimal). This option is provided primarily for compatibility with previous
implementations of ALCS.

YES
The macro expansion includes 2 bytes for the message number, allowing message numbers in the
range 0-9999 (decimal).
Note: This parameter defaults in a special way. The first WTOPC or DCTMSG macroinstruction that you
code in your program establishes the message number format for your whole program. This message
number format is then used by all subsequent WTOPC, DCTMSG, and GENMSG macroinstructions in your
program. Do not code the XNUM= parameter on any WTOPC or DCTMSG macroinstruction other than the
first.
Attention
Regardless of whether you specify 2-digit or 4-digit message numbers, ALCS displays messages with
4-digit numbers, with leading zeros if required. The appearance of messages is different from that
produced with previous versions of ALCS.
LET={letter|(reg)}|(LETA=letter_address
1-character message severity, where:
letter
Message severity.
(reg)
Register containing the message severity in the low-order byte. You must not use this format if
you specify MF=I.
letter_address
Address of 1-byte field containing the message severity. You must not use this format if you
specify MF=I. Specify one of:
address
Label or S-type address of the field.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the field. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF).
If you specify TEXT=, TEXTA=, or LEVEL= then the message severity defaults to I (equivalent to
LET=I).
IBM recommends the following convention for this character:
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scode
Meaning
I
W
A
D
E
S
T

Information message, no action required.
Attention message.
Action message. Recipient must perform a specific action.
Decision message. Recipient must choose an alternative.
Error message.
Severe error message.
Terminating error message.

If you specify a centralized message then WTOPC does not use the LET= or LETA= information. It uses
the message severity information in your centralized message table.
TIME={YES|SYS|NO}
Controls how WTOPC includes the time in the message header, where:
YES
Include the ALCS local time.
SYS
Include the MVS GMT.
NO

Do not include the time in the message header.

If you specify a centralized message then how you specify this parameter depends on how you define
the message text in your centralized message table. Specify (or default) TIME=YES or TIME=SYS if the
message text in your centralized message table starts with an 8-character substitution field for the
time. Otherwise specify TIME=NO.
CHAIN={NO|YES}
Control processing when an entry issues more than one WTOPC, where:
NO

The text of this WTOPC is a complete message.

YES
This is one of a sequence of WTOPCs which build a single message. Each WTOPC in the sequence
adds one or more lines to the message. The last WTOPC in the sequence adds its text and sends
the complete message.
The description of the ENDOFM= or ENDOFMR= parameter explains how you indicate which WTOPC
in the sequence is the last.
BUFFA=buffer_address[,DISP={ERRMSG|NONE}]
Buffer address and message disposition, where:
buffer_address
Address of a buffer where WTOPC places a copy of the output message. Specify one of:
address
Label or S-type address of the buffer. You must not use an S-type address if you specify MF=I.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the buffer. Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through
RGF). You must not use this format if you specify MF=I.
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DISP=ERRMSG
Send the message and place a copy in the buffer.
DISP=NONE
Place a copy of the message in the buffer but do not send the message.
When you provide a buffer_address and text (TEXT= or TEXTA=) WTOPC:
1. Takes the text you provide,
2. Adds the message header (if HEADER=YES),
3. Substitutes variable text (SUB=, if any),
4. Compresses spaces (if COMP=YES),
5. Adds a trailing dot (if DOT=YES).
When you provide a buffer_address for a centralized message (no TEXT= or TEXTA=) WTOPC:
1. Takes the text from your installation-wide exit,
2. Removes the message header (if HEADER=NO),
3. Substitutes variable text (SUB=, if any),
4. Adds an end-of-message (#EOM) character.
In either case WTOPC places the length of the resulting message, in binary, in the first byte of the
buffer, and places the message in the immediately following bytes. WTOPC also returns the length
in general register 15 (RDB); use the value in general register 15 if the length might exceed 255
characters.
TPF compatibility:
TPF does not return the length in general register 15. If your program must be compatible with TPF,
ensure that the total length of the resulting message can not exceed 255 characters.
ENDOFM={YES|NO}|(ENDOFMR=reg
Associate this WTOPC with a sequence of related WTOPCs, where:
YES
This is the last or only WTOPC in a sequence. If you specify CHAIN=YES, WTOPC adds the text to the
message and sends it.
NO

This is one of a sequence of related WTOPCs. It is not the last. If you specify CHAIN=YES, WTOPC
adds the text to the message but does not send it.

(reg)
Register containing binary zeros (equivalent to ENDOFM=YES) or any other value (equivalent to
ENDOFM=NO). Use general register 0 through 7 (RAC through RGF).
If you specify (or default) CHAIN=NO then the ALCS WTOPC ignores this parameter.
TPF compatibility:
In TPF, if you specify (or default) CHAIN=NO then this parameter does have an effect. Refer to the TPF
documentation for details.
PAGE={NO|YES}
PAGESTOP=routine1
NEXTPAGE=routine2
The ALCS WTOPC checks that you specify (or default) these parameters consistently with each other
and with other parameters. But ALCS does not use the information that they provide.
TPF compatibility:
If your program must be compatible with TPF then you must use these parameters when your
message has more lines (rows) than the destination terminal can display. Refer to the TPF
documentation for details.
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EBROUT={YES|NO}
ROUT=(fsc,...)
Specify the destination terminal or terminals for the message, where:
EBROUT=YES
Use the CRI in EBROUT as a destination terminal address.
EBROUT=NO
Do not use the CRI in EBROUT as a destination terminal address.
fsc

TPF functional support console (FSC), one or more of:
RO or 1
RO CRAS
PRC or 2
Prime CRAS
TAPE or 3
Tape console
DASD or 4
DASD console
COMM or 5
Communication console
AUDT or 6
Audit console
n

FSC number, decimal 7-16.

If you include the same FSC more than once in the list, the results are unpredictable. For example,
do not code ROUT=(PRC,2) because PRC and 2 are the same FSC.
ALCS does not support FSCs. If you specify any fscs, ALCS WTOPC uses RO CRAS as a destination
address.
TPF compatibility.:
TPF installations can define additional FSC names. To do this, they modify the TPF RTCEQ macro
definition. If you are porting an application from a TPF installation that does this then you must
make corresponding changes to the ALCS RTCEQ macro definition.
The way that the EBROUT= and ROUT= parameters select the destination terminal or terminals for
your message depends on other WTOPC parameters, as follows:
1. If you specify DISP=NONE then WTOPC does not use the EBROUT= or ROUT= information. It does
not send the message to any terminal.
2. If you specify a centralized message then WTOPC does not use the EBROUT= or ROUT= information.
It uses the routing information in your centralized message table.
Otherwise refer to the following tables. WTOPC sends your message to the destination marked with
a check (&check.). If you specify (or default) CHAIN=NO then WTOPC also sends your message to the
destination marked with a star (*).
Note: Where the tables show a star, the TPF WTOPC sends your message to the specified fscs.
Table 26. WTOPC routing with TEXT= or TEXTA=
EBROUT
EBROUT=YES

&check.

EBROUT=YES,ROUT=(fsc,...)

&check.

EBROUT=NO
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RO CRAS
*
Not allowed

Table 26. WTOPC routing with TEXT= or TEXTA= (continued)
EBROUT
EBROUT=NO,ROUT=(fsc,...)

RO CRAS
&check.

Table 27. WTOPC routing with LEVEL=
AM0LIT
ROUT= omitted

&check.

ROUT=(fsc,...)

&check.

RO CRAS
*

Note: You can execute a sequence of WTOPCs with CHAIN=YES to build a single message. If you
do this, ALCS uses the routing information provided with the last WTOPC in the sequence. TPF uses
the routing information provided with the first WTOPC in the sequence. To ensure compatibility, IBM
recommends that you provide the same routing information with every WTOPC in the sequence.
MF={plist|(E,plist)}
Specifies where WTOPC builds the parameter list that it passes to ALCS. If you omit this parameter
then WTOPC builds the parameter list in a reserved area of entry storage. This reserved area is large
enough for a WTOPC that specifies up to 55 sub_specs in the SUB= parameter.
If your WTOPC specifies more than 55 sub_specs then use this parameter to specify the address of a
parameter list build area in entry storage. For ALCS, the minimum length of this area is ((subs * 5) +
22) bytes, where subs is the number of sub_specs in the SUB= parameter. For compatibility with TPF,
IBM recommends that you make the area at least ((subs * 6) + 22) bytes. Specify plist as one of:
address
Label or X-type address of the parameter list build area.
(reg)
Register containing the address of the parameter list build area. Use general register 0 through 7
(RAC through RGF) or 14 (RDA).
MF=I
WTOPC builds the parameter list that it passes to ALCS within your program.
This parameter is provided for compatibility with some older releases and versions of ALCS and TPF.
Special restrictions apply to other WTOPC parameters if you specify MF=I. IBM recommends that you
do not use it in new programs.
MF=L
WTOPC generates an assembler language constant (DEFINE CONSTANT instruction) containing binary
zeros. The implied length of the constant is the size of the parameter list build area that you require
for the specified number of substitutions. WTOPC calculates this from the number of sub_specs in
the SUB= parameter or from the value you specify on the MAXSUBS= parameter (if you specify both,
WTOPC uses whichever is larger).
This parameter is provided for compatibility with some older releases and versions of ALCS and TPF.
IBM recommends that you do not use it in new programs.
MAXSUBS=cccc
The number of substitutions that WTOPC with MF=L uses to calculate the size of the parameter list
build area.
This parameter is provided for compatibility with some older releases and versions of ALCS. TPF does
not support it. IBM recommends that you do not use it in new programs.
RENT={YES|NO}
WTOPC ignores this parameter. It is provided for compatibility with some older releases and versions
of TPF. IBM recommends that you do not use it in new programs.
Note: Do not specify the local program work area for any of the parameter values for this macro.
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Description
Use the WTOPC macro to build, and optionally send, an output message. WTOPC includes a number of
optional facilities which make it easier to build output messages, for example:
• You do not need to get and format an OMSG or AMSG storage block for the message. WTOPC can do this
for you.
• WTOPC can add a header to your message (see the description of the HEADER= parameter).
• WTOPC can substitute variable text into your message (see the description of the SUB= parameter).
This text can include character and numeric data. WTOPC can display numeric data in either decimal or
hexadecimal notation.
• WTOPC can remove unnecessary extra space (X'40') characters from your message (see the description
of the COMP= parameter).
• WTOPC can send your message as a reply to an input message, or send the message to RO CRAS, or both
(see the description of the EBROUT= and ROUT= parameters).
• Your program can issue a sequence of WTOPCs to build a message that contains many lines (see the
description of the CHAIN=parameter).
This is similar to the facilities that the ALCS DISPC macro provides, except that you can use WTOPC in
programs that must be compatible with TPF (TPF does not support DISPC).
• WTOPC allows you to keep message specifications separate from the programs that send the messages.
This can make it easier to standardize your messages (ensure that all your messages use consistent
wording and appropriate routing). It can also make it easier to translate your messages into a language
other than English.
To use this facility, you must define your messages in the ECB-controlled installation-wide exit
programs AXAn. This is described in ALCS Installation and Customization.
TPF compatibility:
Do not use this facility if your programs must be compatible with TPF.
Product-sensitive Programming Interface
You can use WTOPC to send messages from installation-wide monitor exits. See the section on using
callable services in installation-wide monitor exits in ALCS Installation and Customization.
End of Product-sensitive Programming Interface
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
WTOPC enters program CWTO. In traces and dumps, macros used by CWTO (and other programs that
CWTO calls) are shown after WTOPC.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
WTOPC corrupts general registers 7, 14, and 15 (RGF, RDA, and RDB). It does not corrupt any other
registers.

Loss of control
This macro can cause the entry to lose control.

Examples
The following example sends a simple response message with a header to the terminal address in
EBROUT:
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WTOPC TEXT='Hello world'

If the name of the program that issues this WTOPC is PROG and the ALCS local time is 17.23.02 then the
message looks like this:
PROG0001I 17.23.02 Hello world

The following example sends the same message to the terminal address in EBROUT, and also sends a
copy to RO CRAS:
WTOPC TEXT='Hello world',ROUT=RO

The following example sends a simple response message without a header to the terminal address in
EBROUT:
WTOPC TEXT='Hello world',HEADER=NO

The message looks like this:
Hello world

The following example sends a response message to the terminal address in EBROUT. It specifies header
contents instead of using defaults, and it substitutes variable text into the message:

MYMSG
MYTEXT
COLOR
PLACE

LA
R02,6
WTOPC TEXTA=MYMSG,PREFIX=SONG,NUM=1,LET=I,TIME=NO,
SUB=(DEC,(R02),CHARA,(COLOR,L'COLOR),CHARA,PLACE),
COMP=YES,DOT=YES
...
DC
AL1(L'MYTEXT)
DC
C'There are ... ........ bottles standing on the ....'
DC
C'green'
DC
C'wall'

X
X

The message looks like this:
SONG0001I There are 6 green bottles standing on the wall.

The following example builds a message with several lines and sends it as a response to the terminal
address in EBROUT:
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LA
R02,5
WTOPC TEXT='We have a problem',
PREFIX=SONG,NUM=2,LET=W,TIME=NO,
CHAIN=YES,ENDOFM=NO
WTOPC TEXT='If one green bottle should accidentally fall',
HEADER=NO,
CHAIN=YES,ENDOFM=NO
WTOPC TEXT='There''d be ... green bottles',
SUB=(DEC,(R02)),COMP=YES,
HEADER=NO,
CHAIN=YES,ENDOFM=NO
WTOPC TEXT='Standing on the wall',
HEADER=NO,DOT=YES,
CHAIN=YES,ENDOFM=YES

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

The message looks like this:
SONG0002W We have a problem
If one green bottle should accidentally fall
There'd be 5 green bottles
Standing on the wall.

The following example is similar, but uses COMP=NO to line up numbers in columns:
SR
R02,R02
LA
R03,10
WTOPC TEXT='It''s the end of the song',
PREFIX=SONG,NUM=3,LET=T,TIME=NO,
CHAIN=YES,ENDOFM=NO
WTOPC TEXT='Number of bottles still on wall ...',
SUB=(DEC,(R02)),COMP=NO,
HEADER=NO,
CHAIN=YES,ENDOFM=NO
WTOPC TEXT='Number of broken bottles
...',
SUB=(DEC,(R03)),COMP=NO,
HEADER=NO,
CHAIN=YES,ENDOFM=YES

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

The message looks like this:
SONG0003T It's the end of the song
Number of bottles still on wall
0
Number of broken bottles
10

Related information
None.
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YEARA - Get the current year
Compatibility:
ALCS supports this macro only for compatibility. It occurs in some existing application programs originally
developed for TPF. ALCS supports this macro to simplify porting these applications to ALCS. IBM
recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Format
[label]

YEARA ,

label
Any valid assembler label.

Description
The YEARA macro displays the year. It returns the date (for example, 1993) as an EBCDIC string in general
register 14 (RDA). YEARA works for the years 1980 through 2079.
Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information
IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS. However, if you do, note that YEARA has a
request type of TIMEC. In traces and dumps, TIMEC is shown as the macro name instead of YEARA.
End of Diagnosis, Modification, and Tuning Information

Register use
YEARA returns the date in general register 14 (RDA). It does not corrupt any other registers.

Loss of control
This macro does not cause the entry to lose control.

Example
No example provided. IBM recommends that you do not use this macro in ALCS.

Related information
ALCS Installation and Customization.
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Appendix A. Summary of ALCS macros and callable
services
Table 28 on page 550 lists all ALCS macros and callable services that are part of the General-Use
programming interface. These include:
• Monitor-request macros
• System-error macros
• Assembly macros
• DSECT macros
• Equate macros
• Dummy macros
• Callable services.

Explanatory notes
These notes refer to Table 28 on page 550.

Macro types
The following macro types are identified in the table:

Monitor-request macros
Monitor-request macros generate linkage instructions to the ALCS monitor or to ALCS ECB-controlled
programs. These linkage instructions call ALCS services.
Some monitor-request macros also generate EQU instructions which define symbols for values related
to the requested function. Symbols which form part of the ALCS General-Use Programming Interface are
listed in this section, in the description of the appropriate macro.

System-error macros
System-error macros generate an invalid operation code which causes a specification exception. The
ALCS system-error handling routines intercept this specification exception.

Assembly macros
Assembly macros generate inline code (either executable instructions, DC instructions, or both). They do
not generate linkages to the ALCS monitor or to ALCS ECB-controlled programs.
Some assembly macros also generate dummy sections or EQU instructions (or both) which define
symbols for values related to the requested function. Symbols which form part of the ALCS General-Use
Programming Interface are listed in this section, in the description of the appropriate macro.

DSECT macros
DSECT macros generate dummy sections which describe the layout of ALCS control blocks, DASD records,
and so on. These dummy sections define symbols (field names) for use in ALCS application programs.
Some DSECT macros also generate EQU instructions which define symbols for values that these fields
contain. Symbols which form part of the ALCS General-Use Programming Interface are listed in this
section, in the description of the appropriate macro.
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ALCS DSECT macros also optionally generate USING instructions which assign (but do not load) base
registers for the dummy sections.
“Using ALCS DSECT and equate macros” on page 5 describes ALCS DSECT macros in more detail.
“Defining your own macros” on page 7 describes how you can define your own DSECT macros for use
in ALCS application programs.
For further information on the use of DSECT macros, refer to the manual z/Architecture Principles of
Operation.

Equate macros
Equate macros generate EQU instructions which define symbols for use in ALCS application programs.
Symbols which form part of the ALCS General-Use Programming Interface are listed in this section, in the
description of the appropriate macro.
“Using ALCS DSECT and equate macros” on page 5 describes ALCS equate macros in more detail.
“Defining your own macros” on page 7 describes how you can define your own equate macros for use in
ALCS application programs.

Dummy macros
ALCS supports dummy macros only for compatibility with TPF. They occur in some existing application
programs originally developed for TPF. ALCS supports them to simplify porting these applications to ALCS.
Dummy macros are not part of the General-Use Programming Interface. You should not use them in new
programs. Under ALCS, dummy macros have no effect. They do not appear in macro traces.

Callable services (ENTER/BACK)
These are ECB-controlled programs that are available to perform functions required by application
programs. Application programs call a service by using an ENTRC (or, in one case, an ENTNC) macro
call to the program.

Callable services ( MVS CALL)
These are the APPC/MVS and MQI wait services provided with ALCS. Application programs call a service
by using an MVS CALL macroinstruction.

Request types
In traces and dumps, most macros appear under their own names (for example, ALASC appears as
ALASC). However, some macros appear under different names (for example, CRASC appears as ENTRC).
This different name is called the request type.
In Table 28 on page 550, request types are indicated in a separate column. Macros with no request type
shown appear under their own names in traces and dumps.

Loss of control
For information about loss of control, see ALCS Application Programming Guide.

Conditions of use
(blank)
Part of the ALCS general programming interface. Also supported by TPF. For general use.
TPF only
Provides functions needed by TPF, but not by ALCS. Can be used in new programs.
ALCS only
Not supported by TPF. Do not use in programs that must be compatible with TPF.
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Compatibility
Supported only for compatibility with TPF or other existing programs. Use of this macro can prevent
exploitation of new functionality. You are not recommended to use this macro.

Possible alternative
Some monitor-request macros have one or more alternatives which might be more suitable in certain
circumstances. Alternatives are listed in this column.

Using and defining macros
For information about using individual macros or callable services, see Chapter 2, “Macros and callable
services,” on page 13.
You can define additional DSECT and equate macros for use in application programs. See “Defining your
own macros” on page 7.

IPARS macros
In addition to the ALCS macros shown in Table 28 on page 550, you can use IPARS macros in your
application programs. These macros are provided as part of the TPF program. The MI0MI and WA0AA
DSECT macros and the ALPHA and TYCVA assembly macros are examples.
IPARS macros are not provided as part of ALCS. However, you can find definitions for these macros, and
examples of their use, in the "IPARS - ALCS V2" libraries. These are included in the ALCS shipment.

List of macros and callable services intended for customer use
Table 28 on page 550 provides an outline of all ALCS macros and callable services that are part of the
General-Use programming interface. See “Explanatory notes” on page 548 for more information about
these macros.
The macros and callable services identified in this table are provided as programming interfaces for
customers by ALCS.
When global area protection is specified, ALCS also supports KEYCC and GLMOD to change the PSW
protect key, and KEYRC and FILKW (option R) to restore the PSW protect key.
If global area protection is not specified, KEYCC, GLMOD, KEYRC, FILKW (option R) have no effect, but
show up in a macro trace.
Attention
Do not use as General-Use Programming Interfaces any ALCS macros or callable services other than
those identified in this table.
Table 28. ALCS macros
Macro or callable
service name

Macro type

Request type Causes loss of
control

Conditions
of use

ALASC

monitor-request

never

AM0SG

DSECT

n/a

APIDC

monitor-request

never

ALCS only

ASCIC

monitor-request

never

ALCS only

ATAWAIT

callable service

sometimes

ALCS only

ATTAC

monitor-request

never

AUTHC

monitor-request

sometimes

ALCS only
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Possible
alternative

Table 28. ALCS macros (continued)
Macro or callable
service name

Macro type

Request type Causes loss of
control

Conditions
of use

BACKC

monitor-request

sometimes

BEGIN

assembly

n/a

BS0AI

DSECT

n/a

CALOC

monitor-request

never

CC

assembly

n/a

CCIDC

assembly

n/a

Compatibilit
y

CCNV

callable service

never

ALCS only

CFMT

callable service

always

ALCS only

CINFC

monitor-request

never

Compatibilit
y

CM0ND

assembly

n/a

ALCS only

CM0PR

assembly

n/a

ALCS only

CM1CM

DSECT

n/a

ALCS only

COMCC

monitor-request

never

ALCS only

COMIC

monitor-request

never

ALCS only

CORHC

monitor-request

sometimes

CORUC

monitor-request

sometimes

CO0IC

DSECT

n/a

ALCS only

CO3MP

DSECT

n/a

ALCS only

CPSEQ

equate

n/a

ALCS only

CRASC

monitor-request ENTRC (to
CPQS)

sometimes

CREDC

monitor-request

sometimes

CREEC

monitor-request CREDC or
CREMC

sometimes

CREMC

monitor-request

sometimes

CRETC

monitor-request CRETS or
CRETM

never

CREXC

monitor-request

sometimes

CRUSA

monitor-request RELCC

never

CRUSA TEST=level

monitor-request RELCC and
levta

never

CRYPC

monitor-request

never

CSMI

callable service

never

Possible
alternative

ALCS only

STICC TIMEC
COMIC LODIC

CREDC CREMC

Compatibilit
y

ALCS only
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Table 28. ALCS macros (continued)
Macro or callable
service name

Macro type

Request type Causes loss of
control

Conditions
of use

CSMO

callable service

never

ALCS only

CZ1CP

dummy, equate

n/a

TPF only

DCLAC

assembly

n/a

ALCS only

DCTMSG

DSECT

n/a

DECBC

monitor-request

never

DEFRC

monitor-request

always

DEQC

monitor-request CORUC

sometimes

DETAC

monitor-request

never

DISPC ADD

assembly,
ENTRC (to
monitor-request CSC1)

sometimes

ALCS only

DISPC READ

assembly,
ENTRC (to
monitor-request CSC7)

sometimes

ALCS only

DISPC RELEASE

assembly,
ENTRC (to
monitor-request CSC8)

sometimes

ALCS only

DISPC SEND

assembly,
ENTRC (to
monitor-request CSC2)

sometimes

ALCS only

DLAYC

monitor-request

always

DPROC

assembly

n/a

EB0EB

DSECT

n/a

ENQC

monitor-request CORHC

sometimes

ENTDC

monitor-request

sometimes

ENTNC

monitor-request

sometimes

ENTRC

monitor-request

sometimes

EVINC

monitor-request CORUC

sometimes

EVNQC

monitor-request CORUC

sometimes

EVNTC

monitor-request CORHC

sometimes

EVNWC

monitor-request CORUC

sometimes

EV0BK

DSECT

n/a

EXITC

monitor-request

always

FACE

callable service

FACEC

never

FACS

callable service

FACEC

never

FAC8C

monitor-request RONIC

never

FA4X4C

assembly

n/a

FILEC

monitor-request

sometimes

Compatibilit
y
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Possible
alternative

Table 28. ALCS macros (continued)
Macro or callable
service name

Macro type

Request type Causes loss of
control

Conditions
of use

FILKW

monitor-request KEYUC

FILNC

monitor-request

sometimes

FILSC

monitor-request FILEC

sometimes

Compatibilit
y

FILTP

monitor-request RONIC

never

Compatibilit
y

FILUC

monitor-request

sometimes

FINDC

monitor-request

sometimes

FINHC

monitor-request

sometimes

FINIS

assembly

n/a

FINPC

monitor-request

never

ALCS only

FINSC

monitor-request FINDC

sometimes

Compatibilit
y

FINWC

monitor-request

sometimes

FIPWC

monitor-request

sometimes

FIWHC

monitor-request

sometimes

FLIPC

monitor-request

never

FREEC

monitor-request

never

GCFLC

monitor-request GETFC and
GETCC

GCFSC

Possible
alternative

RONIC

Compatibilit
y

FINPC

sometimes

Compatibilit
y

GETFC

monitor-request GETFC and
GETCC

sometimes

Compatibilit
y

GETFC

GDSNC

monitor-request RAISC

never

GDSRC

monitor-request RAISC

never

GENMSG

assembly

n/a

GETCC

monitor-request

never

GETFC

monitor-request

sometimes

GETFC BLOCK=YES

monitor-request GETFC and
GETCC

sometimes

GETLC

monitor-request GETFC

sometimes

Compatibilit
y

GETFC

GETPC

dummy

n/a

Compatibilit
y

GETPC LOCK=NO

monitor-request FINPC

never

Compatibilit
y

FINPC

GETSC

monitor-request GETFC

sometimes

Compatibilit
y

GETFC
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Table 28. ALCS macros (continued)
Macro or callable
service name

Macro type

Request type Causes loss of
control

Conditions
of use

GGFAC

monitor-request

never

Compatibilit
y

GLMOD

monitor-request KEYUC

never

Compatibilit
y

GLOBZ

assembly,
DSECT

n/a

GLOUC

monitor-request KEYUC

never

GSAFC

monitor-request

never

GTIMC

monitor-request TIMEC

never

HASHC

monitor-request

never

HLDTC

monitor-request

sometimes

ICELOG

assembler

never

ICPLOG

assembler

never

IDECB

DSECT

n/a

IFAC8

DSECT

n/a

ISTD8

DSECT

n/a

Compatibilit
y

KEYCC

dummy,
monitor-request

never

TPF only

KEYRC

dummy,
monitor-request

never

TPF only

KEYUC

monitor-request

never

levta

assembly

never

LISTC

assembly

n/a

LMONC

dummy,
monitor-request

n/a

LODIC

monitor-request

never

LODIC SUSPEND

monitor-request

sometimes

LONGC

monitor-request SLIMC

never

MALOC

monitor-request

never

MAP3270

DSECT

n/a

ALCS only

MODEC

dummy,
monitor-request

never

Compatibilit
y

MONTC

dummy,
monitor-request

never

Compatibilit
y

MQAWAIT

callable service

sometimes

ALCS only

Compatibilit
y

Possible
alternative

TIMEC

Compatibilit
y

Compatibilit
y
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SLIMC

Table 28. ALCS macros (continued)
Macro or callable
service name

Macro type

Request type Causes loss of
control

Conditions
of use

PNAMC

assembly

n/a

POSTC

monitor-request CORUC

sometimes

RAISA

monitor-request RAISC

never

RALOC

monitor-request

never

RCRFC

monitor-request RELFC and
RELCC

sometimes

RCUNC

monitor-request RELCC and
UNFRC

sometimes

rc0pl

DSECT

n/a

REGEQ

equate

n/a

REHKA

monitor-request

never

RELCC

monitor-request

never

RELFC

monitor-request

sometimes

RELPC

dummy

n/a

Compatibilit
y

RIDIC

monitor-request

never

ALCS only

RLCHA

monitor-request RLCHC

sometimes

RONIC

monitor-request

never

ROUTC

monitor-request ROUTC
ENTRC (to
CPQS)
ENTRC (to
CLQS)

sometimes

RSECT

assembly

n/a

ALCS only

SAVEC

monitor-request

never

ALCS only

SENDC

monitor-request SENDA,
SENDD,
SENDK,
SENDT

sometimes

SENDC K, TYPE=QUEUE

monitor-request ENTRC (to
CPQS)

sometimes

SENDC L

monitor-request ENTRC (to
CPQS)

sometimes

SENDC M

monitor-request SENDM

sometimes

SERRC

system-error

always

SLIMC

monitor-request

never

Possible
alternative

Compatibilit
y

Compatibilit
y
RLCHA

ALCS only

ALCS only

ALCS only
ALCS only
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Table 28. ALCS macros (continued)
Macro or callable
service name

Macro type

Request type Causes loss of
control

Conditions
of use

Possible
alternative

SLMTC

monitor-request ENTRC (to
CPQS)

sometimes

snapc

system-error

always

SONIC

monitor-request

never

Compatibilit
y

RONIC

STDHD

DSECT

n/a

STICC

monitor-request

never

ALCS only

SWISC

monitor-request CREMC,
CREDC,
ENTDC

sometimes

Compatibilit
y

SXIPC

monitor-request

never

ALCS only

SYNCC

monitor-request

sometimes

SYSCC

monitor-request

never

SYSRA

assembly,
ENTRC (to
monitor-request CEA1) or
SERRC

sometimes

TASBC

monitor-request

never

TASNC

monitor-request

sometimes

TASTC

monitor-request

never

TCLSC

monitor-request

always

TDSPC

monitor-request

never

TDTAC

monitor-request

sometimes

TIMEC

monitor-request

never

TOPNC

monitor-request

sometimes

TOURC

monitor-request

sometimes

TOUTC

monitor-request

sometimes

TPPCC

monitor-request ENTRC (to
CLU6)

sometimes

TPPCE

equate

n/a

TPRDC

monitor-request

sometimes

TRANV

assembly

n/a

TRMEQ

equate

n/a

TRSVC

monitor-request

never

TSYNC

dummy

n/a

ALCS only
SERRC

Compatibilit
y
Compatibilit
y

TPF only

ALCS only

Compatibilit
y
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CPI-C or
APPC/MVS
calls

Table 28. ALCS macros (continued)
Macro or callable
service name

Macro type

Request type Causes loss of
control

Conditions
of use

TWRTC

monitor-request

sometimes

UNFRC

monitor-request

never

UNHKA

monitor-request

sometimes

WAITC

monitor-request

sometimes

WHOCC

monitor-request

never

ALCS only

WILDC

monitor-request

never

ALCS only

WTOPC

monitor-request

sometimes

YEARA

monitor-request TIMEC

never

Possible
alternative

Compatibilit
y
DEFRC, DLAYC

Compatibilit
y

Macro group names
Table 29 on page 557 lists macro group names as used in the ALCS trace facility. It groups macros
according to their type and lists possible synonyms.
Table 29. Macro group names
Group name

Macros in group

Synonyms

PROGRAM

Enter/back macros and EXITC

ENTER
ENTs
GRP01
GRP1

CREate

Create-type macros

GRP02
GRP2

DEFER

Defer/delay macros

DELAY
DFR
DLY
GRP03
GRP3

FILe

File-type macros and UNFRC

GRP04
GRP4

FINd

Find-type macros

GRP05
GRP5

STORE

Storage block management macros

STG
CORe
GRP06
GRP6

POOL

Pool file macros

GFS
RFS
GRP07
GRP7

SEND

Send-type macros

COMMS
COMS
GRP08
GRP8

GRP09

None

GRP9
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Table 29. Macro group names (continued)
Group name

Macros in group

Synonyms

SEQF

Sequential file macros

TAPE
GRP10

KEY

PSW key change macros

GRP11

GRP12

Enter/back macros
EXITC
Create-type macros
Defer/delay macros

FINDFILE

Find-type macros
File-type macros
Storage management macros

FINFIL
GRP13

SLC

SLC macros

GRP14

ALL

All macros

GRP15
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Appendix B. TPF compatibility
ALCS macros are designed to be compatible with TPF macros. However, ALCS includes some macros
which are not included in TPF. To enhance the portability of applications from ALCS to TPF, you can write
macrodefinitions to support ALCS macros in a TPF environment.
ALCS macros also define some symbols which are not defined by TPF macros. You can define these
symbols for use in a TPF environment.
This chapter contains the following:
• Sample macrodefinitions for use with TPF
• Extra symbol definitions for use with TPF.

Sample macrodefinitions for use with TPF
The following sample macrodefinitions are provided in this chapter:
• RSECT
• SLIMC
• STICC
• SYSCC.

RSECT macrodefinition
The ALCS RSECT macro restores the application program CSECT following an inline DSECT definition. The
CSECT name of a TPF application program is always $IS$.1 Consequently, to support the RSECT macro in
a TPF environment, use a macrodefinition similar to the example shown in Figure 14 on page 559.

$IS$

MACRO
RSECT
CSECT
MEND

,
,
,
,

Figure 14. Supporting RSECT under TPF
Some assemblers support RSECT as an operation code. To allow RSECT as a macro name with these
assemblers, the application program must include the instruction:
RSECT

OPSYN ,

There are a number of ways to include this instruction. For example, an inner macro instruction of the
BEGIN macro can generate the instruction.

SLIMC macrodefinition
The ALCS SLIMC macro sets entry processing limits. The only entry processing limit that TPF supports
is the maximum entry life. TPF provides the LONGC macro to set the entry life limit. Note that LONGC
does not support register notation for the entry life. Consequently, to support the SLIMC macro in a TPF
environment, use a macrodefinition similar to the example shown in Figure 15 on page 560.

1

This $ character is the EBCDIC character that corresponds to hexadecimal 5B.
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&LABEL

MACRO ,
SLIMC &GFS=,
&SERR=,
&ECBLIFE=,
&STORAGE=
LCLB &ANYPARM
LCLC &VALUE
LCLC &UNITS

GFS MACRO LIMIT
SYSTEM ERROR LIMIT
ECB LIFE
ENTRY STORAGE LIMIT
ONE IF ANY PARAMETER SPECIFIED
VALUE WORK VARIABLE
UNITS WORK VARIABLE

X
X
X

.*
.******* PROCESS LABEL
.*
AIF
('&LABEL' EQ '').S1000
&LABEL
DC
0H'0'
.S1000
ANOP ,
.*
.******* IGNORE GFS LIMIT
.*
AIF
('&GFS' EQ '').S1100
&ANYPARM SETB (1)
.S1100
ANOP ,
.*
.******* IGNORE SYSTEM ERROR LIMIT
.*
AIF
('&SERR' EQ '').S1200
&ANYPARM SETB (1)
.S1200
ANOP ,
.*
.******* PROCESS ECB LIFE LIMIT
.*
AIF
('&ECBLIFE' EQ '').S1900
&VALUE
SETC '0'
&UNITS
SETC 'S'
AIF
('&ECBLIFE(1)' EQ 'NONE').S1300
AIF
(N'&ECBLIFE NE 2).S2200
AIF
('&ECBLIFE(1)' EQ '').S2300
AIF
('&ECBLIFE(2)' EQ '').S2400
&VALUE
SETC '&ECBLIFE(1)'
&UNITS
SETC '&ECBLIFE(2)'
AIF
('&VALUE'(1,1) NE '(').S1300
MNOTE 8,'ERROR -- TPF DOES NOT SUPPORT REGISTER NOTATION'
AGO
.S1800
.*
.S1300
ANOP ,
AIF
('&VALUE' NE '0').S1400
LONGC INDEF
REQUEST INDEFINITE LIFE
AGO
.S1800
.*
.S1400
ANOP ,
AIF
(('&UNITS' EQ 'S') OR ('&UNITS' EQ 'SECONDS')).S1500
AIF
(('&UNITS' EQ 'M') OR ('&UNITS' EQ 'MINUTES')).S1600
AIF
(('&UNITS' EQ 'H') OR ('&UNITS' EQ 'HOURS')).S1700
AGO
.S2400
.*
.S1500
ANOP ,
LONGC &VALUE/60
AGO
.S1800
.*
.S1600
ANOP ,
LONGC &VALUE
AGO
.S1800
.*
.S1700
ANOP ,
LONGC &VALUE*60

Figure 15. Supporting SLIMC under TPF (Part 1 of 2)
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.*
.S1800
&ANYPARM
.S1900
.*
.*******
.*

ANOP
SETB
ANOP

,
(1)
,

IGNORE STORAGE LIMIT

AIF
('&STORAGE' EQ '').S2000
&ANYPARM SETB (1)
.S2000
ANOP ,
.*
.******* ALL DONE - WARN IF NO PARAMETERS - THEN MEXIT
.*
AIF
(&ANYPARM).S2100
MNOTE 4,'WARNING -- NO PARAMETERS. MACRO IS NO-OPERATION'
.S2100
ANOP ,
MEXIT ,
.*
.******* ERROR MNOTES
.*
.S2200
ANOP ,
MNOTE 8,'ERROR -- ECB LIFE LIMIT INVALID'
MEXIT ,
.S2300
ANOP ,
MNOTE 8,'ERROR -- ECB LIFE LIMIT VALUE OMITTED'
MEXIT ,
.S2400
ANOP ,
MNOTE 8,'ERROR -- ECB LIFE LIMIT UNITS OMITTED OR INVALID'
MEXIT ,
MEND ,

Figure 16. Supporting SLIMC under TPF (Part 2 of 2)

STICC macrodefinition
To support the STICC macro in a TPF environment, use a macrodefinition similar to the example shown in
Figure 17 on page 562.
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&STICC
STIRDSPY
STIRDSPC
STIRDSPE
STIRTSTY
STIRTSTN
.S1000

.S2000

.S3000

.S3100
&C
&C
&C
&C
.S3200
.S3900
.S4000

.S5000

MACRO
STICC
GBLB
LCLC
AIF
SETB
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
ANOP
AIF
AIF
MNOTE
MEXIT
ANOP
L
LA
CLI
BE
LA
MEXIT
ANOP
AIF
AIF
AIF
AIF
LR
AGO
ANOP
SETC
AIF
SETC
AIF
SETC
AIF
SETC
ANOP
LA
AGO
ANOP
MNOTE
MEXIT
ANOP
AIF
AIF
AIF
AIF
AIF
MNOTE
MEXIT
ANOP
LA
CLI
BNE
TM
EX
BZ
LA
MEXIT

,
&ACT,&STATE=,&CHANGE=NONE
&STICC
&C
(&STICC).S1000
(1)
0
STATE CHANGE INACTIVE
4
STATE CHANGE ACTIVE
8
STATE CHANGE ERROR
0
TEST PASSES
0
TEST FAILS
,
('&ACT' EQ 'DISPLAY').S2000
('&ACT' EQ 'TEST').S3000
8,'ERROR -- ACTION INVALID OR OMITTED'
,
,
R14,CP0STI
LOAD STATE INDICATORS
R15,STIRDPSY
SET STATE CHANGE INACTIVE
CP0STI+1,0
STATE CHANGE INACTIVE
*+8
YES - PROCEED
R15,STIRDPSC
NO - SET CHANGE ACTIVE
,
,
('&STATE' EQ '').S3900
('&STATE'(1,1) NE '(').S3100
('&STATE(1)' EQ '').S3900
('&STATE(1)'(1,1) NE 'R').S3100
R14,&STATE(1)
LOAD STATE INDICATOR MASK
.S4000
,
'CC'.'&STATE(1)'
('&STATE(2)' EQ '').S3200
'&C'.'+'.'CC'.'&STATE(2)'
('&STATE(3)' EQ '').S3200
'&C'.'+'.'CC'.'&STATE(3)'
('&STATE(4)' EQ '').S3200
'&C'.'+'.'CC'.'&STATE(4)'
,
R14,&C
LOAD STATE INDICATOR MASK
.S4000
,
8,'ERROR -- STATE INVALID OR OMITTED'
,
,
('&CHANGE' EQ 'NONE').S5000
('&CHANGE' EQ '').S5000
('&CHANGE' EQ 'FROM').S6000
('&CHANGE' EQ 'TO').S7000
('&CHANGE' EQ 'ANY').S8000
8,'ERROR -- CHANGE=&CHANGE INVALID'
,
,
R15,STIRTSTN
LOAD TEST FAILS CODE
CP0STI+1,0
STATE CHANGE INACTIVE
*+(5*4)
NO - TEST FAILS
CP0STI,0
(EXECUTED BY NSI)
*-4,R14
TEST STATE
*+(2+4)
TEST FAILS
R15,STIRTSTY
LOAD TEST PASSES CODE
,

Figure 17. Supporting STICC under TPF (Part 1 of 2)
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.S6000

.S7000

.S8000

ANOP ,
LA
R15,STIRTSTY
TM
CP0STI,0
EX
*-4,R14
BNZ
*+(6*4)
SLL
RDA,4
TM
CP0STI+1,0
EX
*-4,R14
BNZ
*+(2*4)
LA
R15,STIRTSTN
MEXIT ,
ANOP ,
LA
R15,STIRTSTY
TM
CP0STI,0
EX
*-4,R14
BNZ
*+(5*4)
TM
CP0STI+1,0
EX
*-4,R14
BNZ
*+(2*4)
LA
R15,STIRTSTN
MEXIT ,
ANOP ,
LA
R15,STIRTSTY
TM
CP0STI,0
EX
*-4,R14
BNZ
*+(10*4)
TM
CP0STI+1,0
EX
*-4,R14
BNZ
*+(7*4)
LA
R15,STIRTSTN
SLL
RDA,4
TM
CP0STI+1,0
EX
*-4,R14
BNZ
*+(2*4)
LA
R15,STIRTSTN
MEXIT ,
MEND ,

LOAD TEST PASSES CODE
(EXECUTED BY NSI)
TEST STATE
TEST PASSES
GET CHANGE-FROM MASK
(EXECUTED BY NSI)
TEST STATE CHANGE
TEST PASSES
LOAD TEST FAILS CODE
LOAD TEST PASSES CODE
(EXECUTED BY NSI)
TEST STATE
TEST PASSES
(EXECUTED BY NSI)
TEST STATE CHANGE
TEST PASSES
LOAD TEST FAILS CODE
LOAD TEST PASSES CODE
(EXECUTED BY NSI)
TEST STATE
TEST PASSES
(EXECUTED BY NSI)
TEST STATE CHANGE
TEST PASSES
LOAD TEST FAILS CODE
GET CHANGE-FROM MASK
(EXECUTED BY NSI)
TEST STATE CHANGE
TEST PASSES
LOAD TEST FAILS CODE

Figure 18. Supporting STICC under TPF (Part 2 of 2)

SYSCC macrodefinitions for TPF
The ALCS SYSCC maco allows an application program to access information that depends on the
environment in which the application program is running. Only the product name applies in the case
of TPF. Consequently a macrodefinition similar to the following example supports the SYSCC macro in a
TPF environment.

&SYSCC
SYSROK
SYSRINV
SYSRLEN
SYSRDAT
.S1000
.S2000

.S3000

MACRO
SYSCC
GBLB
AIT
SETB
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
ANOP
AIF
MNOTE
ANOP
AIF
MVC
MVC
MEXIT
ANOP
MVC
MVC
MEXIT
MEND

,
&ACT,&PRNAME=
&SYSRCC
(&SYSCC).S1000
(1)
0
4
8
12
,
('&PRNAME' NE '').S2000
8,'ERROR -- PRNAME OMITTED'
,
('&PRNAME'(1,1) EQ '(').S3000
&PRNAME.(2),=Y(3)
&PRNAME.+2(3),=C'TPF'
,
,
0(2,&PRNAME(1)),=Y(3)
2(3,&PRNAME(1)),=C'TPF'
,
,
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Extra symbol definitions for use with TPF
TPF supports the user-written source module ECBUDS. This module can define additional symbols for
TPF application programs to use. It is a convenient place for defining extra symbols to enhance the
portability of applications from ALCS to TPF.
ECBUDS can define symbols for the floating-point registers and the user floating-point register save area
in the ECB. To do this, include instructions such as the following:
FP0
FP2
FP4
FP6
CE1AFS
CE1AF0
CE1AF2
CE1AF4
CE1AF6

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
SPACE
DS
DS
DS
DS
DS

0
2
4
6
1
0XL(4*8)
D
D
D
D

FP
FP
FP
FP

REGISTER
REGISTER
REGISTER
REGISTER

USER
USER
USER
USER
USER

SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE

0
2
4
6

AREA
AREA
AREA
AREA
AREA

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

FP REGISTERS
FP0
FP2
FP4
FP6

ECBUDS can define the RCPL area in the ECB. To do this, include instructions such as the following:
CE1RCPL
CE1RBAS
CE1REXP
CE1RGDA

DS
DS
DS
DS

0XL112
0XL12
XL16
XL82

ROUTING CONTROL PARAMETER LIST
BASIC FORMAT RCPL
EXPANDED FORMAT RCPL
RCPL GENERAL DATA AREA

ECBUDS can define the symbol LX so that TPF application programs can use it to request the largest block
size supported by TPF. To do this, include an instruction such as the following:
LX

EQU

X'51'

CODE FOR LARGEST BLOCK

ECBUDS can define the symbol CCIDLE as a synonym for the TPF symbol CC1052 (TPF calls IDLE state
1052 state). To do this, include an instruction such as the following:
CCIDLE

EQU

X'80'

IDLE (=1052) STATE
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Appendix C. Offline access to file address information
Offline utility application programs (that is, programs that run directly under the control of MVS and not
under ALCS) might need information about ALCS file addresses.
ALCS provides three utility routines in CSECT DXCFARO. These act as entry points and enable application
programs to obtain this information. The routines are as follows:
DXCCDDLD
Load DASD configuration table load module.
DXCMRT
Return the highest used fixed-file record type value, general file number, or pool-file record type
number.
DXCFARIC
Return information about a file address.
Only the last two routines (DXCMRT and DXCFARIC) return information to your program. However, the
ALCS DASD configuration table load module is the source of this information, so you must either load this
module using the DXCCDDLD routine, or include the DASD configuration load module in the link-edit of
any application program that includes a call to a DXCMRT or DXCFARIC routine.

Calling a routine
You can use either of the following methods to call a routine:
• Invoke it dynamically, using MVS LINK. If you use LINK, ensure that the PDS containing the load
module DXCFAROL is included in the JOBLIB or STEPLIB concatenation at execution time. The lowerlevel qualifier of this PDS is DXCLMD1. The high-level qualifiers are installation-specific.
• Use MVS CALL, and link-edit the load module DXCFAROL with your application program.
Note: You are strongly recommended to use LINK rather than CALL. Using LINK ensures access to the
latest version of the routine. If you use CALL, you will have to relink your application programs manually
to incorporate IBM-supplied maintenance.

Input and return value symbols
In order to use the defined symbols for the input and return values for these routines, code the following
ALCS RONIC macroinstruction in your program:
RONIC EQUATES

Reading and writing general file records
Some application programs might need to read or write records of one or more general files. Use standard
VSAM facilities to do this.
Although you can read and write real-time database records using the same techniques, IBM
recommends that you do not do this. This is for database integrity reasons, and because of the complex
algorithm that relates the ALCS file address to the VSAM record address.

DXCCDDLD - Load DASD configuration table load module
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Format
Use the standard MVS LOAD and LINK macroinstructions, or the CALL macroinstruction. For example,
from an assembler program:

or

LOAD
LINK

EP=DXCCDDLD
EP=DXCCDDLD,PARAM=(NAME,RETURN)

CALL

DXCCDDLD,(NAME,RETURN)

Description
Use the DXCCDDLD routine to load an ALCS DASD configuration table load module.
DXCCDDLD issues an MVS LOAD request for the DASD configuration table load module. If the load is
successful, DXCCDDLD saves the address of the loaded module in CSECT DXCFARO for use by routines
DXCMRT and DXCFARIC.
The DASD configuration table load module must be in a partitioned data set (PDS) referenced by the
JOBLIB or STEPLIB DD statements of the job to run the application program.

Register use
To use DXCCDDLD, set up the following information in the general registers:
R01
Address of a two-entry parameter list. Each entry in this list is a fullword address:
Parameter
Contents
1
2

Address of the 8-byte character name of the module to load.
Address of the fullword where DXCCDDLD can return the LOAD abend reason code, if any.

R13
Address of an 18-fullword save area in the caller's area that DXCCDDLD can use to save the caller's
registers.
R14
Return address in the calling program.
R15
Entry point address in routine DXCCDDLD.

Return conditions
R15
Return code:
0
1

ALCS DASD configuration table load module successfully loaded.
Load module successfully loaded, but it is not an ALCS DASD configuration table load module.

Other
Abend code from MVS LOAD macroinstruction. DXCCDDLD returns the LOAD abend reason code in
the fullword addressed by parameter 2. See MVS/ESA System Codes for a list of LOAD abend and
reason codes.
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Example
This example shows how you could use the DXCCDDLD routine to load an ALCS DASD configuration table
load module:
⋮
******** WORK AREA FIELDS
SPACE 1
DTLOADE DC
A(0)
DXCCDDLD RETURN CODE
DTLOADR DC
A(0)
DXCCDDLD REASON CODE
DTNAME
DC
CL8'DXCCDD'
NAME OF DASD CONFIGURATION TABLE
⋮
SPACE 1
******** LOAD DASD CONFIGURATION TABLE
SPACE 1
CALL DXCCDDLD,(DTNAME,DTLOADR) LOAD DASD TABLE
SPACE 1
ST
R15,DTLOADE
SAVE RETURN CODE
LTR
R15,R15
LOAD OK
BNZ
LAB20
NO - BRANCH
⋮

Related information
See “DXCMRT - Return the highest used fixed-file record type, pool-file record type, or general file
number” on page 567 and “DXCFARIC - Return information about a file address” on page 569.

DXCMRT - Return the highest used fixed-file record type, pool-file
record type, or general file number
Format
Use a standard MVS LINK or CALL macroinstruction to execute this routine. For example, from an
assembler program:

or

LINK

EP=DXCMRT,PARAM=(CODE,RETURN)

CALL

DXCMRT,(CODE,RETURN)

Description
Use the DXCMRT routine to find the highest fixed-file record type value, the highest general file number, or
the highest pool-file record type number currently in use.
Note: Pool-file record type numbers are as follows:
0
1
2
3

L1 short-term pool
L1 long-term pool
L2 short-term pool
L2 long-term pool
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

L3 short-term pool
L3 long-term pool
L4 short-term pool
L4 long-term pool
L5 short-term pool
L5 long-term pool
L6 short-term pool
L6 long-term pool
L7 short-term pool
L7 long-term pool
L8 short-term pool
L8 long-term pool.

DXCMRT extracts the requested information from tables in the DASD configuration table load module.
Before calling DXCMRT, you must either load this module (using routine DXCCDDLD) or include it in the
link-edit of the application program.

Register use
To use DXCMRT, set up the following information in the general registers:
R01
Address of a two-entry parameter list. Each entry in this list is a fullword address:
Parameter
Contents
1

Address of a fullword containing the request code:
1 (symbol RONRQMF)
Return the highest fixed-file record type value.
2 (symbol RONRQMP)
Return the highest pool-file record type number.
3 (symbol RONRQMG)
Return the highest general file number.

2

Address of a fullword for return information.

R13
Address of an 18-fullword save area in the caller's area which DXCMRT can use to save the caller's
registers.
R14
Return address in the calling program.
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R15
Entry point address in routine DXCMRT.

Return conditions
R15
Return code, as follows:
0
8
16

Requested value is in the fullword addressed by parameter 2.
Fullword addressed by parameter 1 contains an invalid request code.
DASD configuration table load module not available.

Example
This example shows how you could use the DXCMRT routine to find the highest fixed file record type
value, the highest pool-file record type number, and the highest general file number currently in use:
⋮

RONIC EQUATES
RECORD ADDRESS INFORMATION EQUATES
SPACE 1
******** WORK AREA FIELDS
SPACE 1
PREQ
DC
A(RONRQMP)
REQUEST FOR MAX POOL FILE RECORD TYPE
FREQ
DC
A(RONRQMF)
REQUEST FOR MAX FIXED RECORD TYPE
GREQ
DC
A(RONRQMG)
REQUEST FOR MAX GENERAL FILE NUMBER
FMAX
DC
A(0)
MAX FIXED RECORD TYPE
PMAX
DC
A(0)
MAX POOL FILE RECORD TYPE
GMAX
DC
A(0)
MAX GENERAL FILE NUMBER
⋮
SPACE 1
******** GET MAXIMUM RECORD TYPE NUMBERS
SPACE 1
CALL DXCMRT,(FREQ,FMAX) GET MAX FIXED RECORD TYPE
SPACE 1
LTR
R15,R15
ANY ERRORS
BNZ
LAB30
YES - BRANCH
SPACE 1
CALL DXCMRT,(PREQ,PMAX) GET MAX POOL FILE RECORD TYPE
SPACE 1
LTR
R15,R15
ANY ERRORS
BNZ
LAB30
YES - BRANCH
SPACE 1
CALL DXCMRT,(GREQ,GMAX) GET MAX GENERAL FILE NUMBER
SPACE 1
LTR
R15,R15
ANY ERRORS
BNZ
LAB30
YES - BRANCH
⋮

Related information
See “DXCCDDLD - Load DASD configuration table load module” on page 565 and “DXCFARIC - Return
information about a file address” on page 569.

DXCFARIC - Return information about a file address
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Format
Use a standard MVS LINK or CALL macroinstruction to execute this routine. For example, from an
assembler program:

LINK EP=DXCFARIC,PARAM=(INFOAREA,LENGTH,FTYPE,ORDINAL,NAME,FILEADDR)

or

CALL

DXCFARIC,(INFOAREA,LENGTH,FTYPE,ORDINAL,NAME,FILEADDR)

Description
Use the DXCFARIC routine to obtain information about a fixed file, general file, or pool-file record.
DXCFARIC supplies the information in an output area, shown diagrammatically in Figure 19 on page
572.
You specify the file address by supplying one of the following:
• An ALCS band-format 4-byte file address
• A record type symbol, together with an optional ordinal number
• A fixed-file record type value, together with an optional ordinal number
Routine DXCFARIC obtains information from tables contained in the DASD configuration table load
module. Before calling DXCFARIC, you must either load this module (using routine DXCCDDLD) or include
it in the link-edit of the application program.
How DXCFARIC decides the file address
DXCFARIC decides which file address you want information about according to the values of parameters
3, 4, 5, and 6 in general register 1 (see “Register use” on page 570). Your program might set up
conflicting parameter values, in which case DXCFARIC uses the following rules to decide the file address:
• If you have supplied a file address (parameter 6 is nonzero), DXCFARIC uses this file address, ignoring
parameters 3, 4, and 5.
Otherwise,
• If you have supplied a record type symbol (parameter 5 is nonzero) DXCFARIC uses this record type
symbol to establish the (fixed file, general file, or pool file) record type, ignoring parameter 3.
Otherwise,
• DXCFARIC uses the file type value (addressed by parameter 3) to decide the (fixed)-file record type.
If DXCFARIC has established the record type by either of the last two methods, it also uses the ordinal
number, if any (parameter 4 is nonzero), to establish the file address.

Register use
To use DXCFARIC, set up the following information in the general registers:
R01
Address of a six-entry parameter list. Each entry in this list is a fullword address:
Parameter
Contents
1

2
3

Address of the output area where DXCFARIC returns information about the file address. Minimum
length of this output area is 28 bytes.
Address of a fullword containing the length of the output area addressed by parameter 1.
Zero, or address of a fullword containing a fixed-file record type value.
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4
5

Zero, or address of a fullword containing a record ordinal number.
Zero, or address of an 8-character record type symbol. Examples of valid symbols are:
GF-001
L1LTPOOL
L3STPOOL
#CPRCR

6

Zero, or address of a fullword containing an ALCS file address.

R13
Address of an 18-fullword save area in the caller's area that DXCFARIC can use to save the caller's
registers.
R14
Return address in the calling program.
R15
Entry point address in routine DXCFARIC.

Return conditions
R15
Return code:
0
4
8

12

16

Specified file address is valid. Information is in the output area addressed by parameter 1.
Fullword addressed by parameter 2 contains a length value of less than 28.
Fullword addressed by parameter 4 contains an invalid record ordinal for the record type specified
by parameter 3 or 5.
Record type specified by parameter 3 or 5 is invalid, or file address specified by parameter 6 is
invalid.
DASD configuration table load module not available.

DXCFARIC output area
Figure 19 on page 572 shows the contents of the output area that DXCFARIC sets up in the area
addressed by parameter 1 for a valid file address.
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Figure 19. DXCFARIC output area

Example
This example shows how you could use the DXCFARIC routine to obtain information about a record from
its 4-byte file address:
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⋮

RONIC EQUATES
RECORD ADDRESS INFORMATION EQUATES
SPACE 1
******** WORK AREA FIELDS
SPACE 1
FARINFO DC
(RONFAROL)X'00'
RECORD ADDRESS INFORMATION
RECFA
DC
A(0)
RECORD ADDRESS
⋮
SPACE 1
******** GET FILE ADDRESS INFORMATION
SPACE 1
CALL DXCFARIC,
GET RECORD ADDRESS INFORMATION
(FARINFO,L'FARINFO,0,0,0,RECFA)
SPACE 1
LTR
R15,R15
RECORD ADDRESS VALID
BNZ
LAB10
NO - BRANCH
SPACE 1
L
R14,=A(FARINFO)
LOAD ADDRESS OF RECORD ADDRESS INFO
TM
RONIND(R14),RONINDR+RONINDP POOL FILE RECORD
BO
LAB11
YES - BRANCH
SPACE 1
TM
RONIND(R14),RONINDR FIXED FILE RECORD
BO
LAB12
YES - BRANCH
SPACE 1
TM
RONIND(R14),RONINDG GENERAL FILE RECORD
BO
LAB13
YES - BRANCH
SPACE 1
⋮

Related information
See “DXCCDDLD - Load DASD configuration table load module” on page 565 and “DXCMRT - Return the
highest used fixed-file record type, pool-file record type, or general file number” on page 567.
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Acronyms and abbreviations
The following acronyms and abbreviations are used in books of the ALCS Version 2 library. Not all are
necessarily present in this book.
AAA
agent assembly area
ACB
VTAM access method control block
ACF
Advanced Communications Function
ACF/NCP
Advanced Communications Function for the Network Control Program, usually referred to simply as
"NCP"
ACF/VTAM
Advanced Communications Function for the Virtual Telecommunication Access Method, usually
referred to simply as "VTAM"
ACK
positive acknowledgment (SLC LCB)
ACP
Airline Control Program
AID
IBM 3270 attention identifier
AIX
Advanced Interactive eXecutive
ALC
airlines line control
ALCI
Airlines Line Control Interconnection
ALCS/MVS/XA
Airline Control System/MVS/XA
ALCS/VSE
Airline Control System/Virtual Storage Extended
ALCS V2
Airline Control System Version 2
AML
acknowledge message label (SLC LCB)
AMS
access method services
AMSG
AMSG application message format
APAR
authorized program analysis report
APF
authorized program facility
API
application program interface
APPC
advanced program-to-program communications
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ARINC
Aeronautical Radio Incorporated
ASCU
agent set control unit (SITA), a synonym for "terminal control unit"
AT&T
American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
ATA
Air Transport Association of America
ATSN
acknowledge transmission sequence number (SLC)
BATAP
Type B application-to-application program
BSC
binary synchronous communication
C

C programming language

CAF
Call Attach Facility
CCW
channel command word
CDPI
clearly differentiated programming interface
CEC
central electronic complex
CEUS
communication end-user system
CI

VSAM control interval

CICS
Customer Information Control System
CLIST
command list
CMC
communication management configuration
CML
clear message label (synonym for AML)
COBOL
COmmon Business Oriented Language
CPI-C
Common Programming Interface - Communications
CPU
central processing unit
CRAS
computer room agent set
CRI
communication resource identifier
CRN
communication resource name
CSA
common service area
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CSECT
control section
CSID
cross system identifier
CSW
channel status word
CTKB
Keypoint record B
CTL
control system error
CUA
Common User Access
DASD
direct access storage device
DBCS
double-byte character set
DBRM
DB2 database request module
DB2
IBM DB2 for z/OS (refers to DB2)
DCB
data set control block
DECB
ALCS data event control block
DF

delayed file record

DFDSS
Data Facility Data Set Services
DFHSM
Data Facility Hierarchical Storage Manager
DFP
Data Facility Product
DFSMS
Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem
DFT
distributed function terminal
DIX
delete item index
DRIL
data record information library
DSI
direct subsystem interface
DSECT
dummy control section
DTP
ALCS diagnostic file processor
EBCDIC
extended binary-coded decimal interchange code
ECB
ALCS entry control block
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EIB
error index byte
EID
event identifier
EJB
Enterprise Java Bean
ENQ
enquiry (SLC LCB)
EOF
end of file
EOM
end of message
EOI
end of message incomplete
EOP
end of message pushbutton
EOU
end of message unsolicited
EP

Emulation Program

EP/VS
Emulation Program/VS
ETX
end of text
EvCB
MVS event control block
EXCP
Execute Channel Program
FACE
file address compute
FIFO
first-in-first-out
FI
FM

file immediate record
function management

FMH
function management header
GB

gigabyte (1 073 741 824 bytes)

GDS
general data set
GFS
get file storage (called pool file storage in ALCS)
GMT
Greenwich Mean Time
GTF
generalized trace facility (MVS)
GUPI
general-use programming interface
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HEN
high-level network entry address
HEX
high-level network exit address
HFS
Hierarchical File System
HLASM
High Level Assembler
HLL
high-level language
HLN
high-level network
HLS
high-level system (for example, SITA)
HTTP
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
IA

interchange address

IASC
International Air Transport Solution Centre
IATA
International Air Transport Association
IATA5
ATA/IATA transmission code 5
IATA7
ATA/IATA transmission code 7
ICF
integrated catalog facility
ICSF
Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility
ID

identifier

ILB
idle (SLC LCB)
IMA
BATAP acknowledgement
IMS
Information Management System
IMSG
IMSG input message format
I/O
input/output
IOCB
I/O control block
IP

Internet Protocol

IPARS
International Programmed Airlines Reservation System
IPCS
Interactive Problem Control System
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IPL
initial program load
ISA
initial storage allocation
ISC
intersystem communication
ISO/ANSI
International Standards Organization/American National Standards Institute
ISPF
Interactive System Productivity Facility
ISPF/PDF
Interactive System Productivity Facility/Program Development Facility
ITA2
International Telegraph Alphabet number 2
JCL
job control language
JES
job entry subsystem
JNDI
Java Naming and Directory Interface
JSON
JavaScript Object Notation
KB

kilobyte (1024 bytes)

KCN
link channel number (SLC)
KSDS
VSAM key-sequenced data set
LAN
local area network
LCB
link control block (SLC)
LDB
link data block (SLC)
LDI
local DXCREI index
LEID
logical end-point identifier
LE

Language Environment

LICRA
Link Control - Airline
LMT
long message transmitter
LN

line number (ALCS/VSE and TPF terminology)

LN/ARID
line number and adjusted resource identifier (ALCS/VSE terminology)
LSET
Load set
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LSI
link status identifier (SLC)
LU

logical unit

LU 6.2
Logical Unit 6.2
MATIP
Mapping of airline traffic over IP
MB

megabyte (1 048 576 bytes)

MBI
message block indicator (SLC)
MCHR
module/cylinder/head/record
MESW
message switching
MNOTE
message note
MQI
Message Queueing Interface
MQM
Message Queue Manager
MSNF
Multisystem Networking Facility
MVS
Multiple Virtual Storage (refers to MVS) (refers to both MVS/XA and MVS/ESA, and also to OS/390 and
z/OS)
MVS/DFP
Multiple Virtual Storage/Data Facility Product
MVS/ESA
Multiple Virtual Storage/Enterprise System Architecture
MVS/XA
Multiple Virtual Storage/Extended Architecture
NAB
next available byte
NAK
negative acknowledgment (SLC LCB)
NCB
network control block (SLC)
NCP
Network Control Program (refers to ACF/NCP)
NCP/VS
Network Control Program/Virtual Storage.
NEF
Network Extension Facility
NEF2
Network Extension Facility 2
NPDA
Network Problem Determination Application
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NPSI
Network Control Program packet switching interface
NTO
Network Terminal Option
OCR
one component report
OCTM
online communication table maintenance
OLA
optimized local adapters
OMSG
OMSG output message format
OPR
operational system error
OSID
other-system identification
OS/2
IBM Operating System/2®
PARS
Programmed Airlines Reservation System
PDF
parallel data field (refers to NCP)
PDM
possible duplicate message
PDS
partitioned data set
PDSE
partitioned data set extended
PDU
pool directory update
PER
program event recording
PFDR
pool file directory record
PL/I
programming language one
PLM
purge long message (name of ALCS/VSE and TPF general tape)
PLU
primary logical unit
PNL
passenger name list
PNR
passenger name record
PP

IBM program product

PPI
program-to-program interface
PPMSG
program-to-program message format
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PPT
program properties table
PR

permanently resident record

PRC
prime computer room agent set
PRDT
physical record (block) descriptor table
PRPQ
programming request for price quotation
PR/SM
Processor Resource/Systems Manager
PS

VTAM presentation services

PSPI
product sensitive programming interface
PSW
program status word
PTF
program temporary fix
PTT
Post Telephone and Telegraph Administration
PU

physical unit

PVC
permanent virtual circuit
QSAM
queued sequential access method
RACF
resource access control facility
RB

request block

RBA
relative byte address
RCC
record code check
RCPL
routing control parameter list
RCR
resource control record
RCS
regional control center
RDB
Relational Database
RDBM
Relational Database Manager
REI
resource entry index
RLT
record locator table
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RMF
Resource Measurement Facility
RO CRAS
receive-only computer room agent set
RON
record ordinal number
RPL
VTAM request parameter list
RPQ
request for price quotation
RSM
resume (SLC LCB)
RTM
recovery and termination management
RU

request unit

SAA
Systems Application Architecture®
SAL
system allocator list (TPF terminology)
SAM
sequential access method
SDLC
Synchronous Data Link Control
SDMF
standard data and message file
SDSF
System Display and Search Facility
SDWA
system diagnostic work area
SI

DBCS shift in

SITA
Société Internationale de Télécommunications Aéronautiques
SLC
ATA/IATA synchronous link control
SLIP
serviceability level indication processing
SLN
symbolic line number
SLR
Service Level Reporter
SLU
secondary logical unit
SMP/E
System Modification Program Extended
SNA
Systems Network Architecture
SO

DBCS shift out
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SON
system ordinal number
SQA
system queue area
SQL
Structured Query Language
SQLCA
SQL Communication Area
SQLDA
SQL Descriptor Area
SRB
service request block
SRG
statistical report generator
SRM
System Resource Manager
STC
system test compiler
STP
stop (SLC LCB)
STV
system test vehicle
SWB
service work block
SYN
character synchronization character
TA

terminal address

TAS
time available supervisor
TCB
task control block
TCID
terminal circuit identity
TCP/IP
Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol
TI

time-initiated record

TOD
time of day
TPF
Transaction Processing Facility
TPF/APPC
Transaction Processing Facility/Advanced Program to Program Communications
TPF/DBR
Transaction Processing Facility/Data Base Reorganization
TPFDF
TPF Database Facility
TPF/MVS
Transaction Processing Facility/MVS (alternative name for ALCS V2)
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TP_ID
transaction program identifier
TSI
transmission status indicator
TSN
transmission sequence number
TSO
time-sharing option
TSO/E
Time Sharing Option Extensions
TUT
test unit tape (sequential file)
UCB
unit control block
UCTF
Universal Communications Test Facility
VFA
virtual file access
VIPA
virtual IP address
VM

virtual machine

VM/CMS
virtual machine/conversational monitor system
VS

virtual storage

VSAM
virtual storage access method
VSE
Virtual Storage Extended
VSE/AF
Virtual Storage Extended/Advanced Function
VSE/VSAM
Virtual Storage Extended/Virtual Storage Access Method
VTAM
Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (refers to
VTOC
volume table of contents
WAS
WebSphere Application Server (refers to WebSphere)
WSF
Write Structured Field
WTTY
World Trade Teletypewriter
XMSG
XMSG message switching message format
XREF
ALCS cross referencing facility
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Glossary
Notes:
1. Acronyms and abbreviations are listed separately from this Glossary. See “Acronyms and
abbreviations” on page 574.
2. For an explanation of any term not defined here, see the IBM Dictionary of Computing.

A
AAA hold
See terminal hold.
abnormal end of task (abend)
Termination of a task before its completion because of an error condition that cannot be resolved by
recovery facilities while the task is executing.
access method services (AMS)
A utility program that defines VSAM data sets (or files) and allocates space for them, converts indexed
sequential data sets to key-sequenced data sets with indexes, modifies data set attributes in the
catalog, facilitates data set portability between operating systems, creates backup copies of data sets
and indexes, helps make inaccessible data sets accessible, and lists data set records and catalog
entries.
activity control variable
A parameter that ALCS uses to control its workload. The system programmer defines activity control
variables in the ALCS system configuration table generation.
Advanced Communications Function for the Network Control Program (ACF/NCP)
An IBM licensed program that provides communication controller support for single-domain,
multiple-domain, and interconnected network capability.
Advanced Program-to-Program Communications (APPC)
A set of inter-program communication services that support cooperative transaction processing in an
SNA network. APPC is the implementation, on a given system, of SNA's logical unit type 6.2 (LU 6.2).
See APPC component and APPC transaction scheduler.
Aeronautical Radio Incorporated (ARINC)
An organization which provides communication facilities for use within the airline industry.
agent assembly area (AAA)
A fixed-file record used by IPARS applications. One AAA record is associated with each terminal and
holds data that needs to be kept beyond the life of an entry. For example, to collect information from
more than one message.
agent set
Synonym for communication terminal.
agent set control unit (ASCU)
Synonym for terminal interchange.
Airline Control Program (ACP)
An earlier version of the IBM licensed program Transaction Processing Facility (TPF).
Airline Control System (ALCS)
A transaction processing platform providing high performance, capacity, and availability, that runs
specialized (typically airline) transaction processing applications.
Airline Control System/Multiple Virtual Storage/Extended Architecture (ALCS/MVS/XA)
An ALCS release designed to run under an MVS/XA operating system.
Airline Control System Version 2 (ALCS V2)
An ALCS release designed to run under a z/OS operating system.
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Airline Control System/Virtual Storage Extended (ALCS/VSE)
An ALCS release designed to run under a VSE/AF operating system.
airlines line control (ALC)
A communication protocol particularly used by airlines.
Airlines Line Control Interconnection (ALCI)
A feature of Network Control Program (NCP) that allows it to manage ALC networks in conjunction
with a request for price quotation (RPQ) scanner for the IBM 3745 communication controller.
Airline X.25 (AX.25)
A discipline conforming to the ATA/IATA AX.25 specification in the ATA/IATA publication ATA/IATA
Interline Communications Manual, ATA/IATA document DOC.GEN 1840. AX.25 is based on X.25 and is
intended for connecting airline computer systems to SITA or ARINC networks.
ALCS command
A command addressed to the ALCS system. All ALCS commands start with the letter Z (they are also
called "Z messages") and are 5 characters long.
These commands allow the operator to monitor and control ALCS. Many of them can only be entered
from CRAS terminals. ALCS commands are called "functional messages" in TPF.
ALCS data collection file
A series of sequential data sets to which ALCS writes performance-related data for subsequent
processing by the statistical report generator or other utility program. See also data collection and
statistical report generator.
ALCS diagnostic file
A series of sequential data sets to which the ALCS monitor writes all types of diagnostic data for
subsequent processing by the diagnostic file processor.
ALCS diagnostic file processor
An offline utility, often called the "post processor", that reads the ALCS diagnostic file and formats and
prints the dump, trace, and system test vehicle (STV) data that it contains.
ALCS entry dispatcher
The ALCS online monitor's main work scheduler. Often called the "CPU loop".
ALCS offline program
An ALCS program that runs as a separate MVS job (not under the control of the ALCS online monitor).
ALCS online monitor
The part of ALCS that performs the services for the ECB-controlled programs and controls their
actions.
ALCS trace facility
An online facility that monitors the execution of application programs. When it meets a selected
monitor-request macro, it interrupts processing and sends selected data to an ALCS display terminal,
to the ALCS diagnostic file, or to the system macro trace block. See also instruction step.
The ALCS trace facility also controls tracing to the MVS generalized trace facility (GTF), for selected
VTAM communication activity, and controls tracing of input and output messages to a (wrap around)
online trace area for selected communication resources.
ALCS update log file
A series of sequential data sets in which the ALCS monitor records changes to the real-time database.
ALCS user file
A series of sequential data sets to which you may write all types of diagnostic data for subsequent
processing by an offline processor. You write the data from an installation-wide monitor exit using the
callable service UWSEQ.
allocatable pool
The ALCS record class that includes all records on the real-time database. Within this class, there is
one record type for each DASD record size.
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The allocatable pool class is special in that ALCS itself can dispense allocatable pool records and
use them for other real-time database record classes. For example, all fixed-file records are also
allocatable pool records (they have a special status of "in use for fixed file").
When ALCS is using type 2 long-term pool dispense, ALCS satisfies requests for long-term pool by
dispensing available allocatable pool records.
See DASD record, real-time database, record class, and record type.
alternate CRAS
A computer room agent set (CRAS) that is not Prime CRAS or receive only CRAS. See computer room
agent set, Prime CRAS, and receive only CRAS.
alternate CRAS printer
A CRAS printer that is not receive only CRAS. See CRAS printer and receive only CRAS.
answerback
A positive acknowledgement (ACK) from an ALC printer.
APPC component
The component of MVS that is responsible for extending LU 6.2 and SAA CPI Communications
services to applications running in any MVS address space. Includes APPC conversations and
scheduling services.
APPC transaction scheduler
A program such as ALCS that is responsible for scheduling incoming work requests from cooperative
transaction programs.
application plan
See DB2 application plan.
application
A group of associated application programs that carry out a specific function.
application global area
An area of storage in the ALCS address space containing application data that any entry can access.
The application global area is subdivided into keypointable and nonkeypointable records.
Keypointable records are written to the database after an update; nonkeypointable records either
never change, or are reinitialized when ALCS restarts.
C programs refer to global records and global fields within the application global area.
application program
A program that runs under the control of ALCS. See also ECB-controlled program.
application program load module
In ALCS, a load module that contains one or more application programs.
application queue
In message queuing with ALCS, any queue on which application programs put and get messages using
MQI calls.
assign
Allocate a general sequential file to an entry. The TOPNC monitor-request macro (or equivalent
C function) opens and allocates a general sequential file. The TASNC monitor-request macro (or
equivalent C function) allocates a general sequential file that is already open but not assigned to an
entry (it is reserved).
associated resource
Some ALCS commands generate output to a printer (for example, ZDCOM prints information about
a communication resource). For this type of command the printed output goes to the associated
resource; that is, to a printer associated with the originating display. There is also a response to the
originating display that includes information identifying the associated resource.
asynchronous trace
One mode of operation of the ALCS trace facility. Asynchronous trace is a conversational trace facility
to interactively trace entries that do not originate from a specific terminal.
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automatic storage block
A storage block that is attached to an entry, but is not attached at a storage level. An assembler
program can use the ALASC monitor-request macro to obtain an automatic storage block and BACKC
monitor-request macro to release it. C programs cannot obtain automatic storage blocks.

B
backward chain
The fourth fullword of a record stored on the ALCS database, part of the record header. See chaining of
records.
When standard backward chaining is used, this field contains the file address of the previous record in
the chain, except that the first record contains the file address of the last record in the chain. (If there
is only one record, the backward chain field contains zeros.)
balanced path
A path where no single component (channel, DASD director or control unit, head of string, and internal
path to the DASD device) is utilized beyond the limits appropriate to the required performance.
bar

In the MVS 64-bit address space, a virtual line called the bar marks the 2-gigabyte address. The
bar separates storage below the 2-gigabyte address, called below the bar, from storage above the
2-gigabyte address, called above the bar.

BATAP
Type B application-to-application program
Binary Synchronous Communication (BSC)
A form of telecommunication line control that uses a standard set of transmission control characters
and control character sequences, for binary synchronous transmission of binary-coded data between
stations.
bind
See DB2 bind
BIND
In SNA, a request to activate a session between two logical units (LUs). The BIND request is sent
from a primary LU to a secondary LU. The secondary LU uses the BIND parameters to help determine
whether it will respond positively or negatively to the BIND request.
binder
The program that replaces the linkage editor and batch loader programs that were provided with
earlier versions of MVS.
BIND image
In SNA, the set of fields in a BIND request that contain the session parameters.
block
See storage block.

C
catastrophic
A type of system error that results in the termination of ALCS.
chain-chase
See Recoup.
chaining of records
One record can contain the file address of another (usually a pool-file record). The addressed record is
said to be chained from the previous record. Chains of records can contain many pool-file records. See
forward chain and backward chain.
class
See record class.
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clearly differentiated programming interfaces (CDPI)
A set of guidelines for developing and documenting product interfaces so that there is clear
differentiation between interfaces intended for general programming use (GUPIs) and those intended
for other specialized tasks.
close
Close a sequential file data set (MVS CLOSE macro) and deallocate it from ALCS. For general
sequential files this is a function of the TCLSC monitor-request macro (or equivalent C function).
ALCS automatically closes other sequential files at end-of-job.
command
See ALCS command.
command list (CLIST)
A sequential list of commands, control statements, or both, that is assigned a name. When the name
is invoked the commands in the list are executed.
commit
An operation that terminates a unit of recovery. Data that was changed is now consistent.
common entry point (CEP)
A function in the Transaction Processing Facility Database Facility (TPFDF) product that provides
common processing for all TPFDF macro calls issued by ALCS application programs. It also provides
trace facilities for TPFDF macro calls.
Common Programming Interface - Communications (CPI-C)
The communication element of IBM Systems Application Architecture (SAA). CPI-C provides a
programming interface that allows program-to-program communication using the IBM SNA logical
unit 6.2.
Common User Access
Guidelines for the dialog between a user and a workstation or terminal.
communication management configuration (CMC)
A technique for configuring a network that allows for the consolidation of many network management
functions for the entire network in a single host processor.
communication resource
A communication network component that has been defined to ALCS. These include each terminal
on the network and other network components that ALCS controls directly (for example, SLC links).
Resources can include, for example:
SNA LUs (including LU 6.1 links)
ALC terminals
SLC and WTTY links
Applications.
communication resource identifier (CRI)
A 3-byte field that uniquely identifies an ALCS communication resource. It is equivalent to the
LN/IA/TA in TPF and the LN/ARID in ALCS/VSE. ALCS generates a CRI for each resource.
communication resource name (CRN)
A 1- to 8-character name that uniquely identifies an ALCS communication resource. For SNA LUs, it is
the LU name. The system programmer defines the CRN for each resource in the ALCS communication
generation.
communication resource ordinal
A unique number that ALCS associates with each communication resource. An installation can use
the communication resource ordinal as a record ordinal for a particular fixed-file record type. This
uniquely associates each communication resource with a single record.
For example, IPARS defines a fixed-file record type (#WAARI) for AAA records. Each communication
resource has its own AAA record - the #WAARI record ordinal is the communication resource ordinal.
See also record ordinal and agent assembly area.
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compiler
A program that translates instructions written in a high level programming language into machine
language.
computer room agent set (CRAS)
An ALCS terminal that is authorized for the entry of restricted ALCS commands.
Prime CRAS is the primary terminal that controls the ALCS system. Receive Only CRAS (RO CRAS) is
a designated printer or NetView operator identifier to which certain messages about system function
and progress are sent.
configuration data set
(1) A data set that contains configuration data for ALCS. See also configuration-dependent table .
(2) The ALCS record class that includes all records on the configuration data set. There is only one
record type for this class. See record class and record type.
configuration-dependent table
A table, constructed by the ALCS generation process, which contains configuration-dependent data.
Configuration-dependent tables are constructed as conventional MVS load modules. In ALCS V2,
there are separate configuration-dependent tables for:
System data
DASD data
Sequential file data
Communication data
Application program data.
See also configuration data set.
control byte
The fourth byte of a record stored on the ALCS database, part of the record header. ALCS ignores this
byte; some applications, however, make use of it.
control interval (CI)
A fixed-length area of direct access storage in which VSAM stores records. The control interval is the
unit of information that VSAM transmits to or from direct access storage.
control transfer
The process that the ALCS online monitor uses to create a new entry and to transfer control to an
ECB-controlled program.
conversation_ID:
An 8-byte identifier, used in Get_Conversation calls, that uniquely identifies a conversation.
APPC/MVS returns a conversation_ID on the CMINIT, ATBALLOC, and ATBGETC calls; a
conversation_ID is required as input on subsequent APPC/MVS calls.
CPU loop
See ALCS entry dispatcher.
CRAS printer
A computer room agent set (CRAS) that is a printer terminal. See computer room agent set.
CRAS display
A computer room agent set (CRAS) that is a display terminal. See computer room agent set.
CRAS fallback
The automatic process that occurs when the Prime CRAS or receive only CRAS becomes unusable by
which an alternate CRAS becomes Prime CRAS or receive only CRAS. See also Prime CRAS, receive
only CRAS, and alternate CRAS.
create service
An ALCS service that enables an ALCS application program to create new entries for asynchronous
processing. The new ECBs compete for system resources and, once created, are not dependent or
connected in any way with the creating ECB.
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cycling the system
The ALCS system can be run in one of four different system states. Altering the system state is called
cycling the system. See SLC link for another use of the term "cycling".

D
DASD record
A record stored on a direct access storage device (DASD). ALCS allows the same range of sizes for
DASD records as it allows for storage blocks, except no size L0 DASD records exist.
data collection
An online function that collects data about selected activity in the system and sends it to the ALCS
data collection file, if there is one, or to the ALCS diagnostic file. See also statistical report generator.
database request module (DBRM)
A data set member created by the DB2 precompiler that contains information about SQL statements.
DBRMs are used in the DB2 bind process. See DB2 bind.
data-collection area
An ECB area used by the ALCS online monitor for accumulating statistics about an entry.
data event control block (DECB)
An ALCS control block, that may be acquired dynamically by an entry to provide a storage level and
data level in addition to the 16 ECB levels. It is part of entry storage.
The ALCS DECB is independent of the MVS control block with the same name.
Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem (DFSMS)
An MVS operating environment that helps automate and centralize the management of storage. It
provides the storage administrator with control over data class, management class, storage group,
and automatic class selection routine definitions.
Data Facility Sort (DFSORT)
An MVS utility that manages sorting and merging of data.
data file
A sequential data set, created by the system test compiler (STC) or by the ZDATA DUMP command,
that contains data to be loaded on to the real-time database. (An ALCS command ZDATA LOAD can be
used to load data from a data file to the real-time database.) A data file created by STC is also called a
"pilot" or "pilot tape".
data level
An area in the ECB or a DECB used to hold the file address, and other information about a record. See
ECB level and DECB level.
data record information library (DRIL)
A data set used by the system test compiler (STC) to record the formats of data records on the
real-time system. DRIL is used when creating data files.
DB2 application plan
The control structure produced during the bind process and used by DB2 to process SQL statements
encountered during program execution. See DB2 bind.
DB2 bind
The process by which the output from the DB2 precompiler is converted to a usable control structure
called a package or an application plan. During the process, access paths to the data are selected and
some authorization checking is performed.
DB2 Call Attach Facility (CAF)
An interface between DB2 and batch address spaces. CAF allows ALCS to access DB2.
DB2 for z/OS
An IBM licensed program that provides relational database services.
DB2 host variable
In an application program, an application variable referenced by embedded SQL statements.
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DB2 package
Also called application package. An object containing a set of SQL statements that have been bound
statically and that are available for processing. See DB2 bind.
DB2 package list
An ordered list of package names that may be used to extend an application plan.
DECB level
When an application program, running under ALCS, reads a record from a file, it must "own" a storage
block in which to put the record. The address of the storage block may be held in an area of a DECB
called a storage level.
Similarly, there is an area in a DECB used for holding the 8-byte file address, record ID, and record
code check (RCC) of a record being used by an entry. This is a data level.
The storage level and data level in a DECB, used together, are called a DECB level.
See also ECB level.
diagnostic file
See ALCS diagnostic file.
dispatching priority
A number assigned to tasks, used to determine the order in which they use the processing unit in a
multitasking situation.
dispense (a pool-file record)
To allocate a long-term or short-term pool-file record to a particular entry. ALCS performs this action
when requested by an application program. See release a pool-file record.
double-byte character set
A set of characters in which each character is represented by 2 bytes. Languages such as Japanese,
Chinese, and Korean, which contain more symbols than can be represented by 256 code points,
require double-byte character sets.
Because each character requires 2 bytes, entering, displaying, and printing DBCS characters requires
hardware and supporting software that are DBCS-capable.
duplex
A communication link on which data can be sent and received at the same time. Synonymous with full
duplex. Communication in only one direction at a time is called "half-duplex". Contrast with simplex
transmission.
duplex database
Synonym for duplicated database.
duplicated database
A database where each data set is a mirrored pair. In ALCS, you can achieve this using either ALCS
facilities or DASD controller facilities (such as the IBM 3990 dual copy facility). See mirrored pair.
dynamic program linkage
Program linkage where the connection between the calling and called program is established during
the execution of the calling program. In ALCS dynamic program linkage, the connection is established
by the ALCS ENTER/BACK services. Contrast with static program linkage.
dynamic SQL
SQL statements that are prepared and executed within an application program while the program
is executing. In dynamic SQL, the SQL source is contained in host language variables rather than
being coded into the application program. The SQL statement can change several times during the
application program's execution. Contrast with embedded SQL.

E
ECB-controlled program
A program that runs under the control of an entry control block (ECB). These programs can be
application programs or programs that are part of ALCS, for example the ALCS programs that process
operator commands (Z messages). ECB-controlled programs are known as E-type programs in TPF.
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ECB level
When an application program, running under ALCS, reads a record from file, it must "own" a storage
block in which to put the record. The address of the storage block may be held in an area of the ECB
called a storage level.
There are 16 storage levels in the ECB. A storage block with its address in slot zero in the ECB is said
to be attached on level zero.
Similarly, there are 16 areas in the ECB that may be used for holding the 4-byte file addresses, record
ID, and record code check (RCC) of records being used by an entry. These are the 16 data levels.
Storage levels and data levels, used together, are called ECB levels.
See also DECB level.
embedded SQL
Also called static SQL. SQL statements that are embedded within an application program and are
prepared during the program preparation process before the program is executed. After it is prepared,
the statement itself does not change (although values of host variables specified within the statement
can change). Contrast with dynamic SQL.
Emulation Program/Virtual Storage (EP/VS)
A component of NCP/VS that ALCS V2 uses to access SLC networks.
ENTER/BACK
The general term for the application program linkage mechanism provided by ALCS.
entry
The basic work scheduling unit of ALCS. An entry is represented by its associated entry control block
(ECB). It exists either until a program that is processing that entry issues an EXITC monitor-request
macro (or equivalent C function), or until it is purged from the system. An entry is created for
each input message, as well as for certain purposes unrelated to transactions. One transaction can
therefore generate several entries.
entry control block (ECB)
A control block that represents a single entry during its life in the system.
entry dispatcher
See ALCS entry dispatcher.
entry macro trace block
There is a macro trace block for each entry. Each time an entry executes a monitor-request macro (or
a corresponding C function), ALCS records information in the macro trace block for the entry.
This information includes the macro request code, the name of the program that issued the macro,
and the displacement in the program. The ALCS diagnostic file processor formats and prints these
macro trace blocks in ALCS system error dumps.
See also system macro trace block.
entry storage
The storage associated with an entry. It includes the ECB for the entry, storage blocks that are
attached to the ECB or DECBs, storage blocks that are detached from the ECB or DECBs, automatic
storage blocks, and DECBs. It also includes heap storage (for high-level language or assembler
language programs) and stack storage (for high-level language programs).
equate
Informal term for an assignment instruction in assembler languages.
error index byte (EIB)
See SLC error index byte.
extended buffer
A storage area above 2 GB used for large messages.
extended message format
For input and output messages, a message format which includes a 4-byte field for the message
length.
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Execute Channel Program (EXCP)
An MVS macro used by ALCS V2 to interface to I/O subsystems for SLC support.

F
fetch access
Access which only involves reading (not writing). Compare with store access.
file address
4-byte (8 hexadecimal digits) value or 8-byte value in 4x4 format (low order 4-bytes contain a 4-byte
file address, high order 4 bytes contain hexadecimal zeros) that uniquely identifies an ALCS record on
DASD. FIND/FILE services use the file address when reading or writing DASD records. See fixed file
and pool file.
file address compute routine (FACE)
An ALCS routine, called by a monitor-request macro (or equivalent C function) that calculates the file
address of a fixed-file record. The application program provides the FACE routine with the fixed-file
record type and the record ordinal number. FACE returns the 4-byte file address.
There is also an FAC8C monitor-request macro (or equivalent C function), that will return an 8-byte
file address in 4x4 format.
FIND/FILE
The general term for the DASD I/O services that ALCS provides.
fixed file
An ALCS record class - one of the classes that reside on the real-time database. All fixed-file records
are also allocatable pool records (they have a special status of "in use for fixed file").
Within this class there are two record types reserved for use by ALCS itself (#KPTRI and #CPRCR).
There can also be installation-defined fixed-file record types.
Each fixed-file record type is analogous to a relative file. Applications access fixed-file records by
specifying the fixed-file record type and the record ordinal number. Note however that fixed-file
records are not physically organized as relative files (logically adjacent records are not necessarily
physically adjacent).
See real-time database, record class, and record type. See also system fixed file. Contrast with pool
file.
fixed-file record
One of the two major types of record in the real-time database (the other is a pool-file record). When
the number of records of a particular kind will not vary, the system programmer can define a fixed file
record type for these records. ALCS application programs accessing fixed-file records use the ENTRC
monitor-request macro to invoke the 4-byte file address compute routine (FACE or FACS) or use the
FAC8C monitor-request macro to compute an 8-byte file address. The equivalent C functions are face
or facs or tpf_fac8c.
fixed-file record type
(Known in TPF as FACE ID.) The symbol, by convention starting with a hash sign (#) 2 which identifies
a particular group of fixed-file records. It is called the fixed-file record type symbol. The equated value
of this symbol (called the fixed-file record type value) also identifies the fixed-file record type.
forward chain
The third fullword of a record stored on the ALCS database (part of the record header). When standard
forward chaining is used, this field contains the file address of the next record in the chain, except that
the last (or only) record contains binary zeros.
full-duplex
Deprecated term for duplex.

2

This character might appear differently on your equipment. It is the character represented by hexadecimal
7B.
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functional message
See ALCS command.

G
general data set (GDS)
The same as a general file, but accessed by different macros or C functions in ALCS programs.
general file
(1) A DASD data set (VSAM cluster) that is used to communicate data between offline utility programs
and the online system. General files are not part of the real-time database.
(2) The ALCS record class that includes all records on the general files and general data sets. Each
general file and general data set is a separate record type within this class. See record class and
record type.
general file record
A record on a general file.
generalized trace facility (GTF)
An MVS trace facility. See also ALCS trace facility.
general sequential file
A class of sequential data set that is for input or output. ALCS application programs must have
exclusive access to a general sequential file before they can read or write to it. See also real-time
sequential file.
general tape
TPF term for a general sequential file.
general-use programming interface (GUPI)
An interface intended for general use in customer-written applications.
get file storage (GFS)
The general term for the pool file dispense mechanisms that ALCS provides.
global area
See application global area.
global resource serialization
The process of controlling access of entries to a global resource so as to protect the integrity of the
resource.

H
half-duplex
A communication link that allows transmission in one direction at a time. Contrast with duplex.
halt
(1) The ALCS state when it is terminated.
(2) The action of terminating ALCS.
heap
An area of storage that a compiler uses to satisfy requests for storage from a high-level language (for
example, calloc or malloc C functions). ALCS provides separate heaps for each entry (if needed).
The heap is part of entry storage. Assembler language programs may also obtain or release heap
storage using the CALOC, MALOC, RALOC, and FREEC monitor-request macros.
High Level Assembler (HLASM)
A functional replacement for Assembler H Version 2. HLASM contains new facilities for
improving programmer productivity and simplifying assembler language program development and
maintenance.
high-level language (HLL)
A programming language such as C or COBOL.
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high-level language (HLL) storage unit
Alternative name for a type 2 storage unit. See storage unit.
high-level network (HLN)
A network that provides transmission services between transaction processing systems (for example,
ALCS) and terminals. Strictly, the term "high-level network" applies to a network that connects to
transaction processing systems using SLC. But in ALCS publications, this term is also used for a
network that connects by using AX.25 or MATIP.
high-level network designator (HLD)
The entry or exit point of a block in a high-level network. For SLC networks, it is the SLC address of a
switching center that is part of a high-level network. It comprises two bytes in the 7-bit transmission
code used by SLC.
HLN entry address (HEN)
The high-level designator of the switching center where a block enters a high-level network.
HLN exit address (HEX)
The high-level designator of the switching center where a block leaves a high-level network.
hold
A facility that allows multiple entries to share data, and to serialize access to the data. The data can
be a database record, or any named data resource. This facility can be used to serialize conflicting
processes. See also record hold and resource hold.
host variable
See DB2 host variable
HTTP enabler
Part of the z/OS Client Web Enablement Toolkit which provides RESTful services enabling a z/OS
application HTTP client to access Web services.

I
information block
See SLC link data block.
initial storage allocation (ISA)
An area of storage acquired at initial entry to a high-level language program. ALCS provides a separate
ISA for each entry (if required). The ISA is part of entry storage.
initiation queue
In message queuing, a local queue on which the queue manager puts trigger messages. You can
define an initiation queue to ALCS, in order to start an ALCS application automatically when a trigger
message is put on the queue. See trigger message.
input/output control block (IOCB)
A control block that represents an ALCS internal "task". For example, ALCS uses an IOCB to process a
DASD I/O request.
input queue
In message queuing with ALCS, you can define a local queue to ALCS in order to start an ALCS
application automatically when a message is put on that queue. ALCS expects messages on the input
queue to be in PPMSG message format. See PPMSG.
installation-wide exit
The means specifically described in an IBM software product's documentation by which an IBM
software product may be modified by a customer's system programmers to change or extend the
functions of the IBM software product. Such modifications consist of exit routines written to replace
an existing module of an IBM software product, or to add one or more modules or subroutines to
an IBM software product for the purpose of modifying (including extending) the functions of the IBM
software product. Contrast with user exit.
instruction step
One mode of operation of the ALCS trace facility. Instruction step is a conversational trace facility that
stops the traced application program before the execution of each processor instruction.
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Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF)
A facility on z/OS that provides data encryption and decryption services.
Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF)
An IBM licensed program that serves as a full-screen editor and dialog manager. ISPF provides
a means of generating standard screen panels and interactive dialog between the application
programmer and terminal user.
interchange address (IA)
In ALC, the 1-byte address of a terminal interchange. Different terminal interchanges connected to
the same ALC link have different interchange addresses. Different terminal interchanges connected to
different ALC links can have the same interchange address. See also terminal interchange
International Programmed Airlines Reservation System (IPARS)
A set of applications for airline use. The principal functions are reservations and message switching.
IPARS for ALCS
The ALCS shipment includes IPARS as a sample application, and installation verification aid for ALCS.

J
JSON Parser
Part of the z/OS Client Web Enablement Toolkit which provides a generic, native z/OS JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) parser for z/OS applications

K
KCN
Abbreviation for an SLC channel number. See SLC channel.
keypointable
See application global area.
keypoint B (CTKB)
A record that contains dynamic system information that ALCS writes to DASD when it is updated so
that ALCS can restart from its latest status.

L
Language Environment
A common run-time environment and common run-time services for z/OS high level language
compilers.
level
See ECB level.
line number (LN)
(1) In ALC, the 1-byte address of an ALC link. Different links connected to the same communication
controller have different line numbers. Different links connected to different communication
controllers can have the same line number.
(2) Synonym for symbolic line number.
Link Control -- Airline (LICRA)
The name of a programming request for price quotation (PRPQ) to the IBM 3705 Emulation Program
(EP/VS). This modifies EP/VS to support SLC networks.
link control block (LCB)
See SLC link control block.
link data block (LDB)
See SLC link data block.
link trace
See SLC link trace.
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local DXCREI index (LDI)
The first byte of a communication resource indicator (CRI).
local queue
In message queuing, a queue that belongs to the local queue manager. A local queue can contain a list
of messages waiting to be processed. Contrast with remote queue.
lock
A serialization mechanism whereby a resource is restricted for use by the holder of the lock. See also
hold.
log

See ALCS update log.

logging
The process of writing copies of altered database records to a sequential file. This is the method used
to provide an up-to-date copy of the database should the system fail and the database have to be
restored. The database records are logged to the ALCS update log file.
logical end-point identifier (LEID)
In NEF2 and ALCI environments, a 3-byte identifier assigned to an ALC terminal.
logical unit type 6.2 (LU 6.2)
The SNA logical unit type that supports general communication between programs in a distributed
processing environment; the SNA logical unit type on which Common Programming Interface Communications (CPI-C) is built.
log in
TPF term for establishing routing between a terminal and an application.
log on
Establish a session between an SNA terminal and an application such as ALCS. See also routing.
logon mode
In VTAM, a set of predefined session parameters that can be sent in a BIND request. When a set is
defined, a logon mode name is associated with the set.
logon mode table
In VTAM, a table containing several predefined session parameter sets, each with its own logon mode
name.
long message transmitter (LMT)
A part of the IPARS application that is responsible for blocking and queuing printer messages for
output. Also called XLMT.
long-term pool
An ALCS record class - one of the classes that reside on the real-time database. Within this
class, there is one record type for each DASD record size. All long-term pool-file records are also
allocatable pool records. ALCS application programs can use long-term pool records for long-lived or
high-integrity data. See pool file, real-time database, record class, and record type.
L0, L1, L2, L3, ..., L8
Assembler symbols (and defined values in C) for the storage block sizes and record sizes that ALCS
supports. See DASD record and storage block size.

M
macro trace block
See entry macro trace block and system macro trace block.
Mapping of Airline Traffic over IP (MATIP)
A protocol for transporting traditional airline messages over an IP (Internet Protocol) network.
Internet RFC (Request for Comments) number 2351 describes the MATIP protocol.
MBI exhaustion
The condition of an SLC link when a sender cannot transmit another message because all 7 SLC
message labels are already "in use"; that is, the sender must wait for acknowledgement of a message
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so that it can reuse the corresponding message label. See also SLC link, SLC message label, and SLC
message block indicator.
message
For terminals with an Enter key, an input message is the data that is sent to the host when the Enter
key is hit. A response message is the data that is returned to the terminal. WTTY messages have
special "start/end of message" character sequences. One or more input and output message pairs
make up a transaction.
message block indicator
See SLC message block indicator.
message label
See SLC message label.
Message Queue Interface (MQI)
The programming interface provided by the IBM WebSphere MQ message queue managers. This
programming interface allows application programs to access message queuing services.
message queue manager
See queue manager.
message queuing
A programming technique in which each program within an application communicates with the
other programs by putting messages on queues. This enables asynchronous communication between
processes that may not be simultaneously active, or for which no data link is active. The message
queuing service can assure subsequent delivery to the target application.
message switching
An application that routes messages by receiving, storing, and forwarding complete messages. IPARS
for ALCS includes a message switching application for messages that conform to ATA/IATA industry
standards for interline communication ATA/IATA Interline Communications Manual, DOC.GEN/1840.
mirrored pair
Two units that contain the same data and are referred to by the system as one entity.
monitor-request macro
Assembler language macro provided with ALCS, corresponding to TPF "SVC-type" or "control
program" macros. Application programs use these macros to request services from the online
monitor.
MQ Bridge
The ALCS MQ Bridge allows application programs to send and receive messages using WebSphere
MQ for z/OS queues, without the need to code MQ calls in those programs. The MQ Bridge installationwide monitor exits USRMQB0, USRMQB1, USRMQB2, and USRMQB3 allow you to customize the
behaviour of the MQ Bridge to suit your applications.
MQSeries
A previous name for WebSphere MQ.
multibyte character
A mixture of single-byte characters from a single-byte character set and double-byte characters from
a double-byte character set.
multiblock message
In SLC, a message that is transmitted in more than one link data block. See link data block.
Multiple Virtual Storage/Data Facility Product (MVS/DFP)
An MVS licensed program that isolates applications from storage devices, storage management, and
storage device hierarchy management.
Multisystem Networking Facility (MSNF)
An optional feature of VTAM that permits these access methods, together with NCP, to control a
multiple-domain network.
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N
namelist
In message queuing, a namelist is an object that contains a list of other objects.
native file address
For migration purposes ALCS allows two or more file addresses to refer to the same database or
general file record. The file address that ALCS uses internally is called the native file address.
NCP Packet Switching Interface (NPSI)
An IBM licensed program that allows communication with X.25 lines.
NetView
A family of IBM licensed programs for the control of communication networks.
NetView operator identifier (NetView operator ID)
A 1- to 8-character name that identifies a NetView operator.
NetView program
An IBM licensed program used to monitor a network, manage it, and diagnose network problems.
NetView resource
A NetView operator ID which identifies one of the following:
• A NetView operator logged on to a terminal.
• A NetView operator ID automation task. One of these tasks is used by ALCS to route RO CRAS
messages to the NetView Status Monitor Log (STATMON).
network control block (NCB)
A special type of message, used for communication between a transaction processing system and
a high-level network (HLN). For example, an HLN can use an NCB to transmit information about the
network to a transaction processing system.
For a network that connects using SLC, an NCB is an SLC link data block (LDB). Indicators in the LDB
differentiate NCBs from other messages.
For a network that connects using AX.25, NCBs are transmitted across a dedicated permanent virtual
circuit (PVC).
Network Control Program (NCP)
An IBM licensed program resident in an IBM 37xx Communication Controller that controls attached
lines and terminals, performs error recovery, and routes data through the network.
Network Control Program Packet Switching Interface (NPSI)
An IBM licensed program that provides a bridge between X.25 and SNA.
Network Control Program/Virtual Storage (NCP/VS)
An IBM licensed program. ALCS V2 uses the EP/VS component of NCP/VS to access SLC networks.
Network Extension Facility (NEF)
The name of a programming request for price quotation (PRPQ P09021) that allows management of
ALC networks by NCP; now largely superseded by ALCI.
Network Terminal Option (NTO)
An IBM licensed program that converts start-stop terminal device communication protocols and
commands into SNA and VTAM communication protocols and commands. ALCS uses NTO to support
World Trade Teletypewriter (WTTY).

O
object
In message queuing, objects define the attributes of queue managers, queues, process definitions,
and namelists.
offline
A function or process that runs independently of the ALCS online monitor. For example, the ALCS
diagnostic file processor is an offline function. See also ALCS offline program.
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online
A function or process that is part of the ALCS online monitor, or runs under its control. For example, all
ALCS commands are online functions. See also ALCS online monitor.
open
Allocate a sequential file data set to ALCS and open it (MVS OPEN macro). For general sequential files
this is a function of the TOPNC monitor-request macro (or equivalent C function). ALCS automatically
opens other sequential files during restart.
optimized local adapters (OLA) for WebSphere Application Server for z/OS (WAS)
Built-in, high-speed, bi-directional adapters for calls between WebSphere Application Server for
z/OS and ALCS in another address space on the same z/OS image. OLA allows ALCS customers to
support an efficient integration of newer Java-based applications with ALCS-based applications. A
set of callable services can be used by ALCS assembler or C/C++ programs for exchanging data
with applications running in WebSphere Application Server for z/OS. For more information on the
callable services (with names of the form BBOA1xxx) see the IBM Information Center for WebSphere
Application Server - Network Deployment (z/OS) and search for BBOA1. You can use the USRWAS1
installation-wide monitor to verify the caller's authority and to identify input and output messages.
operator command
See ALCS command. Can also refer to non-ALCS commands, for example, MVS or VTAM commands.
ordinal
See communication resource ordinal and record ordinal.

P
package
See DB2 package
package list
See DB2 package list
padded ALC
A transmission code that adds one or more bits to the 6-bit airline line control (ALC) transmission
code so that each ALC character occupies one character position in a protocol that uses 7- or 8-bit
transmission codes. See also airlines line control.
padded SABRE
Synonym for padded ALC.
passenger name record (PNR)
A type of record commonly used in reservation systems. It contains all the recorded information about
an individual passenger.
path
The set of components providing a connection between a processor complex and an I/O device. For
example, the path for an IBM 3390 DASD volume might include the channel, ESCON Director, 3990
Storage Path, 3390 Device Adapter, and 3390 internal connection. The specific components used in a
particular path are dynamic and may change from one I/O request to the next. See balanced path.
pathlength
The number of machine instructions needed to process a message from the time it is received until
the reponse is sent to the communication facilities.
performance monitor
An online function that collects performance data and stores it in records on the ALCS real-time
database. It can produce online performance reports based on current data and historical data.
pilot
See data file.
pool directory update (PDU)
A facility of TPF that recovers long-term pool file addresses without running Recoup . PDU identifies
and makes available all long-term pool-file records that have been released.
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pool file
Short-term pool, long-term pool, and allocatable pool. Within each pool file class, there is one record
type for each record size; for example, short-term pool includes the record type L1STPOOL (size L1
short-term pool records).
Each pool-file record type contains some records that are in-use and some that are available. There is
a dispense function that selects an available record, changes its status to in-use, and returns the file
address. Also, there is a release function that takes the file address of an in-use pool-file record and
changes the record status to available.
To use a pool-file record, a program must:
1. Request the dispense function. This returns the file address of a record. Note that the record
contents are, at this stage, unpredictable.
2. Write the initial record contents, using the file address returned by step “1” on page 603.
3. Save the file address returned by step “1” on page 603.
4. Read and write the record to access and update the information as required. These reads and
writes use the file address saved in step “3” on page 603.
When the information in the record is no longer required, a program must:
5. Delete (clear to zeros) the saved copy of the file address (see step “3” on page 603).
6. Request the release function.
See also record class. Contrast with fixed file.
pool file directory record (PFDR)
The ALCS pool file management routine keeps a directory for each size (L1, L2, ...L8) of short-term
pool file records and long-term pool-file records. It keeps these directories in pool file directory
records.
pool-file record
ALCS application programs access pool-file records with file addresses similar to those for fixed-file
records. To obtain a pool-file record, an application program uses a monitor-request macro (or
equivalent C function) that specifies a 2-byte record ID or a pool-file record type.
When the data in a pool-file record is no longer required, the application uses a monitor-request
macro (or equivalent C function) to release the record for reuse. See pool file.
pool-file record identifier (record ID)
The record ID of a pool-file record. On get file requests (using the GETFC monitor-request macro
or equivalent C function) the program specifies the pool-file record ID. This identifies whether the
pool-file record is a short-term or long-term pool-file record and also determines the record size (L1,
L2, ...L8). (Coding the 2-byte record IDs, and the corresponding pool-file record sizes and types, is
part of the ALCS generation procedure.) See also record ID qualifier.
pool-file record type
Each collection of short-term and long-term pool-file records of a particular record size (identified by
the symbols L1, L2, ..., L8) is a different record type. Each pool-file record type has a different name.
For short-term pool-file records, this is LnSTPOOL, where Ln is the record size symbol. For long-term
pool-file records the name is LnLTPOOL.
post processor
See ALCS diagnostic file processor.
PPMSG
ALCS program-to-program message format, used by the ALCS message router to send and receive
messages on a message routing path to another system. In PPMSG message format, the routing
control parameter list (RCPL) precedes the message text.
primary action code
The first character of any input message. The primary action code Z is reserved for ALCS commands.
See secondary action code.
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Prime CRAS
The primary display terminal, or NetView ID, that controls the ALCS system. See also computer room
agent set (CRAS).
process definition object
In message queuing, an object that contains the definition of a message queuing application. For
example, a queue manager uses the definition when it works with trigger messages.
product sensitive programming interface (PSPI)
An interface intended for use in customer-written programs for specialized purpose only, such as
diagnosing, modifying, monitoring, repairing, tailoring or tuning of ALCS. Programs using this interface
may need to be changed in order to run with new product releases or versions, or as a result of
service.
program linkage
Mechanism for passing control between separate portions of the application program. See dynamic
program linkage and static program linkage.
program nesting level
One of 32 ECB areas used by the ENTER/BACK mechanism for saving return control data.
program-to-program interface
In NetView, a facility that allows user programs to send data to, or receive data from, other user
programs. It also allows system and application programs to send alerts to the NetView hardware
monitor.
P.1024
A SITA implementation of SLC. See SLC.
P.1124
A SITA implementation of SLC. See SLC.
P.1024A
The SITA implementation of airline line control (ALC).

Q
queue manager
A system program that provides queuing services to applications. It provides an application
programming interface so that programs can access messages on the queues that the queue manager
owns. WebSphere MQ for z/OS is an example of a queue manager.

R
real-time database
The database to which ALCS must have permanent read and write access. As an ALCS generation
option, the real-time database can be duplicated in order to minimize the effects of a DASD failure.
real-time sequential file
A sequential data set used only for output. ALCS application programs can write to any real-time
sequential file without requiring exclusive access to the data set. See also general sequential file.
real-time tape
TPF term for a real-time sequential file.
receive only (RO)
The function of a communication terminal that can receive but not send data. An example is a printer
that does not have a keyboard.
receive only CRAS
A printer terminal (or NetView operator ID) that ALCS uses to direct status messages. Commonly
known as RO CRAS.
record
A set of data treated as a unit.
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record class
The first (highest) level categorization of ALCS DASD records. ALCS defines the following record
classes:
Allocatable pool
Application fixed file
Configuration data set
General file
Long-term pool
Short-term pool
System fixed file.
See also record type and record ordinal.
record code check (RCC)
The third byte of any record stored in the ALCS database. It is part of the record header.
The RCC field is intended to help detect the incorrect chaining of records which have the same record
ID. This is particularly useful for passenger name records (PNRs), of which there are often hundreds
of thousands. A mismatch in RCC values shows that the chain is broken, probably as a result of an
application program releasing a record too soon. (A false match cannot be excluded, but the RCC
should give early warning of a chaining problem.)
record header
A standard format for the first 16 bytes of a record stored on the ALCS database. It contains the
following fields:
Record ID
Record code check
Control byte
Application program name
Forward chain
Backward chain.
Not all records contain forward chains and backward chains. Some applications extend the record
header by including extra fields. TPFDF uses an extended record header.
record hold
A type of hold that applies to DASD records. Applications that update records can use record hold to
prevent simultaneous updates. See also resource hold.
record identifier (record ID)
The first two bytes of a record stored on the ALCS database, part of the record header.
The record ID should always be used to indicate the nature of the data in the record. For example,
airlines reservations applications conventionally store passenger name records (PNRs) as long-term
pool-file records with a record ID of 'PR'.
When application programs read such records, they can (optionally) request ALCS to check that the
record ID matches that which the application program expects.
When application programs request ALCS to dispense pool file records, ALCS uses the record ID
to select an appropriate long-term or short-term pool-file record of the requested record size (L1,
L2,...,L8). See also record ID qualifier.
record ID qualifier
A number 0 through 9 that differentiates between record types that have the same record ID.
For compatibility with previous implementations of the record ID qualifier, ALCS also accepts the
character qualifiers P and O. P (primary) is equivalent to 0, and O (overflow) is equivalent to 1.
record ordinal
The relative record number within a record type. See record class and record type.
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record size
See DASD record.
record type
The second level categorization of ALCS DASD records. Within any one record class, the records are
categorized into one or more record types. See also record type number, record type symbol, record
class and record ordinal.
record type number
A number that identifies a record type.
record type symbol
The character string that identifies a fixed-file record type (#xxxxx), a long-term pool-file record type
(LsLTPOOL), a short-term pool-file record type (LsSTPOOL), or a general file (GF-nnn). The value of the
record type symbol is the record type number.
Recoup
A real-time database validation routine which runs online in the ALCS system. (Note that, while the
Recoup routines of TPF consist of a number of phases, some online and some offline, the ALCS
Recoup is a single online phase that runs, without operator intervention, in any system state.)
Recoup reads selected fixed-file records in the database, and then follows up all chains of pool-file
records in the database, noting that these records are in use and giving a warning of any that have
been corrupted or released. It then updates the pool file directory records (PFDRs) to show the status
of all records.
The ALCS pool file dispense procedure identifies records not in a chain (and so apparently available
for reuse) that have not been released.
recoup descriptors
These describe the structure of the entire real-time database.
reentrant
The attribute of a program or routine that allows the same copy of the program or routine to be used
concurrently by two or more tasks. All ALCS application programs must be reentrant.
relational database
A database that is in accordance with the relational model of data. The database is perceived as a set
of tables, relationships are represented by values in tables, and data is retrieved by specifying a result
table that can be derived from one or more base tables.
release (a pool-file record)
To make available a long-term or short-term pool-file record so that it can be subsequently dispensed.
An application program requests the release action. See dispense a pool-file record.
release file storage (RFS)
The general term for the pool-file release mechanisms that ALCS provides.
remote queue
In message queuing, a queue that belongs to a remote queue manager. Programs can put messages
on remote queues, but they cannot get messages from remote queues. Contrast with local queue.
remote terminal trace
One mode of operation of the ALCS trace facility. Remote terminal trace is a conversational trace
facility to interactively trace entries from a terminal other than your own.
REpresentational State Transfer (REST)
An architecture which defines how data is represented to a client in a format (using pis) that is
convenient for that client to access Web services.
Common message protocols used for this purpose are HTTP, JSON and XML. Applications using the
REST pis are said to be RESTful applications.
reservations
An online application which is used to keep track of seat inventories, flight schedules, and other
related information. The reservation system is designed to maintain up-to-date data and to respond
within seconds or less to inquiries from ticket agents at locations remote from the computing system.
IPARS for ALCS includes a sample reservations application for airlines.
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reserve
Unassign a general sequential file from an entry but leave the file open, so that another (or the same)
entry can assign it. Application programs can use the TRSVC monitor-request macro (or equivalent C
function) to perform this action.
resource
Any facility of a computing system or operating system required by a job or task, and including main
storage, input/output devices, processing unit, data sets, and control or processing programs. See
also communication resource.
resource entry index (REI)
The second and third bytes of a communication resource identifier (CRI).
resource hold
A type of hold that can apply to any type of resource. Applications can define resources according to
their requirements, and identify them to ALCS using a unique name. See also record hold.
RO CRAS
See receive only CRAS.
rollback
An operation that reverses all the changes made during the current unit of recovery. After the
operation is complete, a new unit of recovery begins.
routing
The connection between a communication resource connected to ALCS (typically a terminal on
an SNA or non-SNA network) and an application (running under ALCS or another system). Also
sometimes called "logging in", but this must be distinguished from logging on, which establishes the
SNA connection (session) between the terminal and ALCS.
routing control parameter list (RCPL)
A set of information about the origin, destination, and characteristics of a message. With each input
message, ALCS provides an RCPL in the ECB. An output message that is sent using the ROUTC (routc)
service also has an RCPL associated with it.

S
scroll
To move a display image vertically or horizontally to view data that otherwise cannot be observed
within the boundaries of the display screen.
secondary action code
The second character of an ALCS command. (ALCS commands are made up of 5 characters: Z
followed by a secondary action code.) See primary action code.
sequential file
A file in which records are processed in the order in which they are entered and stored in the file. See
general sequential file and real-time sequential file.
serialization
A service that prevents parallel or interleaved execution of two or more processes by forcing the
processes to execute serially.
For example, two programs can read the same data item, apply different updates, and then write
the data item. Serialization ensures that the first program to start the process (read the item)
completes the process (writes the updated item) before the second program can start the process
- the second program applies its update to the data item which already contains the first update.
Without serialization, both programs can start the process (read the item) before either completes the
process (writes the updated item) - the second write destroys the first update. See also assign, lock,
and hold.
Serviceability Level Indicator Processing (SLIP)
An MVS operator command which acts as a problem determination aid.
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short-term pool
An ALCS record class - one of the classes that resides on the real-time database. Within this
class, there is one record type for each DASD record size. All short-term pool-file records are also
allocatable pool records (they have a special status of "in use for short-term pool"). ALCS application
programs can use short-term pool records for short-lived low-integrity data. See pool file, real-time
database, record class, and record type.
simplex transmission
Data transmission in one direction only. See also duplex and half-duplex.
sine in/out
Those applications that provide different functions to different end users of the same application
can require the user to sine in 3 to the specific functions they require. The sine-in message can, for
example, include an authorization code.
single-block message
In SLC, a message that is transmitted in one link data block. See link data block.
single-phase commit
A method in which a program can commit updates to a message queue or relational database without
coordinating those updates with updates the program has made to resources controlled by another
resource manager. Contrast with two-phase commit.
SLC
See synchronous link control.
SLC channel
A duplex telecommunication line using ATA/IATA SLC protocol. There can be from 1 to 7 channels on
an SLC link.
SLC error index byte (EIB)
A 1-byte field generated by Line Control - Airline (LICRA) and transferred to ALCS with each incoming
link control block and link data block. Certain errors cause LICRA to set on certain bits of the EIB. See
also Link Control -- Airline (LICRA).
SLC information block
Synonym for SLC link data block.
SLC link
A processor-to-processor or processor-to-HLN connection. ALCS supports up to 255 SLC links in an
SLC network.
An SLC link that is in the process of an open, close, start, or stop function is said to be "cycling".
SLC link control block (LCB)
A 4-byte data item transmitted across an SLC link to control communications over the link. LCBs are
used, for example, to confirm that a link data block (LDB) has arrived, to request retransmission of an
LDB, and so on.
SLC link data block (LDB)
A data item, transmitted across an SLC link, that contains a message or part of a message. One LDB
can contain a maximum of 240 message characters, messages longer than this must be split and
transmitted in multiple LDBs. Synonymous with SLC information block.
SLC link trace
A function that provides a record of SLC communication activity. It can either display the information
in real time or write it to a diagnostic file for offline processing, or both. Its purpose is like that of an
NCP line trace, but for the SLC protocol.
SLC message block indicator (MBI)
A 1-byte field in the SLC link data block that contains the SLC message label and the block number. A
multiblock message is transmitted in a sequence of up to 16 link data blocks with block numbers 1, 2,
3, ... 16. See also multiblock message, SLC link data block, and SLC message label.

3

This spelling is established in the airline industry.
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SLC message label
A number in the range 0 through 7, excluding 1. In P.1024, consecutive multiblock messages are
assigned SLC message labels in the sequence: 0, 2, 3, ... 6, 7, 0, 2, and so on. In P.1124, single-block
messages are (optionally) also included in the sequence. See also P.1024, P.1124 and SLC message
block indicator.
SLC transmission status indicator (TSI)
A 1-byte field in the SLC link data block that contains the SLC transmission sequence number. See
also SLC transmission sequence number.
SLC transmission sequence number (TSN)
A number in the range 1 through 31. Consecutive SLC link data blocks transmitted in one direction on
one SLC channel are assigned TSNs in the sequence: 1, 2, 3, ... 30, 31, 1, 2, and so on. See also SLC
link data block, SLC channel, and SLC transmission status indicator.
SLC Type A traffic
See Type A traffic.
SLC Type B traffic
See Type B traffic.
Société Internationale de Télécommunications Aéronautiques (SITA)
An international organization which provides communication facilities for use within the airline
industry.
SQL Communication Area (SQLCA)
A structure used to provide an application program with information about the execution of its SQL
statements.
SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA)
A structure that describes input variables, output variables, or the columns of a result table used in
the execution of manipulative SQL statements.
stack
An area of storage that a compiler uses to allocate variables defined in a high-level language. ALCS
provides separate stacks for each entry (if needed). The stack is part of entry storage.
standard message format
For input and output messages, a message format which includes a 2-byte field for the message
length.
standby
The state of ALCS after it has been initialized but before it has been started. Standby is not considered
one of the system states.
static program linkage
Program linkage where the connection between the calling and called program is established before
the execution of the program. The connection is established by the assembler, compiler, prelinker,
or linkage editor. Static program linkage does not invoke ALCS monitor services. See also dynamic
program linkage.
static SQL
See embedded SQL.
statistical report generator (SRG)
An offline ALCS utility that is a performance monitoring tool. It takes the data written to the ALCS data
collection or diagnostic file processor by the data collection function and produces a variety of reports
and bar charts. The SRG is the equivalent of TPF "data reduction".
STATMON
See NetView resource.
storage block
An area of storage that ALCS allocates to an entry. It is part of entry storage. See storage block sizes.
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storage block size
ALCS allows storage blocks of up to 9 different sizes. These are identified in programs by the
assembler symbols (or defined C values) L0, L1, L2, ..., L8. Installations need not define all these
block sizes but usually define at least the following:
Size L0 contains 127 bytes of user data
Size L1 contains 381 bytes of user data
Size L2 contains 1055 bytes of user data
Size L3 contains 4000 bytes of user data
Size L4 contains 4095 bytes of user data.
The system programmer can alter the size in bytes of L1 through L4, and can specify the remaining
block sizes.
storage level
An area in the ECB or a DECB used to hold the address and size of a storage block. See ECB level and
DECB level.
storage unit
The ALCS storage manager allocates storage in units called storage units. Entry storage is
suballocated within storage units; for example, one storage unit can contain an ECB and several
storage blocks attached to that ECB.
ALCS uses three types of storage units:
• Prime and overflow storage units for entry storage and heap storage (if an entry storage block can
be used). Also called type 1 storage units.
• High-level language storage units for stack storage Also called type 2 storage units.
• Storage units for heap storage (if an entry storage block can not be used) for programs. Also called
type 3 storage units.
The size of a storage unit, and the number of each type of storage unit, is defined in the ALCS
generation. See entry storage.
store access
Access which only involves writing (not reading). Compare with fetch access.
striping
A file organization in which logically adjacent records are stored on different physical devices. This
organization helps to spread accesses across a set of physical devices.
Structured Query Language (SQL)
a standardized language for defining and manipulating data in a relational database.
symbolic line number (SLN)
In TPF, a 1-byte address of an ALC link, derived from the line number but adjusted so that all ALC links
connected to the TPF system have a different symbolic line number. See also line number.
Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC)
A discipline conforming to subsets of the Advanced Data Communication Control Procedures (ADCCP)
of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and High-level Data Link Control (HDLC) of the
International Organization for Standardization, for managing synchronous, code-transparent, serialby-bit information transfer over a link connection.
Transmission exchanges can be duplex or half-duplex over switched or nonswitched links. The
configuration of the link connection can be point-to-point, multipoint, or loop.
Synchronous Link Control (SLC)
A discipline conforming to the ATA/IATA Synchronous Link Control, as described in the ATA/IATA
publication ATA/IATA Interline Communications Manual, ATA/IATA document DOC.GEN 1840.
syncpoint
An intermediate or end point during processing of a transaction at which the transaction's protected
resources are consistent. At a syncpoint, changes to the resources can safely be committed, or they
can be backed out to the previous syncpoint.
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system error
Error that the ALCS monitor detects. Typically, ALCS takes a dump, called a system error dump, to the
ALCS diagnostic file. See also ALCS diagnostic file and ALCS diagnostic file processor. See also system
error dump, system error message.
system error dump
(1) A storage dump that ALCS writes to the ALCS diagnostic file when a system error occurs. See also
ALCS diagnostic file and system error.
(2) The formatted listing of a storage dump produced by the ALCS diagnostic file processor. See also
ALCS diagnostic file processor.
system error message
A message that ALCS sends to receive only CRAS when a system error occurs. See also receive only
CRAS and system error.
system error option
A parameter that controls what action ALCS takes when it detects a system error. See also system
error.
system fixed file
An ALCS record class - one of the classes that reside on the real-time database. All system fixed-file
records are also allocatable pool records (they have a special status of "in use for system fixed file").
System fixed-file records are reserved for use by ALCS iteslf. See real-time database, record class, and
record type.
system macro trace block
There is one system macro trace block. Each time an entry issues a monitor-request macro (or
equivalent C function), ALCS records information in the system macro trace block.
This information includes the ECB address, the macro request code, the name of the program that
issued the macro, and the displacement in the program. The ALCS diagnostic file processor formats
and prints the system macro trace block in ALCS system error dumps. See also entry macro trace
block.
System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E)
An IBM licensed program used to install software and software changes on MVS systems. In addition
to providing the services of SMP, SMP/E consolidates installation data, allows flexibility in selecting
changes to be installed, provides a dialog interface, and supports dynamic allocation of data sets.
Systems Application Architecture (SAA)
A set of software interfaces, conventions, and protocols that provide a framework for designing and
developing applications with cross-system consistency.
Systems Network Architecture (SNA)
The description of the logical structure, formats, protocols, and operational sequences for
transmitting information units through, and controlling the configuration and operation of networks.
system sequential file
A class of sequential data sets used by ALCS itself. Includes the ALCS diagnostic file, the ALCS data
collection file, and the ALCS update log file or files.
system state
The ALCS system can run in any of the following system states: IDLE, CRAS, message switching
(MESW), and normal (NORM).
Each state represents a different level of availability of application functions. Altering the system state
is called "cycling the system". See also standby.
system test compiler (STC)
An offline ALCS utility that compiles data onto data files for loading on to the real-time database. STC
also builds test unit tapes (TUTs) for use by the system test vehicle (STV).
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system test vehicle (STV)
An online ALCS function that reads input messages from a general sequential file test unit tape (TUT)
and simulates terminal input. STV intercepts responses to simulated terminals and writes them to the
ALCS diagnostic file.

T
terminal
A device capable of sending or receiving information, or both. In ALCS this can be a display terminal, a
printer terminal, or a NetView operator identifier.
terminal address (TA)
In ALC, the 1-byte address of an ALC terminal. Different terminals connected to the same terminal
interchange have different terminal addresses. Different terminals connected to different terminal
interchanges can have the same terminal address. See also terminal interchange.
terminal circuit identity (TCID)
Synonym for line number.
terminal hold
When an ALCS application receives an input message, it can set terminal hold on for the input
terminal. Terminal hold remains on until the application sets it off. The application can reject input
from a terminal that has terminal hold set on. Also referred to as AAA hold.
terminal interchange (TI)
In ALC, synonym for terminal control unit.
terminate
(1) To stop the operation of a system or device.
(2) To stop execution of a program.
test unit tape (TUT)
A general sequential file that contains messages for input to the system test vehicle (STV). TUTs are
created by the system test compiler (STC).
time available supervisor (TAS)
An ALCS or TPF function that creates and dispatches low priority entries.
time-initiated function
A function initiated after a specific time interval, or at a specific time. In ALCS this is accomplished by
using the CRETC monitor-request macro or equivalent C function. See create service.
TP profile
The information required to establish the environment for, and attach, an APPC/MVS transaction
program on MVS, in response to an inbound allocate request for the transaction program.
trace facility
See ALCS trace facility, generalized trace facility, and SLC link trace.
transaction
The entirety of a basic activity in an application. A simple transaction can require a single input and
output message pair. A more complex transaction (such as making a passenger reservation) requires a
series of input and output messages.
Transaction Processing Facility (TPF)
An IBM licensed program with many similarities to ALCS. It runs native on IBM System/370 machines,
without any intervening software (such as MVS). TPF supports only applications that conform to the
TPF interface. In this book, TPF means Airline Control Program (ACP), as well as all versions of TPF.
Transaction Processing Facility Database Facility (TPFDF)
An IBM licensed program that provides database management facilities for programs that run in an
ALCS or TPF environment.
Transaction Processing Facility/Advanced Program to Program Communications (TPF/APPC)
This enables LU 6.2 for TPF.
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Transaction Processing Facility/Data Base Reorganization (TPF/DBR)
A program which reorganizes the TPF real-time database.
Transaction Processing Facility/MVS (TPF/MVS)
Alternative name for ALCS V2 .
Transaction program identifier (TP_ID)
A unique 8-character token that APPC/MVS assigns to each instance of a transaction program.
When multiple instances of a transaction program are running sumultaneously, they have the same
transaction program name, but each has a unique TP_ID.
transaction scheduler name
The name of an APPC/MVS scheduler program. The ALCS transaction scheduler name is ALCSx000,
where x is the ALCS system identifier as defined during ALCS generation.
transfer vector
An ALCS application program written in assembler, SabreTalk, or C, can have multiple entry points for
dynamic program linkage. These entry points are called transfer vectors. Each transfer vector has a
separate program name.
transmission status indicator
See SLC transmission status indicator.
transmission sequence number
See SLC transmission sequence number.
trigger event
In message queuing, an event (such as a message arriving on a queue) that causes a queue manager
to create a trigger message on an initiation queue.
trigger message
In message queuing, a message that contains information about the program that a trigger monitor is
to start.
trigger monitor
In message queuing, a continuously-running application that serves one or more initiation queues.
When a trigger message arrives on an initiation queue, the trigger monitor retrieves the message.
When ALCS acts as a trigger monitor, it uses the information in the trigger message to start an ALCS
application that serves the queue on which a trigger event occurred.
triggering
In message queuing, a facility that allows a queue manager to start an application automatically when
predetermined conditions are met.
TSI exhaustion
The condition of an SLC channel when a sender cannot transmit another SLC link data block (LDB)
because the maximum number of unacknowledged LDBs has been reached. The sender must wait for
acknowledgement of at least one LDB so that it can transmit further LDBs. See also SLC channel, SLC
link data block, SLC transmission sequence number, and SLC transmission status indicator.
two-phase commit
A protocol for the coordination of changes to recoverable resources when more than one resource
manager is used by a single transaction. Contrast with single-phase commit.
type
See record type.
Type A traffic
ATA/IATA conversational traffic - that is, high-priority low-integrity traffic transmitted across an SLC or
AX.25 link.
Type B application-to-application program (BATAP)
In any system (such as ALCS) that communicates with SITA using AX.25 or MATIP, this is the program
which receives and transmits type B messages.
Type B traffic
ATA/IATA conventional traffic - that is, high-integrity, low-priority traffic transmitted across an SLC or
AX.25 link or a MATIP TCP/IP connection.
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type 1 pool file dispense mechanism
The mechanism used in ALCS prior to V2 Release 1.3 (and still available in subsequent releases) to
dispense both short-term and long-term pool-file records.
type 1 storage unit
Prime or overflow storage unit for entry storage and small heap storage. See storage unit.
type 2 pool file dispense mechanisms
The mechanisms available since ALCS V2 Release 1.3 to dispense pool-file records (the mechanisms
are different for short-term and long-term pool-file records).
IBM recommends users to migrate to type 2 dispense mechanisms as part of their migration process.
type 2 storage unit
High-level language storage unit for stack storage. See storage unit.
type 3 storage unit
Storage unit for heap storage that is used when an entry storage block cannot satisfy a request. See
storage unit.

U
unit of recovery
A recoverable sequence of operations within a single resource manager (such as WebSphere MQ for
z/OS or DB2 for z/OS). Compare with unit of work.
unit of work
A recoverable sequence of operations performed by an application between two points of
consistency. Compare with unit of recovery.
Universal Communications Test Facility (UCTF)
An application used by SITA for SLC protocol acceptance testing.
update log
See ALCS update log.
user data-collection area
An optional extension to the data-collection area in the ECB. Application programs can use the DCLAC
macro to update or read the user data-collection area.
user exit
A point in an IBM-supplied program at which a user exit routine can be given control.
user exit routine
A user-written routine that receives control at predefined user exit points. User exit routines can be
written in assembler or a high-level language.

V
version number
In ALCS and TPF, two characters (not necessarily numeric), optionally used to distinguish between
different versions of a program. Sometimes also used with other application components such as
macro definitions.
virtual file access (VFA)
An ALCS caching facility for reducing DASD I/O. Records are read into a buffer, and subsequent reads
of the same record are satisfied from the buffer. Output records are written to the buffer, either to be
written to DASD - immediately or at a later time - or to be discarded when they are no longer useful.
virtual SLC link
Used to address an X.25 PVC or TCP/IP resource for transmitting and receiving Type B traffic. Some
applications (such as IPARS MESW) address communication resources using a symbolic line number
(SLN) instead of a CRI. These applications can address X.25 PVC and TCP/IP resources by converting
the unique SLN of a virtual SLC link to the CRI of its associated X.25 PVC or TCP/IP resource.
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W
WAS Bridge
The ALCS WAS Bridge allows ALCS application programs to send and receive messages using
optimized local adapters (OLA) for WebSphere Application Server for z/OS without the need to code
those callable services in ALCS programs. The ALCS WAS Bridge installation-wide monitor exits
USRWAS3, USRWAS4, USRWAS5, and USRWAS6 allow you to customize the behaviour of the WAS
Bridge to suit your applications.
WebSphere MQ for z/OS
An IBM product that provides message queuing services to systems such as CICS, IMS, ALCS or TSO.
Applications request queuing services through MQI.
wide character
A character whose range of values can represent distinct codes for all members of the largest
extended character set specified among the supporting locales. For the z/OS XL C/C++ compiler,
the character set is DBCS, and the value is 2 bytes.
workstation trace
One mode of operation of the ALCS trace facility. Workstation trace controls the remote debugger
facility. The remote debugger is a source level debugger for C/C++ application programs.
World Trade Teletypewriter (WTTY)
Start-stop telegraph terminals that ALCS supports through Network Terminal Option (NTO).

Z
Z message
See ALCS command.
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equate macros
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error dumps 396, 407, 430
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EVNTC 192
EVNWC 197
exit intercept program
cancelling 419
setting 419
EXITC 202

F
FA4X4C 211
FAC8C 209
FACE 204
FACS 207
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in I/O messages 17
Recoup database analysis record 42
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in data area returned by COMIC 86
in resource control block 201
message blocks 63
file address hold
test for 300
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general data set 257
general file record 350
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G
GCFLC 249
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GDSNC 253
GDSRC 257
general data set records
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general data sets
closing 253
opening 253
See also general files
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GETFC 266
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GETPC 271
GETSC 273
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GLMOD 275
global area, See application global area
global area fields
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updating 422
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file addresses of 274
keypointing 215
GLOBZ 277
GLOUC 280
GO1GO 282, 311
GROUP 283
group names
macros 550
GTFCC 289, 292, 294
GTIMC 296

H
HASHC 297
HELPC 299
high-level language support
epilog 302
prolog 303
HLDTC 300

I
I/O completion
waiting for 236, 240, 525
I/O messages
getting information about 360
referencing fields in 17
ICELOG 302
ICPLOG 303
IDECB
fields
referencing 308
idle state 414, 564
IFAC8 309
immediate scheduling
creating entries for 111
IMSG format
with user presentation services 65
input messages
scanning for keywords 60
ISTD8. 312
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K
KEYCC 314
keypointable records
writing to database 215, 280, 316, 421
keypointing
global records 215, 280, 316, 421
KEYRC 315
KEYUC 316
keyword tables
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keywords
scanning for 60

L
LEVTA 317
LISTC 319
listing addresses 37
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local save stack
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M
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message formats
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message formats (continued)
IMSG 64, 65
OMSG 65, 66
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for SLC 67
for WTTY 66
message table entries 138, 259
message tables
for WTOPC 259
messages
destination of 360
origin of 360
routing
to a terminal 380
to an application 380
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to specialized printer terminals 405
unsolicited 360
MESW state 414
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MODEC 342
monitor tables
extracting data from 56
MONTC 343
MQAWAIT 344
MQI
wait for calls to complete 23, 344
MVS
calling functions 1

N
network extension facility (NEF) xiv
NORM state 414

O
OMSG format
with user presentation services 66
operator
writing to 532
ORG 1

P
parsed user command format 92
performance monitor
interface request macro 19
PNAMC 345
pool-file record addresses
getting
L1 273
L2 270
releasing 356, 369
pool-file records
getting addresses of 249, 251
releasing a chain of 375
POSTC 346
PR 1
privileged instructions 1
processor ordinals 50
program
getting the storage address of 232
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program (continued)
identifying calling 527
program header
generating 36
program name
getting 345
programs
attaching at storage level 238
finding 238
locking in memory 271
unlocking 371
protect keys
changing 314, 315, 321
protected storage
accessing 343
modifying 314
prototypes, C function 95
PSW key 343
PSW problem state 321, 343
PUNCH 1

R
RAISA 350
RALOC 353
RC0PL 360
RCC
generating 355
RCHKA 355
RCRFC 356
RCUNC 358
record class
testing 221
record code check, See RCC
record control fields 40, 245
record control fields DSECT 384
record header
referencing 412
record ID 372
records
DASD 213
general data set 253
global
keypointing 215, 280, 316, 421
pool-file records, See pool-file records
writing
keypointable 280, 316
to database 280, 316
See also DASDrecords
Recoup
database analysis records
referencing fields in 42
keypoint format
defining 39
REGEQ 364
register notation
recommended 2
register symbols 2
registers
base
for application programs 4
for the ECB 4
establishing base 36
establishing equates for 364

registers (continued)
floating-point 5
reserved 4
usage restrictions 4
using in ALCS programs 4
REHKA 366
RELCC 367
RELFC 369
relocatable expressions 1
RELPC 371
REPRO 1
request types 549
resource control block
referencing fields in 201
resources
defining 82, 177
holding 82, 177
unholding 84, 145
restore
from local save stack 386
RIDIC 372
RLCHA 375
RMODE 1
RONIC 377
ROUTC 380
RS0RS 384
RSECT 383

S
SAC 1
SAF, See security authorization facility
SAM31 2
SAM64 2
save
to local save stack 386
SAVEC 386
SCANA 389
scanning
for a character 16
for keywords 60
for specified characters 389
scheduling
after a time delay 114
deferred 106, 117
immediate 111
screen mapping 330, 333, 334, 339
scrollable files
creating 152
reading 155
releasing 159
sending 162
sorting 165
scrolling 149, 152, 155, 159, 162
security authorization facility 29
semiprivileged instructions 1
SENDC 390
sequential file configuration table 438
sequential files
general
assigning 433
closing 436
opening 454
reading 443, 503
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sequential files (continued)
general (continued)
reserving 511
writing to 443, 518
real-time
writing records to 458
writing storage blocks to 456
serializing access
to global area fields 421
to shared resources 82, 83, 145, 177
SERRC 396
set symbols
specifying 7
shared resources
serializing access to 83, 84, 145, 177
SLIMC 400
SLMTC 405
SNAPC 407
SONIC 410
sorting 165
SSAR 1
START 1
STDHD 412
STICC 414
storage
heap storage used by assembler programs 47, 248, 328,
353
in application programs 1
in the ECB 1
storage areas
protected, See protected storage
storage blocks
detaching
from an entry 524
temporarily 147
getting
with pool-file records 249, 251
reattaching
to an ECB 24
rehooking 366
releasing
conditionally 119
from a specified level 356
writing
to real-time sequential files 456
strings
matching against a pattern 529
searching for 8
suffixes 6
SVC 1
SWISC 417
SXIPC 419
symbols
defining
for ALCS 99
for communication device types 508
for fixed-file record types 37
definitions for TPF 564
equate 364
register 2
set 7
SYNCC 421
synchronized processing 192, 197, 346
synonyms

synonyms (continued)
reducing the number generated 297
syntax xv
SYSCC 424
SYSEQ 427
SYSRA 428
system load information
extracting 322
system messages
sending 532
system state indicator
displaying 414
testing 414

T
tapes
synchronizing 516
TAS
turning off 432
turning on 435
TASBC 432
TASNC 433
TASTC 435
TCLSC 436
TDSPC 438
TDTAC 443
throttle interface request macro 446
THRTC 446
time display
converting 453, 520
time-available supervisor, See TAS
TIMEC 448
TMCNA 453
TOPNC 454
TOURC 456
TOUTC 458
TPF compatibility 559
TPPCC 460
TPPCC ACTIVATE_ON_CONFIRMATION 463
TPPCC ACTIVATE_ON_RECEIPT 466
TPPCC ALLOCATE 469
TPPCC CONFIRM 471
TPPCC CONFIRMED 473
TPPCC DEALLOCATE 475
TPPCC FLUSH 478
TPPCC GET_ATTRIBUTES 480
TPPCC POST_ON_RECEIPT 482
TPPCC PREPARE_TO_RECEIVE 484
TPPCC RECEIVE 486
TPPCC REQUEST_TO_SEND 489
TPPCC SEND_DATA 491
TPPCC SEND_ERROR 493
TPPCC TEST 496
TPPCC WAIT 499
TPPCE 502
TPRDC 503
transfer vectors
defining 506
TRANV 506
TRMEQ 508
TRSVC 511
TSQCC 513
TSYNC 516
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TWRTC 518
TYCVA 520

U
UI0OM 521
UNFRC 522
UNHKA 524
unlocking programs 371
unsolicited messages 360
USING 6

W
WAITC 525
waiting
for I/O completion
525
WHOCC 527
WILDC 529
wildcards in string matching 529
write
check completion of 217
Write Structured Field 94
WSF, See Write Structured Field
WTOPC 532
WTOPC message table 259

X
XMSG format 66, 67

Y
year

displaying 547
YEARA 547
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